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VOUTLINE

INTRODUCTION
1« The importance of the period immediately following the Exile
2. The difficulty of the literary problems in connection with
Ezra-Hehemiah
3. Estimates of the sources for the study of Post-Exilic period
4. Dogmatism out of place
5. General plan of the dissertation
PART i. Survey of the literature of the subject
Chapter I. The Problem in its Earlier Stages
I. Introductory
1. Traditional order of events in Ezra-Nehemiah
2. List of the Persian kings with their dates
3. General features of the Problem in its earlier stages
(a) Matters of chronology
(b) Literary criticism
(c) Incidents connected with the rebuilding of the
temple
4. Writers before 1890
II. Contributions of French writers
1. De Saulcy (1874)
2. I. Halevy (1883)
3. Maurice Vernes (1889)
4. Havet and J. Imbert (1888-89)
5. M. Bellange (1889)
III • Contributions of German scholars
1. Traditional point of view
(a) Kuenen
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(b) Ewald
(c) Rosenzweig
(d) Bertheau
2. Beginnings of a critical point of view in Germany
(a) Reuss, Graetz, Koeldeke, Hitzig
(b) Schrader (1867)
(i) Challenge of the idea that any work was
done on the temple in the second year of
the return from Exile
(ii) Testimony of Haggai, Zechariah, and
Aramaic documents
(iii) Authorihip and historical value of Ezra 3
(c) Stade (1888)
(i) Cautious acceptance of Schrader 's position
(ii) The return from Exile not in such large
numbers as Ezra 2 would indicate
(d) R. Smend (1881
)
(i) Traditional but scholarly study of the
lists
(ii) Source of lists
(iii) The list in Ezra 2 as a list of those
who returned from the Exile with Shesh-
bazzar and Zerubbabel
3. Summary of results of the first period
Chapter II. The Emergence of the Problem
I. Writers before Fosters
1. P. H. Hunter (1890) - traditional throughout
2. A. Van Hocnaker (1890)

(a) Importance of his work
(b) Ezra AFTER Nehemiah
3. Kuenen (1890)
(a) Attack upon Van Hoonaker and defence of the
traditional order of events
4. Van Hooneiker (1892)
(a) Reply to Kuenen in two books
(b) Reaffirmation of former position
5. M. J. Lagrange (1894)
(a) Acceptance of Van Hoona^cer's thesis
(b) Ezra and Nehemiah in the reigns of Artaxerxes
II and III instead of Artaxerxes I and II
II. V/. H. Kosters (1893 in Dutch, 1895 in German)
1. Importance of his work
2. His conclusions
(a) No return from the Exile under Cyrus
(b) The temple as the work of those left in the
land, not the returned Exiles
(c) The rebuilding of the walls by the native Judeans
not returned Exiles
(d) The coming of Ezra and his Gola in the thirty-
second year of Artaxerxes I after Nehemiah
(e) Reorganization of the community by Nehemiah on
the basis of older legislation than the Priests'
Code
3. Kosters 1 slashing literary criticism
4. Genesis of the tradition of a return in the time of
Cyrus
5. The stir in the world of Old Testament scholarship as
a result of Kosters' study
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6. Wellhausen's reply
(a) Attack upon specific points in Kosters 1 position
(b) General considerations against Kosters' position
7. Acceptance with modifications of Kosters' position by
7/ildeboer, Elhorst, and T. K. Cheyne
HI. The work of C. C. Torrey (1896 and 1910)
!• Radical and revolutionary position
2. Brilliant style
3. His position
(a) I Esdras, the genuine LXX
(b) The Aramaic sections of Ezra from the Greek period
by a man from the "school of the Chronicler"
(c) Little or no value to the Chronicler a s historian
(d) The lists in Ezra-Nehemiah from the Chronicler
(e) The Ezra Memoirs, the literary masterpiece of the
Chronicler
(f) Denial of Ezra's existence
(g) Kehemiah 8 between Ezra 8 and 9
(h) No return from the Exile at any time and all of
the Old Testament written in Palestine
(i) Judaism in the Persian period liberal and devout,
in the Greek period otherwise
(j) The work of restoration by the native Judeans and
not the Exiles
(k) The Samaritan schism i& the time of Alexander the
Great and not in the time of Kehemiah
IV. Eduard Meyer (1896)
1. Book of tremendous importance in Germany and of great
influence in whole realm of biblical scholarship

2. His position - conservative
(a) The Aramaic documents authentic
(b) Persian influence in establishing Judaism
(c) A return under Sheshbazzar but Ezra 3 of no value
(d) A political impulse back of the rebuilding of the
temple
(e) Ezra before Nehemiah
(f) Ezra 2 an authentic list from a period a little
while after the return under Sheshbazzar
(g) The Priests' Code as Ezra's lav/book
3. Wellhausen ' s attack on Meyer (1897)
4. Meyer's reply (1897)
5. Kosters, Meyer, Torrey - the storm centres
V. Writers after Kosters, Meyer, Torrey
1. Van Hoona*Jcer (1896)
(a) Rebuttal of Kosters point by point
(b) No fundamental change of position
2. Marquart (1896)
(a) Nehemiah in the reign of Artaxerxes II
(b) The Samaritan opposition from the time of Nehemiah
and not before
3. Alfred Bertholet (1896)
(a) The inter-relationship of Jews with the foreigners
,4. T. K. Cheyne (1898)
(a) Cautious acceptance of Kosters' position
(b) A return of some in time of Cyrus
(c) Ezra an historical character
(d) The Persians favorable to religions outside
their own
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5. C. F. Kent (1899)
(a) Influence of Torrey
(b) A return from the Exile
6. George A. Smith (1899)
(a) Recognition and criticism of the critical position
(b) Conservative position
7. Sellin (1898)
(a) Exaggeration of the first return
(b) Ezra AFTER Nehemiah
(c) Consideration of Messianic hopes in connection with
the restoration of Judaism
(d) Zerubbabel exalted, dethroned, killed
(e) The attempt on the •walls at the time of Zerubbabel
8. Guthe (1899)
(a) A return but smaller than traditionally held
(b) The combined work of returned Exiles and native
Judeans upon the temple
(c) The formation of the community before the reading
of the Law
VI. Summary of the creative decade - 1890-1900
Chapter III. The Problem in its Later Stages
I. Summary of tendencies during this period
1. Increasing emphasis upon I Esdras
2. The significance of the Elephantine Papyri
3. The significance of findings of archaeologists
4. Debate of the positions of Torrey, Meyer, Kosters;
some agreeing with one, some with the others
II. Nikel (1900)
1. Traditional but very, scholarly

2. Later reference to his argunents
III. Sellin (1901)
1. Position slightly altered from earlier but in
general the same
IV. Brief review of important commentaries upon Ezra-Nehemiah
1. Siegfried in Nowack (1901)
2. Bertholet in Marti (1902)
(a) His position
(b) Torrey's criticism
3. G. Jahn's Commentary (1909)
(a) Radical position
(b) Dogmatic and at times bitter
4. Max Haller (1914)
(a) Persian influence in formation of Judaism
(b) Strong personalities in its formation
5. T. Witton Davies in Century Bible Series (191?)
(a) Critical of Kosters and Torrey
(b) Ezra before Kehemiah
6. S. R. Driver - Century Bible on Minor Prophets (1906)
7. H. G. Mitchell, International Critical Commentary on
Haggai and Zechariah (1912)
8. L. C Batten, I. C. C. on Ezra-I-ehemiah (1913)
(a) Position intermediary between Meyer and Kosters
(b) Outline of his position
(c) Reviews of Batten by Fullerton, Julius Bewer,
and others
V. Positions of prominent American writers of Old Testament
History
1. H. P. Smith (1903)

(a) Favorable to the position of Kosters and Torrey
2. C. F. Kent (1905)
(a) More favorable than formerly to the position of
Torrey
3. F. Sanders (1914)
(a) Favorable to Torrey 's literary criticism, but di-
vergent from his historical deductions
4. Ismar J. Peritz (1915)
(a) Mediating position but granting historical value
to Ezra-IIehemiah
VI, The biblical introductions to the Old Testament
1« J. E. McFadyen (1905)
2. Karl Budde (1906)
3. Cornill (1907)
4. Harlan Creelman (1907)
VII. Monographs dealing with the subject
1. Paul Reissler (1903)
(a) Identification of Zerubbabel with Kehemiah
(b) Great value of I Esdras
(c) Criticism of his position
2. Sigmund Jampel (1902-03)
(a) Scholarly defence of the traditional position with
very large use of extra-biblical material
(b) Novel division of the books of Ezra-Nehemiah into
three literary units
3. J. V/. Rothstein (1908)
(a) Study in the book of Haggai
(b) Reference in Hg« 2:10-14 to the Samaritan offer
of aid mentioned in Ezra 4: Iff
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(c) Reversal of Kosters* position
4. J. Theis (1910)
(a) Great value of I Esdras
(b) Reference in Ezra 4:7-23 to the temple rather than
the walls
(c) Events of this passage in the reign of Cyrus
5. L. E. Browne (1920)
(a) Acceptance of Torrey's arrangement of materials
(b) Aramaic documents relatively late but of historical
value
(c) Affirmation of Ezra's existence
(d) Acceptance of Rothstein's vieiv of Haggai 2:10ff
(e) Extensive use of Isa. in the study of this period
(f) The leadership and enthusiasm for rebuilding the
temple from the Exile; much of the work by natives
(g) Nehemiah before Ezra
(h) Two prominent elements in Judaism - Particularism
and Universalism
VIII. Summarising paragraph
PART II. The Authenticity of Ezra-Nehemiah
Chapter I. The Aramaic sections of the early Ezra chapters
I. Introductory
1. Ezra-Nehemiah as one book
2. The sources for this book
(a) The Aramaic source (A)
(b) The Memoirs of Nehemiah (N)
(c) The Memoirs of Ezra (E)
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(d) The Lists of names
(e) The free composition of the Chronicler
3. The plan of Part II
II. General considerations in regard to the Aramaic section (A)
1. Limits of the source
2. History of the attitude towards this source
3. Arguments against A as authentic
(a) Literary device of ancient to invent official do-
cuments
(b) Documents as tendency writings
(c) No intimate acquaintance by the author of A with
the history of the Persian period
(d) Jewish coloring in certain words and phrases
(e) The documents undated
(f ) The Aramaic of the documents of late date
4. Reply to the above arguments
5. Arguments in favor of their authenticity
(a) Aramaic the official language of the western pro-
vinces in the Persian period
(b) The testimony by ! -he presence of "Persisms" in the
Aramaic document f ra Persian original
(c) The use of the first person in the letters
(d) The form of the letters in accordance with Persian
Usage
(e) The draughtsmen of the letters for the most part
Persians
(f) The testimony of the extra-biblical sources favor-
able to their authenticity
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(i) The Gadatas Inscription
(ii) Egyptian inscriptions
(iii) The Elephantine papyri
III. The authenticity of the passages in detail
1. The authenticity of Ezra 4:7-24
(a) Content of this passage
(b) Arguments against this passage as authentic
(i) The reference to the colonization of Samaria
by snapper
(ii) The suspicious list of names in vs. 9
(iii) The story an imitation of the story in Ezra 5-6
(iv) The suspicious phrase, "in the book of thy
father's memoirs" (vs. 15)
(v) The reference to "mighty kings" in Vss. 13-15
(vi) The inconsistency of the king's command to de-
stroy the walls when coupled with permission
to Nehemiah to rebuild them
(vii) The silence of Neh. 2:1-8
(viii) Neh. 1-6 against the authenticity of Ezra
4:7-24
(ix) The report directly to the king and not to
the over-officials
(c) Reply to the above arguments - (made ir^connection
with each)
(d) Arguments in favor of the passage
(i) Passage not from the Chronicler
(ii) Passage presupposed by lleh. 1-6
(e) Conclusion
2. The authenticity of Ezra 5:1-6:18

(a) Contents of passage
(b) Difficulties of the passage
(c) Verses from the Chronicler
(d) Arguments in favor of the authenticity
(i) The reference to Tattenai
(ii) Testimony of the Elephantine papyri
(iii) The fact of the discovery of the decree at
Ecbatana
(iv) Essential agreement with the testimony of
Haggai and Zechariah
(e) Arguments against the authenticity - reply
(i) Cyrus too busy a man to give temple specifi-
cations
(ii) Gifts of money by the Persian kings unlikely
(iii) Language of Ezra 6:11 inappropriate for Darius
(iv) The bearing of Ezra 6:12 upon the question of
authenticity
(v) The absurdity of a Persian request for the pray-
ers of the Jews
(vi) The imperfect connection between Ezra 6:5 and
G:6ff
(vii) Absurdity of Persian recognition of Jahve
(f) Conclusion
The authenticity of Ezra 7:12-26
(a) Heavy and important arguments against the passage
(i) More powers given to Ezra in the decree than
he ever uses
(ii) Strong evidences of Jewish coloring
(iii) Too much power given to Ezra
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(iv) Impossible gifts in vs. 22
(v) The very severe punisliment prescribed in Vs. 26
(vi) The testimony of the papyri
(vii) Speech of Artaxerxes not only in the language
of the Jews, but as a faithful Jew
(b) Arguments in favor of the decree as authentic
(i) Jewish coloring due to Jewish rather than
Persian composition
(ii) Freeing of priests from taxes in accord with
Persian practice
(iii) Syncretistic tendency in the Persian religion
(iv) The exultation of Ezra in 7:27f favorable to
a decree if not this one
(v) Testimony of the inscriptions as to how the
Persian kings speak
(vi) Reasons for great power given to Ezra
(c) Historical data back of the decree
IV. General conclusion as to the authenticity of the Aramaic
passages
Chapter II. Nehemiah's Memoirs (N)
I. General recognition of high historical value
II. Limitations of the source
1. Parts generally accepted
2. Parts in dispute
3. The authenticity of Keh. 3:1-32
(a) Arguments against
(b) Conclusion in the matter
4. Reasons for denying that Neh. 8-10 belongs to N
5. The status of Neh. 12:27-43

6. Hen. 12:44-13:3 from the Chronicler
7. The arguments for and against Keh. 13:4ff as a part of K
III. Conclusion as to the limitations and value of N
er III. The Ezra Memoirs (e)
I. History of the attack upon E
1. Those favorable to E
2. Those opposed to E
3. The position of Torrey
(a) E the literary masterpiece of the Chronicler
(b) Evidences of the Chronicler's vocabulary in E
(c) Evidences of the Chronicler's style in E
(d) Evidences of the Chronicler's tendency in E
(e) Denial of Ezra's existence
(i) Ezra an artificial character without flesh
and blood
(ii) The silence of Sirach
4. The reply to Torrey
(a) Evidence for Ezra's existence as an historical
character
(i) De-personalizing of religious history in
Torrey 's theory
(ii) Ezra not the Chronicler's product but the
other way around
(iii) Too much weight upon the silence of Sirach
(w) Dangers of the argument from silence
(x) Sirach' s knowledge of a tradition in re-
gard to Ezra
(y) Silence of Ezra and Kehemiah in regard
to each other
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(z) Silence of Old Testament writers in re-
gard to contemporaries
(b) Suggested explanations of the similarity of style
between Ezra and the Chronicler
(i) The fact that Chronicler imitated his great hero
(ii) The fact that they both belonged to the same
school of thought and tendency
(iii) The fact that the post-exilic vocabulary is
pretty much the same in dealing with similar
matters
(c) Deuteronomic influence in E whereas the Chronicler
is influenced by P
(d) Ezra not portrayed enough as a priest to be the
creation of the Chronicler
(e) The writing of memoirs common at that time
(f ) Evidences of more than one source in Ezra 7-10
(g) Many gaps in the Persian period left vacancy the
Chronicler
II. The Limits of E
1. General limits usually set
2. Deviations from these limits
3. Conclusion as to the limits of E
Chapter IV. The Lists of Karnes
I. Extent of the Lists
1. Host important lists
2. Other lists
II. Authorship of the lists
1« Evidence for and against the Chronicler as the author of
the lists

2. Evidence favoring lists of names as a source FOR the
Chronicler
III. Appraisal of the lists
1. Appraisal of Eduard Meyer
2. Appraisal of R. Smend
IV. Conclusions in regard to the most important list (Ezra 2
equals Keh. 7)
V. The motives that led to the formation of the lists
VI. The Chronicler's use of the lists
Chapter V. The Chronicler
I. Proofs that the Chronicler has had to do with Ezra-Neheirdah
1. Arguments from style
2. Argument from the fact that Ezra-Nehemiah were origin-
ally a part of I and II Chronicles
3. The presence of the Chronicler's tendency
4. Admitted by all
II. The Chronicler as a writer
1. The most battered character among the writers of the Old
Testament
2. Torrey's radical opinion of the Chronicler
(a) Alteration by minor insertions, additions, and
omissions
(b) Thorough-going alterations
(c) Parts of Ezra-Nehemieh. where the Chronicler is
simply an editor - A and N
(d) All but A and K in Ezra-Nehemiah the work of the
Chronicler as WRITER
3. Mediating opinions of the Chronicler as an historian
(a) The judgment of Meyer
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(b) The judgment of Schrader
4. Conservative opinions of the Chronicler
(a) Jampel, Mkel, Van Hoonaker
5. My own position
(a) Critical, yet recognizing the Chronicler's use
of sources
(i) Use of the lists
(ii) Use of A, N, Samuel, and Kings
(iii) Passages with real sources back of them
(iv) A priori considerations
(b) The Chronicler not purely a writer of fiction
(c) Chief sins of the Chronicler
(i) Disarrangement of the documents
(ii) Matters of chronology
(iii) Tendency to read too much into the first
return from the Exile
Chapter VI. The Value of First Esdras as a Source
I. Comparison of I Esdras with Massoretic text
II, The evolution of opinion in regard to I Esdras
1. I Esdras a free compilation from the Greek of our canon-
ical Ezra
2. I Esdras from a lost Greek version of Chron.-Ezra-Uehemiah
5. A direct and independent translation of the Hebrew-Aramaic
sources
4. I Esdras the original LXX
(a) Reasons for this view
(i) Its use by Josephus
(ii) Designation in the great uncials as Esdras A
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(iii) Its origin at a time when Chronicles and
Ezra-Nehemiah formed one book
(iv) Its preservation of a better text in places
than II Esdras
(v) The same transistor for I Esdras and the LXX
of Daniel
(vi) Use by Origen's Hexapla of I Esdras as the
true LXX
(vii) Extra-biblical testimony
(viii) Better reading than the Massoretic in places
(b) View increasingly accepted
III. The Contents of I Esdras
1. Larger content than Ezra
2. Different order of events
3. The story of the Three Guardsmen
IV. Conclusion in regard to I Esdras
PART III. Critical Reconstruction of the History
Chapter I. The Return from the Exile
I. Introduction
1. The traditional theory of events
2. General statement of Kosters 1 denial of a return
II. Kosters 1 argument denying a return
1. Return under Cyrus negated by fact that no work was done
on the temple until the time of Darius
2. The silence of Haggai and Zechariah concerning a return
3. Period of punishment not yet past
4. Passages in Haggai and Zechariah which look upon the re-
turn as future
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5. The list of names in Ezra 2 of no value as proving a re-
turn under Cyrus
6. The silence of Nehemiah
III. The truth in Kosters 1 position
1. His challenge of the great numbers that came from Persia
in the reign of Cyrus
2. His emphasis upon the native Judean population as a fac-
tor in the early days of the restoration
IV. Other arguments against a return
1. R. H. Kennett's challenge of Ezra 1:7-8 in regard to the
return of the temple vessels
2. The story of the return a free composition of the Chroni-
cler with no facts as a basis - reply.
3. The Palestinian community the agent of the restoration at
all stages
V. Positive arguments in favor of a return from the Exile
1. The tradition, both Biblical and in the later Jewish period
2. The favorable Persian policy towards conquered peoples -
especially in matters of religion
(a) The character of Cyrus
(b) The testimony of Jewish tradition
(c) Good politics and strategy to favor the Jews
(d) Very strong extra-biblical testimony
3. Motives for a return present in Babylonia
(a) Religious motives
(b) Patriotic motives
(c) Political motives
4. Babylonian Jews working upon the Temple in the time of
Haggai and Zechariah
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(a) Haggai and Zechariah from the Exile
(b) Sheshbazzar probably from the Exile
(c) Zerubbabel from the Exile
(d) Strong evidence for Joshua, the priest, as being
from the Exile
5. Use of Babylonian system of exact dating by Haggai and
Zechariah
6. Use of the Babylonian "Spring's era" in dating rather
than the Syrian "autumn's era" by Haggai and Zechariah
7. Certain a priori arguments in favor of a return
(a) Unlikely that the remnant left in the land should
rebuild the temple
(b) Incredibility of the idea of no return
(c) Failure of Haggai and Zechariah to mention idolatry
(d) Ezra 4:12 as an argument for a return
(e) The presuppositions of Ezra's disturbance over
mixed marriages
(f) The testimony of Nehemiah
(g) If a return took place under Nehemiah and Ezra,
why not earlier under Zerubbabel?
(h) The bearing of the literature of the Exile upon
the question of a return
Chapter II. The Rebuilding of the Temple
I. When was the work on the temple begun?
1. The traditional view
2. Arguments against the traditional point of view
(a) The traditional point of view from the Chronicler
(b) The testimony of Haggai and Zechariah
•
(c) The traditional point of view due to the tendency
of the Chronicler

3. The real beginning in the time of Darius
(a) The theory of J. V/. Rothstein
(b) The theory of Batten
II. Why was there a delay in rebuilding the temple?
1. Disillusionment
2. Hostility on the part of neighbors
3. Returning Exiles poor
4. Need to rebuild homes
5. Heavy taxes to Persia
6. Time not ripe
7. The altar sufficient
8. Indifference on the part of the Persians
9. Awaiting the Messianic age
10, Bad crops and hard times
11. The scattering of the Exiles upon their return
III. What were the impulses that led to the work?
1. The political situation
2. The stirrings of the Messianic hope stimulated by the
return of Zerubbabel, a Davidic
3. The possibility that in 520 a fresh group of Exiles re-
turned to Jerusalem
4. Religious motive
5. Economic motive
IV. Yftio did the work upon the temple?
1. Argument in favor of the native Judeans
(a) Rosters' position
(b) Importance of Native Judeans underestimated by some
(c) Importance of these Judeans overestimated by others
2. Argument in favor of the presence of Exiles at the time

the temple was rebuilt
(a) Sheshbazzar, Joshua, and Zerubbabel from the Exile
(b) Inconclusive character of Kosters 1 argument from
language
(c) The leadership of returned Exiles demanded by the
situation
(d) Native Judeans insufficient for the task
3. The temple as the JOINT work of the RETURNED EXILES and
the NATIVE JUDEAN FOIUL&TIGN
Y/hat was the attitude of the returned Gola towards the Samari-
tans?
1. The traditional point of view
2. The Exiles
(a) Best elements of population in Exile
(b) Conditions in the Exile
(c) Dangers of the Exile
(d) Effect of the Exiles upon the Jews
(i) Monotheism
(ii) Worship without temple or altar
(iii) Vindication of the prophets by the logic of
events
(iv) Much literary activity
(v) Relinquishment of idolatry
(vi) Influence of Ezekiel
(vii) Individualism
(viii) Universalism and particularism
(ix) Emphasis upon prayer, fasting, circumcision,
Sabbath observation
3. Bertholet's study of the history of particularism and uni-
versalism from ancient times through the period of the Exile

The bearing of Ezra 4:1-5 upon this discussion
(a) Passage from the Chronicler
(b) Historical value of this passage
(c) Different attitude of the Gola towards different
elements in the land
(d) Arguments against the Samaritan offer of aid
(i) Illustration of the Chronicler's tendency to
read back into an earlier age what was true in
his age
(ii) Friendly relationship between Jews and Samari
tans in the time of Ezra dnd Kehemiah
(iii) Difficulty in accounting for the acceptance
of the Jewish law by the Samaritans if hos-
tility dates as far back as the rebuilding
of the temple
(iv) Difficulty in accounting for the delay in
building the Samaritan temple
(v) Impossibility' of such an offer by the Samari-
tans
(vi) A strong universalizing tendency at this time
(vii) The silence of Haggai and Zechariah concern-
ing opposition to the work upon the temple
(viii) The impossibility of the offer for the rea-
son that it would not have been accepted if
it had been made
(e) Arguments in favor of the Samaritan offer of aid
and its rejection
(i) The dominance of the particularizing tendency
at this time

(ii) The reference to the colonizing of Esar-
haddon In Ezra 4:2
(iii) The short discreet answer of Zerubbabel
(iv) Haggai 2:10-14 as a contemporary witness to
the story in Ezra 4:1-5
5. Conclusion as to Samaritan and Jewish inter-relationship
Chapter III. The Period between Zerubbabel and fteheriiah.
I. Introductory
1. Little information about this period
2. Sell in' s theory of the elevation and downfall of Zerubbabel
(a) Stated
(b) Examined
(c) Conclusion
(i) Interesting theory
(ii) Impossibility of proof or disproof
(iii) Of little and perhaps no historical value
II. Evidences of a decline of morale and a falling away from the
ideals of 520 B. C. during this period
1. To be expected
(a) Impossible hopes of the prophets
(b) Messianic hopes frustrated
2. Intermarriage with foreign elements in the community and
outside
3. The testimony of the book of lialachi
4. The testimony of III Isaiah
III. Ezra 4:6-23 as an historical event for this period
1. The contents of this passage
2. Statement and examination of the theory of Theis in regard
to this period
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3. The argument in favor of this as an event occurring under
the reign of Cambyses
4. Argument in favor of Ezra 4:7-23 as belonging to the reign
of Darius
5. Arguments in favor of the event as belonging to the reign
of Artaxerxes I
(a) "Artaxerxes H in the text
(b) The reference clearly to the walls and not to the
temple
(c) The testimony of Isa. 60-62
(d) Ezra 4:7-23 as the presupposition of Keh. 1-6
IV. Conclusions gained as to this period
1. A growth of religious laxity, intermarrying with foreigners,
a maintenance of particularism by some at Jerusalem
2. Work on the walls attempted and frustrated
Chapter IV. The Date of Ezra's Mission
I. Extreme views in connection with the work of Ezra
1« Extremely early
(a) Reissler's theory placing Ezra in the time of Cam-
byses
(b) Schlatter's view placing Keh. 8-10 in the time of
Zerubbabel
2. Extremely late
(a) Ezra and Kehemiah in the reign of Artaxerxes II and III
(i) Theory of De Saulcy, Lagrange, Iv.'awqu e rt , Havet,
Bellange
(ii) Untenable after the discovery of the Elephan-
tine papyri
II. Argument in favor of Ezra as coming in 458 B. C, BEFORE NEHEKIAH

1« The historical representation of Chronicles
2. Nehemiah 1:1-4 as indicating Ezra first Nehemiah second
(a) Arguments for this position
(b) Reply
3. Difficulties of explaining the work that Ezra and Nehemiah
did together if Ezra comes after Nehemiah - reply
4. Men mentioned in Ezra 7-10 also mentioned in Neh. 3
5. The bearing of Nehemiah 1 s reforms upon the Levites accom-
panying Ezra
6. Members of Ezra's caravan at work v.ith Nehemiah on the
walls
c t
7. Appraisal of arguments against Van Hoonaker s position
III. Arguments favoring Ezra as coming AFTER Nehemiah
1. Ezra and his Gola not at work upon the walls
2. The silence of Ezra concerning Nehemiah and of Nehemiah
concerning Ezra
(a) "Nehemiah" in Neh. 8:9 a late interpolation
(b) "Ezra" in Neh. 12:36 a late interpolation
3. Nehemiah' s treatment of mixed marriages as contrasted with
the method of Ezra
4. Friendly relations of the Jews with the heathen when Ne-
hemiah comes to Jerusalem as precluding the marriage re-
forms of Ezra
5. Nehemiah first, Ezra second better explanation of Ezra's
marriage reforms
6. Ezra's Gola more likely to come to Jerusalem after Nehe-
miah had made the city safe
7. Unlikely procedure for Artaxerxes to send two men to Jeru-
salem with practically the same commission

8. A comparison of the Jerusalem of Ezra's time with the
Jerusalem of Nehemiah a time favorable to the conclusion
Nehemiah first, Ezra second
9. Ezra's permission to return and his powers more likely
after Nehemiah than before because of Nehemiah' s influ-
ence with the king
10. The order of Neh. 12:26 with Nehemiah first Ezra second
11. The testimony of Josephus in his Antiquities
12. Argument from the order of the high priests and the Ele-
phantine papyri
IV. Considerations which would place Nehemiah in the reign of
Artaxerxes I
1. Tradition
2. The testimony of the Elephantine papyri
V. Reasons for the traditional order - Ezra, Nehemiah
1. The redactor's attempt to glorify Ezra
2. Chronicler's minunderstanding of his sources
3. A later tendency
VI. Interpretations of Ezra 7:8
1. "The seventh year" of Artaxerxes I, 458 B. C.
2. Emendation of the passage from "seventh" to twenty-seventh"
placing Ezra between the two administrations of Nehemiah
3. Ezra 7:8 untrustworthy
4. Ezra's work soon after the second administration of Nehemiah
(a) Arguments for
(b) Weaknesses
5. "Seventh year" of Artaxerxes II rather than Artaxerxes I
(a) Simplest suggestion

(b) Adequate time after Nehemiah 's administration for
abuses of his reforms to creep in
(c) The support of the Elephantine papyri
(d) Position of many scholars
VII, Conclusion
1. Uncertainty concerning; the exact date of Ezra's mission
2. Ezra after Nehemiah
3. The probable date, 398 B. C.
Chapter V. The Work of Nehemiah
I. Introductory
1. Nehemiah' s work with the walls
2. Nehemiah in the spiritual succession of Ezekiel, Lalachi,
III Isaiah, and Ezra
3. Nehemiah in clear perspective
II. The achievements of Nehemiah
la The rebuilding of the walls
(a) Brief recital of his work in this connection
(b) The real aim and purpose of Nehemiah
(i) Patriotic aim
(ii) Religious motive
(c) Forces favorable to Nehemiah
(i) Persian power
(ii) Party favorable to him in Jerusalem and Judah
(iii) His own strong personality
(iv) Maybe some returned Exiles
(d) Forces opposed to Nehemiah
(i) Strong party within Jerusalem
(ii) Strong party without
(e) Evidence that this was a REPAIRING of the Trails
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2. The economic reforms of Wehemiah
(a) The problem
(b) Wehemiah' s skillful handling of the matter
3. The dedication of the walls
(a) The dedication shortly after the completion of
the walls
(b) The difficulty of restoring N at this point
(c) The details of the dedication obscure
4. The reforms of Kehemiah's second governorship
(a) The duration of Nehemiah's first governorship
(b) The time elapsing between the governorships
(c) The question as to a second governorship
(d) The reforms of the second administration
(i) The ejection of the belongings of Tobiah
from the temple
(ii) Reforms favoring the Levites
(iii) Sabbath reform
(iv) Reform of mixed marriages
III. Influence of liehemiah upon the Samaritan schism
1. Date of the founding of the Samaritan temple
(a) Arguments for the time of Wehemiah
(i) Samaritan community well established in the
time of Alexander
(ii) Wehemiah 13:29 as a concrete incident for the
schism
(iii) Josephus biased by Samaritan legendary mater-
ial in placing the date in the time of Alex-
ander
(iv) Josephus mixed as usual in his chronology
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(v) The testimony of the Elephantine papyri
(b) Arguments for a date later than Kehemiah
(i) Arguments from III Isaiah
(ii) Keh. 13:28f as a later addition to the text
(iii) The difficulty in accounting for the Samaritan
acceptance of the Pentateuch if the schism
took place at this time,
(iv) Torrey's reply to the evidence from the Ele-
phantine papyri
(v) The bearing of a joint reply of the governors
of Judah and Samaria to the Jews at Yeb upon
the question of a break between Judah and Sam-
aria .
(vi) Alexander the Great favorable to the Samaritans
(vii) The silence of the Jews at Yeb concerning a
religious cleavage between Jerusalem and the
Samaritans
2. Divided evidence but favorable to the time of Iiehemiah
3. Causes of the break between Jerusalem and Samaria
(a) Personal
(b) Political
(c) Religious
(d) Geographical
4. Results of this break not wholly bad
5. Nehemiah's share in the schism no matter what its date
Chapter VI. The Order of the Documents in Ezra 7-Heh. 13
I. Introduction
1. Materials in these chapters disarranged
2. Typical and important rearrangements
(a) Kosters' rearrangement
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(b) Batten's rearrangement
(c) Marquari 's rearrangement
(d) The rearrangement by George Foote Moore, Torrey,
McFadyen, Davies, Van HoonaTcer
3. Wide variation in arrangement
4. Value of the tradition not dependent upon the order and
arrangement of the docu ments
5. Three main problems
II. Does Ezra 9-10 come before or after Ken. 8? Do the marriage
reforms precede or follow the reading of the law?
1. Van Hoonaker's theory stated and criticised
2. Torrey' s position stated and criticised
3. Conclusion
III. Does Neh. 13 precede or follow the events of Neh. 8-10? Do
Nehemiah's reforms precede or follow the reading of the law
and the formation of the community?
1. Evidence for Nehemiah 13 as preceding the events described
in Neh. 8-10
(a) The bearing of the arguments in favor of Ezra as
AFTER Nehemiah
(b) detailed statement of the evidence for the above
conclusion
(c) Arguments against the above conclusion - reply
IV. Does Neh. 8 precede or follow Neh. 10?
1. Kosters' argument for Neh. 10 as preceding Neh. 8
2. Objections to Kosters' view
V. Conclusion as to the order of chapters
1. Neh. 13, Ezra 7-10, Neh. 8-10
2. Reasons for this order

Chapter VII. The Y/ork of Ezra and His Significance
I. The question of the existence of Ezra
1« Arguments against the existence of Ezra
(a) Ezra a colorless artificial character
(b) Unlikely character of his reforms
(c) Silence of Sirach
2. Arguments for the existence of Ezra
(a) Ezra not so clearly pictured as Nehemiah
(b) Ezra real in his own way
(c) The bearing of the authenticity of E upon Ezra's
existence
(d) Religious history personal
(e) Reply to the criticism that the reform was too
cruel and drastic
(f ) The time in which Ezra lived
II. The mission of Ezra and the reform of mixed marriages
la The story of the journey to Jerusalem and the reforms
2. Problems, critical in character, connected with the
story
(a) Does Ezra 8:17 imply a temple in Babylon corres-
ponding to the temple' at Yeb in Egypt?
(i) Statement of Browne's theory
(ii) Comments upon the theory
(b) What was the aim of Ezra in his program?
(i) Preparation of the community for the law
(ii) Political
(iii) Separation of the Jews from the heathen so
as to save the Jewish religion from disinte-
gration
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(c) Was there a Gola in Jerusalem when Ezra arrived?
(i) Kosters' position stated
(ii) Reasons against Kosters' position
(d) What were the forces against Ezra?
(i) Party within Jerusalem hostile to Ezra
(ii) Party without Jerusalem
(e) What factors were favorable to Ezra?
(i) Persian support
(ii) The Exiles who had returned with him
(iii) A party within Jerusalem, representing a
party of reaction towards mixing with for-
eigners
(f) Was Ezra's attempt at the reform of mixed marriages
a success or a failure?
(i) Arguments for failure
(ii) The uncertainty in the text of Ezra 10:44
(iii) Criticism of the arguments representing
Ezra's reforms as a failure
(iv) Arguments for his marriage reforms as a
success
3. Results of Ezra's marriage reforms
(a) Jerusalem much more exclusive
(b) Antagonism on the part of foreigners
(c) Salvation of the religious and racial identity of
the Jews
III. The reading of the Law
1. Kehemiah 8-10 connected with Ezra rather than Kehemiah
2. What was the lawbook from which Ezra read?
( a ) Uncertainty in conclusions

(b) Substantially the Pentateuch in its present form
(c) The Priests' Code
(i) Prevailing opinion
(ii) Held with modifications
(d) Older legislation, and not the Priests' Code
(e) Examination of the oaths taken in Neh. 10 to see
what code is presupposed
(f) Conclusion
(i) Evidence for all codes and for no code
(ii) Uncertainty
i
3» The philosophy back of the acceptance of the law
(a) The will of God plain in the law
(b) A lawbook needed for the common people
4. Results of the introduction of the lav/
(a) The adoption of a system of life under the law
(b) The increasing importance of the synagogue
(c) Unifying influence for Jews throughout the world in
adherence to the lav/
(d) Growing elevation of the scribe
(e) Emphasis upon legalism
5. The factors that led to the acceptance of the law
6. Points of emphasis in the legal religion
7. The strength and weakness of a legal religion
8. Ezra's connection with the origins of legalism
IV. The formation of the community
1. The question as to the personalities connected with this
event
(a) Nehemiah and Ezra
Nehemiah alone

(c) Ezra alone
(d) Neither Nehemiah nor Ezra but laymen
(e) Conclusion - Ezra
2. Y/hat the community bound itself to do
3, The significance of this event
(a) The OFFICIAL INAUGURATION OF JUDAISM
ft
(b) The formation of the Jewish church
(c) The triumph of particularism
(d) The salvation of Judaism in the Greek period
(e) Definite support for organized religion
(f) The solution of the problem of mixed marriages
(g) The pietistic element in Judaism
CONCLUSION
1. No claim to a permanent solution of the problems
2. Results of dissertation for literary criticism
3. Results for historical criticism
4. Real problems of the dissertation
(a) To evaluate Ezra and Nehemiah as sources for post-exilic
Judaism
(b) To find the forces that were at work in the reconstitution
of the Jewish religion after the Exile
(c) Results

IIITRODDCTION

It has long "been recognized that the years immediately following
the Exile of the Jews in Babylon are very important for any study in the
origins of Judaism as we know it in the time of Jesus. From 538 B. C, the
year commonly assigned for the conquest of Babylon, until the conclusion of
the work of Ezra is a period when forces were at work that were to shape
the later development of Judaism. This period is, therefore, of very great
importance in any study of the religion of the Jewish people.
Rabbinical Judaism has traditionally connected the name of Ezra
and Nehemiah with the origins of Judaism and has been especially lavish in
its praise of Ezra. In the third century A. D. Rabbi Lakish said, "When
the Torah was forgotten, Ezra cane from Babylon and re-established it; when
it was forgotten again, Hillel came up from Babylon and established it; and
when it was forgotten again, R. Hika and his sons came from Babylon and re-
established it." (b. Succ. 20a)t R. T. Herford in his book, "Pharisaism",
(1912) says, "Ezra is the spiritual ancestor of the Pharisees more than any
other element in post-exilic Judaism . Till Ezra came to Jerusalem the Jews
did hardly more than mark time, if indeed they were not gradually losing
ground. If Ezra had not come, it is conceivable that Judaism would have dis-
appeared altogether. The Jews in Jerusalem had the temple as a central point
but the temple was no protection against the influence of contact with *the
peoples round about* • For a century after 536 the Jews maintained with
difficulty the religion of their fathers. Ezra stopped the process by which
the religious vitality of Israel was being drained away. He held that if
Israel was to survive at all, it must resolutely cut itself off from all con-
* QuOted from R.T.Herford, "Pharisaism", p. 5 . ( See also Jewish Ency. V t 321f)

tact with what was not Israel. It mast become a closed corporation, a
community not merely political "but much more, a RELIGIOUS and SOCIAL en-
closure of its own. If Israel let itself relapse into the old way of
intercourse with other peoples it would mean her extinction .The
promulgation of the Torah was the central point in Ezra f s reformation
-whether we regard it as just the Priest 1 s Code or the whole Pentateuch.
Ezra set up a written authority as the guide of personal conduct for the
individual Jew." (pp. 6-12.)
Ezra and his predecessors are thus held to he very important
in the history of Judaism so that to call him a "Second Moses" was not at
all uncommon among the Jews. It will easily he seen, therefore, that the
history of the period following the Exile is of very great importance and
we at once hope that the sources for the history of that period will he of
tl highest grade. At first sight it would appear that we have the
J* st possible sources-the personal memoirs of Ezra and Nehemiah.
This would mean history written by the men who shaped it. But we find that
the literary problems in connection with Ezra and Nehemiah are among the most
difficult to be found in the Old Testament. For many years the problems aris-
ing out of a reconstruction of events during the post-exilic age were left
aside due to the terrific energy that was being put by critics into the problems
connected with the Pentateuch. Most attempts up until a few years ago to re-
construct post-exilic history were based upon an uncritical study of the
sources. The decade of 1690-1900, however, saw a period of very intensive
work upon this subject.
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There has been considerable dogmatism in the statement of the
results "by critics in this field "but the result of this study has con-
vinced the author that dogmatism is the last attitude for one to ar sume
in this baffling and complicated problem. "Without doubt", "ohne Zw/eifel",
and pijrases of like finality are out of place in any discussion of the
restoration of the Jewish religion after the Exile. So far as literary
criticism goes much has been done and perhaps not much more can be done
until new light is thrown upon the problem by the possible discoveries of
archaeologists.
The period under study, therefore, is important; the sources
for the study of the period are varyingly estimated as to their value;
dogmatism is out of place.
The following discussion will take up for consideration the
historical evolution of the critical problem stating the position*, of the
leading students in this field. Secondly, there will be an attempt to
appraise Ezra-Nehemiah as sources for the study of the period. Thirdly,
there will be the attempt to reconstruct the history of the restoration in
the light of our literary criticism.
For the history of the important Persian period we do not have
the information that we would like. Even if every word of Ezra and Nehemiah
were authentic, a conclusion which we certainly cannot accept, we would 3till
have a very meagre amount of material. We have practically nothing until we
readhthe reign of Darius I, 521-485 B. C. From the completion of the Temple
until the advent of Nehemiah, 445 B. C, there is a long period concerning vlhich
we have only very slight knowledge. A characteristic of the books of Ezra-

Nehemiah is that they give us information about a few specific events, each
of which occupies a short time, and then a great gap is left. If we assume
the position of men like Kosters and Torrey, who have done the most radical
critical work, even this scanty material is discredited and the Persian
period remains almost a "blank. Torrey confesses, "UTe are in direst need of
every scrap of information as to the history of the Jews in the Persian
period and every scrap of it that promises help should he treasured and
used. But no extremity can outweigh the obligation to follow the evidence."
(Ezra Studies, pp.157) We would rather have no knowledge than false knowledge
but some knowledge of this period we do have and it is the object of this
dissertation to set forth as nearly as we can what this knowledge is.
This dissertation will be extended to rather great length due
to the fact that the period covered is a long one. It is ,however, a unit and
cannot readily be broken into briefer periods. The restoration after the Exile
was not all accomplished with the first return in the days of Zerubbabel, the
work of Nehemiah and Ezra is also needed to make the discus sioncomplete .The
dissertation is also extended because of the intricate problems connected with the
authenticity of the documents and by the extensive survey that is made in
Part I of the literature of the subject. Space could havebeen saved by simply
giving the Bible references without actually quoting the passages but the most
important passages are inserted for the convenience of the reader.
The conclusions that have been arrived at as a result of this
investigation do not agree throughout with any other student of the subject but
they have been the conclusions to which the evidence has led me.

PART I
THE LITERATURE ON THE SUBJECT

CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM IN ITS EARLIER STAGES
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The traditional order of events as we find them given in Ezra-
Nehemiah is as follows:
(1) Cyrus issues an edict permitting the return of the Jews.
(2) Some 50,000 Exiles return under the leadership of Shesh-
"bazzar taking with them the temple vessels.
(3) Joshua and Zerubbabel "build the altar, lay the foundation
of the temple, "but tie work is stopped until the second
year of Darius I.
(4) Work upon the Temple is taken up again in the second year
of the reign of Darius I (520} and brought to completion
in 516.
(5) Ezra carries out marriage reforms.
(6) In the reign of Artaxerxes Ezra comes to Jerusalem "bringing
large number of Exiles. (Traditionally held to be Arta. I.
456 B. C.
)
(7) ITehemiah comes and builds the walls in the reign of Arta. I.
(444 B. O.)
(8) Ezra reads the law and the community is formed. (Neh. 8-10)
(9) Nehemiah ret-urns to Babylonia.
(10) Nehemiah comes again in 432 B. C. and carries out the reforms
described in Neh. 13 and the Samaritan schism occurs soon after.

This is not an intrinsically improbable order of events but both
the order of events and many of the events themselves have been attacked in
detail during the recent years of biblical criticism until the whole scheme
of things and the whole order of events will have to be subjected to a very
thorough examination. The difficulty is that the Chronicler has had to do
with the formation of Ezra-Nehemiah in their present form and in places he
disagrees with his sources and with contemporary witnesses such as Haggai
and Zechariah.
Before we proceed further it will be necessary for us to give a
list of the Persian Kings during the Persian period in order that there
may be more appreciation of the chronological aspects of the problem in its
earlier stages. The order is as follows:
Cyrus 538-530 B. C.
Cambyses 530-522 B. C.
Pseudo-Smerdis 522 B. C.
Darius I (Hystaspis) 522-466 B. C.
Xerxes I (Called Ahasuerus in Esther) 486-465 B. C.
Artaxerxes I (Longiamus) 465-425 B. C.
Xerxes II (Sogdianus) 425-424 B. C.
Darius II (Nothus) 424-404 B. C.
Artaxerxes II (ft&iemon) 404-359 B. C.
Artaxerxes III (Ochus) 359-338 B. C.
Arses 339-336 B. C.
Darius III (Codomanus) 336-333 B. C.

The problem so far as its earlier stages are concerned deals largely
with matters of chronology, somewhat with literary criticism of the Aramaic
sections of Ezra, and with a thorough-going criticism of the incidents con-
nected with the building of the temple. In this chapter the writers will be
mentioned who wrote before the year 1890. In the next chapter, where the
problem proper emerges, those who wrote between 1890 and 1900 will be dis-
cussed, and in the third chapter those who have written since 1900 will be
considered. In this survey of the literature of the problem no thought is
held to give a lengthy review of the positions of the various writers but
rather to give a survey which will make the differing positions stand out
in perspective. The details by which all of the conclusions are reached
will not be given. Matters of that sort will come up later in the critical
consideration of the sources of the history and in the historical recon-
struction of events. The attempt in this part will largely be to let each
author speak for himself with a minimum of criticism of the author's view.
A group of French writers deserve some attention in any discussion
of the early stages of the problem, not because of any permanent value in
their conclusions but because they challenged the traditional view that the
order of the documents was the order of events.
De Saulcy, Sept siecles de 1» histoire Judaique (Paris 1874)
pp-21 ff, building very largely upon Josephus and I Esdras, gives the follow-
ing as the true order of events: Sheshbazzar was sent out with the first
expedition of the Jews under Cyrus. His expedition was a failure. Zerubbabel
went out with a second expedition. Work was begun on the temple but was

hindered by the enemies of the Jews, Cyrus was "busied with distant wars
and was ignorant of affairs in Judea. During the reign of Cambyses protests
described in Ezra vss. 4: 1-6, were sent and Cambyses gave orders for work
on the Temple and the rebuilding of the city^as described in Ezra 4:7-24,
to stop. De Saxilcy places these events in the reign of Cambyses rather
than in the reign of Artaxerxes. Darius reversed the policy of Camhyses and
encouraged the Jews and thus the events of Ezra 3 are to he placed in the
reign of Darius. This would make Ezra 4 then precede Ezra 3 so far as the
order of events is concerned. A protest was made again to the "building of
the Temple and permission was given to the Jews to go on with the work
(Ezra 5-6). Thus we see that De Saulcy challenges the chapter order of Ezra
and sees in Ezra 3 not a Hebrew duplicate of the Aramaic account in Ezra 5-6
but two separate protests. It is also interesting to note that De Saulcy
places the visit of Ezra to Jerusalem in the reign of the Second Artaxerxes
rather than in the reign of Artaxerxes I. Ezra still comes before Fehemiah
in the thinking of De Saulcy. Thus the work of Nehemiah v/ould not be in the
fifth century 3. C. but in the fourth century B. C.
I. Kalevy (Quoted in Revue Biblique Vol. 3 pp. 561 ff by IT. J.
Lagrar^e) challenged the traditional view of Ezra in 1883. "In this great
reform Ezra never plays an independent part. He is simply the inseparable
satellite of Nehemiah and never does anything unless authorized by him. In
the Great Assembly Ezra responds modestly when asiced to bring forth the Law.
rfhat does he read? A new code written by him alone? The story has not a
point to indicate that it was. This silence is all the more significant
when we remember that the names of the Levites who read it are given to the
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people and the passages were at least familiar to the Levites who read them.
Ezra was- not a character with initiative. Re is rather passive than active
in the reform which follows. Eis acts of contrition, his crying and weeping
in the midst of all the assembly at the temple attest a total lack of spirit
and resolution. Eis attempt is to win "by stirring the compassions of his
auditors rather than their convictions. These are the means Ezra uses to get
results". Ealevy continues his assault upon Ezra and comes from the discussion
suspecting the historical character of the story as we find it in Ezra 7-10.
In view of the weakness of the character of Ezra, Ealevy questions whether or
not .he arrived thirteen years before Nehemiah and brought about the marriage
reforms ascribed to him by Ezra 9-10. Thus Ealevy suspects the historicity
of the last chapters of Ezra. Eere he is hinting at something which has
later loomed large in the thinking of Torrey and others who hold that Ezra
never existed at all and that the so called liemoirs of Ezra are really the
c
free creation of the Chronicler. Van Eoonaker, however, has probably shown
a better way out by placing Ezra after Hehemiah.
Maurice Vernes, (Precis d*histoire juive depuis les origines jusq.ua*
A/
l'epoque persane, Paris 1889) argued that the whole report of Ezra 7-10 is
apocryphal. The same is true with modifications of the reading of the Law
and the Great Assembly. It is possible that some one of this name existed
and had been, in fact, in exclusive control in Jerusalem, but the significance
of his person and influence has been greatly overdrawn in the reports con-
cerning him and antedated in the bargain.for before or even as a contemporary
of Nehemiah, he could not have been. Ee bui.c later and wider upon foundations
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already laid for him. If we place the historical 3zra in place of the Ezra
of legei.d then all will he in order. Vernes also cut at the traditional re-
construction of events by doubting if there was a return under Cyrus, hut he
did not enter into this in any thorough-going fashion. Here he anticipates
the work of another very great critic in connection with this period, W. H.
Kosters, a man whose work has been of the most searching and thorough-going
type. Vernes (p. 563 f) also maintains that Zerubbabel ftw"as the chief of
Judeans who remained in Palestine" and in this we have the first suggestion
of the position later taken by Kosters that the work upon the rebuilding
of the Temple was carried on by the Palestinian Jews and was not in any way
the work of the Jews who returned from Exile.
Havet ( "La 1 o .ernite"etc . p. 799) and J. Imbert (Le Temple recon-
strui, par Zerubbabel published in Le loiseon, Vols. 7 and 8, Louvain, 1888-89)
argued that the Zerubbabel mentioned in Ezra 5 is a contemporary of Darius
Ho thus 425-404 B. C. The temple was thus rebuilt, first, after the return
of Sheshbazzar, destroyed, and then rebuilt by Zerubbabel under Darius II.
This throws the events in which Kehemiah and Ezra figure later still and thus
the visit of Kehemiah to Jerusalem occurs in the year 385 B. C. instead of
444 B. C. His second journey to Jerusalem occurred in the time of Artaxerxes III
(359-338). This theory of the order of events has not commended itself to
any students of the problem since that time and goes to pieces upon the
Elephantine Papyri which were later discovered. It will receive no further
notice in this discussion. Both Kaggai 2:3 and Zechariah 1:13 speak against
putting these prophets in the reign of Darius II.
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M. Bellange (Le Judais et l fhistoire du peuple juif, Paris,
1389) argufd that the two governorships of Nehemiah occurred in the
reign of Artaxerxes II (404-359) and tliat the mission of Ezra came after
that of Nehemiah in the reign of Artaxerxes III (359-338 B. C). Here
we have an impossible time for kehemiah hut we have a hint at something
that Van Hoonaker was soon to argue, namely that Ezra really comes after
Kehemiah, a position that has very inuch in its favor.
In the meanwhile the Germans had been more conservative in re-
gard to the whole period under discussion. This conservatism has been
maintained until this day, they being, for the most part, less radical
than the American scholars, C. C. Torrey, K. P. Smith, and C. F. Kent,
less radical than T. E« Cheyne and L. E. Browne in England, and H.
Kostars in Holland. Ewald in his "History of Israel", Roszenweig in
"Pas Jahrhundert nach dem babylonischen Exil" (Berlin, 1885) , Kuenen in
his "Religion of Israel" (1875), Sertheau in his. commentary 'Die Euecher
Ssra, Kehemiah, und Esther erlclaert" (1885) had held al meet entirely
to the traditional view of the post-exilic age. But we are dealing here
not so much with the traditional as we are with the critical approach to
the problem. There were those in Germany who were wrestling with the
problem. Reuss in his book, "Gesch. der heiligen Schriften A. T." (s. 439, 522)
had raised the question as to whether the list as given in Ezra 2 was really
a table of those who returned in 538 B. C. Graetz (Geschichte der Juden
Vol. 2, pp. 87, 100, 128) had in the year 1875 declared all of the Aramaic
portions of Ezra to be forgeries. And Noeldeke (Goett. Gelehrte Anzeigen,
1884, p. 1014) had given a similar verdict in regard to the Ezra decree in

Ezra 7: 12-26. Kitzig in (Gesch. des Volkes Israel 1369) had been what
Kuenen calls "Radical enough" when he struck the name Nehemiah from
Nehemiah 8-10 bringing half of the story into connection with Ezra 3
(Nehemiah 9:4-10:40) and the other half, Nehemiah 8:1-9:3 following
Ezra 8. The mention of l-2zran in Nehemiah 12:26 is unhistorical.
There are three writings that appeared during this period that
deinand more than passing mention - those of Schrader, Stade, and Smend.
In 1867 there appeared in Studien und Kritiken pp. 460-504
an essay in criticism by E. Schrader called Die Dauer des zweiten Tempel-
ba\is which was destined to have a far reaching effect by way of stimulation
to the study of the whole post-exilic period. It was also significant
on its own accord because of the conclusions to which the author came as
a result of his studies. The traditional viev. of the building of the
temple: that it was begun in the second year of the return from Exile,
was discontinued because of hostility on the part of the Samaritans, and
that it was renewed again and finished in the reign of Darius, is challenged.
The conclusion of Schrader is that there was no work done on the Temple at
all until the time of Kaggai and Zechariah. Ke holds that the story of the
Chronicler in Ezra 3-4: 5 is in conflict with the Aramaic sources and also
with the plain teaching of Eaggai and Zechariah who were contemporaries with
the events that they describe. Ezra 5:2 says they "Began to build" not "They
began AGAIN to build". The position of Bertheau in his commentary (1862)
that "Das Anfangen ist ein ./iederanfangen" is held by Schrader to be absurd.
If the writer had meant that it was such he v/ould have said so. The testimony

of Haggai and Zechariah is to the effect that nothing had yet "been done
on the temple at the time when they began to prophesy. Hg. 1:2, 4 imply
that the house "lies waste;" some were saying, "It is not yet time to
"build the house of Jahve". This expression "lies waste" is more easily
understood upon the assumption that the house has had nothing done on
it, rather than that they had been working on it for the last twelve
or thirteen years. In verses 8 and 14 we have the same implication.
Nothing; is known of an interruption or interference with the work on
the temple. The prophecy also contains a POSITIVE statement of the
actual founding of the temple. ,/e reed in 2:18, "Consider I pray you
from this day and backward from the 24th day of the ninth month, since
the day when the foundation of Jehovah's house was laid". Thus the
24th day of the ninth month is the day of the founding of the Temple.
Also in 2:1. 5'.ye read, "Consider from this day and backwards, before a
stone was laid upon a stone in the Temple of lahve".
So also the testimony of Zechariah unites with that of
Kaggai to show that no work was done on the Temple before the second
year of Darius. When he says in 4: 9 "The hands of Zerubbabel have
laid the foundations of this house and his hands shall complete it",
Zechariah has for a presupposition the laying of the foundation in the
ninth month and 24th day as referred to by Kaggai. Zechariah 8: 9 states
the matter expressly, "Thus sayeth Jehovah of Hosts, Let your hands be
strong, ye that hear in these days from the mouth of the prophets who were
in the days when the temple WIS POUHDED even the temple that it might be
built" —
.

Schrader comes to the conclusion (pp. 467 f) "The old Aramaic
section in Ezra 5 knows nothing of a founding of the temple in the
second year of Cyrus. Kaggai and Zechariah know nothing of it. Ezra
4:8-23 relate,as Herzfeld, Vaihinger, and Bertheau have proven ,to the
"building of the walls in the reign of Artaxerxes I and not to the temple
at all. Thus fails the traditional opinion given forth "by the author
of the "book of Ezra that the temple was "begun in the time of Cyrus im-
mediately after the return from the Exile'/
How then does it come to pass that the other tradition of a
rebuilding in the second year of the return arose? It is due to the
Chronicler who wrote upon the theory that eighteen years could not
have elapsed after the return from the exile before anything was done
on the temple. "Certainly", says Schrader, "in a condition of affairs
like this a true criticism vail take the testimony of contemporaries.
We have no "better source than contemporaries "but in the case of the
chronicler every critic of standing recognizes that we have a notorious
dealing with Hebrew history from a party point of view and with very great
freedom. The findings of this author must in every case be verified."
Here, instead of verifying the author, the earlier sources contradict
him, so there is nothing left to choose but to follow the findings of
Haggai
,
Zechariah, esA the Aramaic sources.
Schrader then gives a critical analysis of the first six
chapters of Ezra and finds two sources: a Hebrew
}
Ezra 1:1-4: 7 and «.»
Aramaic source^ Ezra 4:8-6:18. For Schrader* s theory it is necessary to
assume that the Chronicler as the final editor has touched 4:24 :14
> >
and 6:16-18. These verses are really harmonizing glosses. Omitting them

we have a story which agrees with Haggai and Zechariah. Furthermore
we can find traces of the Chronicler in these verses. Thus an examination
of the Aramaic sourcds confirms the original conclusion that the work on
the Temple was not "begun until the second year of Darius. This whole
matter will come up for discussion later but the work of Schrader in
this field has long "been recognized as very penetrating and his point of
view has been very largely accepted.
Schrader holds to the theory that there was a return of the
Jews, that there was an edict of Cyrus but that it is colored by the
Chronicler in Ezra 1. "Ezra 3 comes wholly from the pen of the Chronicler
and a thorough investigation of the chapter has led me to the conviction
that it affords not one statement in respect to the building of the
temple which the author has not borrowed from some already existing Old
Testament source, or which could not be won through some easy combination.
Thus Ezra 3:1 borrows the phrase "as ->ne man** from Nehemiah 8:1. The
entire chapter 3 is deprived of stric t historical ground. This is es-
tablished by a closer consideration of the report" (pp. 481 f f ) . He
then gives a detailed discussion of Chapter 3 showing how it has been
borrowed by the Chronicler from various sources. Schrader's work here is
so effective that no one since his time, familiar with his position and
proof, has been able to show that this chapter is not from the Chronicler.
Some have still seen historical value in it but no one has been able to
disprove that it is from the Chronicler.
Schrader does not feel as if the author has consciously falsified

history "but that he misunderstood some of his sources, particularly the
Aramaic section 4:8-23, and thought that what originally referred to the
7/AILS really referred to the Temple. This together with the thought that
it was unthinkable that the Sxiles "Gripped "by a glowing love, filled
through and through "by an ancestral religion, gripped "by the highest joy
over the final redemption, and full of gratitude to God" should wait
fifteen years "before they put out their hand to restore the temple from
ashes and ruin. Schrader does hold that there is every reason to "believe
that the altar was erected. Haggai 2:14 implies as much. But that any-
thing else was done on the temple he is frank to deny. The position of
Schrader has "been given in some detail because of its pioneer character
and "because of his penetrating conclusions. No study of the reconstruction
of the Jews after the Exile is complete without considering his point of
view. Later reference will "be made to it in Part III when the attempt
will be to reconstruct the events and history of this period.
In 1888 appeared Stade* s Geschichte des Volkes Israel and in it
we have a more or less critical attitude towards the traditional conception
of the century following the Sxile. Stade accepts the position of Schrader
as above outlined in regard to the events immediately following the return
from the Sxile. He admits that there v/as a return "but he is cautious and
thinks that the list of names given in 3zra 2 has had additions to it from
among those who returned later than the time of Cyrus.
Stade thinks th t there may have "been "A formal laying of a
cornerstone" in the reign of Cyrus "but so far as any real work is concerned
there was none during the reign of Cyrus. The thing that really led to the
work in the second year of Darius was the uncertainty of the Persian throne

at that time coupled with the Messianic hopes on the part of the Jews.
This was made use of by Zechariah in stirring the people to "build and
Haggai also used the failure of crops to get the people stirred to the
necessity of building the temple.
The position of Stade on other matters as well as upon the
matter of the temple will be referred to later on in the discussion.
His work was written, however, before the serious critical problems
raised by Kosters and Torrey had been formulated.
In the year 1881 there was published "by R. Smend a little
pamphlet of twenty-seven pages entitled "Die Listen der Euecher Ssra
und Nehemiah" iBasel). While the book is largely traditional in its
findings, Btill it is written from a scholarly point of view and has
many wise observations upon the lists as we find them in Ezra and
Nehemiah. The lists grew out of a necessity for a sharp differentiation
"between the true Israel and the false* The individual after the breakup
of the state stood under the direct power of Jahve. Anywhere in the
world one could be a Jew and have the consciousness of God but in order
to have the consciousness he needed to be a member of the Jewish community.
Salvation could cane only through complete separation from the heathen
element! both in Exile and in Palestine. So this was a list of the
legitimates. The people back in Palestine had intermarried with the
peoples of the land and there was not a pure seed there, thus it came to
pass that the Gola considers itself as the holy seed, and as the true
"bearers of the name of Israel. (Ezra 9:2 8:2.9 9:1 10:1.5.10.25 4:3,
and Nehemiah 7:7 1:6 2:10 9:1 ff) The list in Nehemiah 7 according to
* For afuller discussion of the motives that led to the formation of the lists
see pp. 200f below.

Smend is composed of those who after the return constituted the com-
munity after the exclusion of the foreign elements. It was a privilege
to "belong in this list and yet it was a restraint to mixed marriages.
The most confused list is in Nehemiah 11:15-23 and Smend
complains of the carelessness with which the Chronicler works. (This
is shown "by a comparison of the list in Nehemiah 11:3-24 with I Chronicles
9:2-17.) Nehemiah 12:1-26 in its present form is from the time of Alex-
ander the Great. The lists in Nehemiah 0, 9, 12 at least in their present
form are in doubt as well as Ezra 8. The list in Nehemiah 3 is not with-
out gaps and has "been worked over. Binnui in Vs. 24 is made a ruler
over half of the district of Keilah and yet is elsewhere (Ezra 8:33) re-
ferred to as a Levite. Nehemiah 3 does have historical value, however.
Those in Nehemiah 10 who signed the oath signed it not with their personal
names hut with their family names. That explains why this list stands
in such close relation with all other lists.
The most important list is Nehemiah 7 (Ezra 2). This is an
original part of the Nehemiah Llemoir and it is "borrowed "by the Chronicler
and placed in Ezra 2. The list fell into the hands of Nehemiah at the
time of the Great Assembly 444 B. C. The important gjuestion arises as
to when this list was composed. It is evident that the community had
constituted itself and it had "been decided which families were in the
community and which were not. It was near eno'ugh to the events that
they could still remember the number of the "beasts of "burden. The number
of cattle and sheep is not mentioned. The temple had not yet been restored

nor the priesthood organized. Thus we see that Smend holds to a very
early date for the origin of the list - "before the "building of the
temple. It would thus "be a list of those who returned at the first
under Sheshbazzar and Zerubbabel.
A comparison of the list in Kehemiah 7 with that in Ezra 10
shows that the families continued to exist in Palestine down until the
time of Ezra and llehemiah. Compare the list with that of Ezra 3 which
gives a list of those who returned from Exile with Ezra and we see that
twelve families are mentioned in "both places. This shows that some had
remained in Exile and some had gone to Palestine. In the place-names in
vss. 25-38 we have the descendants of the pre-exilic Inhabitants of the
places named. Upon the return to Jerusalem all did not settle in Jerusalem
They settled in a region which was just about as large as the previous
state of Judah. Vs. 6 states as much when it savs, "Each returned to
Jerusalem and to Judah, each to his own city". Probably not many settled
in Jerusalem upon their return. They would need to settle rather on farms
and there was not enough acreage around Jerusalem for them. Zechariah
seems to point to the same conclusion for in his time there was no large
settlement in Jerusalem. The same was true in the time even of Kehemiah
for we remember that after the walls had been reconstituted that steps
had to be taken to repopulate the city. That it was not regarded as the
best place to live is shown by the fact that volunteers were called for
of those who would be willing to live in the city. The fact that those
who volunteered v/ere especially praised for their act seems to indicate
that they were making a sacrifice in so doing. Ewald thinks that this

passage in Kehemiah refers not to the time of Nehemiah "but rather
to the time of the first return. In this Smend agrees with Ev/ald.
In Nehemiah 7 the laity stand at the head while in the list in Ezra 8:10
and Nehemiah 10 the clergy stand at the head. This is easy to understand
for in the first century after the return the laity had the upper hand.
Zerubbabel is mentioned always "before Joshua. Even in the Memoirs of
Ezra and Iieheauah (afterwards in this discussion to he referred to as
S and N) there is little mention of the High Priest. Ee has an honorable
place in Kehemiah 3 hut as a "builder and not as an official. The fact
that so few Levites returned with Zerubbatel and with Ezra may perhaps
show that they had not yet attained the standing that they later received.
Temple-singers and porters- are not yet designated as Levites. It can he
seen from the above summary of Smend* s position that he would contest the
contention of Kosters that there was no return from the Exile until the
time of Ezra. Smend' s work is very carefully done and after Meyer is
perhaps the best study of the Lists to be found in German print.
ffith Smend we can conclude the first chapter of our discussion
of the literature of the subject. Luring this period nothing very con-
structive had been done but certain suggestions had been made which the
next decade would see taken up and discussed at length. Among those who
had written, the work of E. Schradefhad been the most penetrating and stimu-
lating to future investigation. Eis work had been marked by close reasoning
and by a consciousness of the real difficulties involved. It was to lead
the way to an elaborate study of the whole problem involved not only as to
'.VEEN the Temple was rebuilt but the more important question as to \JK0 did
the work.

CHAPTER II
THE S MERGENCE OF THE PROBLEM

At the "beginning of the decade 1390-1899 there appeared in English
a hook by P. H. Hunter ("After the Exile" 2 vols. Oliphant, Anderson, Ferrier,
1390) which was strictly traditional throughout and seemed to know nothing
of the problems raised by Schrader more than twenty years before. This hook
is interestingly and popularly written so that it would appeal to the general
public hut there is no recognition of the problems that uncerly the surface
of the Ezra-Nehemiah tradition. Eere is a sample passage from the book.
"Jerusalem had lain waste for fifty years, tenantless, dark, silent, no light,
no lamp seen, no footfall, no sound of millstones was heard. On the mountain
of the house the trees were growing wild and jackals howled among the heaps
of shattered masonry." (p. 96) This is very beautiful and interesting reading
but it is well to remark that this is perhaps better rhetoric than it is
sober criticism. If the hills were so barren of food and only the jackal
inhabited the city, one might well wonder where this forty thousand, that
Hunter thinks returned, got their physical support until crops grew on the
wasted hills. There would need to be a tremendous commissary department and
a vast source of supplies. The book, however, is very interestingly written,
a thing that is not true of all books that are far more critical. It has
in it flashes of understanding and imagination that are probably true of
post-exilic Judaism. Reference will be made later to this book but so far
as any critical value is concerned it must not be rated as very high.
In 1390 there appeared in France a book written by A. Van Koon^-rer
that was destined to be mentioned by every future book written upon the
period of the restoration. The title of this book was "Ke'hemie et Esdras"
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and the main contention of the hook v/as this: that the work of Ezra came
AFTER that of Kehemiah. The activity of Hehemiah was during the reign of
Art'axerxes I while that of Ezra was during the reign of Artaxerxes II.
p
This thesis was maintained v/ith much skill and great learning "by Van Hoonaker
hut there was a feature of it that was very severely attacked hy those who
c
wrote replies to his hook. It was a part of the theory of Van Hoonaker that
Ezra was present as a young man in 444 B. C. when Wehemiah rehuilt the walls
of the city and held the great assemhly, that he returned to Bahylonia and
that he then returned to Palestine again in 398. This would he forty-six
years later and would make Ezra a very old man at the time that he carried
out his o.vn work. Many scholars have agreed v/ith Van Hoona.ker that Ezra
came after Kehemiah and think that it solves more prohlems than it creates
hut they radically disagree with the hypothesis that he was present in
Jerusalem at the time of the "building of the walls. The arguments with which
Van Hoonaker and others try to establish the theory that Ezra F0LL0>rSD Nehemiah
will he taken up at length in Part III and will not he discussed here.
c
The position of Van Hoonaker immediately challenged the attention
of bihlical students in Europe and A. Xuenen, famous Leiden scholar., replied
in an argument which defended v/ith great scholarship the traditional point of
view (Ahhandlung zur hihlischen u'issenschaft pp., 212-51, 1890), Kuenen
points ouit that the special excellence of Van Hoon^c-r's theory is that it
elevates the difficulties of the traditional point of view. It finds some
support in the documents that deal with the period. But there are also
difficulties in accepting Van Hoonaker' s theory.
(1) It leaves completely unexplair ed the work that Nehemiah and Ezra did
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together. Why is he ascribed a place at the dedication of the walls and in
the Great Assembly? Everything which gave him a right to such a place accord-
ing to the new hypothesis lies in the future years.
(2) This theory demand! a very old age when he carried out his reforms in
398 B« C. hut the picture of him at that time does not show an "abgelebter
greis"
.
(3) If the Law were proclaimed first, then the marriages with foreign women
Ml
stand in gross contradiction to the course of events dxiring the rule of
Nehemiah and with the festival vow which the representatives of the people
had taken. Yftioever would conclude this from Ezra 9-10? This much is certain
that the author of these chapters had no knowledge of these antecedents.
(4) There are in Ezra 7-10 a group of proper names that are mentioned later in
Nehemiah or in the hook named after him. This would make Ezra's expedition
come before that of Nehemiah. Ezra 10:31 mentions I.Ialkia as one of those
guilty of foreign marriage and yet he is later mentioned (Nehemiah 3:11)
as working on the walls. Ezra leaves the temple gifts upon his arrival in
Jerusalem with the priest Meremoth hen Uria (Ezra 8:33) and he works on the
walls (Nehemiah 3:4.21). The idea that these men were alive and playing
important roles in the life of the city fifty years later is ahsurd. The
putting of Ezra he fore Nehemiah shows why he had such a place of honor when
the walls were dedicated and also his important part in the Great Assembly.
Zuenen then takes up the positive reasons why the traditional order
is the correct order and that Ezra must have preceded Nehemiah.
(1) The Levites returned in small numbers both in the time of Cyrus and with

Ezra. '*VHY? Because the Levites disliked the lowly position assigned to
them in the Temple. This is very strange if Ezra's expedition took place
in 398 after Hehemiah*s interest in the cultus and his careful provision
for the Levites.
(2) The report of the Great Assembly presupposes a previous appearance of
Ezra.
in
(3) Ezra 4s 12, .a ^etter to Artaxerxes speaks of the Jews, "That caiie up
^rom thee to us at Jerusalem and are braiding the city and have finished
the walls and the foundations". This letter was written a short time before
Nehemiah* s coming, for the walls had RECENTLY been destroyed before the
time of Nehemiah. Y/hat other expedition than that of Ezra could be referred
to as having taken place in the reign of Artaxerxes?
(4) Ezra's work was probably a failure and that was the reason for Nehemiah.
The marriage reforms were probably a fail-ore and the redactor did not care to
record that fact for Ezra was his hero. That explains why the conclusion of
Ezra 10 breaks off so suddenly. Strife went on until the time of Nehemiah,
Kuenen concludes that the work of both Ezra and Nehemiah stands in
the middle of the Fifth century 3. C. and that the traditional order of ever. ts
is correct.
To this argument of Kuenen Van HoonsScei replied with a second book,
("Sekemie en l'an 20 d* Artaxerxes I et Ssdras en l*an 6 d* Artaxerxes II"
1992) in which he reaffirmed with new arguments and a restatement of the old
ones the position that he had earlier taken. In the month of the ap earar.ce
of the second book Kuenen died and so he was unable to pen a reply to the second
book of Van Hoon^er*

In 1892 Van Hooxu&Br put out a third 'book that dealt more particular-
P
ly with the earlier period of the restoration. The title describes the period
with which it deals, ("Zorobabel et le second Temple',' 1892). His position in
this book as to the events connected with the rebuilding of the Temple is in
line with the traditional view. The Temple was finished in the sixth year of
Darius I and Zerubbabel returned to Jerusalem under the rule of Cyrus with
the first caravan. He identifies Sheshbazzar with Zerubbabel as many others
"before him had done. Sheshbazzar is the name he hears in connection with the
court and Zerubbabel is the name he bears as a representative of the Jewish
people. He finds no conflict between chapter 3:1-4:5 and the Aramaic portion
of Ezra. His position in this book is thus seen to be in conflict with the
argument of Schrader. He argues in favor of a return-under Cyrus, affirms
the authenticity of the lists in Ezra 2, and even tries to defend the
Chronicler's statements in Ezra 3.
X« J. Lagrange in Revue Biblique (Vol. 3 pp.565 ff.) published an
article in 1894 in which he cordially accepted the position of Van Eocm&er
that Ezra followed Nehemiah saying tha.t for the thesis that Nehemiah precedes
Ezra, Van Hoonajcer had produced "An irrefutable demonstration". "Nehemiah
restores, Ezra inspects; Nehemiah begins, Ezra finishes." Nehemiah recon-
stituted the walls. The matter of marriage reforms needed attention, but
the law must precede this. The people met and the Law was read and explained.
The priests and the Levites attended to this and Ezra naturally would he in
this group. Ezra thus appears for the first time in the book of Nehemiah.
The Passover was celebrated, the people signed a covenant to keep the law,
Nehemiah heading the list. Among the specifications there was one to the

effect that they were to abstain from mixed marriages. The city was then
repopulated, the walls were dedicated, Ezra "being at the head of a company
of singers and not at the head of the ceremony. Nehemiah returned to Arta-
xerxes, grav^ abuses crept in, Nehemiah retxirned and corrected those abuses
and used violence in connection with marriage reforms. But mixed marriages
'continued and were hard to stop. Then came the work of Ezra and his marriage
reforms as told in Ezra 7-10. The mixed marriages seeujed very culpable to
Ezra after Nehemiah' s previous reforms and after their signing a covenant not
to participate in such marriages. Action was now more drastic and they were
dissolved. This reconstruction made Ezra less important as a political figure
but more important as a priest.
Lagrange disagrees with Van HoonJ^cer on one point. He feels that
the events took place in the reigns of Artaxerxes II and III rather than in
the reigns of Artaxerxes I and II. Van Hoonfikei replied in a letter to
Lagrange in a later issue of the Sevue Bi'bliqtifi in which he contended for
Artaxerxes I and II. In this he i: ?u?H id by the Elephantine papyri of
which more later. One more book by Van Eoon^cer deserves mention but it
will come better after we have studied the position of Kosters.
With V. K. Kosters we come upon one of the most important names
in the literature of the subject. His book ('Die 'i/iederherstellung Israel's
uebersezt von Basedow"1895) appeared first in the Dutch language in 1893 and
probably caused more noise in the theological world than any book since
Wellhausen* s Prolegomena. Since then men have accepted his views with en-
thusiasm and rejected them with vigor, but no one can ignore his work. The
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conclusions at which Kosters arrived as a result of a very vigorous literary-
criticism are as follows:
(1) There was no return of Exiles under Cyrus.
(2) The Temple was "built not "by returned Exiles hut hy the descendants of
those who were left in Palestine at the time of the fall of Jerusalem.
(3) Zerubbabel and Joshua are not leaders of returned Exiles but of the
people hack in Jerusalem.
(4} The walls of Jerusalem were rebuilt not by returned Exiles but by the
people of the city under the leadership of Kehemiah.
(5) Ezra returned to Jerusalem with the G-ola in the 32nd year of Artaxerxes I
in Nehemiah*s second governorship. Here he agrees with Van Koor.&cer but denies
that Ezra* a mission was as late as Artaxerxes II.
(6) Nehemiah reorganized the community not on the basis of the Priest's Code
but of older legislation.
"The three great facts by which the restoration of Israel was brought
about are: the return of the Gola, the rebuilding of the Temple, and the
rebuilding of - the walls. These facts are not to be doubted but the chronological
order is a subject for debate The return, in my conviction, does not
stand first but third. The Temple was rebuilt and the walls restored before
the Gola returned from Babylon." Thus we see that Kosters admits that there
was a return from Babylon and that the Babylonian Jews had a part in the origins
of Judaism. Here is v/here he diverges from Torrey who will not admit either
a return or that the Babylonian Jews had anything to do with the origins of
Judaism.

It can well "be Imagined that such conclusions as we find stated
above could cor.e only as the result of a slashing literary criticism. Kosters
"builds his argument upon the prophecies of Eaggai and Zechariah. These prophets,
says Kosters, know nothing of a return of the Jews a few years "before "but on the
contrary are looking towards the future as the time when the return will take
place. Yes, "but what of the chapters in Ezra 1-6? Simple enough! The Aramaic
sources of Ezra 5-6 are not authentic, the lists given in Ezra 2 and Neheir.iah 7
are from the time of Nehemiah and do not refer to those who came up in the days
of Cyrus at all. And so far as the rest of the first six chapters of Ezra are
concerned they come from the Chronicler who is not a reliahle historian. The
findings of the contemporaries must he taken and since Kaggai and Zechariah
know nothing of a return, therefore there was none. If 40,000 had recently
returned from Exile we would naturally expect that there would he some mention
of it "by these prophets, furthermore, if that many returned they would not have
waited eighteen years to start the work as they did. Therefore, there was no
return. Ezra 4: 6-23, Kosters admit s
#
would he fatal to his theory if the
passage were trustworthy hut he regards the incident as absolutely unhis tor ical
.
If there was no return until the time of Ezra how could the tradition
as we have it in Ezra-Kehen.iah ever arise? Kosters, anticipating this question,
favors us with an answer "before we finish the hook (pp. 125 ff) - "Later Israel
considered the Exiles as the TRUE Israel - and it was in the sense that it was
the kernel of the new community. All of the great events of the restoration
must have had their presence and their participation. Therefore, at the
"building of the Temple and later at the "building of the walls the Gola must have
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"been present. This accounts for the story of the return under Cyrus and
the placing of Ezra before Nehemiah. The Gola undertook the walls and
almost completed them "before the coming of Ke hemi ah just as in the case of
the building of the Temple. 3oth the Temple and the walls were hindered
by enemies. So also the redactor thought that the new community was formed
at the time of Cyrus, so that Fehemiah 9-10 is no longer with him the found-
ing of a community hut rather the oath of allegiance to the Law. This ten-
dency is seen after the time of the Chronicler in I Esdras. There was a return
under Cyrus but it failed. Esdras feels that the Gola must have restored the
Temple so he sends out another return under Larius and the Temple goes up
immediately. The net result is that Esdras adds one return. This shows that in
*
later Judaism there was an attempt to show that the restoration proceeded from
the Gola and this has had a great influence upon the representations of this
period due to the fact that the Chronciler revised and redacted the history".
Rosters* st-udy greatly stirred the realm of Old Testament scholar-
ship and one of the first to write a reply was Julius Jellhausen. ("Lie Rueck-
kehr der Juden aus dem "bah. Exil" in Nachrichten der K. Gesellschaft der
'Si s senschaften zu Goettingen Vol. 2, 1895)
t
Jellhausen maintained with some
dogmatism the traditional view of the return hut was forced to make so many
concessions to the great Leiden scholar that he practically admits that there
was no considerable return in 537" S. C. He also suggests that "the seventh
year" in Ezra 7:8 read originally ' tv/enty- venth" the twenty having been
omi.ted by the copyist. That would put ilzra after lehemiak* Thus Jellhausen
takes his
x
stand with the Van HoonSker hypothesis of Nehemiah first, Ezra second,
* For a detailed discussion of this point see pp. 355-6.
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agreeing with Kosters that he was not so late as Artaxerxes II. Y/ellhausen
also disagrees with Koster's attempt to deny the historicity of Ezra 4:8-23
saying1 that such an expedition is necessary in order to explain the work of
Kehemiah. He contends that Kosters has erred in seeing- in Kehemiah 9-10 the
formation of the community. Kosters misreads Kehemiah 10:30 and holds it as a
description of the formation of the community when in reality it describes
simply the oath of all assembled Jews to keep the Lav;. Kosters* argument
that "before the Jews would hind themselves to keep the Law they must separate
from heathenism is answered by this, that only those Jews who had the purpose
to preserve Jewish individuality took upon themselves the oath—only those
bound themselves to the Law who had separated themselves from heathendom.
The separation from the pagans mentioned in Kehemiah 9:1 and 10:30 is only a
COROLLARY and not the chief thing - the chief thing was the vow to keep the
Law WHICH INVOLVED SEPARATION FROM THE PAGANS.
Wellhausen then takes up the question of a return under Cyrus.
He agrees with Kosters that Ezra 2 is borrowed from Kehemiah and that Kehemiah 7
is not a genuine part of Kehemiah. He refers to Kehemiah 7:5b as "nur ein
Pflaster auf einen Schnitt.... Die Llemoiren Kehemias sind hier abgeschnitten".
Wellhausen also goes on to say that 42,360 men could not have returned under
Cyrus for only 14,000 were deported by the Chaldeans and a great crowd, perhaps
the majority, remained in Exile. Wellhausen goes on to admit the power of the
arguments against the lists as being authentic witnesses for a return. "But there
are witnesses that there was a return before Ezra and even as far back as Cyrus
—
altho the story of the building of the Temple at the command of Cyrus is un-
historical and the lists date from the time of Kehemiah." iYellhausen gives then
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a few reasons why he "believes that there was a return "before the time of Ezra.
These reasons will not "be given at this point "but will "be considered later in
Part III.
'•/ellhav.sen complains that Kosters makes too extensive use of the
argv.ia.ent from silence. It might "be said in passing that this is probably the
chief argvmient flgainfet the Koster's position especially in his, use of Haggai
and Zechariah. It is not to "be wondered at that later the Jerusalem community
should "be thought of entirely as Jews from the Exile. He feels that the mis-
take of Kosters is not in overes titrating Ezra "but in overestimating the Gola.
Kosters had argued that the technical use of Israel and Judah in the "books of
Ezra-Nehemiah proved his point of view that there was no Gola at Jerusalem
until the time of Ezra. .Yellhausen is a "bit sarcastic when he replies that
"This argu-.ent is not worth answering" . Wellhausen points out a very important
omission of Kosters and that is the fact that Haggai and Zechariah use the
Babylonian system of dating events and do it very exactly, thy do they use
the BabyIonian system? Kosters does not discuss this question. The reason
is that "both they and their hearers were familiar with that system of dating
i Babylon. This is strange when we consider that in Syria the old "Autumn*
s
E -a" v/as used while Haggai and Zechariah use the Babylonian "Fruhlingsera".
ghe Jews themselves later turned back to it after they had dwelt a longer time
in Palestine. Wellhausen then answers the argument of Kosters that there was
not yet a return because the period of punishment was not yet over. This idea
of the punishment of God does not stop with Ezra*s Gola and one could argue
on this basis that Ezra's Gola never returned for the punishment of God and
captivity still existed then and down to the time of taniel in all post-exilic
literature
.
* For further discussion of this point see pp. 269-70,
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Wellhausen then xirges some general considerations against the
*
position of Kosters, largely a priori arguments. Is it thinkahle that
the founding of the Temple should he done hy those in the larjd? Accord-
ing to this theory the "Bad figs" of Jeremiah would show more eagerness
and the Babylonian Jews greater "Gleichgiltigkeit" to the challenge of
II Isaiah than we can well "believe. Kow were the people of the land moved
to give up their native altars and their half heathen cultus for the legitim-
ate Jerusalem in the sense of Deuteronomy? Ezra's surprise when he comes
to Jerusalem is explained if there were there Bahylonian Exiles who had given
up their ideas of exclusiver.ess and had married foreigners. It was the Exile
that did the work. Had they remained in Palestine they would not have adhered
to Deuteronomy for the ties to the local shrines at Hehron and Beersheha were
strong. Those who came from the Exile v/ere not a nation but a religious sect
which gave itself life and soul to the reform idea. The forces that originated
Judaism v/ere from the Exile. It may well he that some of the native Palestir-ian
Jews amalgamated with the ret-urning Gola. There is no doubt that ./ellhausen
and Kosters have joined a real issue and that is the primary prchle^of this
discussion, "Whence cane the forces that reconstituted Judaism, from the Exile
or from Palestine? Torrey will go even farther than Kosters and will deny the
existence of Ezra and his Gola. It is in this realm that our problem lies, rfhat
were the forces that led to the formation of the Jerusalem community after the
Exile? ..'as there a return of the Jews? If so, ".rhen? How large a part had the
Exiles in the restoration of the Jewish Religion?
In the meanwhile some scholars were accepting the position of Kosters.
Vfildeboer and Slhorst in Holland and T. E. Cheyne in England had accepted it.
* Yot further reference to this point of Wellhausen see p. 302 belov;.

Cheyne had written in his Introduction to the Book of Isaiah, 1895, pp.
XXXIII-XXXIX, "in the main points Zoster* s conclusions appear so inevitable
that I have constantly presupposed them in dealing with Isaiah 56-66. If
we accept the date of 519 for the building of the Temple how can we hold
that any Exiles returned in 537? How would they have returned in 537 and
made no attempt to rebuild the Temple until 519?" But did no Exiles at all
return under Cyrus and Darius? Wildeboer argues "Yes" in Theological Studies
pp. 277-282 in 1894. Cheyne agrees with Wildeboer and makes that the basis o
his treatment of Isaiah 55-66. Cheyne says, "The earnestness of Haggai and
Zechariah implies the existence of a higher religious element in Jerusalem
before 432 3. C. Whence came this natural element but from Babylonia?
But is is virtually if not literally true that the Gola from Babylon first
arrived in Jerusalem with Ezra or soon after."
later
In 1896 C. C. Torrey, .Professor of Semitic Languages in Yale
University, published a pamphlet entitled, "The Composition and Historical
Value of Szra-Kehemiah" which appeared as one of the Beihefte of the Zeit-
Schrift fuer die alttestamentliche wissenschaft . The conclusions to which
he had come were presented in very concise form and were conclusions that he
had arrived at independently of Kosters, Van KoonSker, and Sir Henry Howorth.
The conclusions that he affirmed in this initial study he reaffirms and enlarg
upon in his Ezra Studies, University of Chicago Press in 1S10. This is as
good a place as any to state the position of Torrey as it appeared in these
tv/o books. So far as I know Torrey is the most radical in his treatment of
the post-exilic period of any biblical scholar in the world and yet he main-
1
tains that all of his work is most constructive. In the preface to his Ezra
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Studies xorrey complains that little notice has been taken of his work by
the world of Old Testament scholarship, saying that Driver mentions his
monograph but pays no attention to its conclusions and that other scholars
have laughed it to scorn but have not seen fit to answer his arguments.
While Kosters and Van Hoonaker were being vehemently discussed,Torrey was
being ignored or passed with a reference and no self-respecting author of a
revolutionary theory can stand that. Opposition is fine but to be ignored
n
w
is shameful. Therefore Torrey breaks into print again and his 3zra Studies
demands the attention that his earlier v/ork should have had. In his preface
to*^zra Studies*he writes (p. VIII) "It is true that such a revolutionary
treatise as mine could make no favorable impression on those who had not
the time to examine it carefully or on those who cannot be relied upon to
recognize a sound argument when they see it. I must admit that the first
publication was in its plan not fitted to make converts. It presented the
whole argument, for one thing, in too condensed a form. Moreover an essay
which flatly contradicts so many -of the fundamental tenets of modern Old
Testament science has every presumption against it, especially when it is
presented by one who is unknown as an investigator in this sphere. It is
only natural to decide at first glance that the conclusions cannot possibly
be right and need not be seriously considered. I believe that the conclusions
offered in my "Composition of 3zra-Nehemiah" are sure to be cogent to any one
who has studied the material closely enough to be able to follow them through.
The question of their general acceptance is only a question of time." Torrey
admits that his first book was largely destructive but he premises us that
every chapter of his new work will be CONSTRUCTIVE. Torrey, I regard to be
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one of the most interesting and vivid writers of literary and historical
criticism in all the realm ofthis study. His position is going to come in
for very rigorous criticism but he has made a contribution to the subject
and he has v/ritten in a very forceful style, "iShat then is the position of
Torrey 'as first outline <j£n 1896 and then reaffirmed and expanded in 1910
with no essential changes?
Ee begins his criticism with a study of the problem connected
with I Esdras and comes to the conclusion of Sir Henry Howorth and others
before him that I Esdras is the genuine Septuagint and "represents the
old Greek translation of Chrcnicler-Ezra-Kehemiah and it is not an apoo?- -yphal
writing1! Our * canonical* Greek translation is that of Theodotion" . Further
conclusions of Torrey upon matters of textual criticism are as rollows:
Codex B must be dethroned from the high place that it has held for so long
without right. The story of the Three Youths in I Esdras is presented in
its original character and extent, with a demonstration that it was originally
written in Aramaic. There has been a recovery for our "canonical" Old Testa-
ment of the lost chapter which originally followed the first chapter of Ezra.
Manifold evidence is given to show that in the Greek period among the Jews
at Jerusalem there was a widespread belief that Darius the Kede preceded
Cyrus as king; the Aramaic documents in Ezra all date from the Greek period
and are unreliable as a source for historical reconstruction; the Ezra story
has been rearranged in its primitive form by the simple transfer of a block of
the narrative from Ezra to Kehemiah. It is evident from this that much of the
work of Torrey has been in the realm of textual and literary criticism, llany
have thought that his chief permanent significance is to be found in his work
* For further discussion of I Esdras see pp. 212-15 below.
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on I Esdras and his rearrangement of the Ezra story.
By an elaborate argument which does not need to be tepeated here
Torrey attacks the Aramaic sections of Ezra saying that they cannot cone fron any
period earlier than the Greek period.* In his chapter on the "Chronicler as Editor
and Independent Narrator he leaves but very little value for the Chronicler as
an historian. His writings are valuable as picturing the times in which he
lived but as history his writings are of little value. He writes the events of history
not for their own sake but for the aid that they give to his system of thought.
Thus he does not write all history but simply what suits his own purpose. As for
E that is simply the free composition of the Chronicler, in fact no such person as
Ezra ever existed, much less write memoirs.**
Torrey passes from this literary criticism to make some
historical inferences. "Whatever the Chronicler has written in the way of either
addition or alteration is freely invented and unhistorical. Any narrative
coming from the pen of the Chronicler cannot possibly be treated as history or as
substantially representing an older source". A detailed statement of his estimate
of the Chronicler as an historian will be given in part II,
The chaos of the story of Ezra is cleared by Torrey in this
fashion, by the transposition of Kehemiah 8 to its original position between Ezra
8 and 9. This is the simplest arrangement , makes the most consistent story,
and fits the dates. This was the original order and was disarranged by a copyist
near the end of the third century A.D. But this does not mean that the Lzra story
has any historical value . The manner of the narrative and the characteristics of the
personages are the same as those stories told by the Chronicler of earlier events-
Ezra' s violent manifestations of grief, the storms of rain are devised solely for the
* For detailed statement of Torrey' s argument see Part II below, pp. 124-8
** Torrey 's criticism of E is stated in full on pp. 184ff Part II.
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purpose of giving life to the story and not to give the facts.
In the last chapter of "Ezra Studies", Torrey gives a reconstruction
of the post-exilic period which grows out of his preceding literary criticism. In
this he affirms the following points :
(1) The Old Testament places undue emphasis upon the Exile,
(2) So far as the Babylonian Jews are concerned, it is unlikely that they ever
exercised any considerable influence upon the Jews of Judah.
(3) Every part of the Old Testament including Ezekiel and the priestly law was
written in Palestine.
(4) Judaism has been misinterpreted as it existed in the Persian period. The
outlook was growing broader rather than narrower.
(5) The deported Exiles settled in Babylon and stayed there permanently.
(6) The work of the restoration was the work of those left in the land and not
of returned Exiles. There was no return at any time from the Exile on any large scale.
(7) Nehemiah restored the walls. Here we do have some history.
(8) The deepest and broadest expressions of faith in the Hebrew religion come from
this period. The dogma that the people were given over to formalism is unjust.
(9) The Samaritan schism belongs to the time assigned to it by Josephus and not to
the time of ^ehemiah. It comes at the very end of the Persian period.
Such are the radical conclusions to v/bich Torrey arrived as a
result of his study and they will have to be considered at length in the Parts that
follow. Here we have "Literary criticism perhaps unsurpassed for brilliance in all
the realm of Old Testament criticism".*
In the meanwhile in Germany there had appeared a book by Dr. Ed.
Meyer, famous historian and distinguished orientalist, "Die Entstehung des Judenthums",
* W.F. Albright, Journal of Biblical Literature,vol .40, p. 166, 1921.
t
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(Halle, 1896). This book grew out of a series of studies that Meyer had to make
preparatory to the writing of Vol. Ill of his "Geschichte des Alterthums" and v/as wide-
ly ace 1 aimed as the final ansv.er to Kosters and the absolute proof of the authen-
ticity of the Aramaic documents. In this book Meyer brilliantly arrays the arguments
for the older order of events and throws much new light upon the period under
consideration from the point of view of the Persian government and its attitude
towards the Jews. The ink was hardly dry upon Torrey's first book when Meyer
came out with the conclusion that the documents in Ezra-Nehemiah are substantially
genuine official documents and are correct in every particular".
The main points in the position of Meyer are as follows:
(1) The Aramaic documents in Ezra are reliable. A complete statement of the position
of Meyer will come in Part II.*
(2) Persian influence established Judaism. The Palestinian community on its own drive
could never have established the Jerusalem community and taken upon itself the Law.
"The rise of Judaism ir. to be conceived as a product of the Persian Kingdom", (p. 71)
(3) There was a return under Sheshbazzar although the account in Ezra 3 is of
little value. The sources for the Chronicler were A, Haggai, Zechariah.
(4) Zerubbabel is the nephew of Sheshbazzar and not to be identified with him.
(5) Political disturbances in the east and the return of Zerubbabel of the royal
seed stirred up Haggai and Zechariah to preach the rebuilding of the temple.
(6) Ezra precedes Nehemiah. Ezra 4:7-23 refers to the work of Ezra and his caravan.
(7) Meyer defends the list in Ezra 2 as having great value.
(8) The Law was introduced 444 B.C. and the lawbook was the Priest's Code.
Julius Wellhausen in Goettingen Gelehrte Anzeigen,1897, bitterly
attacked the book of Beyer's and at times in the discussion descended to the
realm of personalities. He argued that Meyer's defence of the Aramaic letters
* For detailed discussion , see Part II, pp. 133-39

was overdone. ««hy was there a necessity for a copy of the letter to he
preserved? The king did not need one, the Persian copy would he sufficient.
The Jerusalem Jews would not need any for that would mean that the king's
officials received the same publicity as the decrees of the king, or "are
we to assume that these accusers of the Jews were so obliging as to present
the Jews with a copy of their own accusations?" Secondly, the argument from
Persian loan words is also futile. By that method we could prove that half
of Daniel and a large part of the Syrian literature was also from Persian
originals. Thirdly, the Edict of Cyrus in Ezra 6:3ff is attacked. Meyer
adrr.it s that the work was not done until the second year of Darius and yet this
edict which is not addressed to the Jews says that the Temple shall be built
at public expense. Yftiy did not the officials carry out the decree? If it
were published by Cyrus, it must have received publicity and the officials
would be guilty of disobedience to a Persian royal decree. And if this edict
is not genuine then what of the other Aramaic documents? The correspondence
introduced in Ezra 4-6 is a dramatized narrative. </ellhausen criticises Ezra
on the ground that if Ezra received authority from the Persians to introduce
the law why did he wait thirteen years before he did it? The chief reason
for doubting the firman in Ezra 7 is simply because Ezra did not use it.
As might well be epxected the article by ./ellhausen elicited from
lleyer a reply. In a pamphlet entitled "Julius 'uellhausen und meine Schrift"
(1897 Kalle) lleyer returned to the defense of his original proposition, \3fell-
hausen had thought that Lleyer* s book was directed at him personally. Lleyer
replies that Julius V.'ellhausen stands so high in Old Testament circles that
his opinions could not be ignored, hence the frequent references to what

t/ellhausen had laid* In this pamphlet nothing new is added to the position
of Lleyer hut simply a reaff imation of his former position. He closes by
telling Jellhausen that he intends to continue writing upon Old Testament
and oriental subjects and if ./ellhausen does not want to read his writings
he need not. The decree in Ezra 7, says Meyer, was submitted by Ezra to
the king and was by him sign d in the form as submitted with but few alter-
ations. That accounts for the decided Jewish coloring of the decree.
In Lleyer, Kosters, Torrey we have largely the storm centres and
the masters in the field of this study. Others write upon the subject but
they refer often to these men and line themselves up either with the position
taken by I.Ieyer or with the more radical position taken by Zosters and Torrey.
Of course each man has points in which he disagrees with the one he follows
but it still remains true that these men have done the great creative work
in this period. That is the reason why their positions have been given at
such length. This does not mean, however, that other men have not done
significant work in this field and we must continue our study of the findings
of other students.
Van BoQxi&cex in "Nouvelles Etudes" etc., (1996) addressed himself
to a review of the restoration of the Jewish community in the light of the
recent discussions by Kosters and others. He really makes his hook a rebuttal
argument taking u^point by point the arguments of Zosters in regard to no
return of the Jews until the time of Ezra, when he finishes with Kosters he
renews the. argument against Kuenen and all others who oppose his placing of
Ezra after Nehemiah. This book is very valuable for those who are seeking for
arguments against the position of Kosters and will be used in Part III. Eoweve
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Van Hoc
JJ
»r is guilty of what Jampel cells "Hairsplitting etymology"
and many times in order to answer Kosters in detail he takes positions which
can themselves he attacked as being over subtle. There is no fundamental
change of position in this hook and it may he regarded as in line with
his earlier hooks and as a criticism of his opponents.
In 1396 Llarquart published a book entitled "Fundamente Is, Geschichte"
(Goettingen) in v/hich (pp. 28-68) he deals with our period in a very penetrat-
ing fashion. Llarquart holds that this period is a very important period and
that correct information about it is just about as hard to get as the period
is important. He thinks it well to begin with the known and reason back to
the unknown and so he starts with Kehemiah whom everyone regards as a reliable
source. He holds that Kehemiah must have lived, however, in the time of Arta. II
(404-359) and not in the reign of Arta. I. He feels that Szra arrived at
Jerusalem between the two administrations of Kehemiah and that he came to
Jerusalem in the year 368 or 365. ./hen Kehemiah returned to Jerusalem is not
sure. It must have been after the reading of the Law for Kehemiah 13 presupposes
it. Llarquart argues that nothing was done on the temple before the time of
Darius but that the Babylonian Jews helped on the work when it was done. He
also holds that the Samaritan antipathy does not date back as far as the first
temple and comes from a later point of view being read back into earlier days.
His conclusion in this matter is that "Kehemiah is the originator of the hostility
between the Samaritans and the Jews" (p. 58). Thus the historical worth of Ezra 4:2-3
which speaks of Samaritan request to assist in the rebuilding of the Temple and
the refusal of the Jews is null and void as a bit of historical information.
It is borrowed from Kehemiah 6:10-13. Ezra 4:7-23 is the most difficult passage
* "Fundamente etc", pp.56ff«
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in the "book. That ib refers to a rebuilding of the walls, or at leash an attempt
to do so on the part of Ezra and his companions, is held bv rdarquart to be
unthinkable. The Aramaic of the passage is notioeablv later than that of the other
Aramaic sections and the form of it is void of knowledge as to the actual
historical relationship of the province to the Persian government .The -.ssumption
is that Samaria was the chief city of this satrapy whereas, as a matter of
fact, Damascus wms. There is also a strange fact in that the officials did not resort
to the king through the satrap rather than directly. The chances are that this
letter comes from the Greek period when there was no more a province of Abar Nahra
but when S^ria stood unrier Ptolemaic or Sel^ucid rule and was divided into a
number of smaller self-governing units. The passage in Nehemiah which refers to
the destruction of the walls goes back to the destruction by Nebuchadnezzar and
the Babylonians. There is in tv e passage no time designation. Thus the Jews
have preserved no history of the times between the rebuilding of the temple and
the time of Nehemiah. For the historv of the earlier period we have Haggai,
Zechariah, and Ezra 5:1-6:15. For the time of Nehemiah we have N and E both
to be used with caution.
This question of the i iter-relatiorship of the Jews to the
Samaritans was se L forth in an elaborate study made bv Alfred Bertholet in 1596,
"Die Stellung der Israeliten und der Juden zu den ^remden" (Freiburg). The
*
general conclusions of this book will be set forth later when we come to consider the
cart or lack of part that the Samaritans had in the restoration of Judaism.
Towards the close of the nineteenth century there appeared
three studies in English and two in German which call for attention. T.K.
Cheyne in "Jewish Religious Life Since the Exile" (New York, 1898) cautiously
* For a rather comprehensive review of this book see below pp. 309ff
•

accepted the position of Kosters and with slight modifications worked it
into his conception of the post-exilic age. Cheyne admits, however, that
there v/as a return and that Sheshbazzar and his nephew went to Jerusalem.
He feels that a considerable party went hut not enough to "Materially affect
the character of the Judean community. The "builders of the second Temple
were mostly at any rate the inhabitants of Judea who had not been carried into
captivity." The post-exilic age does not begin really with Cyrus in 537 but
rather with the completion of the Temple in 516 for the true 3xile of the Jews
was the sense of their banishment from God and this painful consciousness began
to be mitigated as soon as a house had been prepared for Jehovah to dwell in.
Cheyne points out that marked favor v/as shown by the Persians to the religions
of their realm, by Cyrus to the Babylonians and by Larius and Cambyses to the
Egyptians. Persian influence favorable to the Jews is thus not impossible.
Cheyne seems to follow Marquart in believing that the time of the real develop-
ment of Srmaritan opposition wat- in the time of Nehemiah and not before. It
was when they desired a wall rather than a Temple that the Samaritans saw in
the Jews a menac-?. Kehemiah comes before Ezra. Cheyne feels that Ezra*s firman
is skillfully written "But to defend it in its present form as an historical
document is beyond my ingenuity. It is certain that a considerable party of
Babylonian Jews arrived at Jerusalem under Ezra. Indeed the activity of Ezra
like that of Uehemiah is absolutely necessary to explain the course of events
in later Jewish history. But what he actually did cannot in all points be
ascertained." (pp. 55f). He thinks that the story of marriage reforms is very
improbable. Such a delicate matter as marriage reforms cannot be brought about
so quickly and in such a rough and ready way. "That the sight of Ezra sitting
with disheveled hair in a stupor and then the hearing of a liturgical prayer

should have so unnerved the people that they would straightway put away
their non-Jewish wives and children seems very unlikely". (P. 58} That
there was any large dismissal of wives is unlikely on psychological grounds.
The text in places seems to argue the same way as for example Ezra 10:15
and Nehemiah 12:23-27. The congregation was made up of three factors: (i)Jews
who returned with Ezra; (2) Those already in the community who agreed with
Ezra*s views and denounced mixing with the heathen; (3) Those who under the
influence of the new colonists were converted to the new idea of rigidity.
"This congregation was the feeble beginning of the great Jewish church." (p.63}
f
Nehemiah, hearing of the comparative failure of Ezra, now returns to Jerusalem
and carries out the reforms in a rough and ready fashion using force. Thus
Ezra comes "between the administrations of Nehemiah. Cheyne will not go so
far as Torrey and deny the existence of Ezra. Ee thinks of Ezra as a weak
figure and "believes our information about Ezra is very limited. This same
opinion was reaffirmed later in the Ency. Biblica in a Note to Koster's article
on Ezra-Nehemiah.
Professor Charles Foster Kent in his "History of the Jewish People",
{Scribners, 1899} shows the influence of his colleague at Yale, Prof. Torrey
and also of Kosters but he does not go all the way with them. Ee holds that
there was a considerable return of the Jews and that they assisted in the re-
building of the Temple. He gives a very fine analysis of the a priori reasons
why many v/ould not return from Eabylon and then reasons, a priori again, why
they would return. Kent places Ezra after Nehemiah and is inclined to follow
c
Yan Hoonajcer placing Ezra in the reign of Arta. II rather than Kosters who
placed him in the time of Arta I, betv/een the administrations of Nehemiah.
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Kent's "book is popularly written and intended not so much for the scholar
as for the layman hut it shows a familiarity with the results of the critical
position. Later he moved a little farther towards the position of Torrey.
George Adam Smith even in such a popular series as the Expositor*
s
Bihle (The Book of the Twelve, New York, 1399) shows that he not only knows
what has "been happening in the critical world in Europe "but that he has very
definite opinions as to the way out. He radically disagrees with the position
of Rosters and takes time and pains to answer it in characteristic fashion in
the pages of the introdxiction to Haggai and Zechariah. le will consider his
arguments later on. It is enough here to say that his position is against
that of Kosters and largely for the traditional view of the order of events
in the restoration of the second temple.
Two German hooks should also he considered "before we (Slose this
*' ?•
chapter, Sellin'a Leruhhahel, Leipzig, 1398 and Guthe's Geschichte des Voice's
*
Israel, Tuehingen, 1399.
Sellin starts out "by saying that Eoster's work has value: (1) in
showing that the strength and significance of the first return has "been
exaggerated, (2) in putting Ifehemi ah* s activity "before that of Ezra, (3) in
starting a discussion that has home much fruit, lleyer also has done good
not only hy his solid examination of the sources of Ezra, hut "by showing the
intimate connection of the Persians with the development of Judaism and
connecting the revival at the time of the rehuilding of the Temple with the
universal revolt against Larius in 521-520. But lleyer has not yet solved
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the problem. The chief point in the position of Sellin is this: "Among the
returned Exiles had occurred, inaugurated by the prophets, an exaltation of
Zerubbabel as king; with that would the Messianic age begin. The exaltation
suffered a terrible catastrophe, Zerubbabel suffered martyrdom and died for
his nation; Jerusalem was wasted anew and the temple defiled. The prophetic
mouth ceased and the Messianic hope was overthrown. Thus they turned to
individual piety and legal religion*, (p. 6) Sellin gives the following reasons
for holding that the above was the order of events and that Zerubbabel suffered
death: (l) Zerubbabel was the last Davidic governor of Jerusalem. (2) Yfe hear no
more of him after 516 B.C. Why? Perhaps some great catastrophe occurred which
the narrative does not give. (3) Darius in 516 had just suffered a great defeat
beyond the Danube and had barely escaped with his life. It would be a good time to
rebel. (4) Ezra 4:8-23 may well belong to this time instead of later and tell of
an attempt on the walls after the rebuilding of the temple* (5) Neh. l:lff refers
to this attempt of Zerubbabel upon the walls and not to the time of Nebuchadnezzar
nor even to a time just a few years before.
Sellin feels that the lawbook of Ezra was the Priest's Code and
that the Persian government was back of it because of its non-Messianic
character. As a result of his studies he holds to three main points : (l)
Zerubbabel was made king and killed. (2) He is the servant in the individual
servant passages of II Isaiah. (3) Between the time of Zerubbabel and Nehemiah Jerusa
lem was once more conquered and the Temple destroyed (verwueste^ )
.
Guthe in " Die Geschichte des Volkes Israel 1*, pp. 236ff shows the
results of the critical study of this period in his treatment of the post-exilic
age • He feels that there was a return from the Exile but that those who
Returned with Sheshbazzar were unable to make their presence felt in the land.
It was Zerubbabel who undertook the work on the temple under the influence of
Haggai and Zechariah. Zerubbabel was from the Exile. Nothing is heard of him
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after the building of the Temple hut the reason is not in any great catastrophe
so much as in the fact that his office was made superfluous "by the change to
the satrapy system wherehy JudaWwai made a part of a province included in
Syria, Phoenicia, and Cyprus. The head of this satrapy lived at Damascus and
the under-official was at Samaria. Sellin's hypothesis^ Guthe refers to "as
interesting hut of douhtful historical value". The forces that rehuilt the
Temple were, (1) the Jews from Bahylon who furnished the leadership, (2) the
native Judeans, who in large part did the work.
After the "building of the Temple there v/as a religious slump. The
expectations of the people had "been high and had "been dashed to the ground.
Jahve had not visihly taken charge of the affairs of the world; there had "been
no Llessianic manifestation. The people "began to marry non-Jews. This was the
old Canaanitic - Jewish tendency.
Nehemiah learned that the walls were down - this refers to 586 for
nothing had happened to them in the meantime. He came and rehuilt the walls.
Ezra prohaoly came in the period "between the governorships of Nehemiah. The
most important work that Ezra and Nehemiah did was to form the Jewish community.
This had very definite results — the true Israel could now he designated apart
from the heathen. The true Israel v/as the people who kept the Lav/. The attempt
was made to draw over to the Exiles the religious minded natives of Judea and
this succeeded so well that later this exclusive group had charge of Jerusalem.
The returned Exiles were, however, the founders of the community and held rule
over it. Thus Guthe places the Exiles as a very important factor in the re-
constituting of the Jewish community life after the Exile, i. e., in its dis-

tinctive feat"ures of exclv.siveness arid devotion to the Law.
Guthe looks upon the early chapters of 3zra as reflecting the
opinion of the Chronicler and as "being projected "back into an earlier age.
Here he follows Ilosters with only slight modifications. "The Chronicler
sees in Szra 2 a list of those who came up from the Exile in the time of
Cyrus — Ssdras sees a list of those who returned in the time of Larius.
In truth it contains a list of those who came in the time of ITehemiah and
-2zra." (p. 259), The formation of the community preceded the reading of the
Law. The hook that was read was the Holiness Code with the raw materials
of the Priests Code. The broadening of this book and its union with the
other portions of the Pentateuch soon followed. The fundamental thought in
the post-exilic community is a holy people on a holy ground. Holiness,
separation from foreigners, circumcision, Sab oath observance, the Lav/, the
cultus, and absence of marriage with foreigners are the things that are
stressed by the new community.
These years of the last decade of the nineteenth century were the
most productive years in the literattire of our investigation. The twentieth
century was to see work of a high grade but the conclusions were not so
original and the writers seem for the most part to be dealing with the con-
cepts and findings of those who preceded them. We turn now to a more rapid
survey of the work of the twentieth century and with this we will close the
history of the literature of the problem.

CHAPTER III
THE PROBLEM IN ITS LATER STAGES
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In its later stages there has been an increasing emphasis upon
I Esdras as a source that is to be used in any sort of textual reconstruction,
many claiming that I Esdras also has a better arrangement of the events. The
position taken by Torrey and Howorth that I Ssdras is the canonical LXX and
not an apocryphal book is gaining ground in many quarters and is increasingly
reoognized by the commentaries, notably those of Siegfried, Bertholet, Kaller,
Jahn, Davies, and Holzhey. Another factor that has been of very great sig-
nificance has been the discovery of the Elephantine papyri made available in
two collections; those of Sayce and Cowley of 1906 and those of Sachau made
available to the scholarly world in 1911. The bearing of these papyri upon
our problem will be discussed at the proper time but it may be said here that
they seem, Torrey to the contrary notwithstanding, to favor the more conser-
vative position in regard to the date of Nehemiah and the authenticity of the
Aramaic documents in Ezra . The placing of Ezra after Kehemiah is almost
universally accepted and is regarded as so certain that Batten arranges his
Commentary upon that basis. The position of Kosters is still accepted by
some and strenuously rejected by others. But we will have to proceed in
more detail and mention the outstanding books of this period with a brief
review of the most significant.
In 1900 there appeared a book of 215 pages from the pen of J. Kikel,
"Die Wiederherstellung des judischen Gemeir.wesens nach dem bab. Exil" (Freiberg)
which defended with very great skill the traditional order of events. This
book shows itself to be familiar with the critical literature of the subject
and deals with it in a thoroughgoing fashion. Kikel is, I believe, a Roman
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Catholic scholar, and of very high grade. One is almost convinced after
the reading of his hook that there is no prohlem and that the traditional
point of view is the correct one. He meets the critical arguments on their
own ground and answers them critically. Reference will he made later to the
arguments of Kikel hut at this point it is not necessary to discuss his position
at any length bee: use it is throughout traditional. This hook is especially
valuable because it contains a fine summary of the points of viev; that are
held upon the subject under discussion. ITikel is thoroughly familiar with
the literature of the subject and makes copious refererces to it.
In 1901 S. Sellin published a second book, dealing with our period,
entitled, "Studien zur Sntstehungs-geschichte der judischen Gemeinde" (Leipzig).
In the first chapter he decides in favor of the servant as being individual
rather than collective in the servant passages of II Isaiah. In the second
chapter he comes to the concl <sion that the servant is not an ideal or future
person but an actual contemporary of the author. In the third chapter the
position is that the servant is neither a prophet nor a teacher of the law but
a descendant of the House of Lavid. The fourth and fifth chapters consider
the date of Isaiah 40-55. These chapters are from one author. Chapters 40-48
are published during the march of the Persian army upon Babylon. Chapters 49-55
are published after the occupation of the city by the Persians and the proclam-
ation of the general edict but before the special edict for the Jews. He
decides for Jehoiachin as the servant because of the fact that his release from
prison by Svil-LIerodach in 561 gives rise to the new outburst of I'essianic hope.
This is the first part of his book. The second part deals more specifically
with our problem. It deals with the restoration of the Jewish community in
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538-516. His general position is that which was stated in his hook "Zerubbabel"
.
It includes the following points:
(lj A is to he rated higher as a source than lleyer rates it.
(2) There was an edict of Cyrv^s for rebuilding the Temple and for a return.
(3) Sheshbazzar led hack some Jews.
(4 J There was a gradual return after the time of Sheshhazzar.
(5) There was an attempt to rebuild the walls of the Temple which was frustrated.
(6) The work upon the Temple was resumed and finished under Zerubbabel.
This is essentially the order of events as we have them in Szra 1-6. He
regards the return as a gradual one, a position that is becoming more and more
accepted. He sees three stages of the return, (1) Under Joshua, (2) Under Eeldai
and his associates, (3) Under Lerubbabel. Sellin feels that the attitude of the
Samaritans is consistent throughout, they are favorable to the rebuilding of the
Temple but they are opposed to the rebuilding of the walls both in the earlier days
as referred to in Ezra 4:7-24 and later in the time of Kehemiah. (Nehemiah 2:10 ff),
Sellin shows that he is willing to chage his opinion when the facts seem to warrant
such proceedure by saying that III Isaiah was composed between the years 538-516
and that therefore there was no second destruction of the Temple and the city after
516, a position that he had held in his first book.
In the third part of the book Sellin discusses the fate of Zerubbabel saying
that an attempt was made to make him king, that he was deposed, and the line of Uavid
was declared ineligible for the governorship. This was the cause for the distress in
Jerusalem in the time of Kehomiah. This is the opinion of Sellin and he awaits more
proof.
Siegfried's Commentary upon Szra-Kehemiah in the llowack series appeared in
1901 at Goettingen. The Aramaic source with him is "No false document but an authentic
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source". This he regards Meyer to have "Incontestably proven and sustained against
'»/ellhausen" . Ezra he regards as coning from Ezra so far as Ezra 7:27-9:15 is
concerned. Ezra 8:35f he regards as an interpolation of the Chronicler. Kehemiah
is a reliable source of very great value and consists of Kehemiah 1:1-7:5; 12:27-32;
37-40 and Kehemiah 13:4-31. worked over from Ezra*s Memoirs he would place Ezra 7:1-10,
10:1-44 Kehemiah 7:73h-10. 7/orked over from Kehemiah* s Memoirs would he Kehemiah 11:3-
24, 25-36. Other sources used "by the Chronicler would he Ezra 2 "borrowed from Kehemiah
7 and Kehemiah 12:1-26 which have lists of names. Back of Ezra 1:1-4 and Ezra 2:68-70
there are sources which have "been worked over. To the Chronicler as the author he
assigns Ezra 1:5-11, 3:1-4:5, 5:16-22, 8:35-36; Kehemiah 12:27-30, 33-36, 41-47 and
Kehemiah 13:1-3.
The Aramaic source he regards as coming from 450 B. C. and as "being an
accurate translation in Aramaic of Persian decrees. The Chronicler is compiling
sources in this hook. That he is doing so is made evident from the sharp change
from the first person to the third person, Kehemiah 7:5 and 7:6ff, Ezra 9:15 and
10:1; Kehemiah 11:36 and 11:37, Kehemiah 12:40 and 12:41. That he is a compiler
and not writing history in a free way is also shown "by long periods that are passed
over in silence for which he seems to have no records. There are sixty or more years
"between Ezra 6:22 and 7:1. This is "best explained "by the fact that he is far from
the events and has no records for those years. There are also great differences in
style "between the parts undoubtedly from the Chronicler and from other sources. This
is especially true of Keherriah.
Siegfried attacks the position of Kosters and feels as if it cannot he held.
The impulse for the restoration of Judaism came not from those left in the land at
the time of the Exile hut rather from the sons of the captivity. The restoration of
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the community took a long- time and received many setbacks . It was not all done by
Ezra and Iv'ehemiah and it was not all done "by Haggai, Zechariah, Sheshbazzar, and
Zerub"babel but was the work of many years and of many men.
In the llarti series in 1902 there appeared the commentary by A. Eertholet
upon the books of Ezra-Kehemiah. In his introduction to the commentary Bertholet
gives a very fine review of the critical positions of Schrader, Van Hccr.® .^r,
Kosters, Meyer, Stade, Graetz, Kuenen, Noeldeke, '.Vellhausen, and Torrey, saying
of Torrey tha 4: in him we reach "Der Gipfel der Kritik".
In a.alyzing Ezra-Nehemiah 3ertholet maintains that Ezra and Kehemiah
furnish us net only primary sources but also by the deep view of the souls of the
two men they show us much concerning the origins of Judaism. g is : composed of
Ezra 7:27-8:34 and Ezra 9:1-15. N is .omposed of Nehemiah 1:1-7:5,
12:31b, 37-40, 13:4-31. To see the characteristics of Ezra one needs to read
Ezra 8:21, 29, 9:4, 11, 15, 10:3 and Kehemiah 8:9, 9:33 ff.. To understand the
characteristics of ITehemiah, Nehemiah 3:36, 5:1.2.19, 6:11, 16, 7:2, 13:25 are
illuminating. Sometimes where the third person is used it means that the editor
has worked it over. It is not the. free composition of the Chronicler as Torrey
would have us believe.. Hehemiah 9:17 shows that this third person is not from
the Chror.icler for it disagrees with Ezra 3:4 which is from the Chronicler.
The Aramaic section is in the main authentic. Ezra 4:6-24 Bertholet
adjudges to be , iinterpolation of a later writer. Bertholet feels that "If
the Arrrr.aic sec -ion is authentic the question as to its age is unimportant".
He also holds that the Chronicler has carried back into an earlier age the
relationship that existed between the Jews and the Samaritans in a much later age.
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From the Chronicler come the following passages: Ezra 1, 3:1-4:5;
5:1:2, 6:16-22, 7:1-10, 8:35-36; Nehemiah 11:25-36, 12:1-7, St, lOf, 12-26,
27-30, 33-36, 41-43, 44-47, 13:3-4.
"Any reconstruction of events will have only a relative worth", p.xvii.
But this is the way Bertholet reconstructs the order of events. Permission .to
return was given "by Gyrus in 538 hut no great number availed themselves of the
permission. Those who did return settled not merely in Jerusalem hut in the
region round about. He feels that an attempt was made to restore the Temple
hut that it failed until seventeen years later. Zerubbabel had succeeded
Sheshhazzar and under the agitation of Haggai and Zechariah the work was taken up
and this time completed. An expedition during the reign of Artaxerxes made a
trip to Jerusalem and tried to restore the walls hut failed. The walls were torn
down and the gates were destroyed by fire as reported to Nehemiah. Nehemiah came
and rebuilt the walls. He returned to Artaxerxes and in about 430 Ezra came, in-
troduced the Law, and made an attempt at marriage reforms. These robably
failed and then Nehemiah came out the second time and carried out the reforms
mentioned in Uehemiah 13.
Torrey in the American Journal of Theology Vol. 7, pp. 133-38 wrote
a scathing review of Bertholet' s Commentary, As might well be supposed he would
be ill pleased with the literary criticism of Bertholet. He says that Bertholet
puts himself in the ridiculous position of saying that the lists cannot be the
list of returning Exiles and yet internal evidence shows that they can be nothing
else. Concerning the attitude of Bertholet towards Szra,Torrey queries, "Can
Bertholet show anywhere in Ezra one half dozen consecutive v rses which he can
confidently say are free from the suspicion of being "ueberarbeitet *?" The style
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is everywhere that of the Chronicler and while leaving almost all of Nehemiah
intact, he has rep" -itten the whole of the Ezra document preserving the material
contents unchanged, hut clothing it throughout with his own peculiar style. "This
would he amazing for any human "being to do, hut never mind, we are dealing with
that useful expedient of an embarassed criticism, an "Ueherarheiter" and to him
all things are possible" (p. 136). He complains that Bertholet is weak on the
text side and stands over against the versions in a sort of helpless uncertainty
expressing no opinion . "But when we think of some of the text - critical
performances of the last decade, we may perhaps he thankful for this helplessness."
Here again we have evidence of the fresh and vigorous way in which Torrey writes.
It is also evident that since 1896 his position upon Ezra has not changed. It
will not surprise us when in 1910 he will write that Ezra's Llemoirs are the
Chronicler's masterpiece.
In the commentary of G. Jahn (Die Buecher Ezra una Nehemiah, Leiden, 1909)
we have another radical treatment of the hooks of Szra-Nehemiah. The positions of
Jahn may he summed up as follows:
(1) The goal of Ezra and Esdras and of the original parts of Nehemiah have as
their purpose the proving of the FICTION that there was a return under Zeruhhahel
and that he restored Judaism, whereas as a matter of fact it was Kehemiah who
restored Judaism. The attempt is to place Ezra in an important position and Nehemiah
in a subordinate position.
(2) The work of Ezra and Zeruhhahel on the one hand and of Nehemiah on the of er are
parallel and the work of Nehemiah is original and that of the others is copied from
it.
(3) The tendency hack of the writing is to prove that the true Israel is the returned
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Exiles — the priests and the large landowners. Those left in the land are
the helpless and subordinate.
(4) The Law read in Nehemiah 8 is not the whole Pentateuch hut rather Deuteronomy.
The language, style, and point of view of Ezra-Nehemiah are throughout that of
Deuteronomy and not that of the Priest's Code. All references to the Priest's
Code are interpolations.
{5l Nehemiah. in the non-interpolated sections of the hook knows nothing of the
Gola under Lerubbabel or Ezra.
(6) Ezra is unhistor ical . It makes against the historicity of Ezra that no where
is Nehemiah mentioned in the chapters of Ezra 7-10. Nowhere is any governor mentionedj
whereas we know from Llalachi 1:8 and Nehemiah 5:15 that there were governors in
Jerusalem. Neither the text redacto.-s nor the exegets have been able to insert
Ezra in any natural way into the time or narrative of Nehemiah. Each of these men
arises as an autocrat v/ho has no one of similar quality either before or after him.
Only the character of Nehemiah makes an historical impression. Ezra is "ohne Fleisch
una Slut".
(7) Esdras has received additions from our canonical Ezra.
(8) Nehemiah also helped to restore the Temple which was only partially restored in
the time of Darius. At the time of Nehemiah' s arrival in Jerusalem the city was only
sparsely settled and there were no houses. Nehemiah 2:3, 7:4, II L'lac. 1:19 say that
Nehemiah restored the Temple and the altar. The notice in Ezra 6:14 of the completion
of the Temple is unhistor ical. The story of the dedication of the walls in Nehemiah 12
can easily be stretched to include the Temple as well.
(9) The fact that Jesus ben Sirach does not mention Ezra in his - list of noted men
coupled with the fact that he does not mention Esther and Daniel while he does mention
Zerubbabel, Joshua, and Nehemiah would go to show that the book of Ezra as well as
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the "books of Esther and Daniel were not yet in existence at that tine. II Kao«
also places the "building of the Temple in the time of Nehemiah "but does not mention
Ezra.
(10) The original sections of the Aramaic sources in Ezra were in Hebrew and not
Aramaic
.
(11) The Priest's Code was composed not in 3ab;-lon "but in Palestine and much later
than originally thought. It was composed after the composition of Ezra and Nehemiah
"but "before their working over "by the Chronicler.
(12) There was no return of the Exiles in a great mass. Haggai and Lechariah prove'
that "by their silence.
"On the ground of the above suppositions are the difficulties of the
"books to "be solved." In the introduction to his commentary there is an elaborate
study of the positions of the critics who precede him. Those with whom he is in
more or less sympathy are of course Kosters and Torrey especially the latter. He
holds that Torrey after Eosters and Schrader has made the most important step in
the understanding of the hooks of Ezra and Nehemiah "but he does not follow Torrey
in his rearrangement of the passages.
In Jahn we have the most radical of the German writers upon the period
of the restoration. He is the Torrey of Germany and writes with much the same
"boldness of statement and slash of literary criticism. His remarks at times are
austic. In speaking of Stade's position he says, "Stade's position is character-
ized by the striving to dodge between the defense of tradition in its chief points
and the demands of science - a characteristic of present day theology". Coupled
ith this sharpness of expression and questioning of the motives of other writers
in the field there is a dogmatism of expression that at times is far from convincing.
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I'eyer he regards "As even more conservative than Stade". lie himself could certainly
never he accused of being conservative. Siegfried had complained in his commentary
that Ezra 9:3 gave the impression of "Affectation" — "Yes", adds Jahn, "And also
of "being unhistorical"
.
There are a number of other commentaries that have appeared since the
year 1900 and perhaps this is the place: to speak to them. Yjsjx. Kaller's "Das
Judenthum" ( Goettingen, 1914) is writter. in a more or less popular style and gives
i
as one of its main features a new translation of the passages that are involved
in the story of the restoration of Judaism. This work is "by a Privat dozent in
the University of Bern who is at the same time a preacher. He is mindful of the
critical problems that have come up in connection with the period hut there is
nothing particularly new in his view of affairs. He feels that there have "been
two very important factors in the restoration of Judaism (l) that the Persian
government shared strongly in the origin of Judaism and (2) that strong personal-
ities had a large share in it. V/ith the tendency to depersonalize history by
getting rid of significant characters like Ezra he has no use. Here is a point
that the present writer holds to he extremely important and ./ill he considered
later in detail.
Rev. T. fitton Davies in the Century Bible, Ezra, Kehemiah, and Esther
published by Prowde (191? | has paid his res^ectf to the critical views of Kosters,
Torrey, and others but still feels as if the traditional order of events is the
correct order. He places Ezra before I'ehemiah, standing for the authenticity of
the sources, and thinking of the Jews of the Exile as being those who were primarily
responsible for the restoration. He ranks Esdras rather high as an asset in arriving
at the correct text and is disposed with Howorth and Torrey to make it the legitimate
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LXX of Ezra-Kehemiah rather than an apocryphal hook. He pays much attention
to the work of L'leyer and the findings of the archaeologists in writing his
Bommentary,
Prof. S. R. Driver in The Century Bible Commentary on the Llinor Prophets
in 1906 recognizes the difficulties in reconciling Haggai and Zechariah with
Ezra. His solution is this: "The foundation stone of the Temple was FORI.IALLY
laid in 536 hut no further progress was made for sixteen years". (P. 148). This
of course means that if Sheshbazzar did anything at all it was next to nothing.
The above fact does not mean that there was no return under Sheshbazzar in 538-
536 B. C. Driver is careful to say that. He then gives a number of reasons
why there might well be a delay in temple-building after the return from Exile.
Ezra 3:8-13 and 4:1-5 he holds to be the work of the compiler 259 years after
the events and of little or no historical value.
H. G. ilitchell in the International Critical Commentary upon Haggai,
Zechariah, etc, (Scribners, 1912) questions the historical value of Ezra 1:1-4:5,
but he thinks that the Aramaic sources have much in their favor. Mitchell rejects
Kosters' position. "Haggai has in mind the people as distinguished from the leaders
with no thought of the place from which they came. If he does think of them as
a remnant it is a remnant of the former population of Jerusalem without reference
to the place from which they came." However, he does not think that such a large
caravan as is listed in Ezra 2 came from Babylon under the leadership of Sheshbazzar.
e account in 3:8ff is simply the product of an attempt to bring the facts with
reference to the restoration into harmony with an unfulfilled prediction on the
subject and has no historic value.
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In 1913 The International Critical Commentary on Ezra-Hehemiah was
published, the work having "been done by Prof. L. C. Batten, Professor of the
Literature and Interpretation of the Old Testament, General Theological Seminary,
New York. This is the most j retentious commentary upon Szra-Hehemiah to be found
in any language and its arrival was awaited with interest by many scholars. Batten
occupies an intermediary position between Meyer and Kosters. He is very critical
of the findings of Torrey so far as his dealings with historical reconstruction
are concerned but he accepts the conclusions of Torrey in regard to I Esdras and
'makes use of it in his commentary. He defends the Aramaic sources as being authentic
but is critical of them at the same time. He will not go so far in that regard as
lleyer. He places Ezra after Nehemiah and arr&^ei his commentary according to the
order of events rather than according to present chapter arrangement. The events
related in Ezra 4:7-23 come shortly before the time of IJehemiah but are not to be
connected with Ezra. They are the doings of a group of Exiles who went up and tried
to restore the walls but as to who led them we do not know. One of the most out-
standing things which Batten thinks he has done for the study of these books is to
place the events of Ezra 3 in the reign of Larius rather than in the reign of
Cyrus. This he feels is the correct thing to do on the basis of I Esdras and solves
for us the conflict which seems apparent between Kaggai and Zechariah and Ezra 3.
Fullerton writing a discriminating review of Batten's book in the Biblical ;<orld,
(pp. 205-7, Vol. 43, 1914), points out that Batten's argument at this point is weak.
He places too much reliance upon Josephus for one thing, he makes too big an emendation
for another, and he solves the conflict between Haggai and 'Zechariah on the one hand
with Ezra 3 on the other, at the expense of coming into conflict with Ezra 5-6. Thus
Batten makes us choose between Ezra 3 as over against Ezra 5-6 on the other and to
choose Ezra 3 which is clearly from the Chronicler is an error in method. Fullerton
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suggests that a reading of Rothstein's Lie Juden und Samaritaner (of which more
later) oy Batten would help him at this point. Julius A. Bewer in the American
Journal of Theology (Vol. 19, pp. 108,1 16) thinks, however, that there is much in
favor of Batten's position. "Esdras has it and Haggei and Zechariah confirm it."
D
By an emending of Ezra 3: 3 upon the "basis largely cf j.^^^en would nake it
to lead that the peoples cf the land came to help "build the altar and thus that
there was no opposition to the work of the re-establishment of the worship at
Jerusalem by the other inhabitants of the land. Lewer has pointed out that this
iB opposed "by what we get from other texts and furthermore that Codex B cannot
legitimately "be translated in the way that Batten translates it. Upon the general
proposition as to whether the Exiles restored Judaism or the people who were le ft
in Judea, Batten holds that it was the joint work of "both and that the Exiles
furnished the leadership, fith Torrey's radical contentions in regard to the
non-existence of Ezra and the idea that there was no return Batten does not agree
although he does not feel as if the lists given in Ezra 2, Uehemiah 7 can "be
held to come from the time of the return under Sheshbazzar.
The positions of Batten will come in for future consideration and upon
many points his fine scholarship will be of very great assistance. His work is
marked by a well balanced sanity and with fine judgment. His conclusion that the
work of restoration was the JOINT WORK OF TIC RETURNED JEWS AND OF THOSE WHO EEYER
WET.T INTO EXILE is in my opinion the correct view of the forces that were at work
in the restoration of Judaism. We are not to hang to either horn of the dilemma
to the exclusion of the other. It is not a case of EITHER - OR it is a case of
BOTH - Ala/. To this conclxision my investigations have increasingly led me.

In America two scholars among the prominent students of the Old
Testament have "been strongly inclined to follow the findings of Kosters and
W II
Torrey. These are K. P. Smith in Old Testament Tistory, 'Scribners, 1905}
H II
and C. E. Kent in student's Old Testament History, pp. 29-34 (Scribners, 1905).
Smith has probably gone farther in his views than has Kent. Smith holds that
the position of Kosters is correct, that there was no return from the Exile in
the time of Sheshbazzar and Zerubbabel. He also holds tha 1 3zra is the personi-
fication of the scrioal movement. These men state these as their conclusions
with little or no discussion of the questions involved showing, however, that
they are familiar with and have accepted the general critical positions of
Kosters and Torrey.
Other writers of Old Testament history in America have not been so
disposed to follow Torrey and Kosters but have taken a modified point of view.
N If
Prof. Frank Sanders in his History of the Hebrews, (Scribners 1914), accepts
the literary criticism of Torrey in connection with Ezra 7-10 but differs with
Torrey in his historical deductions. "Prof. Torrey has shown conclusively that
Ezra 7-10 comes from the pen of the Chronicler. But with his conclusion that
Ezra is a personification of the scribal movement it is permissible to differ.
Ezra is in his way as clear-cut a figure as lie hemi ah. He is as surely demanded
by the developing situation as is Nehemiah. The omission of Ezra as a personality
seems to narrow and misinterpret the movement of the times for religious reforms
based upon the newly edited law. Even if Ezra is not a Memoir, still it must be
based upon a portraiture of Ezra. But on the other hand the Chronicler used his
material freely." (P. 249), Prof. Ismar J. Peritz "old Testament History, Abingdon
Press, Hew York, 1915) thinks it is not unfair or inaccurate to call Ezekiel the
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father of Judaism and feels that the Exiles had much to do with the restoration
of the Jews. The Jews returred partly under Sheshbazzar and partly xmder Lerubbabel
as Josephus and Esdras state.
«
Ezra 4:7-23 belongs shortly "before the time of Fehemiah and oes not refer
to Ezra and his attempts at rebuilding the walls. Ezra co;;bs after Kehemiah and
hence cannot he referred to in Ezra 4:12. The chief source for the life of Ezra
is the Chronicler and here we have the same problem that we always have when we
de?il with the Chronicler. Ke makes the work of Ezra more important than that of
Nehemiah. The work of Ezra not only comes after the first visit of Eehemiah but
it comes in the reign of Artaxerxes II and thus he agrees with Van Eoon^er. The
Chronicler has exaggerated the commission of Ezra in Ezra 7. But that does not
mean that there is no history back of it as Torrey maintains. The Chronicler has
often done that in dealing with Kings. He has simply exaggerated good historical
material to show the importance of the priestly class. Peritz thinks that the
return under Ezra may well have been the largest return of all. The Law read by
Ezra was the Priest's Code and here .legalistic and ritualistic religion reaches
its height. "The solemn covenant of the people to be strictly governed by the
priestly law was the more formal beginning of the reign of legalism and the rise
of Judaism. Henceforth Israel is no longer a nation but a religious community
ruled by a priest according to the ritual law. Both in the rabbinical tradition
and the biblical tradition of the Chronicler Ezra is regarded as a second Hoses."
(P. 266],
N H
tfade in his Old Testament History (1901) had taken a more conservative
position and had held to the traditional order of events in a rather cautious
fashion. G. A. Smith in a series of articles in 1905-6 in the Expositor became
& little more critical of the period than he had been at an earlier time. He
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holds that only a small number of Exiles returned under Cyrus. All that Shesh-
bazzar did on the Temple was to lay the foundation. He contends against Torrey
in favor of the historicity of the 'Ezra Hemoira and says that upon the hasis of
the evidence it is at present impossible to decide as to which came first Ezra
or Kehemiah.
Reference needs to he made now to various introductions to the Literature
of the Bible. These will show the tendency in regard to literary criticism of
our sources since the beginning of the twentieth century.
M H
J. £j , llcFayden (Introduction to the Old Testament, London, 1905) is dis-
posed to regard the chronological statements in Ezra 1:1-4:5 with suspicion because
of conflicts with A, Haggai, and lechariah. Ke places Ezra after Kehemiah, he
feels that Ezra 4:7-23 is o it of place and refers to the walls rather than to the
Temple. As sources he lists, S, N, A, and lists such as we find in Ezra 2. These
he thinks have been compiled and worked over by the Chronicler. Hehemiah 8-10
follows directly after Ezra 10 and is misplaced in Szra-Nehemiah. Mcl'ayden holds
to a return and says, "Without a return on the strength of the Cyrus Edict in 537
the whole situation is unintelligible", (p. 348), Concerning the Chronicler as the
author of Ezra, McFaydexi says, "The spirit and interests of Ezra the priest v/ere
identical with those of the Chronicler and also the Chronicler recognizing his
affinity with Szra^ hesitated less than in the case o^' Kehemiah to confers the
language of Ezra to his own language", (p. 344), The authenticity of A is also
affirmed by LcFayden^at least its "substantial authenticity".
tl N'
Karl 3udde PChichte der Althebraische Literatur, Leipzig, 1906, pp. 209-
237) regards the Aramaic sections as having historical value and as coming from the
fifth century B. C. This makes ICzra 1-3 of less value because of the disagreement
L . y
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"between the two. .vith Nehemiah and Ezra we come out of the realm of Ilidrash
into the reality of first hand reports. Budde accepts these as genuine and
feels that a i^emoir of Ezra lies under Nehemiah 8-10.
Cornill in his Introduction to the Canonical Books of the Old Testament"
(London, 1907, Vllliams and Norgate) looks upon A, S, I as authentic. Ezra 4:-7-23
is placed hy him after Ezra 10 and h~fore Eehemiah 1. His general conclusion after
briefly reviewing the work of Van Hoor.^rer
,
Meyer, Torrey, Eosters is that "We
may rest assured that in Ezra and Nehemiah we have a trustworthy recital of the
events narrated therein".
Harlan Creelman (introduction to the Old Testament" McMillan, 1907) holds
to the authenticity of E, K, and A. b-e gives arguments as against Torrey in defense
of E and assigns to A a date ahout 450 3. C. which would make it a very valuable
source. George B. Gray accepts much the same opinion in "A Critical Introduction
to the Old Testament" (Scrihners
, 1913) defending all of these sources as being
authentic. Eellin in his "Einleitung" (1914) claims as we might expect /that the
Aramaic sources of Ezra cannot be doubted. Meyer has settled that question. One
only needs to compare Ezra 1:2-4 with Ezra 6:3-5 to see the difference "between the
true and the apocryphal sources. The above are samples of the way in which the
Introductions have "been treating the subject during the early years of this century.
Some five monographs upon our question need to he reviewed as a close
to this part of our discussion. In at least two of these we have entirely new
oints of view and no survey of the literature of the subject would he complete
without mention of these studies.
\
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In 1903 Dr. Paul Reissler in Vol. I of Eiblische ^eitschrift (1S03)
published a series of studies in which the upshot of his studies was to Identify
Nehemiah with Zerubbabel and place the work of the restoration of the Temple and
of the walls in the early years of the return. Nehemiah led "back the Exiles in
538 for Kehe::.iah kr.ows nothing of any retvirn "before the time of Nehemiah. Shesh-
bai-zar is to be identified with Zerubbabel and Zerubbabel with Nehemiah. Esdr s
fits in well with this theory on account of the closeness which the Zerubbabel of
Esdras has to the king. Ezra 2:4 speaks of Nehemiah as one who led back the
captives and this fits in with our theory. II I.Tac. 1:18-36 fits in v/ith this
theory for there Uehemiah is referred to as returning immediately after the
Exile, vYhen we add to this the fact that the Talmud also identifies Nehemiah
with Zerubabbel we have a very strong argument for Nehemiah in the time of
Cyrus as leading back the Exiles. The first thing that I<ehemiah does upon his
return is to rebuild the walls and then he rebuilds the Temple. The Samaritans offer
help but that is refused because of the experience Nehemiah had with them when the
walls were built. This permanently sealed the separation of the Jews from the
Samaritars. Ezra comes after Eehemiah, later even than Nehemiah's second admin-
istration. Reissler also holds that I Esdras is older than our canonical Ezra.
This theory shows the extremes to which a bewildered criticism will go in an
attempt to solve the vexed chronological problems of the books Ezra-Nehe::.iah.
The Elephantine papyri, which were published a few years after Reissler wrote his
study, practically prove that Nehemiah belongs in the reign of Artaxerxes las
tradition has always held, and no further consideration of this theory is necessary.
It comes in conflict with the explicit statements of Kaggai and ,ecr;ariah, builds
too exclusively upon II IZacaabees, and is upofa a priori grounds extremely unlikely.
A fuller answer to this could be given but it has commended itself to no scholar
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since that time and is interesting simply as an attempt to solve our problem
and not "because it offers any real light upon the problem,
Sigmund Jampel published a series of essays in criticism during the
years 1902-3 in the "Llonatschrift fuer Geschichte und ,/issenschaft des Judenthums"
which was later published as a hook in 1904 (Breslau) . The point of view historic-
ally is largely that of tradition,; he defends the lists, and Bays there is no con-
flict of the Ezra chapters with Haggai and ^echariah. But his primary contribution
to the understanding of the hooks is his theory of the sources. He finds three
hooks in Ezra-Nehemiah.
(1) Oldest source is ^zra 4:24-6:18. This source lacks a beginning. Originally
it r^orted a ret lrn under Gyrus and the later events only in a brief way. The
time of the composition is the first year after Ezra's arrival in Jerusalem but
it was composed outside of Palestine. The events described in 4:6-23 are still
in the future. Characteristic of it is that it was made up almost exclusively
of original sources.
(2) The work of the Chronicler he finds in Ezra 1:1-4:23. Thus he includes the
Aramaic source so far as 4:3-23 is concerned in the work of the Chronicler. This
book was originally a part of our book of Chronicles. Ezra 2 belongs to this
and was there originally. Uehemiah thus borrows from Ezra 2 rather than the other
way around.
(3) Ezra 7: 1-Nehemiah 13:31 is the third book and for it the primary sources are
Ezra and Nehemiah. All else cores from "The Book of the Chronicles" mentioned in
fehemi&h 12:23. No one can doubt the existence of such a book and would assume
it even though it were not mentioned. The author of this third book was not the
Chronicler, as is now almost universally held, but another man separate from the
Chronicler. He uses Ezra and Nehemiah in a fragmentary form. The similarity
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of style "between parts of this and that of the Chronicler is due to the common
source they had and not due to the Chronicler as the author of bot b . All that
the Chronicler becomes respons ible for in the "book of 3zra-Kehemiah is thus the
first part - ^zra 1:1-4:23. It is largely in this literary work that this book has
a new point of view, te may agree with the reviewer in Bihlisehe Zeitschrift that
this arrangement of the documents does not really solve our problems. Eavies in
his Century 3i"ble Commentary refers to this book, p. 36 as "Containing useful
matter but ill digested and often inaccurate' 1 . However, Jampel writes with insight
and force and his book will later he referred to in connection with the recon-
struction of the history. Eis literary analysis - which he conceives to "be his
most important contribution, is perhaps the weakest part of the hook. It would
take considerable argument to prove as against Torre.v that the Chronicler has had
nothing to do with Ezra7-Nehemiah 12. He quotes Driver as saying that the identity
of author of these books with the Chronicler is only prohable and Koenig as saying
that the identity cannot be proven. (pH7) • 4* a, matter of fact it is so certain
that the Chronicler has had something to do with these chapters that we will not
enter into a detailed discussion of this theory. It has not commended itself to
any biblical scholar since that time and does not aid in the solution of our
prohlem. The greatest strength of Jaunpel*s hook is in the extensive use that he
makes of extra-hihlical sources such as Assyrian, Babylonian, and Persian inscript-
ions for the maintainar.ee of a conservative position.
In J. ./. ?.othetein*s 'Tie Juden und Samaritaner" (Leipzig, 1908), we
have a little monograph which promise* to he a real contribution to the solution
of the apparent contradictions b?t7/een 3zra and Haggai. It is really a study in
the book of Kaggai. Rothsteir "begins with Haggai 2:10-14; it is really a rebuke of
* For a longer statement of Rothstein's position see pp.o21 ff. belov/.
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"this people and this folk" all of whose actions are unclean. But the people of
Haggai ! s book otherwise bear no such character. "This people and this folk" of
Haggai 2:10-14 are held by Rothstein to be the Samaritans who were making an offer
to assist in the work on the temple. Thus we would have Haggai, a contemporary
of events, coming to confirm the report of Samaritan friert.iliness as mentioned
in Ezra 4: Iff. Haggai thus becomes a prophet of particularism end advocates that
the offer of the Samaritans be refused. Thus Rothstein totally reverses the position
of Kosters and makes Ezra and Hhhemiah not the originators of the policy of ex-
clusion but its continuers. The position of Rothstein will be given at length later.
One of the fine things about Rothstein' s study is its absence of dogmatism and the
tentative way in which he announces conclusions which are in reality quite tenable.
J. Theis in a Breslau Dissertation upon the subject "Geschichtliche
unri literarkritische Fragen in Ezra 1-6" (1910) has made a searching study of the
historical and literary problems of the first six chapters of Ezra which is of
very great interest and perhaps importance. To begin with he holds that "Escras is
a direct and independent translation of an older and better recension of the
Hebrew- Aramaic "Grundtext". Our Ezra is a translation of Theodotion. Thus we see
that he follows Howorth and Torrey in their treatment of Esdras.
In Part II of his book he holds that Ezra 2 belongs to the time of
Nehemiah. Ezra 3 falls in the reign of Darius instead of that of Cyrus and is a
double report of Ezra 5:2ff. In dealing with Ezra 4:7-23 we have one of the most
challenging parts of the book. He says that the speech in Ezra 4:6-23 ("against
Meyer and a thousand others") is not of the WALLS but of the TEMPLE. The events
described here belong where they are and in the reign of Cyrus. He would connect this
incident directly with Ezra 1:11. We know nothing of a return under Cambyses or
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Pseudo-Smerdis but we know of one under Cyrus and Gyrus should "be substituted
here for Artaxerxes. Ezra 4:4-5 is the purest and briefest double report of
3zra 4:7-23. In the latter passage the report is that the "Adversaries hindered
all the days of Cyrus, Kir.g of Persia." Ezra 4:7-23 is the Aramaic report of
the same event. In other words it is some pre-Larius king that is in mind and
since Szra 4:4-5 says that it is Cyrus, then the King of Ezra 4:7-23 is none
other than L'arius. This view is all the more established when the Aramaic verses
are tied immediately to the verses of the Hebrew double report, 3zra 4:4-5. This
view is also supported "by the fact that in the reign of Cyrus the Bah; lonians
still kept the small provinces whereas under Xerxes and Artaxerxes they changed to
the system of large satrapies. The smaller provinces are implied by Vss. 4:7-23.
The "Hired counsellors", (Be , l-te t en) would not be the designation for the offic-
ials in the time of Artaxerxes but would be used in the time of Earius. How do
we get the word Artaxerxes in the text? The Chronicler locired upon the order of
Kings as being Cyrus, Artaxerxes, and Larius. Since the Temple was finished in
the reign of Larius then the events in Ezra 4:7-23 which deal with the Temple
and its hindering must come from the time of Artaxerxes and so he puts that word
into the text. It is also easy to see ho/; "Artaxerxes" wov-ld get in here for
Artaxerxes had the surname of "Cyrus" according to Josephus
.
( Ant . 11 c 6,par.l],
In this he follows the Jsdras text anc omits those sections in our Ezra-Kehemiah as
interpolations that are not in Esdras. When we consider that Ezra 4:7-23 is, in
Esdras, placed immediately after the everts described in our Szra 1:1-11 and before
the time of Larius, we can see that if we accept Esdras as having great value, we
must admit that The is has a very powerful argument. This short monograph of The is
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is one of the most searching studies in print upon the passage which has caused
so much aiscassion, Ezra 4:7-23.
One other study deserves our attention and this was one that appeared
.in the English language just a few years ago. L. S. Browne, a Fellow at Cambridge,
published a monograph in 1920 called "Early Judaism", (University of Cambridge
Press), which turns out to be a very keen analysis of the problems involved in
our study. Browne is disposed to follow the position taken by Torrey so far as
the rearrangement of the materials in Ezra and Nehemiah is concerned. He thinks
that Torrey has done the most brilliant work on these sources. He does not accept,
however, all of the historical deductions of Torrey. For instance he admits with
Torrey that A is of relatively late composition but he does not on that account
deny its historical value.
*
Browne holds th- t the Samaritans did offer to help the Hebrews rebuild
their Temple and that they made their offer in good faith. He follows Rothstein
in his interpretation of Eaggai 2:10ff., and connects it with the Samaritan offer
referred to in Ezr& :l-3. These events should be placed in the reign of Darius
and not in that of cyrus. In Isaiah 63:7-64:12 Browne sees the sad complaint of a
Samaritan prophet v. ho feels bitterly the fact that the Samaritans have been refused
the opportunity to participate in the rebuilding of the Temple. In Isaiah 66:1-4
he sees an answer to the Samaritan prophet by one who is not entirely unsympathetic
with the Samaritan* s point of view. II Isaiah may be the author of Isaiah 66.
The Asaph Psalms he thinks may have been written about this time by a guild of
prophets who lived at Bethel in the region of Samaria. (Pss. 76,77, 78, 80, 81)
All parties seemed to have a share in the rejection of the Samaritan offer. Zerubbabel
and Jcshua as political leader and priest, and according to Rothstein's position,
* For a further statement upon this matter see p. 324 below.
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even the prophet Eaggai. Thus very early we have the forming of the Jewish attitude
towards the Samaritans. This got gradually worse as the years went by and was
probably of long standing. The idea of Kaggai 2:10ff is that holiness is not
communicable by touch but that uncleanness is. This is contrary to the teaching
of Leviticus 6:27-29 for it sa;s that holiness as well as uncleanness is communicable.
This was also believe^from antiquity by ancient peoples. So that it would seem that
this attitude was one that was invented by the priests and Haggai for this occasion.
Browne holds that the enthusiasm and leadership for the rebuilding of the
Temple came from the Exile but that very little financial aid came and very little
of the actual work. The Judean farmers did most of that. For the period between
Zerucbabel and Kehemiah we have no historical material except Isaiah. Ee holds that
Isaiah 49:14-50:3, 58-59, 60-62; 63:1-6, are all from one hand and come from this
period. The walls of the city are everywhere assumed to be down. The Temple on
the contrary in 60:7, 60:13 and 62:9 is standing. Ee thinks that 3zra 4:7-23 comes
shortly before the time of Nehemiah and that Isaiah 60-62 relates the cause of the
attempt that was made in Ezra 4:7-23. Thus it comes to pass that in the thinking
of 3rowne the authenticity of Ezra 4:7-23 is forced by Isaiah 60-62 and Nehemiah 1:3.
Nehemiah comes before Ezra and under his leadership the walls were restored
but thp cleft between the Jews and the Samaritans was deepened. Nehemiah returned
to Persia and then returned to carry out the reforms specified in Nehemiah 13. In
the Elephantine papyri Browne sees the confirmation of Nehemiah as living in the
reign of Artaxerxes I, the confirmation of the list of Eigh Priests in Nehemiah 13:22,
and the confirmation of Sanballat as governor of Samaria in the time that Kehemiah
was governor of Jerusalem.
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In Ezra, Browne sees an historical character, not contemporaneous
with Nehemiah but following him. He regards it as the strangest fact in. modern
"biblical criticism that the one (Torrey) who has done more by his rearrangement
of the sources to make Ezra a living figure denies his historicity. In the Ezra
firman Browne sees an historical nucleus but feels that it has been worked over
by one who had the tendency to glorify the Hebrew people. The book that Ezra read
was Deuteronomy and not the Priest's Code. "Surely no one can read the account of
what Ezra did, carrying out a further stage of the policy of Nehemiah without a
feeling that it is a story of a real character. But of truth the one argument
that seemed of any weight against his existence was that he was an invention of
the Chronicler, reflecting merely the Chronicler's ideals and opinions. The
preceding pages will have dissipated that idea if they have shown that Ezra's
recorded actions are based upon Deuteronomy whereas the Chronicler is steeped in
the ideas of the priestly code." (p. 201). Browne recognizes that there are really
tv/o elements in the Judaism of the Persian period. Particularism was the strongest
•lement and was found in Ezra, Nehemiah,and the priestly element which followed
after Szekiel. There was also a universalizing and liberal element which grew out
of the teachings of Isaiah and II Isaiah. This other element is reflected in the
writings of Ruth and Jonah and many of the Psalms. This probably represents the
religious life of the common people and a protest against the official priestly
religion of the Persian period. It remained for Christianity to take up those
elements in Judaism which the leaders rejected and these it made its great central ideas.
Thus we come to the end of the survey of the literature of the subject. All
of the books and articles read have not been reviewed but only those that are most im-
ortar.t for our problem. It will be seen that there is a bewildering maze of opinions and
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that there are very radical disagreenents. Our attempt will he to do the work
of synthesis and to present a consistent view of the period and of the forces
that were at work in the restoration. It is evident that we are moving in a
period of history where certainty can only he approximated and where dogmatism
is out of place. But oefore we "begin with the reconstruction of the period
we must analyze Szra-Nehemiah to find out if possihle the reliability of the
sources that we find there.

PART II
THE AUTHENTICITY OF EZRA-NBHEMIAH

CHAPTER I
THE ARAMAIC SECTIONS IN THE EARLY EZRA CHAPTERS
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It is commonly recognized now and has "been for many years that Ezra-
Rehemiah is to oe treated as one "book. In the Talmud, the Kassorah, the LXX,
Josephus, and the early Christian Church these two books are reckoned as one.
Origen in his Hexapla was the first to divide this one work into two, and the
first one to give 'llehemiah* as a name to the second part was probably Jerome.
(Sayce, Ezra and Mehemiah, P. 28 so also Hyle, the Canon of the Old Testament
(2) p. 129f£), The att mpt has also been made to prove that Ezra-Nehemiah was
originally a part of the book of Chronicles but this is not so sure as the unity
of Ezra-IIehemiah and for our study is of no very great importance. It is recogniz-
ed on all sides that the Chronicler has had to do with, the books of ^zra and liehe -
miah and for practical purposes it makes but little difference if originally it was
a part of our Chronicles or not. The absence of the llassoretic notes at the end
of Ezra while they are present at the end of Nehemiah coupled with the fact that a
part of the Ezra story is to be found in the book of Nehemiah makes when added
to the argument from the Talmud, Josephus, LXX, etc., as above mentioned^an ir-
refutable argument, however, for the unity of Ezra and Hehemiah. A part of the
problem in dealing with these books is to restore the original order. The Chronicler
as compiler has not always arranged materials as they should be or else they have
been disarranged by later writers.
The sources for this book, Szra-Hehemiah, are the subject of much dispute,
first ,as to how many sources the Chronicler had and second, as to the extent of the
sources he had. '.Ye will discuss five sources of material*
(1) The Aramaic sources: Ezra 4:7-24a, dealing with the correspondence v/ith Arta-
xerxes; Ezra 4:24b-6:lS, the history of the rebuilding of the Temple; Ezra 7:12-26,
the edict of Artaxerxes authorizing Ezra*s mission. These sections are written in
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the Aramaic language, They will "be designated by the letter A in ova* discission.
(2) We have the memoirs of ICehemiah which will "be designated by the letter V,
In the chapter on N we will discuss the limit8 of these memoirs, their authenticity
being universally granted.
(3) The Memoirs of Ezra, which will be designated as E, will be discussed as to
authenticity, limits, and the parts worked over by a later writer.
(4) The lists of names will need to come in for discussion as a source which the
compiler had. Torrey,of course, thinks that these lists arc all the free compilation
of the Chronicler.
(5) The parts which are the work of the Chronicler of hi? own free composition will
need to be discussed and there the question whether he had underlying sources for
his work will call for attention.
Finally as the last chapter of Part II some attention will be given to
I Esdras as a source for our history of this period.
We will deal first with the Aramaic sources in the earlier chapters of
Ezra.
The limits of this source are well defined in the nature of the case by
the use of the Aramaic language rather than the Hebrew. The passages are Ezra 4:7-
6:18 and 7:12-26. Concerning these passages there has been a long debate as to
whether or not they are authentic. The object of this chapter will be to discuss
first the reasons that have been urged against their authenticity and then the
reasons that have been urged for their authenticity arriving at some sort of a
conclusion as to their probable historical value. In determining the historical
value of these documents it .ill be necessary to take up the three separately but
we may consider first the general arguments that have been lodged against these
documents and for them.
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I.Tost writers in modern times have had a tendency to regard these
documents as genuine, at least as they appeared in their original form. Some
have expressed themselves as "being against them. Graetz (Gschichte der Juden,II
1075, pp. 87, 100, 123) declared them all to "be forgeries and Noeldeke, (Goett.
Gel. Anzeigen, 1884, 1014) rendered the same verdict in regard to Szra 7:12-26.
In the earlier editions of Comill , s "Einleitung" the documents in Szra 4-6 are
treated as authentic hut Szra 7:12-26 is regarded as "Ueberarbeitet" . Bertheau-
Ryssel (1387), Stade, and Driver looked upon these documents as in the main
historical hut worked over hy a later hand. Van Boonaker maintained that they
were authentic. Later Sellin, Nikel, Siegfried, Bertholet, Budde, G. A. Smith,
Strack, Baudissin, Cornill (later editions), Hyle, Guthe, ±,avies, Batten (cautiously),
l.!cFadyen, Creelman, Gray, et al . did likewise. Joined with Graetz and loeldeke
who regard these documents as forgeries we would have to place Kent and especially
Torrey who has written one of the most elaborate arguments against their authenticity
to he found in any language, lleyer is regarded hy most scholars as having written
the strongest defense for the authenticity of these letters. Since the time of
lleyer, especially in Germany, there has been a widespread acceptance of these
decrees as authentic. The tendency before Meyer was to say, "Genuine in substance
but colored in form by Jewish editors". But after Lleyer many feel them to be
ipsissima verba of Persian "Urkunden und AR-tenstuecke" . Cornill has probably gene
farther in this matter than any other writer when in 1905 in his "Einleitung" he
says, that their "Schtheit ist ueber jeden Zweifel erhoben" and that even the Cyrus
firman which earlier he had held for ''Ueberarbeitet" was now "Abschliessend beweisen".
This writing of 1'eyer has had a very great influence in Germany in making critical
scholarship accept these documents as genuine. Kosters in his book in 1893 had
regarded certain genuine fragments in these writings but had for the most part
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regarded them as worthless fabrications. 'Jellhausen in a reply to Fosters in
1895 had declared the Aramaic documents as "ganz wertlos", hut, as has often
heen pointed out, proceeded to use them in his reconstruction of history. Hence
if we were to take a vote of the scholars upon this question and promised to
abide by the majority vote, we would pronounce that these documents are genuine
and carry historical value. But let us consider the arguments in the matter.
The most impressive argument in favor of the view that these documents
are forgeries and contain no historical value at all is that of Professor C. C.
V It
Torrey of Yale University produced in his Ezra Etiidies, pp. 145-183. Ke gathers
together the arguments of those who have preceded him and adds to these his own
arguments
.
(1) It was the literary habit of ancients to invent official documents in order
to make the document more interesting and effective. Thus in II Kings 5:6 and
10: 2f we have two brief Letter* quoted with the purpose of enlivening the narrative.
So also in II Chronicles 2:2-15 we have the transcript of two letters, the corres-
pondence of Kings Hiram and Solomon, with which the Chronicler has enriched the
story of the rebuilding of the Temple. "This tendency increased with the years so
that in Daniel 3:31-4:34 we have a long proclamation of Nebuchadnezzar with both
introduction and formal conclusion. In Dan. 6:26ff we have the text of a decree
Of Darius with the formal dress which we see in Ezra. Other examples of the same
kind are to be found in the two letters of Ptolemy Philopater in III Maccabees 3:12-
29 and 7:1-9. This method was to be found in Josephus in whom we have the use of
official documents , considerable parts of which were composed by Josephus himself*
(Antiquities xi I, 3 xi
, 4, 9), In both of these cases what Josephus is aiming to
contribute is "pomp and circuir.rtar.ee". In I raccabees we can see still further
illustration of the same tendency of ancient historians 10:25-45, 14:27-47, 15:16-21.
* Above mentioned, p. 82
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There was no habit in antiquity of incorporating official records similar to
modern historians. A similar tendency is found among these writers in quoting
verbatim speeches, prayers, and utterances of the chief leaders. This was for
dramatic effect and the speeches came not from the character into whose mouth
they were put but from the author. So we have in I Maccabees a series of f'erjf
speeches reported as coming from Judas Maccabeus. Are they "genuine"? Josephus
in telling the story of Kehemiah places a speech on the lips of Nehemiah which he
delivered at the Temple. (Ant. xi, 5,7), Greek historians did the same thing.
Thucydides (iv. 85-87) quotes in full the speech made by the Spartan general
Brasidas to the men of Acanthus. Thucydides has been frank enough to tell us
what he did and why, "I have put into the mouths of each speaker the sentiments
that are proper to the occasion, expressed as I thought he would be likely to
express them; while at the same time I have endeavoured, as nearly as I could,
to give the general purport of what was actually said". "Meyer", says Torrey,
"fails to approach the Aramaic letters with this literary method of the ancients
in his mind".
(2) Torrey finds in these documents tendency writings and this is his second reason
for thinking them to be fabrications. Meyer finds no such motive. The question is
not whether we can FINE such a motive but rather VAS IT DONE? we HATS dozens of
this sort of thing as seen in argument (1), coming from the third century on. But
there IS a tendency. "Meyer does not know enough about the Hebrew people or he
would not have written his "Entstehung" . It is impossible not to see the "Tendenz*",
p. 153. Meyer admits that the Chronicler composed the edict in Chapter 1 with a
motive, the same motive is to be found in the other correspondence. The reason
for the free composition of these letters in Aramaic is as follows: In the Grnek
period the religion of Israel was on trial for its life. Greek thought anc culture
had made inroads and probably would make deeper inroads. The dispersion was very
large and now threatened a speedy end of the national existence. The glory of
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Jerusalem was dimmed, there was another Temple in Egypt, one at LCount Ce.-izirn,
maybe others in Babylonia. The Jerusalem Jews were i forested in stemming the
tide and establish!] the supreme cy of the mother church.
It was this impulse that produced the whole "History' 1 that, the Chronicler wrote.
It v/as this that gave him the motive for composing the Persian documents and
many others of the same kind. The exaltation of the Jews and their religion by
foreign kings and magnates, the trixunph over the Samaritans, Jerusalem as the
only seat of the cultus, and the returned Exiles as the only true Israel; these
are the tendencies of the Chronicler in writing his history. This is seen in
the Aramaic document where even the enemies of the Jews Ezra 4:20, 5:llf praise
the Jews
.
(3) The Aramaic documents show no intimate acaHfctntanoe with the history of the
Persian period as they would if they were official Persian documents translated
into Aramaic. All of the information that is contained in these letters could be
secured from Kaggai and II echar i ah. or II Kings 25. This, it appears to me, is a
bootless argument for the reason that he admits that the sources are in line with
Kaggai and Zechariah and they are contemporary witnesses. The fact that they agree
with Haggai and Zecl^a-iah is in favor of their authenticity, not opposed to it.
(4) Torrey also argues that there are evidences of Jewish coloring and that these
phrases made against their authenticity. In 5:14 and 6:5 he finds especial evidence
Of this. "Gold and silver vessels of the house of God", is an example of this sort
of phrase.
(5) The name of the Xing Nebuchadnezzar is spelled v/ith an "n" as in the Greek period.
It would have been spelled with an "r" if coming from the Persian period.
(6) The documents are undated; if they had been genuine they would have been dated.
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(7) The Aramaic of the hook of Ezra is proven to he later in date than that of
the Elephantine papyri (403 3. C.) and from the Greek period. "All of the Aramaic
of Laniel and Ezra belongs to the second and third centuries B« G. The Aramaic
of Daniel and Ezra is almost identical. On this Semitic scholars are practically
agreed. Scholars have tried to hold that the Aramaic of laniel is from the second
century B. G. while that of Ezra is of the sixth century B« C. This cannot he held.
These "people 'act as if the "Corpus Inscription: urn Semiticarum" did not exist. But
the Elephantine papyri tend to prove that the Aramaic of these letters is that of
the third century B. C In V/est Aramaic there is a gradual replacement of
certain sibilants by their corresponding dentals. In the oldest Aramaic inscriptions
the relative pronoun is !*Zy always and the root of the demonstrative is "L . In
all inscriptions dating from the third century B. G. the relative pronoun is "dy"
and the demonstrative root is "d". The Biblical Aramaic uses "D" . In the Elephantine
Papyri the language is in transition and uses ordinarily the sibilant but occasionally
the dental. This shows the language in transition. The Elephantine papyri occupy
the middle ground and are in the fifth century B. C. ./hereas the biblical Aramaic
occupies the position of later Aramaic of the Greek period. In the Elephantine papyri
and before them the pre format ive of the causative stem is "he" (not aleph). In biblical
Aramaic several begin with aleph and then in later Aramaic aleph is used altogether.
This shows biblical' Aramaic to be later than that of the Elephantine papyri", pp. 161-65.
The Persian words that are found in the Aramaic sectiox.s and which are used
by Meyer very extensively to show that there are Persian originals back of the document!
and to show that these documents come from the Persian period, Torrey says are intro-
duced for effect ai 6 do not prove the document to come from the Persian period.
Torrey* s conclusion is very force'ul, "Eere are documents which from their
very wording cannot possibly be regarded as true copies of their originals, written
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in a dialect which "belongs to a much later date; containing no facts or materials
not obtainable from already existing documents in the Greek period; found tn the
most untrustworthy of all Hebrew histories; themselves written with a manifest
tendency; and finding thei- only close parallels in numerous writings of about that
time which are acknowl edged to be invent ions - and we are asked to pronounce them
genuine at least in substance! The theory of their authenticity has not a leg to
stand on! .... So far as historical v&lue is concerned it stands in all respects
on the same basis as Daniel 2-6 and the book of Esther"
.
It is evident that if they have no more historical value than the above
mentioned chapters that most critics would rank them very low. It seems as if
Torrey by the above argument lias just about swept the boards and that there is but
little to say in favor of the authenticity of the documents under discussion. And
yet Torrey himself is forced to admit in his "Sara Studies" that the Chronicler
cannot have been the author of all of these documents. In Ezra 7:12-26 he sees the
Chronicler all the way through but he does not think the Chronicler could have been
the author of Ezra 4:6-6:14, "He could not have concealed his identity so long".
M I believe that the Chronicler incorporated this Aramaic writing in its entirety
into his story and that we have it in substantially its original form. He do not
know who wrote 4:8-6:14 but probably a man from the SCHOOL OF THE CHBONICLBB (capitals
mine) who in all probability lived and wrote in the middle of the third century E. C."
(p. 151)
,
Torrey has said in his first argument that it was a custom for ancient
writers to introduce such correspondence as we find in A to adorn their passages and
make them effective. The trouble with that argument is that when they Introduce such
letters, the letters betray the fact of their spuriousness by similarity of style to
the person who introduces therr,.v . The Aramaic sources are not in the style of
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the Chronicler whom Torrey feels is responsible for the history in its final
form and for the introduction of the correspondence. If they were the free
composition of the author ,they would have to he in the style of the author.
These letters are not in the style of the author hut very much different, there-
fore the Chronicler could not have written them. Torrey sees this although he
does not mention it and he takes recourse in the idea that some one else^ not
the Chronicler, did the writing. Torrey cannot say that these Aramaic documents
were written hy the Chronicler for the reason that the style is not that of the
Chronicler so he says that they were v/ritten hy one who was from the school of
the Chronicler bat not hy the Chronicler. Thus we come to the interesting con-
clusion that there was someone who "belonged to the school of the Chronicler hut
did not have the style of the Chronicler. This is pcssihle hut hardly likely
and is a plain dodging of the issue.
Another point to he considered in connection with this argument is
the possibility that hack of the references in II Kings 5:6 and 10:2f we have
a suggestion of a real correspondence that actually took place. Torrey does
not prove that the letters are simply introduced to enliven the narrative and
in the nature of the case cannot. There may well have been a correspondence.
Let us not be too sure of conclurions since the discovery of the Tel-el-Amarna
letters and the still more significant discovery of the Elephantine papyri.
This tendency of which Torrey speaks gets more in vogue and more customary as
we get farther into the Greek period as his references to Laniel, Maccabees,
and Josephus show. A very important criticism of this first argument would be
that his analogies are drawn too exclusively from Josephus, Laniel, and llaccabees.-
— all of these writings being undoubtedly later than Ezra-reherr.iah. Torrey would
see in the prayer in Kehemiah 9:5ff a free composition of the Chronicler put into
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the mouth of the Levites hut the trouble with that opinion is that the prayer
throughout shows the influence of Eeuteronomy and not of the Priest's Code and
may well he the composition of some one else for that very reason.
The "big argument against Torrey* s first contention is that the in-
serted letters are. not in the style of the Chronicler and are not, therefore
,
from his hand or any representative of his school. But even if they were used
with a purely literary purpose, that does not mean that hack of these letters
there was not a correspondence carried on in regard to the rebuilding of the
Temple. Stade at one time had referred to the contents of these letters as
due to the imagination of the writer and talked ahout "Certain well-known
haoits of ancient writers". Lleyer in his lints tehung had countered by saying
that he knew of no such habits of ancient writers and that they "transferred
the language of important documents to their own texts just as accurately as
do otir modern historians". This last is as extreme the other way as Torrey and
Stade were in their claim of forgeries but there is an increasing amount of
material given to us by archaeologists that makes more and more in the direction
of the position as held by Eeyer rather than that of Stade and Torrey.
Torrey* s argument that these letters are tendency writings can be
briefly treated at this point. letailed discussion of the passages will show
just how far this has gone. At this point it is well to state that this ten-
dency is not so pronounced in these letters as it is in other places where we
find the Chronicler as the author. Also we must remember that forgcry is not the
only way out even if a tendency can be shown in the letters. There are at least
two alternatives to forgery which are historically more likely. One is to suppose
that the documents have been colored by the editors and compilers through whose
i liiiiiiii I in ^
«
hands they have passed. The second alternative is^ argue that the Persians adopted
the terminology of the peoples to whom their decrees went. Just how important
this second alternative is and its limitations will be discussed later in this
chapter.
The idea that the documents would have to be dated in order to be
authentic is an argument from silence and does not necessarily follow since the
dates may have been elided by the editor or the documents may never have been
dated in the first place.
But Torrey has a trump card still to play, it is his argument from
the
language. Upon / basis of a comoarison with the Elephantine papyri he argued that
the Aramaic do~unentd were of late date and belonged to the Greek period. The first
thing to point out in connection with this argument is this: even if these documents
came from the Gre«.;k period that wo^ld not prove that they on that account were devoid
of all historical value. There may well be genuine historical sources back of them
at this later date. But the opinion of Torrey is by no means the only one held by
Semitic scholars upon the linquistic matters involved, Sachau in MDrei Aramaeische
Papyrusurkunden aus Elephantine (1907) s.3 writes, M Die Sprache
,
injder sie ge-
schrieben sind,ist in alien wesentlichen Stuecken identisch mit derjenigen tier
Aramaeischen Kapitel in den Buechern Ezra und Daniftl, und ihre Phraseologie biet^t
nahe Beruehrungen mit der.ienigen der amtliche Urkunden im Ezrabuch". Sayce and
Cowley had previously written in their publication," Aramaic Papyri Discovered at
Assuan" (1906 ) ,p. 20,"l!uch interest in regard to the text^lies in the points of con-
tact which they show with Palestinian Aramaic as represented by the books of Ezra and
Daniel. The differences are due no doubt partly to the difference of locality, partly
also to the popular style of the deuds as compared with the literary style of biblical
Aramaic". Gunkel writing in the Expositor, 1911, p. 39, says, "VVe have a strong

resemblance of the language of these documents to that of the official documents
inserted in Ezra - a proof of the authenticity of the latter". The general opinion
on this matter is that the Aramaic of Ezra is somewhat younger thm that of the
papyri but there is very little difference.
Practically all of the argument of Torrey from the linguistic point of
view is based upon orthography. He claims that the spelling in the biblical
Aramaic represents a later style than that of the papyri. Here he quotes the
use of "d" in later Aramaic as over against "z" in the earlier Aramaic. It is hard
to use this as an argument. The King James Version of the Bible is not published
in its original spelling but as we spell to-day. This is also true of Greek and
Latin writings; the spelling was modernized in later editions of the ancient
classics. The Elephantine papyri have come down to us in their original : tate
whereas biblical Aramaic has been copied through the centuries by the Jewish
copyists. When the dentals replaced the sibilants in the oral and general usage
of West-Aramaic, the copyist would change from the older to the more mddern
spelling just as has been the case with the King James Version and the Greek
and Latin classics • Thus the archaic "zy" would be changed to the more common wdy n
i
Torrey draws too big a conclusion from his data and pushes the argument from
orthography too far.
Then too the language of per pie living far apart has a tendency to
differ. The Jews in Elephantine were perhaps the descendants of those who had gone
to Egypt in 586 B.C. The Jews who 7/rote the Aramaic of Ezra were probably Jews
fror Babylonia. We can be very sure that they were not Jews from Egypt. These
people had lived apart for almost a century and were distant from each other. The
great identity in vocabulary between the Aramaic of the papyri and of the book of
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Ezra is all the more convincing as showing relatively the same date when we
consider the above facts.
.7. F. Albright writing in the American Journal of Biblical Literature,
(1921, pp. 118ff) is convinced that this argument of Torrey from a comparison
of the Aramaic of Ezra with that of the papyri has hut little weight and he says,
"The grammatical differences "between the papyri and Ezra are almost negligible,
but slight as they are, they show Ezra slightly more recent. Similarity in
vocabulary is very great, as great as the gulf between biblical Aramaic and the
Targuir.s. For instance the verb "sym" is used thirteen times in the Elephantine
Papyri, sixteen times in Ezra, ten in Daniel with three times the extent, once
out of some two-hundred possible cases in Onkelos, and never in Jonathan". This
shows the Aramaic of Ezra is about the same in the use of the verb as the papyri,
and then the gradual disuse of the verb down through the years until it disappears
in the* later Aramaic.
Having taken up the arguments which have been raised in a general way
against the authenticity of the documents let us now consider some of the strong
arguments in favor of their authenticity. And here we must pay attention at once
to the argument of Eduard L'eyer who is as staunch a defender of their authenticity
as Torrey was of their unauthenticity
.
lleyer studies first the language in which these sources are written and
shows that the Aramaic was not only possible but necessary. Falsified documents
as 3zra 1:2-5 would have been written in Hebrew and the Chronicler if he were
fabricating would have written in that language. Aramaic was the official language
for all western provinces at this time far over the boundaries of the Semitic world.
Persian was the internal lan~~uage of communication for officials with one another
* For a brief statement of Meyer, see Part I, p. 84. Great detail is demanded here.
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and with the court hut for communication with the dependencies it was entirely
unused as it would not have "been understood. Royal inscriptions had to he in
Persian and translated also into the language of the two chief cities Bahylon
and Susa. This sufficed for the east hut not for the ..est. In Egypt there was
added to the inscription a hieroglyphic translation as we see in "Inscription
des Suezcanal, Vasen des Xerxes und Artaxerxes", which no one could understand
apart from the priest. In Greece the king added a Greek translation as is seen
in "Inscript*- .e.r Larius am Bosphorus". Thus to a people in Syria or Asia LJLnor
or even to a Jewish colony such as we have in Egypt the use was Aramaic, (Here
the Aramaic papyri of Elephantine sustain Meyer although he knew nothing ahout
them when he wrote in 1S95] . Since it was not so difficult as cuneiform, hiero-
glyphic, or demotic, Aramaic was the universal language of commerce and diplomacy
in the west. Aramaic was used hy the Persians in Egypt, Syria, and Eastern Asia
Minor. Coins carrying Aramaic inscriptions were made in Asia Minor hy Persian
Governors and generals. In Egypt too petitions to Persian officials and official
reckonings were composed in Aramaic and not demoti.c . Numerous Persian seals hear
the same testimony to the use of the Aramaic language. Thus that a document should
he issued hy a Persian King to Ezra and that letters should he written to the
Persian King hy certain officials in the western provinces in Aramaic is not only not
surprising hut exactly what we would expect. "There is no exterior reason why Ezra
may not have had these sources at hand and inserted them in his wri tings with ease",
p. 12. 'He must remember, however, that the Chronicler was as familiar with Aramaic
as he was with Kehrew and could write it as well. Therefore it need not surprise
us to find notes from the Chronicler in "A" that are written hy the Chronicler
in Aramaic. The statement in Ezra 4:7 that the document was written in Aramaic
gives the Chronicler the opportunity to continue in that language v/ith the notices
in regard to the correspondence as well as the actual correspondence itself. Thus
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we cannot say that everything written in the Aramaic language was in the
original Aramaic source. (I.Ieyer says that Ezra 4:23-5:3 was written "by the
Chronicler upon the "basis of the statements made in Kaggai and Zechariah).
Some things written by the Chronicler are in Aramaic. "The author of "A" has made
use of the official translation which accompanied the Persian official documents.
This corresponds perfectly to the before mentioned usage of the Persian officials."
All of this investigation was carried on in the name of the Palestinian underlord
and was without doubt published. "These writings are not secret instructions but
decrees, according to which all the underlings in Palestine had to direct their
action and which must necessarily be made universally known. It is natural,
therefore, that a transcript (Abschrift) of this document was to be found in
Jerusalem perhaps in the Temple archives and that they were thus available to
the Chronicler", p. 19. Many have complained that Stayer has tried to prove too
much, that his is "a vaulting criticism that oerleaps itself and falls on the other
side". But since the finding of the Elephantine papyri where we have early Persian
documents in connection with the rebuilding of the Temple actually preserved in
the ruins of the Temple, it ill behoves us to be too dogmatic when we say, "yes,
their
the Jews of Egypt had Persian decrees in connection wi ^ story preserved
in the ruins of the Temple and recently come to light but the Jews of Jerus alem
had no such decrees." Elephantine papyri — authentic! Similar Aramaic documents
in the Ezra-story—fabrication of the Chronicler! '.That kind of a criticism is
this that accepts the one and rejects the other?
m
The second main argument ofll^fyjr is based upon a careful linguistic
study of certain Persisms that he finds in the Aramaic sections of Ezra. These
Persisms, says L'eyer are best accounted for by the fact that there was back of
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"AM a Persian original and that what we have is an Aranaic translation of that
Persian original. There are eleven Persian loan words in 136 lines of 2zra and
fourteen in 402 lines of Daniel. .I'allhausen in his reply to Heyer pointed out
the weakness of this argument saying ths.t on that "basis one could prove that the
Aramaic sections of Daniel must have had Persian originals hack of them, as well
as those in Zzra. Meyer did not completely answer the argument of Jellhausen in
his hook "Julius w'ellhausen und 1-eine Schrift", It must he admitted that this
argument is not conclusive. Persian loan words in the Persian period would he
natural although the idea of Torrey that the Chronicler introduced these words as
a touch of subtlety to make the forgery all the more clever has this wrong with it,
that it makes the Chronicler more clever than he is and is not so reasonahle as
lleyer*s contention or the contention that they may he there due to the fact that
the documents were written in the Persian period. The most convincing part of 1,'eyer's
argument in this matter is the fact that the Persian loan words are for the most part
words dealing with OFFICIAL matters and these are the. very places where Persian loan-
words would most likely he used. "Igra" for "writing " or "rescript" in 2zra 4:8,11,
5:6 certainly comes from the Assyrian "egirtu" hut that in turn is taken from the
Persian. "Pithgama" in 4:17, 5:7, 5:11, 6:11, comes undorhtedly from the Persian
"Patigama" which in turn comes from "Patigam" the new Persian of which is "Paigam"
.
'The work "datha" which is translated as "Lav/" in 3zra 7:12, 14, 21, 25 comes from
•the work "data" in Persian. It is certainly very intersting that a Persian loanv/ord
should he used for the Hehrew "torah". So also the Persian word for "Treasure" con-
tains the consonants "gnz" which are found in 3zra 7:20 in "ginze" and also in 5:17,
6:1. This is taken over into later Eehrew and Arahic, and is reflected even in the
Greek word G-azda. There are other illustrations of these Persian loanwords hut these
will suffice to show that they are present and rather significantly present. This
'argument of ileyer is at least as convincing as Torrey's argument from orthography.
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"When we see that the Greek translator stands helpless over against the majority
of these expressions then a falsification "by the Chronicler or shortly before him
"becomes scarcely possible," p. 25.
The use of the first person in the letters also conduces to a "belief in
their authenticity. "We went to the province of Judah then asked we who gave
you the decree? we asked them their names... thus they returned answer to us....
we are the servants etc." Ezra 5:8ff. This use of the first person is present in
the letters reported in Ezra 4:8ff as well. Of course this may be another illustration
of a clever forger but it gives also the impression of authenticity.
The form of the letters is in accordance with the forms of Persians letters
and decrees. The use of the pronouns "dek", "dak", plural " * ilek" corresponds to
the language usage of demonstrative pronouns in Persian inscriptions. In Ezra 5:14
nEe gave to one Sheshbazzar by name" is characteristic of Larius inscriptions. The
form of the Lett r, "Unto King Darius, peace. Be it known unto the king that etc".,
(Ezra 5:2) is the usual form of greeting in all Semitic languages and is customary
in inscriptions. This corresponds to the word in Ezra 4:12 "Be it known to the king".
After Meyer had written his book the Elephantine papyri came and confirmed his judgment
that the letters in Ezra follow the correct Persian usage. Sachau number four
of the Elephantine papyri illustrates this form. The report is always made by a body
of men through their chief "x" and his associates. "To oiir lord (some name) tly
servants "x" and his associates" Cf. Ez. 4:7, 9, 17, 23 "To proceed" "Also a
letter was written and given to us" - the Persian word used for letter in the papyrus
is not "igarta" the usual Aramaic but rather "pithgama" which is also used in Ezra 4:7
5:5, 7:11. The date of this papyrus number four is 428 B. C. Thus the generalizations
that Lleyer made upon very scanty data are being confirmed by the papyri that have more
recently been discovered, coming from that same time.
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That the draughtsmen of the letters are for the most part Persians is
used hy Ileyer as an argument in favor of their authenticity. The letter in Ezra 5:6
is composed hy Tattenai, the satrap of Aharnahara (Syria), Shethar-hozenai , and their
companions (characteristic word). Both of these names are nam*8 of Persians in good
and regular standing. Co also in Ezra 4:7 Bishlam and liithredath are regarded as
Persian names. Taheel, Rehum, and Shimshai are Syrian names. Perhaps they were
undeiwfficials of the Persian government. "Chancellor" is the official title of the
governor of a small region under a satrap. That these men communicat-d with the
Persian King direct and not through the medium of the Satrap corresponds to what we
know of the organization of Persia from the Gadatas Inscription.
Meyer then goes into an extended argument in which he shows that the
passages in detail are authentic hut that discussion will he treated later when we
take up the passages in detail. T.T?yer closes his discussion of the Aramaic sections
"by saying, pp. 70-71, "At the "bottom of the attack upon the historicity of these
documents lies an historically incorrect ' conception of the development of Judaism.
The development of Judaism must he conceived if at all possihle as a development of
an inner necessity coming within range of Persian intervention as little as possihle;
whereas as a matter of fact Persian influence estahlished Judaism. The Palestinian
community on its own drive would never have taken upon itself the law if it had not
teen forced to do so hy the Bahylonian Jews who in turn had "behind them the power of
Persia. It was only when hacked hy Persian authority and supported hy Persian funds
that they were ahle to restore the Jerusalem community. The attitude of the Persians
on the other hand is not unusual or wonderful hut is the consequence of the underlying
policy according to which they held together the different nationalities in their world
Of power. .Then Darius helped to rehuild the Temple and Artaxery.es sent out Ezra and
!
lehemiah they are doing nothing more than they did when Darius reestablished the
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Egyptian Temple at Sais, took the high, priest to his court, and gave him power to
reorganize and to ordain a new cultus."
One of the most powerful arguments for the authenticity of the Aramaic
secions at least in their essence is to be found in the field of extra-biblical
testimony, i. e., the testimony of the inscriptions and papyri that have been found
during the last few years. The verdict of one reviewer that this testimony makes
in the direction of a more or less conservative position in connection with 3zra-
Kehemiah is very true. It is well at this time to summarize this testimony as it
bears upon the question of the authenticity of these sections of 3zra.
One of the most important of these is the Gadatas inscription discovered
in 1889. It originates from the province of LCagnesia in Asia I.Iinor and is a message
from Larius I to Gadatas the Persian governor of I.Iagnesia rebuking him for not having
shown proper respect to the worshippers of Apollo, and especially for having made
the priests of this god pay taxes like other people. This deity (Apollo) has spoken
«o the Persians as well as the Greeks . This is universally admitted to be an authentic
ocument and there is evidence to show that it is a Greek translation of a Persian
iginal. There are a number of points for us to bear in mind in connection with this
inscription. (1) It shows the favor of Larius I to other religions than his own, if
to the Greeks then also to the Jews as we have it in 2zra 5-6. (2) Priests are to be
exempt from taxes. ,.re find in Ezra 7:24 the Jewish priests were exempt in the time
Of Artaxeix>s. (3) Larius had a high respect for the god Apollo, "Because you heed not
By behaviour towards the gods, so will I let you feel my anger. The holy gardens of
Apollo have you drawn upon for taxes as profane ground. By this you deny the intentions
Of my parents towards the god (Apollo) who has spoken the truth to the Persians."
(Quoted fr?m Jampel 505, .< iederherstellung) . This corresponds to Larius* oraise of
ft
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the God of Israel in Ezra 6:12. (4} The fact that the Gadatas inscription was
found in the ruins of an old Temple shows that these decrees were treasured and
preserved so that if necessary they could he "brought forth as stating the Persian
policy in a given matter. (5) The reason that he granted this favor to these
priests was "because of an oracle which they had given to Cyrus prohably in his
war against the Lydians which had "been completely fulfilled. This shows how
Darius constantly remembers the reign of Cyrus and tries to carry out a policy
that Cyrus would approve. This is a striking parallel to the decree of Larius
in Ezra 6 which hacks up the early decree of Cyrus.
Another document that has value for our discussion is that related "by
Brugsch, "Geschichte Ag. M p. 784ff, of one Uzahor an Egyptian priest. Under the
last native kings of Egypt Uzahor had "been admiral of the fleet hut upon the
conquest of Egypt "by Camhyses he rec ived the post of chief physician. He was
mere than this, however, for his father had "been chief priest of the sun-god,
the goddess Hit whose chief temple was at Sais. Uzahor took advantage of his
post at the Persian court to instil into the king a high notion of the dignity
of his goddess and of the duty of dignifying and purifying her temple and restor-
ing the cult. Ca.mh.yses recognized the duty and gave orders to restore the worship
of the goddess. Ee himself testified his reverence for the great goddess, like
all pious Egyptian kings "before him. Then came the accession of Darius who ex-
tended the same favor to Uzahor and sent him to Egypt to appoint the holy scrihes
at the temple and to restore everything that bad fallen into decay. "And king
Darius, may he live forever, gave to me command to go to Egypt while he was in
Elam; for he was the great ruler of all lands and a great king of Egypt. I was
to appoint a number of temple scribes and have set up again what had gone to
destruction. There accompanied me strangers from land to land and "brought me
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unhurt to Egypt according to the command of the king. I did after that which
he commanded me, I took them from all their schools, from the sons of the in-
habitants, from the childless and gave them over'to the master skilled in all
kinds of science, on this condition, that they carry on all of their work.... The
king did this "because he knew that such work would he the "best to awaken to new
in
life everything that carrieu^ itself decay and in order to preserve the names
of the gods, their temple, their income, and the order of their service forever.
worshipped my god so long as I lived upon earth and they gave me golden insignia
and did everything good for me. Oh you gods in Sais think of all the good which
the king has done. Osiris, the eternal, there is the Lord of the physician,
Unazhor, his arms around you tc protect your "body. Lo for him (Larius) everything
good as he has done for you — the protector of your shrine forever."
The ahove coLumn in the Vatican carries very great testimony as showing
the respectful attitude of the Persian kings towards the religion of other peoples.
The Achaemenian dynasty was not religiously intolerant except towards the end of
its time nor did it care to proselytize in countries like Egypt, Babylonia or
Palestine. These favors in the reestablishment of the Egyptian religion at oais
shows a very strong parallel to the course of events at the time of Ezra and Kehemiah
when favorites of the king were comrissioned to do a similar work. It shows also
Pthat Persian kings actually supported worship in foreign lands. (Cf .Ezra 6:8f ,7:20f) .
"Anr whatsoever - '<-£ more bestow it out of the king's treasure-house". If these men
.Cambyses and Larius following in the ^ootsteps of Cyrus before them were so favorable
to the Greek, Babylonian, and Egyptian religion, and if, as the Elephantine papyri
phow, Cambyses was more favorable to the Jewish temple at the time of his conquest
Bf Egypt than he war to those of the Egyptians, if Cambyses in the case of Uzahor
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lactually speaks of the greatness of the Egyptian goddess, why rule out the Aramaic
sections as unauthentic in every regard and as the free invention of the Chronicler?
Why say that in the case nf Uzahor, we have history, whereas in this case we have
linvention pure and simple?. It is time that criticism turn from a priori reasoning
and face the testimony of the monuments and papyri. There is no inherent reason
why we should think that a pagan need necessarily "be a better historian than a Bible
writer. But let us give still other e::tra-"biblical evidence.
In the oasis of 31 IQiarge in the neighborhood of Thehes there is to be
found in good condition a temple of the Persicx king, Darius. The name of the king
decks the different columns and rooms. Darius II of later date also shared in this.
(Brugsch, Pascha, Heise nach der Oase von el Kharge und Geschichte Aegyptens unter
den Pharonen] To show hov/ Darius supported worship there,this one quotation will
Blow*' "Im Jahre 31 unter ier llajestaet des Koenigs Darius, I'oege er ewig leben,
siehe da war ein lebendey Apia ercheienen. In der Stadt Hemphis wurde geoeffnet
diese Graebstaette, und es ward gefcaut seine Kammer fuer eine unendliche Dauer von
Jalire". So also in the Temple of Edfu in Bgypt there is SB inscription that tells
of the ~ifts that Darius made to the great Temple in the 19th year of his reign
(Lipsius, Abhandlungen der Berliner Akademie, 1875). At Eemphif. are "blocks in the
temple with the name of Darius upon them. Says Jiedeman in his Geschichte Aegypt,.
p. 679, "In a state where for a millenium the priests had "been the ruling class
it was only possihle for one to rule if he supported these and success came in the
easiest and most certain way when gifts were made to the Temple". This respect that
Darius showed to foreign cults was even known in the ancient classics. (See Herodotus II
I. 110,Diodorus, 195ff).
The successors of Darius and Camhyses had this same "Toleranz-Politik" and
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even Persian officials worshipped the gods in whose land they dwelt and ruled.
"Six years of rule under Cambyses, thirty-six years of rule under Darius, and
twelve years of rule of Xerxes have passed cutting me off from Persia and re-
maining in the presence of the god Chim, the first of the city", writes a Persian
ruler in Coptus in which the local god was Chirn. (Jampel, Viiederstellung etc. p.503fK
Not merely with words, gifts, and temples did Darius reverence foreign
deities hut also through personal performances of priestly services. On the outer
wall of the temple at El Kharge Darius is pictured as a priest-king like the other
Phartchs offering sacrifices to the God Ammon of Thehes.
By this time it ought to be apparent that there is probably more to Ezra 5-6
than the tendency of the Chronicler. It seems to fell in line with what we find to
be the policy of the Persian rulers. 3ut I.*.arquar J (Fundamente, 48-49) objects that
this is what we would expect in the attitude of the Persians towards the mighty nations
of Egypt, Babylon, and Greece, but Palestine is so small. He has not giver his money
as in Egypt, he has not personally sacrificed as in Egypt, his name is not inscribed
on the Temple as in Egypt, he has not associated his name with kings as in Egypt,
he has sung no hymns of praise to the Jewish god as he did to the Egyptian gods.
And Cheyne says, "There were for this policy towards Egypt high reasons of state
policy" {Jewish Religious Life after the Exile", p. 40). The contention of these
men sounds plausible at first statement but is a judr> ent that is historically false.
Everyone knows that the chief ideal of Egyptian Pharaohs historically was to invade
Asia and the chief ideal of every Asiatic nation was to invade Egypt. This made
Palestine very important. As a bridge between Asia and Africa and two ancient
civilizations
;
Palestine was what has been called "The Bosphorus of Asia", './hen we
renember the frequent rebellions of Egypt against Persian rule we can see how im-
portant it was to have friends in Palestine. Herodotus (111,4) tells us how it was
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necessary to make peace with the Arabians in the reign of Cambyses "before it was
regarded as safe to invade Egypt. As will he shown later one of the important
reasons which lead us to believe that Cyrus did give a decree to the Jews to return
to Palestine was the fact that he had in mind a possible invasion of Egypt and wanted
allies rather than enemies in his rear.
Other references will he made at the proper time to the testimony of other
inscriptions that bear upon the authenticity of individual sections of the Aramaic
sources. Eut at this point we will consider the bearing of the Aramaic papyri of
Elephantine upon the question under discussion.
Before discussing the content of the papyri it might he well to state two
points in connection with the papyri. Their authenticity has been questioned to my
knowledge by only two men and the rest of the biblical world regards these papyri
as being authentic and not forgeries. Their great value for our discussion lies
in the fact that they come from the same period of history as that with which we
deal and the names of some of the characters mentioned in Ezra and Nehemiah are
mentioned also in the papyri. For instance they practically prove as we will see
later that Kehemiah belongs to the reign of ' Artaxerxes I. So that this can become
a fixed point in any discussion of Chronology of this period. The second thing
that needs to be said about these papyri is that we should not be too dogmatic in
their use. '.Then we consider the additional evidence that came with the Sachau
collection as over against the evidence we had with the Sayce and Cowley collection
five years earlier we can see that we need to be cautious in our use of the papyri.
We have even now only a small portion of the literature of that time. For instance,
with the publication of the Sayce-Cowley collection in 1906 it was thought that there
was only an altar or shrine at Yeb, with the publication of Sachau (1907) it was known
fthat there was a large and important temple there, and with the further publi ation
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of Sachau (1911) it was known that other gods were worshipped there "besides Yahu.
So there needs to he caution in the use of the papyri and not too much dogmatism.
However, the Elephantine papyri do give us some light upon the problem and some
very definite help.
Sachau I is the petition of the Jewish community at Yeh to the Persian
governor of Judea, Bagohi (Greek Bagoas) . The date of the papyrus is 407 B. C.
The Jewish temple has "been destroyed and they are writing to interest Eagohi in its
ebuilding. They are probably asking Eagohi to use his influence with Arsam or the
ing. A portion of the papyrus runs as follows, "When Cambyses invaded Egypt, he
found the Temple standing, and the temples of the gods of Egypt he destroyed hut
o one did any injury to that Temple" (line 14). This shows an attempt to appeal
to past Persian attitude and precedent to get present Persian help hut it also shows
that Cambyses was even more friendly to the religion of the Jews than he was to the
gyptian. But the hody of the papyrus runs as follows, "We sent a letter at the
time this evil was done us (destruction of their temple a short time before) to
"ehohahanan the high priest and his associates the priests who are in Jerusalem-*. . .
.
ot a single letter did they send us If it seem good to our lord, let him take
an interest in that temple that it may he rebuilt, since we are not permitted to
rebuild it. Lo there are men under obligation to thee, for thy kindness and thy
favors who are in Egypt, let a letter be sent from thee to them concerning the
Temple of Jahu,the god, that it may be built at Yeb, the fortress, as it was built
aforetime and the meal offering and the incense and burnt offerings shall be offered
upon the altar of Jahu our God in thy name and for thee at all times will we pray,
our wives, and our children and the Jews and all who are here".
From this letter we learn who v/as governor of Judea in 407 B. C. and who
»as high priest. This will be dealt with later. Our present interest is to show
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the "bearing of this papyrus upon the Aramaic sources of Ezra. The following points
need to he noted: (1) Assistance was "being sought from Persian authorities. Bagohi
was not to give permission himself but he v/as to interest others higher up in the
matter of the rebuilding of the Temple. This prcoahly shows that Persian permission
as necessary "before it could he done and certainly that Persian assistance and support
was desired. This would probahly indicate that in times past the Persians had given
rmission to "build and rehuild temples and perhaps actual assistance. (2) There is
he statement in the last line which has a direct hearing upon the Ezra documents,
amely, the promise of the Jews to pray for the Persian governor. This corresponds
o Szra 6:10 "And pray for the life of the king and his sons*'. This is a request
f Darius that prayer he made for the him and his family hy the Jews who are receiving
avers from him. Llany commentators in former times were accustomed to see in Ezra 6:10
evidence of unauthenticity hecause of its tendency to glorify the Jewish religion,
ut now we see from contemporaneous documents that such v/as done.
To this request Bagohi did not send a written reply hut made an oral report
rough a messenger to the Jews as follows, Sachau 3. "llemorandum of what Bagohi
d Delayah said to me: memorandum, to wit: Thou art to say in Egypt hefoe Arsam
oncerning that altar the house of the God of Eeaven which was "built aforetime at
eh, "before Carahyses, which that accursed Udring destroyed in the fourteenth year of
arius (410 B. C. in time of Darius II) that it may he rehuilt in its place and meal
ffering and incense shall he offered upon that altar as aforetime it used to he done".
Sprengling's translation Am. Journ. of Theol. Vol. 21, pp.438ff). Here we have a
rsian using the phrase "God of Heaven" v/hich those who have attacked the authenticity
f "A" say v/ould he impossihle for a Persian king to do. This correspondence "between
he Jews in Egypt and Bagohi was kept on file in the temple in ^g;Tt, why not assume
that the Ar8.maic correspondence of the Jews in connection with the rebuilding of the

Temple at Jerusalem was also kept on file?
There has "been much discussion of Papyrus 6 of Eachau in its hearing
upon how much the Persians supported the religion of the Jews and regulated it.
It is called the Passover Papyrus and is addressed to the Jews at Elephantine in
the year 419 B. C. It has reference to instruction in regard to a feast to he
held probably the feast of the Passover combined with that of the Unleavened Bread.
It is given hy some one who is familiar with the Priest*s Code and the Holiness Code
for the dates suggested occur only in those two documents. It follows the Holiness
Code^ Leviticus 23: 5-8 ^closer than apy other for the actual mention of the fifteenth
day is found only in the Holiness Code. Thus the papyrus seems to he conclusive as
showing that the Holiness Code was composed hefore 419 3. C. But its interest for
us lies rather in the question as to what was the authority "bade of the instructions.
Sachau and E. Lleyer affirm that this message was sent hy King Darius II to the Jews
and if that were the case then we would have the most striking corrohoration of the
direct influence of the Persian government in the details of the Jewish religion.
This would he the very greatest possihle support for the authenticity of the Ezra
Aramaic documents where the Persian kings are taking interest in the details (5f the
Jewish religion. Lleyer does not hesitate to claim just this as legitimately deducihle
from Papyrus 6. He says that this Passover was proclaimed hy royal edict in 419 3.C.
for all of the Jews of the Empire and concludes that Hananyah, having brought the
decree to Egypt, iiow hy the direction of Arsames, transmits it to the Jews at Elephantine.
Then Keyer declares, "Die Echtheit der Urkunden des Esrahuches durch. die neue Funde
in jedem V/orte erweiseri^st. Aufs neue zeigt sich drastisch, dass das Judenthura eine
Schoepfung des Perserreichs ist: die babylonischen Jden hahen ehen die Authoritaet
der Regierung in Bewegung gesetzt und durch sie das von Ssra verfasste Geseta den
uden in Palas-tina und der Diaspora auferlegt". (Sitzungberichte der Koer.iglich-
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preussischen Akademie der Itfi ssenschaft" p.lC35,1052f )
,
A similar verdict is expressed by other Old Testament scholars notably
Eachau, IClhorst, Sprengling, and J. M, ?. Smith. But Prof. IT, i-i. Arnold, of Andover
writing in the Journal of Biblical Lit. Vol. 31, pp. 14 ff, disagrees with this
judgment. He is more inclined to agree with the judgment of Lidzbarski that the
Persians did not meddle so much with the religious concerns of the Jews. "Lleyer",
says Arnold, "has "built his whole structure upon the word "shl'ch" in line 3 of the
papyrus". The words following are lost and if there, would settle the whole question.
Since the words are lost we have to determine as best we can what was originally
there. Arnold would put, "Visited the city of Jerus alem"in the bl.?nk space and make
^the papyrus mean that on his way to 3gypt he visited the city of Jerusalem and got
instructions from the priests there about the Passover celebration in 3gypt. "Thus
it was not a Passover proclamation but Hananyah himself that had been sent to' Egypt
:
"by Larius on some matter of state of which we have no further information. He tells
the Jews who he is - a representative of Kir.^. Barius to Arsames and also by what
uthority he speaks about the Passover. It is upon the authority of the priests at
erusalem whom he visited on the way. It is not at all unlikely that this man is the
same Hananyah who was the brother of Nehemiah." (p. 17)
H. J. Elhorst replying to Arnold in the next issue of the Journal of Biblical
Literature, pp. 147-9, says that Arnold's "suppletion does not connect with what follows
but demands still further words, T I visited Jerusalem where the priests gave me direct-
ions for the celebration of the feast of the Passover in order that I might deliver them
lo you*. But the blank space is not large enough for such a suppletion." JSlhorst
would read, agreein,
: essentially with Lleyer, "Kow in this year five of Larius the king
kmes:age was sent from the King to Arsarr.es relating to the celebration of the feast
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of the Passover hy the Jews."
Sprengling translates the doubtful line, (Am. Journ. of Theol. Vol. 21,
pp. 418ff) "This year, the year 5 of Darius the king, (a rescript was) sent from
the king to Arsam," and holds that "Eannanyah came to Sgypt and imposed this law
upon the Jews in the name of the kir. g and under his authority. The instructions have
a ring of authority which the only document we have from Palestine (Sachau 3) does
not have. Palestine and Jerusalem are nowhere mentioned in it. The king authorized
the use of his name and authority yet neither he nor his government issued the specific
decree on religious details. But if Hcnanyah was the representative of the king in
his matter then he would have hack of .him the authority of the king as Nehemiah had."
eh. 2:l-8)
(
Thus we see that Sprengling places hack of this decree the power of
ersia but leaves the details to a Jew.
So also J. II. P. Smith argues in the American Journal of Semitic Languages,
ol. 33, pp. 322-333 for the same position, he says, "The decree of the Persian
overnor fixing the date of the feast of I.Iassoth emanated from the .Babylonian Jews
d w- s promulgated upon the Jews everywhere in Palestine, Samaria, and in Assuan
alike by Persian authority". Thus Smith would agree with the theory thr.t the Babylon-
ian Jews together with the Persian government were shown by this papyrus to he most
influential in the life of the post-exilic Judaism.
Perhaps the testimony of this papyrus should not he pus^d as far as S. Lleyer
J>us
A
es it hut we must admit under all views that a Jewish representative of the Persian
[government does proclaim a lav/ in regard to a cultus matter among the Jews of Egypt*
phe broken state of the text keeps us effectively from dogmatism hut the possibility
pf Layer's interpretation and that of others who agree essentially with him opens
o us the possibility of a complete confirmation of ov.r Aramaic sources dealing with

the restoration of the temple and matters of the cultus. This ./ill he pressed no
further hut if the suggestions of Meyer, Sachau, Sprengling, Dlhorst, and Smith
as to Papyruf 6 are correct then we have in it the strongest extra-biblical source
6of all for the confirmation of the Aramaic sections of Ezra.
These above are the general arguments that may he used for the establish-
ment of the authenticity of the Aramaic documents. It remains now for us to examine
in detail the three passa es reviewing the arguments that have been used to call them
In question. This can he dealt with more briefly because of the general discussion
that has preceded and which will always, assumed.
Let us consider first the passage to be found in 3zra 4:7-£4. Ovx dis-
cussion of this passage will not enter into the chronological question as to when
rthe events related actually occured but rather it will deal with the objections that
pave been raade to its authenticity. It relttes the story of two letters that passed
8 a correspondence between Hehum and Shimshal on the one hand and Artaxerxes on the
$her. Hehum and Shimshai report that "The Jews that have come up from thee are come
us at Jerusalem, they are rebuilding the rebellious and bad city, have finished the
alls, and repaired the foundations, but be it known to the king that when these walls
Ire finished, they will not pay tribute, custom or toll, and in the end it will be
hurtful to the king l\Tow let search be made in the book of the records of thy
fathers, so shc.lt thou find in the book of the records and know that this city is a
rebellious city, hurtful unto kings and provinces, and that they have moved sedition
Within the same of olc time; for which cause the city was laid waste", etc. 4:1£-15.
the king then made a reply in which he said that search had been made "and that this
Oitj- of old time hath made rebellion against kings ... .There have been mighty kinjs that
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have ruled over Jerusalem, who have ruled over all the country v/est of the river;
tribute, custom, and toll was paid to them. Llake you now a decree that the men
cease and that this city he not tuilded, until a decree shall he sent from me. And
take heed that ye he not slack in this for why should damage grow to the hurt of
kings?" 4:19-22. Then the record states that "They (Rehum etc.) went in haste to
Jerusalem unto the Jews and made them cease hy force", vs. 23. Then comes the
addition of the Chronicler which was not in the original document, "Then ceased the
work on the house of God which is in Jerusalem; and it ceased until the second year
Of the reign of Darius, King of Persia" vs. 24. fe say that vs. 24 is a harmonizing
gloss for these reasons:
(1) The Chronicler could write Aramaic as well as he could write Eehrew.
2) It contradicts the passage which just precedes it. Because the passage that
precedes it refers to the walls whereas this verse refers to the Temple.
(3) The phrase, "King of Persia" is consistently used hy the Chronicler in passages
where he is clearly present and that is the phrase used here. In the other passages
in this section the reference is to Artaxerxes, the king, vs. 11,21.
(4) The use of the expression "Eouse cf God" "betrays the presence of the Chronicler t
1 5) There is need for a harmonizing gloss due to the fact that the speech before this
section,. vs.7-23^has been of the Temple and the speech after it is also of the Temple.
This VDrse £4 is a natural continuation of vs. 5.
Kosters is the most serious opponent of the authenticity of this correspondence.
He admits that if this document can be proven to be authentic that lis theory of no
Ipeturn of the Jews before the time of 2zra is overthrown and so for nine pages pp. 54-63
of his wViderherstellung he contests the authenticity of this passage.
(1) The referer.ee to the colonization of Samaria by Osnapper in vs. 10 is un-
* See Curtis. I.C.C. Chron. p. 28, I Chron. 6:33, 9:11,13,26 t nd 51 times in Chron. Ez.Heh.
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historical and if so this throws doubt on the whole passage as to its reliability.
This Oanapper is to he identified with Ashurhanipal and he did not take the Slamites
to Samaria hut to Assyria. That he took any to Samaria is not mentioned in his in-
scription.
The text of this passage, vss.7-11, is very corrupt and there has been much
iscussion over how it should he reconstituted. It may he that it was not Ashurhanipal
ho is referred to here. The Lucian text has Shalmaneser but that is unlikely as he
as too early, llarquart (Fundamente, p. 59 J thinks that the old Hebrew H 'Ergon"
s to he worked from the consonants and th;it therefore the reference is to Sargon.
e know that Sargcn colonized Samaria as did also Esarhaddon. (Ezra 4:2) . lleyer sees
this statement a correct historical reference. After the conquest of Susa, Ashur-
nipal transplanted Susites to Samaria and also after putting down his rebellious
rother he transplanted Babylonians to Palestine. That this is nowhere else mentioned
In the Old Testament is not surprising for the colonizing of Samaria by Esarhaddon
is only mentioned in Ezra 4:2 and yet we know from inscriptions that it actually
occurred. The Assyrian policy of deportation and colonizing continued after the time
of Sargon and undoubtedly peoples in the east who were conquered were "brought to the
west by the Assyrians in accord with their well-known policy. Jampel ( W'iederstellung,
lC3f) says that when the writer thinks of a colonization he thinks of that under
Assurbanipal rather than under Sargon hecause Sargon* s was farther hack and was limited
to the city of Samaria.
(2) The long list of names in vs. 9 excites suspicion. It looks as if the author
war.ted to create the impression that Samaritans were a mixture of all nations. Two
of the names, Apharsathchites and Apharsites, are falsely used here and must he identi-
fied with the officials mentioned in Ezra 6:6 and 5:6. This being the case they are
most certainly not reliahle as the name of a nation. (Ezra 4:9)
t
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Vss. 9-10 are omitted in Hsdras and may not have "been in the original
text of Ezra, hence we ought not to deny the authenticity of the whole passage
"because of these references in vs. 9 and, as was said "before, the text is very
oorrupt here and it is very difficult to make out just what is meant. It was
Fr. Lelitzsch who identified these names with the Lledes and Persians. Van Eoo v '*-er
sees in these, references to Persian officirls and with no ethnological significance
whatever. Jampel agrees with this judgment and feels the verses are authentic. It
must "be admitted that in these names there is a chance for later insertions into the
text "by one who had in mind the making of Samaria a dumping-ground " for all of the
at
.captive nations of the east. And it does look as if this gl'ossjpr had confused offic-
ials me tioned in Szra 6:6 with nations. But this does not mean that the whole pass-
ive is ^authentic "because of these proper names.
(3) Kosters and others find in this story an imitation of the story as told in Szra 5-6.
That is, the events of Szra 4:7-23 never actually occurred they were composed "by the
Chronicler or some other writer in an attempt to show that an attempt was made upon
the walls "before the time of Nehemiah. The model for the invention is to "be found in
Chapters 5-6.
But there are veightjroDj ectior.s to the argument of Kosters. In the first
place, as Batten has pointed out the agreement is rather fanciful and in matters that
are not important . Both complaints are in Aramaic, "both are aimed at the Jews, and
both are addressed to the king. But in important matters they diverge. One contains
a grave charge and urges action. The other is an inquiry. In one the complaint is
heeded and drastic action is taken. In the other the Jews are upheld. (Batten, p. 163).
^Jhen we may well ask, What could the Chronicler or any other patriotic Jew have in
mind in I1TVSTTING such an unfortunate fiasco if it did not occur? Are we to see in
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this defeat of the purpose of the Jews an. attempt to GLORIFY the Jev/s? Eosters*
argues that it was a piou' effort J-0 show that an attempt was made upon the walls
"before the time of Nehemiah. Just as a later generation could not "believe that the
returned Exiles waited until the time of Darius to start work on the Temple and
created a story of the rebuilding of the temple in the time of Cyrus^so also they
could not "believe that they waited until the time of Nehemiah to "begin work on the
walls and so they told this story of an attempt. The trouble with this argument
is that the author who does the predating has not gained much. for he puts it in the
reign of Artaxerxes and Nehemiah was also in the reign of Artaxerxes. If he were
clever enough to create this story to show that the Jews were busy on the walls before
the time of Nehemiah, he should also have been clever enough to place it in the reign
of Cambyses or Cyrus or Darius at the latest but he does not. He achieves his purpose
of predating the temple but if he waits 97 years after the return from Exile before
the walls are started he does not achieve his purpose. Why invent a story in order
to gain a decade of time? If he is predating, it would be well also to give a date
but this he does not do.
(4) Kosters objects to the phrase in vs.. 15, "in the book of thy father's memoirs".
This book
y
he says could not be the inscriptions of the Assyrian or Babylonian kings.
This shows the hopelessness of an exegesis which ignores the Esdras text,
lit reads "In the library of thy fathers" and this would be perfectly pee sible that
the library of the Persian kings would contain Babylonian and Assyrian inscriptions.
Such state records were kept by ancient nations such as Greece and others, (cf .Herodotus
viii, 90, Zeitschrift fuer Aegypotlogie
,
xxxviii,8, Szra 6:1, Esther 2:23, 6:1),
jBerossus also testifies to the use and existence of these records in the Greek period
and there needs to be no surprise if the Persians use them.
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(5) Ilosters and others (Stade ar.d Kuenen) see in vso. 13-15 and especially in vs. 20
in the reference to "Llighty kings" who once lived in Jerusalem a "Tendenz" writing
having for its purpose the glorification of the great power of the Jews.
So far as the complaint of the Samaritans to the king is concerned it is
easy for us to see that it would he necessary for them to make out a strong case and
actually show that the city of Jerusalem was a menace if its walls were rehuilt.
Perhrps l"r. T'otters would prefer something like this in the complaint: "Jerusalem
has always "been an insignificant place and now is no longer dangerous hut nevertheless
the rehuilding of these walls must cease". It is self-evident that they must represent
the power of the city as great and the danger that threatens the collection of taxes
as great in order to get results.
So far as the reference in vc. 20 to "Mighty Kings" who at one time ruled
over all of the region west of the river we must add that here we have a "Tendenz"
of Assyrian inscriptions and of the inscriptions of other nations. Artaxerxes ex-
aggerates in true oriental fashion the greatness of the kin s of the past. This was
characteristic of the ancients; it made their victories all the more impressive.
Victories were always greater when a great enemy w: s defeated. On the triumphal arch
at Rome celehrating the victories of Titus there%#**a greatly exaggerated statement
concerning the prowess of the city of Jerusalem. These words were due to the Roman
senate and not to some later Jewish redactor who wanted to glorify the city of Jerusalem,
tlf this inscription was to he found at Rome why nay it not he possible that we have a
similar statement from an old Persian king, for the orientals are more disposed to
exaggerate than are the Romans. This really "becomes an argument for rather than against
authenticity of our passage. But what kings were there, asks Kosters, who ruled over
all of this region west of the river? The tradition may go back to the time of Solomon
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end David whosti boundary according to II Samuel 8:3,10:16 I Kings 10:29, 5:4
extended as far as the river Euphrates. Or the reference may be to the time of
Hezekiah who loons large in Assyrian inscriptions and actually caused the Assyrians
trouble. Sennacherib refers to "the broad district of Hezekiah" in one of his
inscriptions. At one time Hezekiah had held a Babyloniariyassal as a prisoner. Rawlin-
son's suggestion that the reference is either to the reign of Josiah or Menahem
does. not meet the demands of the verse.
(6) Kosters complains that the phrase "until a command is given by me" shows a
knowledge on the part of the author of the later permission that was given to
Nehemiah. But where does Kosters get the idea that Artaxerxes ordered the
destruction of the walls? All that he ordered was the stopping of the work.
"liake ye now a decree to cause these men to cease until a decree shall be sent
by me",vs. 21. The king may well have issued a restraining decree pending investigation.
(7) Kosters argues further that the silence of iJehemiah 2:1-8 about an existing order
to destroy the walls shows that there was no such action as we have described in
Ezra 4:7-23. Perhaps we may say again that no order is given in 4:21 to
destroy the walls. Furthermore , ow absurd it is for us to think that the clever
Nehemiah would renind the king of his first unfavorable decree when he is trying
to secure a favorable edict. Then too the narrative in vs. 21 expli citly states
that the work shall be stopped "until a decree shall be made by me". Artaxerxes
thus takes up his former action where he left it off.
(8) Marquart (Fundamente,pp.60f ) and ^ahn in his commentary on Ezra 4:16
object that the passage is unauthentidbecause of the fact thf t the officials of
Samaria make the report directly to the king rather than through the satrap who lived
at Damascus. But Meyer, a very great authority upon Persian history, says that this
practice is J.n accord with the policy of the Persians at that time. It may also be
that just at that time lt< gabyzos was in rebellion against Artaxerxes and if so,
Samaria may .have been loyal to Artaxerxes whereas the northern part of the satrapy
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was not and that the officials at Samaria would have reported the matter direct ly
to the king rather than through the rebellious satrap. Great centralization was
taking place at this time and oftentimes direct reports were made to the king
rather than to the satrap.
The Chronicler cannot have "been the author of the passage for the follow-
ing reasons: (1) The style is not that of the Chronicler; (2) The Chronicler has
teen writing in Ketrew and then switches over to Aramaic; (3) The Chronicler did
not write it because he misunderstands it. Verse 24 shows that he thought it
dealt with the temple whereas it deals with the walls. (4) If the Chronicler is
writing to glorify the Jews why does he not put the name of 3zra or some other
prominent priest in as the wall builder? Y/ould the Chronicler be likely to relate
the story of a defeat of the Jews in his attempt to glorify the Jews?
"The chief argument in favor of 3zra 4:7-23 as authentic is the fact
that it fits so well into this era and is the presupposition of Neh. 1-6." This
c
is the statement of Van Koo;:^*--r and has much to be said in its favor. Jlzra 4:23b
says, "Then they came in haste to Jerusalem and made them cease by force and power".
And Eehemiah asks the Jewish. representatives how things go at Jerusalem and the
reply is, "The wall of Jerusalem is broken dovm and the gates thereof are burned
with fire. And it came to pass that when I heard these words I sat down and wept,
and mourned certain days"
5
Neh. 1:3-4. The reference cannot be to the events of
586 for the grammar of the verbs would lead us to believe that it is not the "State
SOf destruction" that is described so much as the "Act of Destruction". Nehemiah r s
surprise and grief cannot have been over something with which he was familiar and
had happened over a century before but of something that had recently occurred.
The fact that he waits so long and bides his time until the king is in a good humor,
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the fact that he seeks definitely for letters to the governors "beyond the river,
Blight well indicate that there had "been recent trouble. Kis secrecy after enter-
ing the city even though he has permission to rebuild the walls^ might well indicate
that the sitiiation was delicate. The speed with which opposition develops and the
speed with which Nehemiah works shows that there probably had been opposition short-
ly before. The fact that lie chum and Shimshai do not protest is explained by the
fact that they were Persian officials and had to be bound by the king's new decree.
Bobiah of Nehemi&h may well be the Tabeel of Ezra 4:7-23. Then, too, if the report
is true that the work was done in fifty-two days that means that something had been
done on the walls since 586 and probably very recently. The impression that we
get from Neh. 1-6 is also very strongly in the direction of the idea that it was
Primarily the gates that were to be repaired or built. The work was primarily the
repairing of the walls and the making of new gates that had been burned. Neh. 4:7
says, "Breaches were stopped and walls repaired", Neh. 6:1 says, "The breaches
were repaired but the gates were not up". The work of the Jews here is thought of
in terms of rebellion "Lo the Jews think to rebel?" Neh. 6:5 (cf. Szra 4:15, 19
also Neh. 6:13). Thus the relationship of Szra 4:7-23 both in detail and as a
whole shows that it is a very valuable and authentic document and if we did not
have it we would have to presuppose a series of events very similar to those that
we have in it*
After this rather long argument we can safely come to the conclusion
that the Aramaic document in Ezra 4:7-23 is essentially authentic and that in it
we have a genuine fragment from the period of Artaxerxes I. This does not mean
fthat it has not perhaps here and there received a slight change but in its essence
it relates a true story and will be so used in the reconstruction of the history
in Part III.
* The argument of Y/ellhausen and Kosters that Neh. 1-6 make against the authenticity
of Ezra 4:7-?3 is reversed by the above point of view.
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Ezra 5:1-6:18 relates the following events; Under the inspiration
of the prophets the Jews "begin the rebuilding of the Temple in the second year
mt Darius. Tattenai , the governor of the province and others go to Jerusalem
to see what authority the Jews have for their work and as to who the leaders are.
They report to Darius in a letter and say that the Jews claim the authority of
Cyrus. Darius orders a search of the archives and in Ecbatana they find the
decree of Cyrus which is quoted not in the letter of Darius hut in the narrative
portion. The king confirms the decree of Cyrus and orders the work to proceed
with royal support and no official hindrance. The v/ork goes on and is finished
in the sixth year of larius the king.
In this story there is nothing that is inherently unreliable tut there
pre statements in the two chapters which are in conflict with each other. For
instance in vs. 2 the temple is BEGUN under Zerubbabel "but in verse 16 the "building
has been going on from the first year of Cyrus until the time of Darius. In 6:14b
Bhe statement is, "They builded and finished it according to the commandment of
the God of Israel, and according to the decree of Cyrus, and Darius, and Artaxerxes
Kir.r of Persia". Various attemts have been made to reconcile these statements.
Kosters, for instance, pp. 22-29 produces a lengthy argument to show that we have
here dual authorship. It is hard to isolate the elements, according to Zosters,
put he feels that Source A is 5:1-5, 6-10, He thinks thst the phrase "The house
kf the Great God" is added by a redactor. To this should be added 6:6-15 (exclud-
ing 14b). This section he says is absolutely unauthentic, the lanruage of verse 12
Being purely Deuteronomic. The Persian kings would give no such aid as mentioned
jiln 6:9, for if they had, certainly Haggai and Zechariah would mention it. Source B
consists of 5:11-17, 6:1,3-5. Eere the v/ork on the temple is begun in reign of
* For further discussion of this point see pp. 276ff below.
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Cyrus and continues unbrokenly until that of I/arius . C;tus not only permits
the Temple hut commands it, pays the cost, etc. It is almost identical with
Bthe story of the temple as told hy the Chronicler in Ezra 1-4. This theory
of Kosters dividing the source into its constituent elements has "been answered
hy many critics such as Sellin, Meyer, Yan Hoon^er, Eatten and others. There
are no linguistic marks to prove his contention. His ^inding of a doublet in
the idea that a search was made at Bahylon hut the decree was found at 2cbatana
will not hold. It is evident that some other explanation must he found.
2c\uard Meyer with a singular interpretation ascrihes the first three
verses of chapter five to the Chronicler. But the prominence of the prophets
and the mentioning of Zerubbahel "before Joshua the priests would seem to exclude
that. Others such as Sellin and Van Hoon^cer have sought to solve the contradiction
between vs. 2 and vs. 16 hy saying that the statement in vs. 2 is really a state-
ment of a taking up of a work that has "been stopped for a while. Sellin would
interpret the word "Banah" in vs. 2 in the sense of "Wiederaufbauen" or "weiter-
bauen" and s: ys that the Hehrew verb can mean that on the "basis of Amos 9:14,
Psalm 51:18, 147:2. Sellin at this point can "be accused perhaps of hairsplitting
in the interest of maintaining unity within the source. As a matter of fact this
is an Aramaic rather than a Eehrew nord although the Aramaic is not greatly differ-
ent from tho Hehrew word. In the passages referred to the word is used in the sense
of "Rebuild" and so the Aramaic word is "being used here. "They began to rebuild
fche temple", but that does not tell how much had been done on it before. The Aramaic
word used here is the same word as is used in vs. 16. So there ought not be too
much stress laved upon the- linguistics of the matter, why not have in vorse £ some
fcuch Aramaic word as we have in Laniel 2:7, "tinanoth" meaning "again". "They began
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again to Inula". Sellin in Studien, p. 5, says that the phrase, "The foundation
was laid under Sheshbazzar and since then even until now it has "been "building
and is rot yet completed", could he said of the Cologne Cathedral, Even though
there were periods a century long when nothing was done still one could say before
1880, "Since the year 1248 it has "been "built upon and is not yet completed".
An attempt which has the value of being much simpler and perhaps more
correct solves the problem very simply by seeing vss. 5:16 and 6:14b as
coming from the Chronicler in the interests of his view of the history that bl
Temple was a long time building and must have started under Sheshbazzar and have
been continued until the time of Cyrus. Sellin and others who seek to reconcile
rthese passages 'by making vs. 2 to read "They began again to build" fail to get the
full import of verse 16 which says plainly enough, "Then came Sheshbazzar and laid
the foundation (their reading of vs. 2 reconciles it with this part of vs. 16 but
that about the rest of verse 16?) "ANL SINCE THAT TIME UNTIL NOW IT KATH BEEN
DILDI1IG AND IT IS MOT YET COMPLETE". In favor of looking upon verse 16 as from
the Chronicler is the pious phrase "house of God which is in Jerusalem", and the
pact that it is exactly in line with his view of the history of things after the
return from Exile. So much is it in line with his viev; cf things that Batten, p. 21,
Bays that this verse is where the Chronicler got his idea of the course of events
for the whole of the first six chapters of Ezra. As to verse 6.14b it is almost
universally recognized as a gloss from the Chronicler. Here again we have the
telltale, "King of Persia" after the name of Artaxerxes and the idea expressed that
the temple was a lorg time building extending even through the reign of Artaxerxes,
coupled with the Chronicler's confusion of the order of the Persian kings. To
I
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ascribe vss. 5:16 and 6:14h to the Chronicler eliminates the lack of harmony in
the passage, is more in line with the linguistics of the case and with the Chronicler's
conception of the history.
Some say that Haggai and Zechariah know of no such interruption of the wcrk
upon the Temple as these documents imply and that therefore the documents are unauthen-
tic. But whence comes the idea that the work on the temple was stopped "by Tattenai?
Vs. 5:5 says specifically that "They did not make them cease, till the matter should
be "brought to the attention of Darius, and then answer should be returned by letter
to the same". Thus no command to stop the work was given by the governor; he simply
reported it to Darius and the work went on during the period of the investigation.
This is what we would naturally suppose as the Jews claimed to have permission from
the king to do the work and no governor would stop it pending inquiry. Y/ellhausen
says that there is another conflict between these letters and the prophecies of
Haggai and Zechariah. This is to he found in the fact that "both of the prophets
suppose that the work under Darius was undertaken for the first time whereas the
documents say that it was undertaken under Cyrus and that he commanded the work to
be done. The testimony upon the question as to when the work was "begun has already
been discussed in earlier paragraphs and if 5:16 and 6:14h are glosses from the
Chronicler this difficulty largely disappears. The decree of Cyrus is not disproved
by the fact that no work was done until the time of Darius, for what Cyrus did was
to authorize the rebuilding of the temple, i.e. he permitted it if they wanted to
build it. That does not mean that they would carry out the decree necessarily. Between
an authorization and an execution there is a great difference. Cyrus would not show
himself more energetic in carrying out a decree to restore Jewish worship than the
Jews showed. "While the Jews were in Babylon the restoration of the Temple in its
majesty was an ideal that stood in the foreground hut when they got to Palestine the
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earthly relationships, the cares of daily life, the wasted fields, the building
of their own homes, the delivery of taxes to the king, the maintenance of their
territory against their hostile neighbors delayed them. If Sheshbazzar only laid
a foundation stone or erected a crude altar upon the old site, this would fulfill
all of the demands of our text. There is no conflict with Haggai and Zechariah".
The work that had been done on the temple was so little that the prophets could
easily afford to ignore it in their references to work upon the temple.
There are many arguments that can be used as testifying to the essential
authenticity of this report.
(1) The reference to Tattenai is undoubtedly authentic. Hot only is his a Persian
name but we find that he was satrap of Transpotamia in the first and third years
*
of the reign of Darius Hystapis. Contract tablets numbers 27 and 82 refer to him
and use the title used here, "Ustanni, the satrap of the province beyond the river"
(cf. Ez. 5:3). Bruno Keissner was the first to make this identification and so
certain is he of it that he thinks that Ustannai should be substituted in Ezra 5:3
and 6:6 in stead of Tattennai. The fact that the author knows this man to be governor
d tne fact that he knows that Darius had divided the kingdom into great satrapies
shows that the account is probably of great age and certainly testifies in its favor.
(2) The question of the governor, "Who gave you a decree to build this house" is
confirmed by the Elephantine papyri (408 B. C.) where permission to rebuild the
temple is sought from the Persians. The word for "wall" in 5:4 is also found in
the same Elephantine papyrus and has been variously translated, "Foundation" /'Estab-
lishment".
(3) The fact of the discovery of the decree at Ecbatana is an argument in favor of
the authenticity. Graetz saw in this an evidence of its lack of authenticity and
Jahn thinks that this is a clever fiction but the very great majority of critics
* The reference is to the contract tablets of the first and third years Of
Darius Hystaspis. ( See "Cent. Bible Ezra. Neh. and Esther',' Davies, p. 96)
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see in it an evidence of authenticity. Meyer says that Cyrus conquered Babylon
in Octooer of 539, entered the city on the 28th of October, granted universal
amnesty, sent "back the gods to their native lands which Nabonidus had taken away.
This occurred between November of 539 and March of 538. On March 20th, 538, ac-
cording to Babylonian chronology, his first reigning year, Cyrus went to
Ecbatana the summer residence of Persian kings and sent out the decree from there.
Naturally that was where it was found. This agrees perfectly with the movements
of Cyrus as we find them related in Persian history, (pp.46-7), Marquart also
feels that this is certain evidence of a contemporaneous r -port for the "Archives
and treasures were without doubt kept in Ecbatana". (Funda;iente p. 49) , H. G. Mitchell,
Nikel, Davies, Knudson, and Jampel all see in this fact an evidence of authenticity.
A forger would have said Babylon or Susa but not Ecbatana. Jampel objects to the
order of events as stated by Meyer on the ground that the Cyrus Cylinder was in the
first half year after the conquest of Babylon, Sp^e ;el is quoted by Jampel as say-
ing, "The Persian Kings possessed in all of their residence cities-Susa, Babylon,
Persepolis, Pasargada, and Ecbatana-archives in which important records were kept
in duplicate. Records were often brought from one residence to another". Jampel
thinks it is not necessary to assume therefore that the decree was given from Ec-
batana in order for it to be there, it may have been transferred there by Cyrus.
Jampel further says that "Were Graetz alive today he would not question whether
Cyrus issued a building edict. Oriental students would assume it a priori and if
a biblical report existed which denied such a decree it would be thrown out as
impossible in view of the inscriptions we have", (pp. 509 ff reference in Spiegel,
Eran. Ill, 259) x
Now we come to a series of arguments which have been raised against the

authenticity of this document which upon closer examination may turn out in the
light of recent inscriptions to be arguments FOR its authenticity. Most of the
arguments are purely a priori. King Cyrus WOULD not have given specifications
about the dimensions of the temple, King Darius WOULD not have requested prayers
for himself and his family, it is ahsurd to think that he would have pronounced
a curse upon those who tried to alter the decree, etc. A priori arguments always
need to how before FACTS and the facts are increasing with such cumulative effect
as to make us more cautious about saying Cyrus WOULD not have done so and so.
(1) It is said Cyrus was too busy a man to tell the Jews just how wide
and how high their temple would be. But when we read the weary details of the
thousands of inscriptions that deal with minute specifications in regard to the
size of buildings and their architectural details perhaps it is not unreasonable
to suppose that he gave a few instructions concerning the temple that was to be
constructed at Jerusalem, particularly if he were to have any part in its cost.
Jahn's statement that 6:4 M ist einenon plus ultra judische Falschung" becomes
not so sure.
(2) It is said that the Persian kings, Cyrus and Darius, would neither
of them have given Persian money to the building of the Temple and that the fact
that they did not is proven by the silence of Haggai and Zechariah about the matter.
According to Haggai and Zechariah the resources are very meagre. It must be ad-
mitted that this is far more convincing both upon a priori and historical grounds
but here again we must at least admit its possibility for the following reasons.
Meyer makes the point that what Darius was specifying was that the money be taken
from the taxes and tolls that Juda would normally pay to the state. Bertholet
agrees with Meyer. Furthermore, we must reckon with an ancient period and not be
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"biased by the modern conception of the separation of church and state. Darius
wanted the Jews to he friendly to him because of his plans in regard to Egyptian
conquest and he wanted real friends there in Palestine at his rear. Perhaps he
knew enough of the Jews to know that their genius was religion and that the way
to their hearts lay most certainly along the line of helping them to restore their
temple and
}
realizing this^it was worth a slight expenditure to secure this result.
We must also reckon with the possibility that Darius was a Zoroastrian and that he
knew enough of the Jewish religion to be impressed with its similarity to his own.
We also find that this helping of other peoples was in line with his religious
policy as seen by the testimony of the inscriptions already referred to. He showed
favor to 'the Greek, Egyptian, Babylonian religions, and why not to the Hebrew?
Furthermore the whole east had revolted against Darius, there was no trouble in the
west and he desired it to remain so, therefore, let them go on with the temple.
Furthermore, his policy as shown by the Gadatas inscription was to carry on the
policy of his predecessors. Cyrus had wished this temple to be built, it was not
yet done and so he assisted with his permission and with money.
But what of the silence of Haggai and Zechariah and the fact that they
seem to know of no such aid from the king? This is more serious. Batten has said,
commenting upon this verse, "That we have no evidence of any such aid does not prove
that the order was given, for it was one thing for a king to give an order and quite
another thing to get a satrap in a distant province to carry it out". Then again
Haggai and Zechariah may well have made their appeal before this decree of Darius.
That is certainly true of Haggai and may well be of Zechariah. Probably the very
last prophetic utterance of Haggai is on the 24th day of the ninth month of the
second year of Darius and that would be before the decree of Darius. (Hg.2: 10,20)
(
So we will have to be very cautious in denying this as coming from Darius. The
* See above pp. 140-143
. i

work was finished in a remarkably short time and a reason for this might well
"be the resources they had from without as well as their own.
(3) It has also been objected by Stade et al that Darius would never
use the words in 6:11, "Whosoever shall alter this word let a beam be pulled from
his house, etc". But this is now looked upon by many as an evidence of the very
strongest sort for the authenticity of the decree. Meyer, p. 50, has pointed out
that the Romans later punished with death anyone who desecrated the Jewish temple
area at Jerusalem even though he were a Roman citizen. So also the Persians punish
ed disobedience with death. Marquart . p.49, alio <ndL* a true kernel here. The
warning not to tamper with the decree is certainly in accord with inscriptions of
antiquity. For instance in the Behistun inscription Darius says, "If seeing this
tablet and these figures, thou shalt injure them and shalt not preserve them so
long as thy seed endures, then may Ormazd be thy enemy and mayest thou be childless
and that which thou mayest do, may Ormazd curse for you". This is from the same
Darius I that is giving the decree to the Jews. Assyrian inscriptions before the
time of the Persians were like this. Sennacherib's Bauinschrift von Tarbici, reads
"Whoever alters my tablet, contradicts my words, may Assur, the king of Gods and
the great gods of the heavens and the earth, curse with an increasing curse, etc".
So also Sargon in Annalen, Z. 459 f says, "Whoever destroys my writing and my name,
his rule may Assur my God destroy, and perish his name and his descendants from the
land". Assurbanipal has also an inscription in similar fashion. (Lines 116-120
Rassam Cylinder), This makes the authenticity of 6:11 practically certain.
(4) But with Ezra 6:12 the case is different. This verse reads, "And the
Cod that hath caused his name to dwell in Jerusalem overthrow all kings and peoples
that shall put forth their hand to alter, to destroy this house of God which is at
Jerusalem". Even Meyer admits that this must come from the hand of a later zealot.
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This is the verdict of many scholars and seems to he a very likely addition to
the text. The expression, "The god who caused his name to dwell in Jerusalem"
is purely Deuteronomic and sounds passing strange in a decree of a Persian king.
Nikel does not hold 6:12 to he unauthentic. He says, p. 138 f, "It is one of
those high sounding phrases with which kings in antiquity liked to decorate their
decrees hut which was not meant to he taken in earnest". Bertholet s-uggests that
a Jew at the Persian court may have shared in the composition of the decree. Batten
has pointed out that Ssdras prohahly has the original sense, "And the Lord, whose
name is called there, shall annihilate all kings and the nation who stretches forth
his hand to hinder or to harm that house of the Lord which is in Jerusalem". This
would indicate that the king was seeking the favor of Yahve for his own house and
that Yahve would show his displeasure upon all of those who interfere with the
restoration of the cult. Stade, Kosters, Siegfried, Meyer, Mitchell ill think of
this verse as an interpolation and they certainly have strong evidence for their
view. There may be underneath the text, however, something of the idea expressed
by Esdras as above.
(5) It has also been held that 6:10 must be unauthentic. Certainly the
king would not ask that prayers be made for himself and his family. Jahn thinks
that such favor shown to the Jews is unthinkable. Favor to the Greeks, Babylonians,
and Egyptians is no parallel because they were great nations whereas the Jews were
a small nation. But when we remember that this was done among the Bomans and at
Roman expense even though the Jewish religion was regarded by them as a superstition
we can well believe that Darius did this. Furthermore, as we have said before Darius
would be disposed to show as much favor to the Jews as to the Egyptians and the Greeks
because of their strategic location. The Elephantine papyri also show that this was
actually done in the year 408. The same papyri show that the Persians showed greater
* See above pp. 140-43
** See above p. 145
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favor to the Jewish temple in Egypt than they showed to the Egyptians, so that
Jahn's argument is gone. As a matter of fact this is now a very strong argument
for the authenticity of the decree the fact that the Persians are known to have
requested just that thing and provided money for the sacrifices throughout the
realm. The Persians recognized the Jev/ish religion as perfectly legitimate as
well as every other national religion. They "built temples, permitted and offered
sacrifices, exempted priests and sanctuaries from taxes. Is it reasonahle to
suppose that in the case of the temple at Jerusalem alone they would not offer
sacrifices? It is strictly in accord with the practice of Cyrus and of the
**
ancients in general,
(6) It has "been said "by Kosters that there is an imperfect connection
"between 6:5 and 6:6ff. The one has no end and the other no "beginning. The con-
nection is as good as we would want. The decree of Cyrus is stated in the verses
just "before 6:6ff and then Darius states his decree right after. That is, he gives
the precedent for his own decree. This is matched in the Gadatas inscription where
the policy of Cyrus is quoted and then his policy is quoted right after it supple-
menting that of Cyrus. This occurs similarly as Jampel has pointed out pp. 509 ff,
in the inscription of Thralles from the seventh, year of Artaxerxes III, in the in-
n
scriptions in Egypt of Amenophis III, in the Mitani letters, and in the papyrus of
Galer ischeff
.
There we have the same consulting of archives to find the past attitude
as determining present decisions.
(7) Finally, it has "been claimed that the Persian recognition of Yahve as
a God among the peoples of his kingdom is ahsurd. No true Zoroastrian would set up
the god of an insignificant people as he is represented as "being in Ez. 6:6ff.
* See above p. 145, Sachau I.
** See above pp. 139-50 for details •
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Tattennai in 5:8 would not speak of the "Great God" of the Jews. But it is not a
case of what they would do hut what they did and we have evidence repeatedly re-
ferred to of the fact that the Persians recognized the gods of their conquered
peoples as Cyrus recognized Marduk of Bahylon and Darius recognized Apollo of the
Greek pantheon. The Persian religion allowed this and no doubt they identified
their own god with that of the god of whom they spoke though under a different
name. It is strange to find Stade referring to the words in 5:11 (p.l2£, Vol.ii,
Geschichte) as unlikely to he uttered by Persians since the words are being spoken
by the Jews.
After our examination of Ezra 5-6:15 our conclusion is that we have here
essentially reliable reports of the events discussed and essentially reliable copies
of the decrees of both Cyrus and Darius. E-p: 15, 6:12, 6:14b we are inclined to look
upon as giving special evidence of being unauthentic. The evidence for their es-
sential authenticity far outweighs the arguments against them and will probably
become increasingly so as we find more extra-hiblical material dealing with the
Persian period.
The attack upon Szra 7:12-26 has been the heaviest that has been raised
against any of the Aramaic documents. That there was a decree seems very likely
in view of the Persian practice and in view of Ezra 7:27, "Blessed be Yahve, the
God of our fathers who hath put such a thing as this in the king's heart and
hath extended loving kindness to me "before the king and his counsellors". This
seems the natural outburst of one who had received favor from the king and in spite
of Torrey's questionings can be assigned to the Memoirs of Ezra. But that this
decree in its present form was ever issued by the Persians is a matter for very
grave doubt. Cheyne*s judgment, "Ezra's firman is skillfully drawn; of that there
* See abovepp. 88-89
, -
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can be no doubt but to defend it in its present form as an historical document is
beyond my ingenuity" (p. 56, Jewish Religious Life after the Exile) has met a response
in the thinking of many biblical critics. The arguments against it are very heavy
and important.
(1) One of the most important arguments against the decree as coming from
uyrus is the fact that if Ezra had such powers as are given to him in the decree, so
far as we know he never used them. Cheyne, writing in the Biblical World Vol. 14,
p. 247, says, "The reason why we do not believe that Ezra had such a document is
because ha made no use of it. If the document is right, then the subsequent narrative
must be wrong, for Ezra makes no use of his decree in the marriage reforms or in the
introduction of the law".
(2) The evidences of Jewish coloring are very strong. In this case far
stronger than in the documents that we have in the Aramaic sections of Ezra 4-6.
Here are some of the parts which seem to give very great evidence of Jewish color-
ing. "Ezra the priest, the scribe of the law of God of Heaven", (vs. 12). "All the
people of Israel and the priests and LEVITES", (vs. 13) "According to the law of
thy god which is in thy hand", (vs. 14) "The silver and the gold which the king
and his counsellors have freely offered to the God of Israel, whose habitation is
in Jerusalem", (vs. 15) "Free will offerings of the people and the priests"
.J vs .16)
"Meal offering and drink offerings ," (vs. 17). "The priests, the Levites, the porters,
the Kethinim, or the servants of the house of God". (Vs. 24). Some of these expressions
occur again and again. These phrases are evidences of a technical knowledge of the
Jewish cultus which the Persian kings would not know. The reference, especially to
the Levites, singers, porters, and Nethinim is certainly typical of the Chronicler
and very difficult to attribute to an authentic Persian decree.
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(3) Ezra is given too much power "by the decree as it stands. In vs. 25
we read, "And thou, Ezra, after the wisdom of thy God that is in thy hand, appoint
magistrates and judges, who may judge all the people that are beyond the River, all
such as know the Law of thy God and teach ye such as do not know". This giving of
power over ALL the peoples "beyond the river is not on a priori reasons likely and
we do not later find Ezra exercising any such power. So also the power to appoint
magistrates as given to Ezra is unlikely and if given was not carried out.
(4) The gifts in vs. 22 are regarded as too great for the king to make to
Ezra. The verse reads, "A hundred talents of silver, to a hundred measures of wr.eat,
to a hundred "baths of wine, to a hundred "baths of oil, and salt without prescrihing
how much". This would he ahout $175,000, 1000 "bushels of wheat, 800 gallons of wine,
and 800 gallons of oil. Meyer says that these figures are not too large as there
were fahulous sums of money in the Persian Treasury.
(5) The punishment prescribed in vs. 26 is too severe and would not be
turned over to Ezra. "Whosoever will not obey the law of thy God and of the king
let judgment be executed upon him with all diligence, whether it be unto death,
or to banishment, or to imprisonment."
(6) The papyri and inscriptions do not confirm the remarkable powers
conferred upon Ezra although they may suggest that there i s an authentic document
that forms the basis of the more patriotic utterance of Ezra 7:12-26. Of course if
Sachau 6, the Passover papyrus, really comes from the Persian king it is a very close
parallel to the Ezra firman and does show an interest of the Persians even in matters
of the cultus.
* For the details of the Passover Papyrus, see pp. 147-50
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(7) It is not merely that the expressions of the Jewish religion
are used hut it is that Artaxerxes speaks as a faithful Jew and not as a
faithful follower of Zarathustra. He not only calls Jahve, "God of Heaven"
(nothing surprising about that) hut he recognizes him as the true god and fears
from the non-observance of his command great destruction for himself and his king-
dom.
These are the arguments against the authenticity of the passage by Graetz,
Noeldeke, Cheyne, Batten, Kuenen, Jahn, Y/ellhausen, Kosters et al. Kosters does not
even think the matter worth arguing and dismisses it ith the following words:
"The writing is colored with such Jewish coloring that Ezra could never have received
it. Further investigation is unnecessary". (V/iederstellung, p. 114) , Meyer is so
convinced of the Jewish coloring in it that he has recourse to the idea that it was
written by Ezra or some one else at the Persian court who was a Jew and that the
king signed it as it was with little or no modifications. Bertholet has joined with
Meyer in this view and says that the Jewish coloring theory "ist eine hoechst einfache
Annahme" to which Jahn, p. 62, rejoins, "Naiv statt einfach waere richtiger". To
save the authenticity of the decree the advocates of its authenticity are pushed to
this place of saying that Artaxerxes "signed on the dotted line" and many exegetes
will not allow that he did any such thing.
Arguments in favor of the authenticity of the decree are as follows:
(1) The Jewish coloring is to be accounted for on the basis of the above mentioned
fact that the decree was written by some Jew and accepted by the king with few changes.
This explains why there is no Persian coloring in this decree. It was written in
Aramaic from the beginning and was not a Persian document translated into Aramaic.
MEs ist von Esra und seinen Genossen Aramaisch, nicht persisch concipirt worden".
(Meyer, Ent. p. 65) . Furthermore, the expressions "king of Kings", "God of Heaven",
-
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appear in many inscriptions coming from the Persian kings and "God of Heaven"
appears in the Elephantine Papyri. These expressions were formerly objected
to but are seen upon investigation to he perfectly natural expressions for the
king to use. Xerxes in his Aramaic inscription in Egypt, Darius in his Gadatas
inscription, designate themselves "King of Kings". Later in the Greek period ac-
cording to Carthaginian and Phoenician inscriptions the designation is "Lord of
Kings". (Lidzbarsky Nord-semitische Epigraphik, 1898, 208)
t
(2) Artaxerxes would "be very likely to free the priests and Levites
and other religious leaders from taxes for that was in accordance with the Persian
policy as we find it in the Gadatas inscription of Larius and the Persian kings
acted very largely in accordance with precedent in matters of that kind. Even
Cheyne recognizes that this is a legitimate part of the original decree.
(3) Marquart "by a strange twist thinks that this decree comes from
Artaxerxes II (placing Ezra after Nehemiah) and is essentially authentic, whereas,
the earlier Aramaic sources are not authentic. He argues this as due to the fact
that in Artaxerxes II we have a syncretistic tendency coming out. He believes that
the Jews actually represented their God to him as being Ahuramazdah and that this
explains his sympathy for the God of the Jews. Confirming his opinion he finds a
word from the Avesta in 7:23a "adrazda". This is translated in our American Revised
version "exactly", llarti suggests also "punctually", "with zeal", "correctly". It
is undoxibtedly a Persian loanword.
(4) Ezra 7:27-28 are an argument in favor of the authenticity of the decree
according to Meyer, p. 63. The words of exultation ~ome from Ezra and out of the
depths of his heart after he has seen a result and attained tne goal that he sought
* See above pp. 139-40 for details of Gadatas inscription.
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in securing the favor of the king with a decree. It might he said to this that
it testifies to Ezra's having received a decree but it does not testify directly
to the fact that he secured THIS decree.
(5) In reply to the argument that Artaxerxes speaks as a follower of
Jahve and not as a follower of Sarathustra Meyer answers
:
MSo Cambyses and Darius
in Egyptian inscriptions speak also as true servants of the native gods; Cyrus
in his proclamation in Babylon spoke as a devout worshipper fas the darling*of L:arduk.
flow can we take offence when Persian rulers express themselves similarly in regard
to the God of the Jews? But we must notice that this favor of foreign gods was
an outflow of his policy of tolerance and respect to the gods and their worshippers.
But to the king personally these gods are a matter of complete indifference. Arta-
xerxes was a convinced Mazda worshipper, but each religion had the free carrying
out of its cultus and made prayers for the king and his family as is done to this
day. lb the Persian rulers these foreign gods were real powers that needed to be
worshipped and it was advisable to have a good standing with these gods ."(Meyer
,
p. 64f)
,
(6) In regard to the powers given to Ezra it must be remembered that Ezra's
taking of the law meant local selfgovernment for the Jews and the Persians would be
interested in. that for governmental reasons as well as for religious reasons. The
new constitution of the Jews must have Persian permission but naturally they knew
but little of the details and so they let the Jews draw it up
;
only seeing that there
was nothing contrary to what Persian interests demanded. This accounts for the
Jewish coloring of th<? decree and gives the reason why the Persian officials let the
Jews draw up the document. This law was not looked upon as rules between individuals
but as the ruling Constitution of the Jewish civil state. Even the Romans recognized
* Meyer uses the word "Liebling," in this connection. (Ent. p. 64)
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the Jewish law in this way. Here a religious "book "becomes a civil "book as well
and therefore of great importance to the Persians. The hook was to have rule
over ALL the JEWS "beyond the River and was of course not to apply to Gentiles.
"Das Gesetz ist nicht eine private Ahmachung zwischen den Mitgliedern eines religi-
oesen Conventikels
,
sondern das rechtliche "bindende Grundgesetz einer vom Staa-ke
tnerkannte Gemeinde" . . . ."Die Einfuerhrung eines derartigen Gesetzhuchs fuer einem
bestimmten Kreis von Unterthanen ist nur moeglich, wenn es von Reich sanktionirt,
wenn es koenigliches Gesetz geworden ist". (Meyer, 65ff ) , This idea is expressed
according to the thinking of Meyer by 7*26. ' Whoever does not do the law of the
God of Israel and of the KING; this means that the Law of Ezra and of tne God of
Israel has "become the law of the king. Hence the severity of the punishment as
mentioned in this verse. The gifts made to Ezra and tne offer to help pay for the
sacrii'ices is in accordance with Persian policy as is the exemption of the priests
from taxes. As to the figures given in vs. 22 these are not exorbitant. There may
be a corruption of the text here in the interest of the glorifying of the Jewish
religion but Keyer feels not. Persia was very rich and when they had a favorite
they show him real favor. If one wants to see the Chronicler at work let him turn
to Ezra 8:26 where it is said that Ezra weighed into their hands, "650 talents of
Bilver (as against 100 talents here), and silver vessels a hundred talents, of gold
a hundred talents, and twenty bowls of gold, of a 1000 darics, and tv/o vesrels of
fine brir-ht brass, precious as gold". In I. Chron. 29:7 we see what happened under
the reign of David Here we have 5,000 talents of gold, 10,000 darics, 10,000 talents
of silver, 13,000 talents of brass ,100,000 talents of iron. If the Chronicler wrote
Ezra 7:22 he exercised what was for him very great self-restraint.
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Meyer has written the most able defense of this document that we have in print and
and as can he seen from the ahove statement has adduced powerful reasons in its he-
half. Sachau papyrus 6, if really from the Persian King establishing the rule in
regard to the celebration of the feast of the Passover, is a very powerful support
of his position. In regard to this passage I find it impossible to come to a
certain decision. The evidence is too strong on both sides. That there was a decree,
however, that the priests were exemft from taxes, that the Persian king may have
given assistance, these things I hold to be practically certain. Despite the reason-
ing of Meyer I am still in very great doubt in regard to the pov/ers granted to Ezra
for the simple reason, as already stated, that we have no evidence that these powers
were used. The Jewish coloring may be due to the fact of the original draft of the
decree but here is a case ^f ever^for a zealot to touch up the decree in the interests
of the Jewish religion and to me that is more probable.
We have come to the end of this long discussion of the Aramaic documents
and we have found them to have reliable historical data and not to be the fabrications
of the Chronicler or any other man. We have not tried to prove them entirely as the
exact words of the Persian documents unchanged through the years by editors, compilers,
and copyists but we do hold them as having valuable information for the reconstruction
of the Persian Period.

CHAPTER II
THE MEMOIRS OF I 1 H 1 K I 11
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The Memoirs of Nehemiah (N)are recognized on all sides as being one of
the most valuable historical documents in the Old Testament because in it we have
a record of events by one who participated in those events and helped to shape them.
The style is terse, vivid, energetic, and is full of naive expressions such as curses
upon enemies and prayers to God which show it to be what it claims, a Memoir. The
events were probably written shortly after they happened and in places we have what
resembles a diary.
The agreement of scholars diverges when we get into a discussion of the
limits of N.
Nehemiah 1-7 has been ascribed by the vast majority of critics to N with
the exception of Neh. 7:5bff which is commonly thought not to be from N. Nehemiah
could not have written this long list of those who came up from the first and it is
very likely that it was not originally in N as will be shown later when we discuss
the lists. Torrey would limit this still further. He finds the following verses
only in N: 1:1-2:7, 2:9b-20, 4:1-6:15. Batten, p. 15, finds the following verses
from IT: 1:1-4, l:llb-2:7, 2:9b-20, 3:33-7:5a. Thus we would eliminate the prayer
from N. It must be admitted that there are real reasons for questioning the authen-
ticity of that prayer but the majority of scholars are probably correct in seeing in
it a real prayer from N perhaps worked over. Even Torrey holds it to be essentially
authentic. Bertholet, Siegfried, Ryle, Driver hold the first seven chapters as a
whole to be from N, but do not regard the list of names in Neh. 7 as coming from
Nehemiah as author although they think he inserted the list in his memoirs.
The authenticity of Neh. 3:1-32 as coming from N has been questioned by
H. G. Mitchel,in the Journal of Biblical literature, Vol. 22, pp. 85ff, by some very
important considerations. Eis arguments are as follows: (1) Elsewhere in Nehemiah^
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in 4:7, 6:1-3, 7:1, 4:10, 17 Nehemiah is represented as superintending the work
but here he is entirely ignored. Credit in 3:lff is given to others who appear
to have undertaken the work on their own initiative.
(2) Neh. 6:1 and 7:1 imply that the gates were finished last after the other work
was done "but here in 3:6, 13, 15 work on them began and ended at the same time as
the walls.
(3) The priests and Levites have a very modest role in the other parts of N but here
they are given a flattering position. Sliashib, elsewhere an enemy of Nehemiah or at
least unfriendly, (13:4-28) here leads the builders (3: 10) . The priests are introduced
as a class (3:1' ,22,28) and individual priests and Levites are mentioned in important
roles. One of the Levites, Bavvai, is reported as a ruler over half the district of
Keilah. •
(4) In 6:18 Meshullam was a confederate of Tobiah,an enemy of Nehemiah to whose son
he had given his daughter in marriage. Here (3:4,30) he is represented as being one
of the most valuable and zealous of the governor's assistants.
(5) There is a difference of style as between the genuine Memoirs and this chapter.
Of course this narrative of those who worked on the walls does not allow for much
variety of style or flexibility but the structure of the sentences is disjointed. So
also he omits proper particles in vss. 1, 7, 8, 17, 18 and of verbs in vs. 25. This
is a characteristic of the Chronicler as is also the phrase "at the hand of" in the
sense of "next to" in vs. 11.
(6) If this chapter and the last two verses of Neh. 2 are omitted, the following verses
3:33-38 in Hebrew (4:1-6 Sng.) furnish a logical connection and a natural continuation
of the thought of the preceding context.
When a careful and cautious scholar such as H. G. Kitche 11 doubts the authen-
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ticity of a passage and for reasons as compelling as these it is well to look into
it a "bit. The reasoning is cogent. The style is not that of the other sections of
N; it is very similar to other sections of the hooks Ezra-Nehemiah where lists are
given,* it very "badly interrupts the connection; the prominence of the priests (possihly
13 out of 39 names) and Levites (probably 6 out of 39), the marked interest in geneal-
ogy (32 cases where the father's name is given and 5 where the grandfathers name is
added); the monotonous tendency to repetition, the recurrence of names that appear
in other lists, the poor connection of the passage where it stands and the good con-
nection if it is omitted, the appearance of an independent piece as is shown by the
phrase, "and Sliashib arose", all of these point to the hand of the Chronicler. Batten
calls attention to other arguments that make in the same direction. The expressions,
"and his brethren", "and by his hand", "set up the doors", "repaired" show the hand
of the Chronicler. I might add some other expressions "Next to him builded", "Laid
the beams thereof and set up the gates thereof, and the bolts thereof, and the bars
thereof", this phrase occurs again and again, vss. 3,6, 13, 14, 15. "Repaired" occurs
38 times in 32 verses. This repetition is very much like the priestly style that we
have in Genesis with certain words and phrases coming again and again. This we do not
have in N. Batten also calls attention to the fact that the chapter is also needlessly
anticipative as it gives a description of the complete work before the work is hardly
begun. Here all of the work seems to be carried on at once whereas genuine N. would
lead us to believe that the walls were finished before the gates were touched, Neh. 6: 1.
If this chapter belongs anywhere, it would seem better to come after Nehemiah 6 rather
than where it is.
Torrey joins with Batten and Mitchell in denying this chapter to N. He regards
it as entirely from the Chronicler while Batten sees other hands in it beside that of
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the Chronicler. Batten, p. 207, says "We are constrained then to suppose that
someone composed an account of the "building of the walls, others made additions,
and the Chronicler combines, edits, and as usual, where possible, misplaces his
material".
With this judgment that Neh. 3:1*32 does not come from N I am disposed
to agree. That does not mean, however, that there is no material of any historical
value in the composition. To assign a passage to the Chronicler does not in my
judgment "by that very act rule it out as a possible source of information, hut it
does take from it some of the value that it would have as a contemporaneous witness.
For the most part the memoirs agree with the coxirse of events as described here, in
fact the writer probably had access to N. We must also agree that in the actual
construction of the walls there were no doubt those who lived outside the city limits
(4:6). It seems strange that so many critics have not raised the question of authen-
ticity and seem to accept it without argument when there is so much that points direct-
ly to the Chronicler and so little that points to Neherniah.
Neh. 1-2, 3: 33-7: 5a in the first seven chapters thus come from N. Neh. 7:5b
is probably the Chronicler* s connecting link of the list of those who came up from
the captivity with the Memoirs of Neherniah although some scholars hold that the list
7:6-73 was included in his memoirs by Neherniah himself.
Chapters 8-10 of ^ehemiah are not connected with Neherniah but belong rather
to Ezra and his wor£. This is almost universally held at the present time and for the
following reasons (given without discussion):
(1) Ezra is the central figure in these chapters and not Neherniah.
(2) Josephus gives us the order of these events right after Ezra 10 as does Ssdras.
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(3) The language reminds us of Ezra 7-10 - for example, the use of the number instead
of the name to designate the name of the month, the use of "Heads of fathers", "assembly",
etc.
(4;Neh.8-16 can he left out of its present position and still leave a good order.
(5) In Neh. 8-10 Kehemiah is only mentioned twice and that is a gloss. When mentioned,
the wrong designation is used - "Tirshatha" being used instead of "Pekhah" as in the
genuine N.
(6) Characteristic expressions of Kehemiah are absent in this section, "According
to the good hand of my God upon me", "God put into my heart".
The order in which these chapters come will have to be discussed in the
reconstruction of the history. But here the problem is that of discovering the
genuine N. Neh. 8-10 is not in it.
In Neh. 11-12:26 we have lists of names coming from some other source
than N. These lists will be discussed in a later chapter. It is enough to say
at this point that they do not belong in N. Neh. 11: If which tells the story of
the repopulation of the city is by some assigned to the hand of Nehemiah. Siegfried
for one holds that these two verses come from N, as does Kent ("History of the Jewish
People", p.l07ff). Batten, Bertholet, and others hold it is not from N. There may
be a genuine memoir under it but the passage is too short for us to be sure of the
earmarks of N. It does connect with Neh. 7.5a, however, and may be held as coming
from N.
The dedication of the wall in 12:27-43 is variously assigned. Bertholet
and Siegfried exclude 12:27-30, 33-36. Torrey assigns it all to the Chronicler.
LlitcheXL » Batten, Davies see here an underlying N which has been worked over by some
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one probably the Chronicler. If one reads 12:31, omits the verses to vs. 37, and
then reads through vs. 40 they will get the gist of N. This passage has been worked
over until N is almost unrecoverable but there was probably a dedication of the walls
described in N.
Neh. 12:44-13:3 comes from the Chronicler or some other writer not Nehemiah
but the verses 13:4-31 come from N. So understand Bertholet, Siegfried, Ryle, Driver,
except that Driver adds 13:1-4. Torrey argues that this section which deals with
Nehemiah' s second administration and the reforms carried on in it is a clever forgery
of the Chronicler in imitation of the style of the genuine N and in imitation of the
acts of Ezra. This is not held by other scholars. The passage has numerous charact-
eristics of N; it is written in the same style (if a forgery the Chronicler is very
clever). The first person is used in this section. The ejaculatory prayers are like
Nehemiah (vss. 14,22,29 cf. 6:9.14). The expression "contend" in vss. 17 and 11 be-
trays the hand of Nehemiah (cf.5:7). The Chronicler would have used "Israel" as in
9:2 and 13:2 rather than "Jews". The Chronicler in 3:1-32 makes Eliashib work on
the walls: here he is an ally of Nehemiah* s enemies. Then, too, the strenuous measures
that are taken in this chapter are in accord with the nature of Nehemiah and the direct
and speedy way in which he dealt with a situation.
Our conclusion as to the passages that belong to N are: Neh. 1-2:20,
3:33-7:5a, 13:3-31. There is also a fragment from N underlying ll:lf, 12:27-43,
In this source we have a very valuable historical document dealing with the
period of the reconstruction in the time of Nehemiah.
* For a more complete discussion of the authenticity of Neh. 13 see pp. 366-68 below.

CHAPTER III
THE MEMOIRS OF EZRA
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In the Memoirs of Ezra (E) scholars have been inclined to see another
document as valuable as that of N; or if not as valuable as that source at least
important and trustworthy. The "I-Passage" in Ezra is held to be Ezra 7:27-8:34
and 9:1-15. Driver, Ryle
,
Kosters, Siegfried, Bertholet, Cornill, Davies, McFadyen,
Kuenen, Smith, Nikel, Jampel, Meyer, Budde, Creelman, Gray, Browne, Koenig, et al
hold that the above mentioned section is largely a genuine Memoir. In fact it is
practically the unanimous testimony of modern scholarship that such is the case.
But there have been those who challenge this position. Hale'vy in 1883, as referred
to in Part if had challenged the Ezra story and had thought that it was suspicious.
Vernes*in 1889, as previously mentioned, had said that the whole Ezra story (Ezra
7-10) was apocryphal and challenged not only the authenticity of E but the exist-
ence of Ezra himself. Renan in his "Hist, du peuple d'lsraelV 1893 Book VII,
chapters 6 and 8, argues in favor of Ezra as legendary or, if true, that Ezra had
the brutality of a fanatical gendarme. But one who has made the heaviest attack
upon E is C. C. Torrey of Yale. In "Ezra Studies" ( 1910,pp. 338-348) , and ("Comp.
etc.", 14ff, and 57ff, 1896) Torrey argues that E is through-out the work of the
Chronicler. He too comes to the conclusion that Ezra did not exist but he comes
to this conclusion as a result of his literary criticism rather than his historical
criticism. Jahn in his commentary <bf 1909 accepted the position of Torrey and said
that since Kosters a greater than Torrey had not arisen. Ezra, he pronounces to be
"Ohne Fleisch und Blut" and the story of Ezra in the so-called E is unhistorical
.
The use of the "I" is a clever imitation of N. Siegfried had said in commenting
upon Ezra 9:3 that it gave evidence of "Affectation". Jahn adds, p. 76, "Yes,
and also of being unhistorical". The hostility to foreigners stated in these
Chapters is a reflection of what came later and a fiction. The humiiation of Ezra
in 9:5 is a scribal fiction; "the redactor cannot go far enough in making out that
* For Halevy see above pp.54f ,for Vernes see above, pp.55f.
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Ezra was horrified over the marriage situation". So proceeds the reasoning of
Jahn in all of which he pretty largely follows the radical scholarship of Halevy,
Vernes, Renan, and Torrey who preceded him. It is in Torrey that we have the most
scholarly of the arguments against the authenticity of S. So convincing has Torrey
"been in his arguments, that C. F. Kent of Yale, in his later writings, and H. P.
Smith in his "History of Israel" have "been disposed to follow him and to regard
Ezra as a personification of the scrihal movement.
Torrey , s argument is almost entirely "based upon linguistic material. He
gives a list of ahout thirty words from the parts usually assigned to E and shows
that they are quite characteristic of the Chronicler. (Composition and Historical
Value of Ezra-Nehemiah, 1896,p.l6ff
)
, As a result of a "Good deal of hard study"
Torrey announces that "E is the Chronicler* s masterpiece. He is the sole author
of E. Is there such a thing as a characteristic style? Yes. Did the Chronicler
have a style that can he recognized? Yes. There is no writer in the Old Testament
whose peculiarities of language and style are so strongly marked as that of the
Chronicler or who can so easily he distinguished as the Chronicler. In what passages
in Ezra-Nehemiah is this style to he found? THERE IS NO PORTION OF CHRONICLES
,
EZRA,
OR NEHEMIAH IN WHICH THE CHRONICLER'S STYLE AND LITERARY PECULIARITIES ARE MORE
STRONGLY MARKED , MORE ABUNDANT , MORE EVENLY AND CONTINUOUSLY DISTRIBUTED , AND MORE
EASILY RECOGNIZABLE THAN IN THE HEBREW NARRATIVES OF EZRA 7-10 and NEHEMIAH 8-10".
(pp.240f, Ezra Studies), This is not due to the Chronicler as EDITOR it is due to
the Chronicler as AUTHOR. The policy of the Chronicler as an editor or compiler is to
incorporate his documents entire, without working them over, only enriching them
occasionally with a clause or inserted paragraph. How he works as an editor is
seen from Nehemiah 1-6 and in the Aramaic sections. But here in Ezra 7-10 you have
* For a brief statement of Torrey' s position, seep. 82 above.
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the style of the Chronicler throughout, "if we have any knowledge at all concerning
this Ezra, we know that he was a man precisely like the Chronicler... There is not a
garment in all of Ezra's wardrobe that does not exactly fit the Chronicler" ("Ezra
Studies", p. 243). But if someone asks, "What of the use of the first personal pronoun
"i" , does that not prove a Memoir"? , Torrey re plies, "No, that is in imitation of N
and a transparent literary device". Furthermore, "The very verses in which "i" occurs
are the passages which are most noticeably filled with the telltale marks of the
Chronicler". (Ez. 7:27-8:1)
Then too the subject matter treated is characteristic of the
Chronicler. "Great space is given to ecclesiastical machinery, a minimum to
narrative. The Levites are mustered, reforms are instituted, vessels numbered and
weighed, fersts are celebrated, the Chronicler's numberl2 is omnipresent. There is a didac-
tic utterance in Ezra 8:22f; the usual short speeches are uttered, (iiz. 8:'8f, 10:2ff #
10:10ff) • Names and dates are given in profusion". ("Ezra Studies",pp.247f ) • Here you
have motivated history with the first three chapters of Ezra practically repeated.
There is nothing in E that sounds like popular tradition or stands outside of the
line of his tendency, Ezra is simply the personification of the Chronicler's interests.
To the above should be added the argument that Ezra never
existed, because if he did not exist, it is certain that he did not write Memoirs.
The following arguments have been advanced against the idea hat Ezra ever existed:
(1) The picture of Ezra as given in Ezra 7-10 and other places is artificial.
(2) The silence of Sirach writing about 180 B.C. concerning Ezra when he gives a
long list of the famous men of Israel is brought forth as evidence that Ezra did not
exist. Nehemiah is mentioned but nothing is said of Ezra. This is to be accounted
for by the fact that Ezra never really existed, otherwise he would have been mentioned.
(3) If E is the creation of the Chronicler, we may as well hold that Ezra too is
the creation of the Chronicler and represents the personification of the interests of
* For further arguments in regard to the existence of Ezra see pp.390f£ below.
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the Chronicler. Of course if Ezra did not exist, • he did not write any Memoirs
and therefore E is unauthentic.
W. F. Albright ,writing in the Journal of Biblical Literature for 1921, pp.
104ff, is so convinced by the reasoning of Torrey that he accepts his position that
the Chronicler and Ezra are identical. But he turns the tables on Torrey by saying
that the Chronicler is Ezra. The reason that the garments of Ezra*s wardrobe fit
the Chronicler so exactly is because they were made for Ezra and for the Chronicler
too-Ezra is tne Chronicler. Albright says that Torrey* s Biblical Criticism "Is
unsurpassed for brilliancy in all the realm of modern biblical research". Let us
now examine the arguments that have been brought forth against the authenticity of
E.
le will begin with the last first, namely, that Ezra never existed, there-
fore, did not write his Memoirs. Renan was one of the first to argue this position.
To be sure Renan is not always consistent. One place he says, "Tout porte b, croire
qu*Ssdras, si sa personnalite' historique est solide, etait mort avant l*arrivee de
Kehe'mie" and then three or four pages later he says, "Esdras est inseparable de
Ne'he'mie". But with Renan this is a mere matter of detail and what we would expect
from Renan who does not write the history of Israel from a critical point of view
so much as the point of view of a novelist who is interested in a good story. Per-
haps if confronted with his inconsistency he would reply as did another famous French-
man, Voltaire, who said that he did not feel comfortable unless he contradicted him-
self at least twice a day. Van Hoone^cer has pointed out (Nouvelles Etudes etc. p. 304)
the trouble with Renan* s view in tne following words, "Presentant ensuite Esdras comme
le heros d*une legende, il donnait l'apparence d'une justification V^m silence qui'il
/ / * * /
avait garde a son sujet dans le recit des evenements arrives avant et sous Uehemie,
f t /
tout en se reservant le droit de faire servir les donnees de la pretendue legende
a des conjectures qui echapperaient plus facilement a la discussion".
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This tendency to get rid of personalities in religious history has
"been carried to a very great extreme. Modern biblical criticism got rid of the
personalities of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob as personifications of tribes, they
got rid of Moses, and now the attempt is made upon Ezra. This tendency here seen
to make of Ezra a personification of the interests of the Chronicler or of the
scribal movement has against it the depersonalizing of religious history which is
latel^ in it. There has undoubtedly "been personification of trices in connection
with nations and trioes in the Old Testament, there can he no doubt of that hut it
is also well for us to remember that these tribes had leaders and chieftains and that
the legalistic movement in Judaism had personalities connected with it. All history
has connected with it, great ' outstanding personalities and this is more true of
religious than it is of secular history. All of the great religions of the world
have had connected with them in their founding and perpetu - it ion strong personalities,
Mohammet, Buddha, Confucius (if Confucianism he regarded as a religion) Moses, Isaiah,
Amos, Jesus. The question comes to us, how were men like the Chronicler produced?
Were they the pioneers and originators of the movement they represent or were they
themselves the creation of men like Ezra who had preceded them. To the idea that
there is not a "Garment in all of Ezra's wardrobe that does not fit the Chronicler
exactly", perhaps we ought to reply that the reason is that Ezra set the fashionyor
the Chronicler and the statement should read there is not a garment in all of the
wardrobe of Ezra that does not perfectly fit his pupil. Torrey argues that there is
no personality back of the marriage reforms and the reading of the law attributed to
Ezra. BUT, when such a system of Judaism was inaugurated at Jerusalem why would there
not be as a matter of fact some strong personality back of it? Why would there not
ias
be "Eccles^tical machinery, Levites mustered, numbered; temple vessels weighed and
numbered, feasts celebrated, reforms instituted"? Did this all come first in the
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time of the Chronicler or did it not all go on "before his time? Judaism was
admittedly a system of religion when the Chronicler lived. Who created it?
What would oe the nature of the events at its inauguration if not much like
those described in Ezra 7-10 and Nehemiah 8-10? Would there not he feasts,
Levites, reading of the Law, etc? Are we to "believe that the Law was only
read once in the history of the Hebrew people and never afterwards? Are we to
believe that all further accounts of the reading of the Law never actually oc-
curred but are simply CREATED by a later writer using as his source the earlier
account? One would think from this sort of criticism that an event could never
happen twice in the religious history of the people and that if it appears twice
that the second account is unauthentic. In my judgment "The Chronicler is not
the founder or creator of Judaism he is its apologist. HE DOES NOT CREATE EZRA,
EZRA CREATES HIM. It is this fact that Torrey overlooks again and again in his
study. We must remember that the TENDENCY OF EZRA IS THE TENDENCY OF THE CHRONICLER,
THEY BELONG TO THE SAKE SCHOOL, THEIR INTERESTS ARE THE SAME. This is not due to the
fact that the Chronicler has created Ezra but due to the fact that the Chronicler
was a slavish imitator of the great Ezra - BOTH IN MATTERS OF CONTENT and in STYLE.
"There is not a word in Ezra 7-10 that stands outside of the Chronicler's tendency",
says Torrey. But we must remember that the Chronicler's line of tendency is coin-
ciding in this period with the actual history. Judaism is developing, emphasis upon
priests and Levites, purity of stock, these are the history itself. The Chronicler
did not create this, he himself was produced by it and by men like Ezra. How was the
Chronicler himself made possible if it be not by strong personalities such as Ezekiel,
Ezra, and the priests and scribes who preceded him? What concrete personalities
preceded the Chronicler? Is he the first to have this "Tendency"? If so what shall
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we say about the priests and others during the years preceding the Chronicler?
It would be much nearer the truth to say that the Chronicler was a later disciple
of Ezra who slavishly imitated him and this would account for the similarities
both of tendency and style. The foundation of Judaism demands a strong personality
such as we find in Ezra, universal tradition says that such a personality did exist
and that Ezra was his name, then we find writings coming from this man that seem
natural, fitting, and in accordance with what we would expect of a founder of Judaism.
There is no adequate reason to deny the existence of Ezra. As George Adam Smith
has said, "So lavish and detailed a story can hardly be conceived as developing
except from the real labors of a real man". (Expositor, Vol. 2, Series 7, p. 5)
There is a necessity for the appearance of such a man as Ezra in order to account
for the origin and later development of Judaism.
But what shall we say about the silence of Sirach? This Batten holds to
be the weightiest argument of all as against the existence of Ezra. There are a
number of matters that need to be stated here.
(1) It is precarious to reason from silence, especially when there is the whole
weight of tradition to the fact that Ezra did exist and played a very important
role. In fact if he did not exist, we would have to presuppose some one like him
to account for the course of history. Sir James Melville, living at the court of
Mary Queen of Scots, does not mention the fact that John Knox was in existence but
that does not prove that he was not for we know from other sources that he was very
much in existence. No mention is made in Tennyson* s "In Memoriam" ,nor in Browning*
s
"Ring and the Book", nor in George Meredith's novels, nor even in Mr. Kipling that
such a character existed in India as the Brahma Samaj. It would be reasonable for
later years to suppose, arguing from silence, that, therefore, Braham S&maj did not
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exist, but as a matter of fact he did exist. Why did not Tennyson and the others mention
him? Simply because they had no occasion to do so. V»'e have to know quite a number oi
things before the argument from silence is safe. The author who is silent may have
had no occasion to mention a man , or he may not have KANTEL) to mention the man. It
does not necessarily prove that the person whose name is omitted never existed.
(2) Batten (p. 51 oi' his comrnemtary ) argues," It is certain that there never was an
edition of the book of Chronicles(including Hzra-Nehemiah) which did not contain the
story of Ezra, tnough there may have been an edition silent about Nehemiah. The
book of Chronicles rnay be late,but it is not as late as Sirach. The author of
e
Sirach had these records for Zerubbabel, Jeshua,and Nhemiah, and therefore he must
have had them for Ezra. Why he makes no mention of Ezra's name it is impossible to
learn. He left out other names, e.g., Sheshbazzar, and he omitted Ezra for some good
reaso: # possibly because he was not in deep sympathy with the ruthless proceedings
described in Ezra 10 as the Chronicler was!!
(5) Neheniah nor Ezra either of them mentions the other in the genuine sections of E
and N. Does that mean that Nehemiah did not exist or that Ezra did not exist? Nothing
is more common in biblical literature than the silence of various writers and workers
about each other, bpon this basis we might argue that Hosea did not exist because he is
not mentioned by his contemporary Amos. We could prove the non-e:.istence of Amos by the
silence of Hosea. Micah is, I believe, the only prophet that is referred to by
another prophet and that is in the book of Jeremiah. There Jeremiah does not
himself refer to l.licah but the people who are trying to defend Jeremiah make the referor.ce.
Haggai and Zechariah do not refer to each other even though they were exact contem-
i
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poraries in the same community. This argument from silence is very precarious in
dealing with this matter.
V/e can therefore conclude with L. E. Browne, (Early Judaism, p. 182) "Ezra
founded a school of thought of which the Chronicler was a later disciple. This is
far more likely than the supposition that the Chronicler was the first and only writer
who set himself to revise history along these lines". With this judgment practically
all critics are in agreement. The Chronicler is not the CREATOR of Judaism hut its
HISTORIAN. It is more reasonable and rational to suppose and more in accordance with
tradition and the documentary evidence to suppose that Ezra did exist and gave a
mighty impulse to the movement which later made the Chronicler's Philosophy of History
possible. There were others before the Chronicler and Ezra was one.
In regard to the evidence from the linguistic side the following comments
are in order:
(1) The similarity in style "between the Chronicler and the sections of E may he due
(a) to the fact that they belong to the same school of thought; (b) represent the same
tendency, and (c) to the fact that the Chronicler was a disciple of Ezra who imitated
him as his great hero; (d) the Chronicler has worked over his E source.
(2) Many of the expressions adduced by Torrey as being alike in both the Chronicler
and E are found to be common words in all of the post-exilic period, in other post-
exilic writings which do not come from the Chronicler and are therefore due to the
age rather than to any one writer who uses them. (Davies, p. 22)
,
(3) Geissler in"I»ie Litt. Bezeiehungen der Ez ramemoiren" (1899) has given a very
scholarly reply to the work of Torrey in which he shows that the dominant influence
In E is that of I/euteronomy v/hile the Chronicler is primarily influenced by the Priest's
Code. The reason for the greater influence of Deuteronory is that the Priest's Code
was just being introduced whereas Deuteronomy had been classical for two centuries.
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Many characteristic expressions of the Chronicler are ahsent in S and this shows
that it was not composed by the Chronicler. Geissler undertook to show in a pains-
taking way that 3 exhibits a definite ORAL source and that, therefore, one must hold
fast to the independence of E. L. E. Browne has argued in the same way as Geissler
on this point and says, p. 201, "Surely no one can read the account of what Ezra did,
carrying on a stage further the policy of Nehemiah, without feeling that it is a story
of a real character. But, in truth, the one argument that seemai of any weight against
his existence was that he was an invention of the Chronicler reflecting merely the
Chronicler's ideas and opinions. The preceding pages will have dissipated that idea,
if they have shown that Ezra's recorded actions are based upon Deuteronomy whereas the
Chronicler is steeped in the ideas of the priestly code".
(4) If this section were invented by the Chronicler, Ezra would probably be represented
as more of a priest than he is. This is a priori, I admit, but Torrey has no scruples
a'ainst a priori reasoning. Furthermore, there is not a single reference to the "sing-
ers" in E. This is very strange. There is also no reference to the law and if we ac-
cept the list of names in Ezra 8 as not coming from the original E, no genealogical
lists. This is strange for the Chronicler.
(5) To the argument suggested by Torrey that E is unauthentic because it is unlikely
that two memoirs should appear at once (N. and E.) we can see a contradiction with
another statement of his that Memoirs were a "common and transparent literary device"
and we can further say that Memoirs were not new with Ezra and Nehemiah. What very
closely resembled Memoirs are to be found in Ezekiel, and Ezra belonged to the school
of Ezekiel. That the Chronicler uses the first person in imitation of Nehemiah is
thrown into doubt by the fact that he does not use the first person consistently. Why
not write it all in the first person as in Nehemiah rather than switching to the third
person now and then? Then, too, it is well to note that in Esdras where Nehemiah does
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not occur and may never have occurred, there is the use of the first person in E.
The Ezra story may well have been published at one time independent of Nehemiah.
(6) According to Torrey Ezra 7-10 is all from the Chronicler hut upon an examination
of these chapters we find that the parts do not always agree. In Ezra 7:10 Ezra's
whole company arrives in Jerusalem and the members of the company are enumerated
in 8:1-14 while in 7:28 and its direct sequel 8:15 they have not yet started and
are gathering together at Ahava. Ezra 7:12-26 gives very great powers to Ezra but
in the rest of the chapters Ezra is not represented as using this great power and
uses none except the law. If the Chronicler were the creator of it all, would he
not be made to use his power in the introduction of his reforms, especially when
the people were not disposed to obey? The details of the gathering at Ahava are
the sort of thing that the Chronicler would not think of composing. If one takes
the time to compare Ezra 7:1-10 (from the Chronicler) with the story of the journey
as told in E, he will see that the Chronicler is apparent in 7:1-10 giving many names
but giving ho personal history at all. He gives the story of the journey in very
summary fashion, whereas, the genuine E gives it with interesting bits of colorful
detail.
(7) There are many gaps in the history of the Persian period which the Chronicler
could have filled if he had wanted to do so. If he filled in this period with Ezra,
why is it that more of these gaps are not filled by the Chronicler? llay it not be
due to the fact that he did have some respect for sources and wrote where he had some
source for what he was writing? He writes concerning three great events, the rebuild-
ing of the temple, the rebuilding of the walls, and the marriage reforms and the giving
of the law. For the first two of these he has sources in the Aramaic sections, Haggai
Zechariah, and N. We would suppose that for the third event he also had a source and
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we are still convinced that it can be found in S. If the Chronicler is so prone
to create history why not fill out some of the blanks in the seventy years between
516 and 444 B. C? The fact that he does not leads us to believe that he had no
source for that period and, therefore ,did not write.
Our conclusion, then, is that there is a source older than the Chronicler
back of Ezra 7-10 and that that source is S which is at times used verbatim and at
other times used as a background for what is said. It is natural that the Chronicler
would change N but slightly for it dealt with the walls and with events in which he
was not so greatly interested but when it comes to E it is a different matter. Here
the story deals with something in which the Chronicler is vitally interested. We would,
therefore, expect that he would be at work more than in N,
The limits of E are variously set by scholars. Driver, Ryle, Comill,
Kosters, Siegfried, Bertholet, and others set the limits of E as Ezra 7:27-8:34, 9:1-15.
Batten is disposed to see the hand of the Chronicler in certain verses of this section
and assigns to E the following: 7:27f, 8:15-19, 21-25, 28-29, 31-32, 36 and 9:l-lla,
la-15. It may well be that the list in 8:1-14 was placed there by a later hand. A
better place for it would be after 7:10 as that relates a summary of events before they
happen. The placing of the list in Chapter 8 gives the list before Ezra makes his in-
spection. The phrase "with me" would seem to indicate a memoir. The phrase "males"
in speaking of those who went up is also peculiar to this list. Then, too, there is
not the designation in regard to the temple officers that we find given in 7:7. So
we need to be cautious about assigning this to the Chronicler. Batten disagrees with
Torrey about the lists. Torrey argues that they are all the free creation of the
Chronicler while Batten argues for an independent source for these lists. Ezra 8:20
seems very unlikely in E. It is an explanation of the origin of the Nethinim which
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Is certainly not necessary to Ezra's story and which it would be natural for the
Chronicler to insert as a parenthesis. Ezra 8:26-27 are from the Chronicler "because
of the great exaggeration of numbers that we find there as over against the decree
7:22. There we read about a hundred talents of silver, here we read about 650 talents
of silver; there we rmd about no gold, here we read about a hundred talents of gold;
there we read nothing about vessels of gold and silver but here we read of "silver
vessels a hundred talents", "twenty bowls of gold of a thousand darics", and of "two
vessels of fine brass as fine as gold". To say that this represents the free will
offerings of others in Babylonia while the first represents the gift of the king is
scarcely adequate. The chances are that here we have the well known tendency of the
Chronicler to exaggerate figures. The silver talents would be more than a million
dollars and the gold more than three millions. We are not just sure what the figures
ought to be but in any case they are too large. Verse 25 makes a good connection
with verse 28 and this reading seems to be supported by Esdras so that we may safely
conclude that vss. 26f are not from the Memoirs of Ezra. Ez. 8:30 is suspicious as
coming from the Chronicler. (1) The third person is used in the first part and
the first person in the last part. (2) The priests and tne Levites are here the
custodians, whereas, in verse 24, only the priests had charge. (3) The statement
gets ahead of Ezra's narrative in vs. 31. (4) It adds nothing new to the story.
The parts belonging to E are Ezra 7:27-8, 8:1-14 (?), 8:15-19, 21-25, 28-29,
31-36, 9:1-15.
It is also admitted that back of the passages that we have in Nehemiah 8-10
that we may have E worked over and that Ezra 10 may be E worked over.
For the story of Ezra then we do have some very good first hand material.
It is not the free composition of the Chronicler. It is more difficult to tell where
i

we have interpolations "by the Chronicler because of the identity of interest
and the similarity of style hut we do believe that verses like this, "Then we
departed from the river Ahava on the twelfth day of the first month to go to
Jerusalem; and the hand of our God was upon us and delivered us from the nand
of the enemy and the lier in wait by the wayn , do not come from the Chronicler
but from Ezra himself.

CHAPTER IV
THE LISTS OF NAMES
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One other s >urc 3 which the Chronioler had at his disposal calls for our
attention although a detailed discussion of it is not so necessary for our purpose.
This source is the lists of names which are to be found generously scattered through-
out the books of Ezra-Nehemiah. Ezra 2 (equals Nehemiah 7:6-72) is one of the most
important of these lists. It reports to be a list of those who came up from the
Exile under Zerubbabel "at the first." Just how valuable this is as an evidence for
the return from the Exile will have to be considered when we come to the historical
discussion in Part III and the discussion of this list fits in best at that point
rather then here. Other lists of names are found in the following verses: Ezra
8:1-14, a list of those who came up with Ezra; Ezra 10:18-43, a list of those who had
foreign wives i Neh. 3:1-32, a list of those who builded upon the wall; Neh. 10:2-28,
a list of those who signed the new covenant to keep the law and to put away their
foreign wives after the Law was read in Nehemiah; Neh. 11:4-36 and 12:1-26, lists,
probably from the Chronicler, of those living in and around Jerusalem in the
post-exilic community and of the priestly and Levitical f xmilies at Jerusalem and
round about.
Some men such as Torrey and others do not held that these lists are
really a source for the Chronicler since their origin is out of the imagination
of the Chronicler himself and hence they have no value at all but are the free
creation of the Chronicler for the purpose of giving authority and legitimacy to the
families that were existent at the time when the Chronicler wrote. This position
of Torrey has not commended itself to scholars. There is every evidence of course
to show that the Chronicler was greatly interested in genealogies and could use
them upon occasion. I Chronicles, 1-9, shows how much interested he is in
genealogies. But we must also remember that the age in which the Chronicler
lived and the age before the Chronicler were also interested in lists of names.
The Elephantine pa^ri coming from the Jewish temple at Yeb give us long lists of
names that were on record there. (Sachau, Tafeln 17-20). If the Egyptians at Yeb
L

were so much interested in names and the record of those who had made gifts to
the temple, how much more would the Jews at Jerusalem be interested in nemes
when matters of membership in the community and questions of intermarriage
depended upon the ability to show a pure lineage. There were then in the
archives at the Temple, lists that the Chronicler could find at hand and could
insert. In the list in Nehemiah 7, for instance, we find that the laity stand
at the head of the list and not the priests or Levite6. If the Chronicler were
creating the list outright, it is unlikely that he would have placed the laity
before his own group. The scarcity of Levites is also a striking thing if the
Chronicler has created these lists outright. He, elsewhere, gives great promi- »
nence to the Levites and can exaggerate their numbers upon occasion f but,
in both Ezra 2 and Ezra 8:1-14 we have very few Levites given in the lists.
Another point to consider is that the temple-singers and porters are not yet
designated as Levites but are differentiated from them, Neh. 7:43ff, 73,
7:7,24, 10:23ff. It is otherwise with the Chronicler who designates them as
Levites. This would seem to indicate that the Chronicler has not created these
lists out of whole cloth, but that he has them as a source, at least in certain
cases. Then, too, while there are striking resemblances as between these lists,
there are also differences. The use of the word "Males" in the list in Ezra
8:1-14 is an instance in point. This peculiar designation occurs nowhere else.
Eduard Meyer in Entstehung, pp. 135-141, gives an appraisal of these
sources. He ranks Neh. 10:2-28 as the most authentic and most valuable source
of all. These really are those who signed the covenant to keep the law and in
this chapter we have a contemporaneous document of very great value. The use of the
first personal pronoun plural leads him to believe that this ia a first hand
source and the list of those who actually signed the covenant. Ezra 2, Ezra 8:1-14,
Ezra 10:18ff, and Nehemiah 3:1-32 he ranks highly as independent sources. But the
lists in Neh. 11:4-36 and 12:1-26 "seem to offer further rich material but apart
from the list of priests in Nehemiah 12, all this data is as good as worthless."
(p. 139). This material is from the Chronicler and is of no value according to the
opinion of Meyer. "Anyone who will analyze these lists and compare them with the
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genuine lists in Ezra 2 and Nehemiah 10, will see a heaven wide difference. They
carry the stamp of the tine of the Chronicler. Instead of the families of the
genuine lists there appear here persons with long genealogical trees in which
family names known to us are woven in with invented personal names. The popula-
tion of Judah is divided according to the tribes of Benjamin and Judah which had
in reality a long time ago disappeared. From this history there is nothing at
all to learn and it is pure arbitrariness when one would hold Kolchos for a Jewish
and has-Senua for a Benjaminite family because the author wills it so." (189)*
Meyer then prints a long list of names taken from iVeh. 12, parallel to a list of
names taken from I Chron. 9, to show that the Chronicler is responsible for
both. In Neh. 11:12 the Chronicler writes, "The overseer of the Levites at
Jerusalem was Uzzi, the son of Bani, the son of Hashabiah, the son of Mattaniah,
the son of Mica, of the sons of Asaph, the singers over the business of the
house of God." Here the singer is made of more importance than the Levite. So,
also, in verses 23 and 24, there is an exaltation of the singers which is a sign
of the Chronicler. They are there referred to as having a royal provision in
their behalf end Pethahiah is referred to as at the king's hand in all affairs
that pertained to the people* "History and chronology trouble the Chronicler
little when he deals with himself or his party, for we have to do with a time
in these verses when there is a king and he brings his imagination of the time
of David entirely unconsciously into the post-exilic period. That here the word
"King" should refer to the King of Persia is a little too much of an exege ;ical
evasion." (p« 191). Smend, years before the time of Meyer, had complained of the
carelessness o:" the Chronicler as he had dealt with lists of names and had
spoken of Neh. 11 (cf I Chron. 9) in this connection. Our study in the Memoirs
of Nehemiah has shown us that in Neh. 3:1-32 we also have traces of the Chronicler.
This does not mean that the Chronicler has made up these lists entirely, but
that there are evidences more or less sure in these three lists, that he has
been especially at work. Some lists of names may well have been used by the
Chronicler and freely worked over in Neh. 3, 11, 12.
I
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Meyer* s conclusion in regard to the lists in Ezra 2 and Neh. 7 is
very conservative. If his position there is correct, then Koster» s position
would be forever overthrown. The following are the conclusions to which he
comes after the longest and most thoroughgoing study of the lists to be found
in any language:
(1) The lists contain only families which have returned from Exile,
not the population already in the land,
(2) The detailed place names are the native places of the non-possess-
ing population carried into the Exile, not their dwelling-place after the Exile.
(3) The lists of laity and priests in Ezra 2 (Neh. 7) is considerably
older than those in Neh. 10 and Ezra 10; that is, than the time of Ezra and Nehemi-
ah. The later families which continue in Neh. 10 and Ezra 10 are to be regarded
as a continuation of the relationships of Ezra 2 (Neh. 7).
(4) The family of Hakkos which in Ezra 2 is excluded from the priest-
hood, is later and indeed, at the time of Ezra,, recognized as a priestly family.
Therefore, Ezra 2 is considerably older than Ezra.
"All of this shows that, the modern doubts are ungrounded and that
there is no reason to doubt the superscription of Neh. 7:5 and to declare
"Then found I the book of the genealogy of those who had come back at the first"
to be an interpolation." (p. 191). He thinks that the list of returning
Exiles was made out before the caravan dissolved.
Whether we can hold to the idea that 50,000 Exiles returned in 538 B. C.
will be taken up in the later discussion. Most modern scholars do not accept
any such a large return but it is interesting that the two men who have made the
most thoroughgoing and painstaking study of the lists, Eduard Mayer and R. Smend,
both agree that the list in Ezra 2 is a reliable and an accurate report of those
who returned. This would of course swamp the position of Kosters who says that
there was no return of the Exiles before the time of Ezra end would certainly
invalidate the position of Torrey, that there was no return at all.
The motive that led to the formation of such lists is not far to seek.
They grew up out of the necessity for a sharp differentiation between the true
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Israel and the false. This idea of the "holy seed" found in Ezekiel an evangelist
and found in the conditions of the Exile, a field in which it would naturally
spring up. It was necessary if the Jews were to retain their racial and religious
individuality in the midst of an alien people that they observe rigorously the
matter of blood in marriage and intermarriage. Even before the time of the Exile
as reflected in the lawbook Deuteronomy they were forbidden to intermarry with
certain specified foreigners. The conditions of the Exile made it all the more
necessary that they preserve their racial and religious inheritance with the
greatest rigor. Anywhere in the world one could be a Jew but he must be a member
of the Jewish community in order to be so and to have a relationship with his
God. Therefore, it was necessary that they preserve their Jewish standing and
blood. They must separate themselves from their half heathen brethren. This was
what was back of the marriage reforms of Ezra and Nehemiah but their attitude was
in turn an outgrowth of the teaching of Ezekiel and the conditions of the Exile.
The fact that the Exiles were stricter in these matters than the mative population
in Judah and Jerusalem led the Gola to regard itself as the "holy seed" and
the true bearers of the name of Israel. (Ezra 9:2, 8:2,9, 9:1, 10:1,5,10,25, 4:3,
Neh. 7:T, 1:6, 2:10, 9:lf). Thus a consciousness that was felt even before the
Exile concerning the correctness of family standing was intensified by the con-
ditions of the Exile and the preaching of Ezekiel, the prophet, so that during the
Exile and after, not only among the priests and Levites, but also among the laity
there was felt this need of an accurate register of family matters pertaining to
ancestry. It is easy to see how lists of names would grow up and would be re-
tained at the temple of those whose blood was pure and who were in the select
group that had returned from th° Exile. These lists the Chronicler found to his
fancy and used frequently and freely. The individual expressions found in these
lists that remind us of the Chronicler may be due to: (l) the fact that the
Chronicler did not entirely create his own language, (2) the fact that the tendency
of the Chronicler was largely the tendency of the lists. But that the Chronicler
created these lists in toto is not at all likely. At least this can be said for
the lists found in Ezra 2, Ezra 8:1-14, Ezra 10:18ff, and Neh. 10. Greater evi-

dences for the presence of the Chronicler can be found in Neh. 3, 11, 12. Neh. 12,
at least in its present form, must come from the time of Alexander the Gre«t for
ire have the mention of Jaddua in the list of high priests and he was as late as the
Greek period. Of all these lists, the one in Ezra 2 (Neh. 7), is by long odds the
most important and will have to be considered at far greater length when we come
to the discussion of the historicity of a return from the Exile before the time
of Ezra,
* For a lengthy discussion of Ezra 2 (Neh. 7) see pp. 228ff below

CHAPTER V
THE CHRONICLER
•
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That the Chronicler has had to do with the books of Ezra-Nehemiah in
their present form is admitted by almost every writer in modern times and for
the following reasons:
(1) Numerous evidences of the style of the Chronicler are to be found
in Ezra-Nehemiah.
(2) The historical point of view of the Chronicler and the tendency from
which he writes history are to be found in the books Ezra-Nehemiah.
(3) There is evidence to show that originally the books of Chronicles
and Ezra-Nehemiah were one continuous book. This is shown by the overlaoping of
the last of II Chronicles and the first few verses of Ezra.
This matter could be gone into in detail but it is hardly necessary as
this point of view is now all but unanimously accepted. The real questions that
arise in regard to the Chronicler are (l) Does the Chronicler have sources beyond
E,N, and A or was he the sole author outside of these sources? and (2) Do the pas-
sages from the Chronicler have any historical value whatsoever?
The Chronicler is the most battered character among the writers of the
Old Testament and perhaps justly so, for we find that a comparison of Kings and
Chronicles leaves much to be desired from the historical point of view in our use
of the Chronicler.
Torrey is the most extreme in his statements a.n to the historical relia-
bility of the Chronicler and extends the parts for which he is responsible to a
very large part of the books of Ezra-Nehemiah. He feels that the Chronicler is re-
sponsible for the first six chapters of Ezra, with the exception of the Aramaio
source. This, however, is from the "school of the Chronicler". The Chronicler cre-
ates freely, not only Ezra 1,3,4:1-7, but also the list of names in Ezra 2. He
holds too, that E is all from the Chronicler so that nothing remains for Torrey
that is not from the Chronicler in all of the book of Ezra, except a portion which
comes from the school of the Chronicler. The Chronicler cannot write history so
that Ezra is largely eliminated as a source for postexilic Judaism. Torrey calls
attention to the tendency of the Chronicler, a tendency which we all recognize.
"The Chronicler wrote history carrying back into the past centuries the genealogy
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of the families who in his day constituted the loyal Jewish chruch at Jerusalem and
in neighboring towns, excluding all others from legitimacy. He exaggerates his facts
in order to get the result of glorifying Judah, Jerusalem, the temple, the priests, the
Levites, the singers, the porters, and the temple servants. His thesis is to prove
that the pure blood and true worship were transmitted only by way of Babylonia".
(Ezra Studies, pp. 208, 212). This is the tendency of the Chronicler and it makes
itself felt both in his work as editor and as a writer.
As an editor, the Chronicler (1) alters by minor insertions and additions
or by omissions. Thfls, in II Chron. 34:30 he inserts the words wAnd the Levites."
In II Chron. 5:11-13 he inserts a passage in which the Levitical musicians are given
their due when the ark is brought to Jerusalem. Other illustrations of this can be
found in I Chron. 11:41-47, 14:17, II Chron. 9:26, 7:6. Torrey says the Chronicler
had no source for these outside of his own imagination and a desire to make an im-
pression.
(2) As an editor, the Chronicler also makes thorough-going alterations
although there are relatively few of these passages. Here we have thorough re-
vision in the interest of the Chronicler* s tendency as in II Chron. 24:4-14,
22:10-23:21 and Chapter 34. We also have abridgment of material where material of
no particular value to the Chronicler is condensed as in II Chron. 22:7-9 and 32:1-23.
Finally, we find that once in a while he will compose freely a passage of considerable
length upon the basis of a few words in the original sources as in II Chron. 35:20-24,
II Chron, 2 and 3. Here he found Kings too meagre and wanted to add to it.
In Ezra-Nehemiah we find two sources only that the Chronicler uses as
editor - A (but written by one from the school of the Chronicler) and N. Every-
thing else is from the Chronicler as. free^narr^t^^ including the lists of names and E.
All sources referred to by the Chronicler/such as "Acts of Samuel," ".Ants of
Nathan the Prophet," "Acts of Gad the Seer," were non-existent. He 'simply quotes
these for effect in order to seourt atmosphere and authority. The reason for this
is that the style thruout is that of the Chronicler *md the tendency is the same.
It is impossible to think that Nathan, Gad, and Ah^'jah all wrote in the seme style
and in the style of the Chronicler and that the tendency of all should be the same.

'"The necessary conclusion is that all of the material of I and II Chronicles,
not derived from our canonical books
;
was all freely composed by the Chronicler
himself in pursuit of his apologetic aim." (Ezra Studies, p. 231). "Whatever the
Chronicler has kimself written in the way of addition or alteration is freely in-
vented and unhistorical. Any narrative coming from the Chronicler's hand cannot
possibly be treated as substantially representing an older souroe. Wherever he
employs his own language the substan ce is also his and if traces of his presence
are numerous throughout a given passage the overwheJning probability is that he
had no written source for it." (Ezra Studies p. 242f ) . The method of procedure
is thus quite summary. Such and such a passage shows evidence of the STYLE of the
Chronicler, therefore, it is from the Chronicler. The Chronicler cannot write
history and makes use of no sources older than himself so there is no historical
value to this passage. Torrey is inconsistent here for he rules out sources like
the "Acts of Nathan the prophet" in Chronicles, but makes place for N and a modi-
fied A in Ezra and Nehemiah. If he uses A and N why not have other sources as
well? As a matter of fact, Mr. Torrey does not KNOW any such thing about the prac-
tice of the Chronicler for it is an argument from silence pure and simple and can,
in the nature of the case, not be proven. If I and II Kings were lost and had
never been known at al 1 by modern critics, then on the basis of the argument from
silence, we could say that all of the books I and II Chronicles were without
sources, but we know that the writer of Chronicles did use Kings. Kings is in
existence and we can compare the two. We know too, that he had N and A, Torrey
admits. that. Why not hold then that he had other sources as well, such as the
lists and E? Reasoning from analogy, is not the strongest argument there is, but
it is at least as strong as an argument from silence. The argument of Torrey and
others that everything that the Chronicler relates is patterned upon earlier events
in the history of Israel, and therefore, did not occur, is subject to the objection
that events may in v^ry fact occur twice. He holds that the reading of the law in
the time of Ezra is simply a pattern of the reading of the law as related in the
time of Josiah and did not occur. What is to hinder us from those earlier ones told
of Asa, Jehoshaphat, Eezekiah, and Josiah. Are we to suppose then that Ezra's reform
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never took place? It is well for us to remember that two events of that sort might
well happen and what we know of the way that human nature moves, we might well
expect that the thing would occur again and again before the reform was really a
part of the life of the Jewish people so that the further reform was unnecessary.
This verdict of Torrey against the Chronicler is shared by others who
have but little regard for any passage which comes from the Chronicler. The
difference is that they do not assign so much to the Chronicler as does Torrey.
Men like Eduard Meyer, Schrader, Jahn, Rosters, et al, are very sceptical of the
Chronicler a6 an historian, but they feel as if Torrey has assigned too much to the
Chronicler. Meyer holds that the Chronicler is unreliable as an historian for the
following passages: for Ezra 6:16-22 (pp 1,}3) for the terms of the Cyrus Edict
(p.49), for Ezra 1:9-11 (p. 72), for «zra 3 (p. 73), for Neh. 11:3-19, 21-24
(pp. 92, 97, 106, 140, 161, 164, 189f), for Ezra 4:1-5 (p. 124). Meyer holds that
for all of the time before Ezra we are dependent upon A and Haggai and Zechariah
1 6
end that the account of the rebuilding of the temple as we have it in Ezra 3 -4,
is without value. He holds, however, that the lists at least in part, are not from
the Chronicler and do have value. Schrader, too, is very critical of the work of
the Chronicler as it is found in Ezra 1, 3, 4:1-7. He believes that in the case
of Ezra 1 that there was a source back of the Chronicler, but for Chapter 3 he feels
that it comes "wholly from the pen of the Chronicler. A thorough investigation of
the chapter has led me to believe that it affords not one statement in regard to
the building of the temple which the author has not borrowed from some already ex-
isting Old Testament sources, or which could not be won through any easy combina-
tion." (Schrader, Die Dauer, etc. p. 481). This borrowing is partly from Neheihiah,
cf. Neh. 8:1, Ezra 3:1, partly from I and II Chron., partly from Kings. Thus he
feels that this chapter is "Deprived of historical value." Schrader does not feel,
however, that the Chronicler consciously falsified history but that he held the
view that he reports in common with others of his time. Schrader is cautious in
regard to locking upon all of this as a purely subjective creation. "It is diffi-
cult to see what interest v.'ould have led just one individual this way. Then, too,
would he have dared on his own motion to go contrary to the tradition and to give a
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restatement of events according to his own subjective findings? He started to
rewrite his history with certain sources. Some of these he misunderstood, some he
put in bodily. He proceeded in good faith and did not consciously make a falsifi-
cation of the history. He had two original sources, Ezra 5-6 and Ezra 4:8-23.
This last one he misunderstood and interpreted it to refer to obstruction to the
temple When it really referred to the walls." (Die Dauer, etc., p. 502f)
This may he regarded as a sort of mediating position, radical in its
view of the reliability of the Chronicler but freeing him from any ethical delin-
quency and reducing the number of passages for which the Chronicler is responsible.
c
Clear at the other extreme stand men like Jampel, Nikel, Van Hoonaker, and
others who defend the work of the Chronicler and find no contradiction between the
passages found in the Chronicler and those in A, E,and N #
There is another school of men with whom I find myself in sympathy as
a result of a study of the facts. It is critical of the Chronicler both as to
his tendency and his use of sources, but it recognizes that he may very well have
had sources and that he is not so free with his reconstruction of history as we
have been led to suppose. It is extremely difficult to say just how much history
there is in the accounts that come from the Chronicler but to deny that there is
any history is certainly going too far. While admitting that the Chronicler does
write history from the tendency point of view, we must at the same time sound a
word of caution in regard to ruling out any passage as being unhistorical which
betrays the style of the Chronicler. Some of the considerations that incline us
to this cautious point of view will now be discussed.
(1) The lists of names found in Ezra-Nehemiah were once confidently
assigned to the Chronicler and are still so assigned by many writers. V»'e must
admit that the Chronicler was fond of s\ach lists. The first nine chapters of I Chron.
certainly prove that he was fond of such lists and used them upon occasion. But
when we say that they are the free creation of the Chronicler, we are going beyond
our premises. Tie know from the Elephantine papyri (see Sachau, Tafeln, 17-20)
that such lists of names were common in the post-exilic days in Egypt and probably
more so in Palestine where greater emphasis was laid upon genealogy than in Egypt.
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1 Then, too, there are differences in these lists of names as a study of Nehemiah
11:3-24 es compared with I Chron. 9:2-17 will reveal. The use of the word "Males"
in the list of names Ezra 8:1-14 is unique and may well show that a different person
was responsible for that list as compared with other lists. It is very likely that
lists of names were kept on record in the archives of the temple, especially in the
post-exilic days when correctness of genealogy was so important to the establishment
of membership in the community. More about this is unnecessary in view of the
discussion of the last chapter.
(2) The Chronicler uses other sources of which we have trace such as
Samuel, Kings, E. A. and N. By analogy we might argue that he may have had sources
beck of other statements of his which he does not quote verbatim but which he freely
uses. For example in Ezra 1:2-4, we have the Cyrus decree. This is regarded by
almost all critics not to be the actual words of Cyrus but rather the words of the
Chronicler. But back of the words that we have in these verses, we may well have a
genuine decree of Cyrus that the Chronicler was using. So also the appearance of the
Persian word, "MIthredath" , in Ezra 1:8 teatifies to an underlying source^ for we
do not see where the Chronicler could have borrowed it. Sheshbazzar must also have
been mentioned, due to an older source for why would the Chronicler introduce
Sheshbazzar only to have him replaced by Zerubbabel in Chapter 3, if the whole were
simply the free creation of the Chronicler? It was held that back of the rejection of
the Samaritan offer to help rebuild the temple, Ezra 4:1-5, there was no history,
that it was simply the projection back into early days of an hostility that grew up
*
in the time of Nehemiah. But Rothstein has shown, as I think conclusively, that
Haggai 2:10-14 refers to that very incident and thus we have a contemporaneous
witness to the reliability of the Chronicler's statement in Ezra 4:1-5 that the
Samaritans did offer to help build the temple and that their offer was rejected. So
also in the report concerning the setting up of the altar in Ezra 3:3 we undoubtedly
have a reliable tradition as to what would a priori happen and probably what did as a
matter of fa^ct happen. Back of 3:12-13 in which it is related how a comparison was
mad© between the first temple and the second to the disfavor of the second, we have a
source in Haggai 2:2ff.
* For the details of Rothstein' s position see pp. 321-24 below.
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The referenCe to the colonization of Samaria by Esarhaddon as related
in Ezra4:2 has been referred to as unauthentic by Schrader and Winckler because
no mention of it is made in the Bible other than here. Sargon tells us of two different
colonizations of Samaria but the second of these is not mentioned in Kings.
According to the argument from silence it must not have occurred since it is not
mentioned in Kings. But we have the inscription to prove that it did occur. "The Haipa
of distant Arabia which dwell on the coast,whp know no art of writing, I led away
and settled in Samaria". These are unmentioned in II Kings 17. There was a de-
portation from Palestine to Assyria under Ashurbanipa] . ( Ashurbanipal Annals, Col. 9
115-128). The colonizing of Einrhaddon is not mentioned in Kings but it is known to
the Chronicler. (Cf. Esarhaddon,Inschriften, Zerbrochenes Prisma Col.5Z and II Chron. 33)
All of this goes to show that we must exercise great caution in ruling out the Chronicler
as having no historical value. Everywhere we find traces of an older narrative under-
lying the Chronicler's story, we have just that much more evidence of the fact that the
Chronicler v;as not ir.erely a novelist both stu.jid and false, but that he had some regard
for the facts even though he picked the facts to suit his case.
(3) There are some a P riori considerations that make in the same direction.
The Hebrew people had splendid memories and in the things that pertained to religion
they were particularly tenacious. At the time that the Chronicler wrote, the Jews and
the Samaritans were in strained relations and both would be careful that no falsified
story of the origin of the schism be written. It is doubtful if any historian would
have dared to publish a story of the origin of the schism that was in direct con-
tradiction to the traditions of both the Jews and the Samaritans. It is also
a priori likely that there would have been sources of one sort and another that were
kept at the temple relating to the history of the temple. That would be very likely
particularly in regard to its founding. Y/e know definitely of such records at the
*
Jewish ter.ple at Yeb, why not also at Jerusalem? May it not be true that the Chron-
icler ad access to some such documents dealing with Levites, priests, feasts,
The Elephantine Papyri, pp. 144ff . above.
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festivals, genealogies, the law, the rebuilding of the Temple. Just because a
report comes from the Chronicler does not mean that he had no source for it
end that it is therefore historically incredible. The Chronicler 's mixedf chronology
is evidenced by 4:7-24, and he believes that all the events of Ezra 1-4:5
happened in the reign of CyruB . Ezra 4:5 shows that when he says, "the
builders were frustrated all the days of Cyrus, King of Persia, even until the
reign of Darius, King of Persia." He held that Ezra 2 was a list of those who
went back in the time of Cyrus and that the returned Exiles started work on the altar
and Temple at onoe but were stopped until the time of Darius. He holds all of
this, but that does not mean that there was no return of Exiles. His trouble may
well be largely a matter of chronology. Vnhat actually occurred under the reign
of Darius, he places under the reign of Cyrus. So, also, the Chronicler places
Ezra before Nehemiah, a position that probably cannot be held as we shall see later.
But that does not mean that Ezra did not exist and that some of the events and
actions ascribed to him did not occur.
On the basis of the arguments like these, many have concluded that
the Chronicler is not to be ruled out as unreliable and with no sources for
what he has to say, except his ov/n imagination. Sellin (Studien, etc. p. 157)
says that the Chronicler is neither a blockhead nor a falsifier. ("Dummkopf und
Falscher"). McFayden is also very cautious in his appraisal of the Chronicler,
"He does not invent his facts* He modifies, amplifies, and transposes but always
upon the basis of fact. His fidelity in transcribing N shows that he was not
unscrupulous in treating his sources." (Intro, p. 343). "The Chronicler stood
relatively near to Ezra. Records and lists were kept in those days and he was
doubtless in possession of more first-hand documents than appears in his book."
(McFayden, p. 344). Batten, after placing all of Ezra 3 in the reign of Darius,
sees in that chapter the Chronicler's version of a Hebrew tradition which he is
inclined to rank as having norp historical value than A. J. W. Rothstein is
inclined to put much of Ezra 3 in the reign of Darius and sees in it historical
material which can be paralleled by sections from Haggai and Zechariah. Thus
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we see a tendency to be more end more conservative in dealing with the Chronicler.
G. B. Gray ioins also in a cautious statement of how the Chronicler uses his
sources. "The Chronicler uses sources wiich he has wrongfully put together, but
he did not create them himself." (Critical Introduction, etc., p. 104),
The chief sins of the Chronicler have been in the dis-arrangement of the
documents, which es we will see in Part III, is a very serious matter; the
misunderstanding of Persian chronology; and the following of the line of his
tendency in such matters as placing a very great return in the time of Cyrus, the
placing of Ezra before Nehemiah, and the reading of the Samaritan schism back into
the time of Cyrus. But that we cannot accept the Chronicler as having value as an
historical source is going too far, - muc'i farther than the facts in the case
will permit us to go. Occasionally we will have to make use of the Chronicler as
furnishing us reliable data for the history of the Jews, after the Exile, and if
the conclusions of this chapter have been correct, we can do so with good grace
and the promise that we are not far astray.

CHAPTER VI
THE VALUE OF I ESDRAS AS A SOURCE
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Brief mention should be made of the value of I Esdras as bearing upon
the history of this period and as testifying to a valuable manuscript of which
it is the translation. The contents of this edition in comparison with the
Massoretic text are as follows:
Esdras Massoretic
Chap. 1 equals II Chron. 35-36
Chap. 2:1-15 equals Ezra I
Chap. 2:16-30 equals Ezra 4:7-24
Chap. 3:1-5:6 equals Not inEzra
Chap. 5:7-73 equals Ezra 2: 1-4:5
Chap. 6-7 equals Ezra 5-6
Chap. 8:1-9:36 equals Ezra 7-10
Chap. 9:37-55 equals Neh. 7:72-8:12
The terdency in textual criticism has been increasingly to look upon
I Esdras as having independent and important value both for the restoration of
the text and in certain parts at least as furnishing the better order of events.
The evolution of opinion upon the value of Esdras has thus been strongly in the
direction of making it a valuable source, some going so far as to make it even
more valuable as a source than our canonical Ezra. Let us note four or five
of the stages in the evolution of opinion in regard to this book.
(1) Keil, Bissell, Schurer (formerly) held that I Esdras was a free
compilation from the Greek of our oanonical Ezra. This view has been forced
to give way due to the fact that no translator would have handled his original
so freely if he were making a translation,
(2) Ewald and Thackeray (in Hastings Bible Dictionary) say that
I Esdras comes from a lost Greek Version of Chronicles-Ezra-Nehemiah.
(3) Michaelis, Trendelburg, Pholman, Herzfeld, Fritsche, hold it to be
«• direct and independent translation of the Hebrew. - Aramaic sources, pre-
supposing two independent recensions of the Hebrew text.
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(4) Sir Henry Howorth followed by Torrey, Cheyne, Nestle, Bertholet,
Gins burg, Theis, Riescler, Jahn, Whiston, hold 1, that I Esdras represents the
original LXX, the original canonical Ezra corresponding to it havin~, been lost.
Theis says, "I Fsdras is an independent and direct translation of an older and
better recension of the Hebrew - Aramaic original text." (Geschichtliche und
literarkritische Fragen in Ezra 1-6, p.7) • He also holds that our Ezra is from the
translation of Theodotion. Torrey also regards I Esdras as the original LXX
and that the present LXX is really the text of Theodotion. Many scholars feel
that Torrey* s work upon Esdras is the best part of his book. The reasons given
for holding that I Esdras is the original and genuine LXX are as follows:
(a) Its use by Josephus
(b) Its precedence of II Esdras in the great uncials, 'there it is
designated Esdras A.
(c) Its origin at a time vihen Chronicles-Ezra-Nehemiah formed one book^
Howorth and Torrey both argue that it is a fragment taken out of the middle of
that book,
(d) Its preservation of a better Hebrew text at places than II Esdras.
(e) I Esdras and the LXX of Daniel go back to one translator. This
shows that I Esdras is the true LXX since the true LXX of Daniel is by the same
translator as I Esdras.
(f) The fact that Origen' s Hexapla used I Esdras as the true LXX and
that in the foreword of the Syriac version in Walton's Polyglot it is said
that this version was made from the LXX are external testimony to the fact that
I Esdras was the original LXX.
(g) Howorth also maintains that in the Syriac version of Paulus of
Telia and that in the Vetus Itala, I Esdras had the place that Ezra now holds
in bur canon.
(h) Some have actually argued that its historical accuracy is better
than our canonical Ezra and that therefore it must be the original LXX.
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This position has been increasingly accepted by scholars until at the
present time it is felt that I Esdras is a very valuable and important witness
ft
both to textual and histo^cal problems in connection with this period and that
it reflects a text which is very early and independent from our canonical Ezra.
Some are willing to say that it is a more valuable book than our Ezra. At any rate
we are led to believe that I Esdras had a Semitic text of ancient date of which it
was the free and idiomatic version 9-ndn Ksdras is a slavish rendering of our
present Massoretic. Thus I Esdras i; valuable as testifying to an early independent
text. Some places I Esdras is to be followed and some places Ezra is to be followed,
but I Esdras can never be ignored.
I Esdras contains more than our book Ezra. The section 3:1-5:6 is not
to be found in^zra at all. Two whole chapters of II Chronicles are in I Esdras.
All of Ezra is in Esdras, except Vs. 4:6. Neh. 7:72-8:12 is in Esdras.
The order of events in Esdras is different from that in Ezra in two main
points. First, the Artaxerxes correspondence
;
Ezra 4:7-24^is placed immediately
after Ezra 1 and thus in the reign of Cyrus just after the return of Sheshbazzar.
Josephus^who follows I Esdras
;
sees the inconsistency of the word Artaxerxes in
the correspondence and so places Cambyses in the place of Artaxerxes. Second, a
part of the Ezra story which is to be found in Nehemiah in our canonical books, is
removed from that place and connected with Ezra 7-10. Thus, I Esdras connects
Neh. 7:72-8:12 with Exra 10 (cf. I Esdras 9:36 and 9:37). This last is probably
the right order as will be seen later in Part III. But the first is probably the
wrong order as will also be later pointed out. Suffice it to say here that such
an arrangement would mean the placing of Artaxerxes before Darius I and it would
be an account of the stopping of the rebuilding of the temple before the work
on it was begun.
I Esdras 3:1-4:41 tells the story of the Three Guardsmen. This is
generally recognized to be an interpolation and legendary in character and no
part of the original I Esdras. The case with I Esdras 4:42-5:6 is different
according to Torrey and Batten. This is what is needed to come after Ezra 1
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and "before Ezra 3. Something has fallen out of our canonical Ezra between Ezra 1
and Ezra 3 which the list of names in Ezra 2 does not supply. Torrey finds that
I Esdras 4:42-5:6, omitting vss . 4:43-47a, 57-61, supplies this vacancy, and is
written by the Chronicler. He holds that the events took place in the reign of
Cyrus, an interpolator changing Cyrus to Darius in vss. 52 and 56. Batten holds
that the events took pxace in the reign of Darius and that Ezra 3 belongs to the
reign of Darius and not to that of Cyrus. This is the point where Batten claims
that he has brought new light to bear upon the first six chapters of Ezra. Ezra 3
thus becomes a valuable historical source in essential agreement with Haggai and
Zechariah, but it causes Batten to distrust the Aramaic sources in Ezra 5-6. Many
hold that at this point Batten has made an error in method by holding a chapter that
has been freely worked over by the Chronicler to have more value than the Aramaic
source. Batten, pp. 103ff, claims to have recovered for the Bible canon , 18 verses.
They are I Esdras 4:47-53, 57-63 and 6:1-6. These belong to the original story
which comes between Ezra 1 and 3 and contain a story of the trip to Jerusalem of
Zerubbabel and refer not to Sheshbazzar in the time of Cyrus, but rather to
Zerubbabel in the reign of Darius* They connect directly with Ezra 2-3. This theory
of Batten will have to be examined later when the reconstruction of the history
takes place. It represents a bold acceptance and use of I Esdras which will have to
be increasingly reckoned with in future discussions of the Ezra-Nehemiah books. It
looks as if the use of I Esdras for textual and historical criticism had come to
stay.

PART III
CRITICAL RECONSTRUCTION OF THE HISTORY

CHAPTER I
THE RETURN FROM THE EXILE
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The traditional theory of the history from the time of Cyrus until the
completion of the temple is as follows: In the first year of the reign of Cyrus
a decree was granted by him authorizing the building of the temple at Jerusalem
and the return of those Jews to Palestine who desired to go. Some 42,360, aooording
to Ezra 2, availed themselves of the opportunity and returned to Palestine under
the leadership of Sheshbazzar who took with him the temple vessels. The first thing
that was done after the return was to erect the altar. In connection with this,
there was a solemn festival. Contracts were then made with Phoenician masons and
carpenters to rebuild the temple and the foundation stone was laid in the second
year of the return under Cyrus. The Samaritans offered to help with the work, their
offer was dedined and they hindered the work until the second year of the reign
of Darius. They then took up the work again under the preaching of Zecharieh and
Hape-ai and this time, when their adversaries came to investigate the situation, they
referred to the decree of Cyrus. Darius, finding the decree of Cyrus, let them
go on to the completion of the temple which took place in the sixth year of the
reign of Darius. This, in brief, is the story of the return and of the rebuild-
ing of the temple as we have it related in the first six chapters of the book of
Ezra. There are really two matters that come up for consideration in connection
with this history, - one has to do with the ret\irn from the Exile and the other
has to do with the building of the temple. In this chapter we wi 11 discuss the
return from the Exile gnd in the next chapter we will discuss the building of the
Temple. Critical problems of great seriousness have been raised in connection
with each of these events which call for our attention.
The first critical problem is this: Was there a return from the Exile
at all? Kosters says that there was no return from the Fxile until the time of
Ezra and others s?j y there was none et all. Babylonian influences had nothing
to do with the reconstitution of the Jewish church and community after the Exile.
It was all the work of the native population of Palestine and not the work of the
returned Exiles. V»"hat are the arguments that have been put forth in favor of this
view? An analysis of this matter is perhaps the most importent work of this

dissertation.
Dr. W. H. Kosters in 1893, published a book, "Die Wiederherstellung
Israels in der persischen Periode" (Heidelberg, uebersetz von Basedow, 1895),
in which he came out with the thesis that there was no return from the Exile
until the time of Ezra. Maurice Vernes, a French writer, had hinted at such
a possibility in 1889 but had not gone into the matter in any thorough-going
fashion. The arguments by which Kosters was led to the conclusion that there
was no return from the Exile under Cyrus will be stated, the arguments of others
since Kosters in favor of the same conclusion will then be given. This will
be fo lowed by a statement of what we owe to Kosters and his school. Finally,
there will be a discussion of the arguments in favor of a return. The larger
nuestion will always be: What were the influences that reconstituted Judaism
after the Exile, Babylonian or Palestinian?
In brief, the argument of Kosters is as follows: Haggai and
Zechariah know nothing of a return from the Exile seventeen years before.
They refer to the return from the Exile as something which is to occur later.
Furthermore, when they address the people and call upon them to rebuild the
temple, they are not addressing the returned Exiles, but the people of Pales-
tine who never have been in Exile. We cannot depend upon Ezra 1-6. The
Aramaic sources in Ezra 5-6 are not authentic. The list in Ezra 2 (Neh# 7)
comes from the time of the restored community in the days of Nehemiah and is
not at all a list of those "who went up at the first." So far as the rest
of the first six chapters are concerned, they come from the Chrcnicler who is
not a reliable historian and when found in contradiction to contemporary wit-
nesses like Haggai and Zechariah, certainly^**® °^ to be followed. Furthermore,
Nehemiah in its genuine sedioms, knows nothing of a return before the time of
Nehemiah and the same is true of Ezra. This leads us then to the conclusion that
before the time of Ezra, whom Kosters places after Nehemiah, there was no
return from the Exile. But how then shall we account for the tradition in the
early chapters of Ezra? That is simple enough. The true Isr&vl, according to
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later tradition, was made up of returned Exiles. These must have had part in
the building of the temple and in the rebuilding of the walls. The chapters in
Ezra ere thus the attempt of the Chronicler to show that the GOLA was present
at all stages of the restoration and responsible for it. Having secured a
general summary of the argument let us state it with Kosters in more detail.
Here will be omitted those arguments which deal with the authenticity of
documents. These have been discussed at length in Part II
•
(l) Kosters holds that no work was done on the Temple until the second
year of Darius. If that were the case, then there was no return under Cyrus,
for we cannot imagine that this large group of Exiles would wait seventeen years
before they began on the work that they were commissioned by Cyrus to do, Haggai,
Zechariah, pnd the Aramaic document all testify that there was a beginning of the
work on the temple in the second year of Darius while only the Chronicler testifies
to any work being' done in the reign Df Cyrus. The verses used by Kosters in this
argument are Haggai 2:18, Zechariah 1:16, 4:9, 6:12ff, 8:9-10. Upon the basis
of these he concludes that the laying of the foundation stone of the Temple was
not in the reign of Cyrus, but in that of Darius. So also, the story of the
erecting of an altar as r- ported in Ezra 3:1-7 is not authentic. The report comes
from the Chronicler and is suspicious for that reason. The chances are that soon
after the destruction of Jerusalem in 586, the people came back and re-established
the altar upon the old site. The Jews in Palestine had not waited all of these
years to offer sacrifice. After the conquest of Samaria even the heathen colonists
wanted to worship the god of the land and had asked for a priest of Jahve, (II Kings
17:24ff). Shall not the Jews left behind in Palestine have restored before now the
altar of burnt-offering? Haggai 2:14 shows that there was an altar but it need
not be the one mentioned in Ezra 3:3, but one that had b<=en in existence for years.
If there was a return in 538 with 5,000 (Ez. l.Mt) temple vessels and plenty of money
from the royal treasury, it is passing strange that these 42,360 (Ezra 2:64) did
not do anything on the temple until the second -ear of Darius. The Chronicler saw
this and knew that such a long period of idleness must be accounted for. So he
says the work was started and was hindered until the second year of Darius, (Ezra
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4:4f). Thus we are indebted to the Chronicler for the idea that the work was started
under Cyrus and hindered all the years until the reign of Darius. The real fact
is that nothing was done under Cyrus. If that i.6 the case, the question arises as
to whether there was a return under Cyrus. The Chronicler tells us that there was
but we have found him unreliable in other matters and he probably was here. So
there was no return under Cyrus. Kosters regards this mutter of a return as so
closely tied fcith the question of the laying of the cornerstone under Cyrus that
he thinks the one rises or falls with the other, "if the building of the temple
in th^ reign of Cyrus is doubted, then what right have we to believe in a return?"
This argument of Kosters will be examined in detail when we deal with the date of
the rebuilding of the temple which comes in the next chapter. At this point it
will suffice to say that he pushes his premises too far.
of Haggai and Zechariah. If 40,000 Exiles had returned under Cyrus, we would
naturally expect that Haggai and Zechariah would make some mention of them. But
this is not the case. We cannot discover that even a portion of them is mentioned.
The words used are, "ha' am", "people" or "Ha' am hazzeh", "this people (Hg. 1:2,12,
2:14). Occasionally the expression used is "Remnant of people" (Haggai 1:12,14,
2:2) or "Remnant of this people", (Zech. 8:6,11,12). These last two designate a
remnant, a "remaining over" ( "Ueberbleibsel" ) and permit us to think of those left
in Judah. Exactly so were those Judeans who were not carried away designated by
Jeremiah (Jer. 42:2, 15, 19, 43:5, 44:7, 12, 14). So, also, the expression in
Haggai 2:3 # "Who is left among you who has seen this house in its former glory?",
rather implies not returned Exiles but those left in the land. Also Hg. and
Zech. use the expression, '^am ha'arets" (Hg. 2:4, Zech. 7:5). With Ezra and
Nehemiah this expression is used of those whom the returning Exiles looked upon
as uniean and from whom the true Israel must separate itself. (Ezra 9:1, 10:2,
Neh. 10:29, 32). This would lead us to believe that the prophets are not ad-
dressing the returned Exiles but the native population of Palestine. Also Hg.
(2) The second and most important argument of Kosters is the silence
or "House of Judah" never

"Israel." (Zech. 2:16, 8:19. In Zech. 8:13 where "House of Judah end House
of Israel" is used, Kosters, of course, finds an interpolation, that device
of modern critics to get rid of stubborn facts in the text. So, also, in Ezra
5:1-6:15, where the redactor does not speak, the reference is to Judah and
never to Israel. But the expression of Chronicler is "Children of Israel"
(Ezra 3:1, etc.). In the older sections "Israel" is not used but after the time
of Ezra's return "Israel" is used. This speech usage urges against a return.
(It is this argument of Kosters that Wellhausen in his review of Kosters dis-
misses as not being worth a reply.)
Further, the people referred to by Haggai and Zechariah are a per-
fectly settled people. They cultivate fields, have vineyards, olive orchards,
and live in ceiled houses, (Hg. 1:3-6, 2:19, Zech. 8:10-12). They are addressed
as having dwelt for many years in the land. Wellhausen's translation of Haggai
1:9, "All this misery has come upon you on account of my house, which lies waste,
while you hasten to build your houses", would speak against such a view of affairs
the
if it were correct. Kosters will admit no such translation but makes /passage
to read, "Because of my house which lieth waste, while ye run every man to his
own house". Thus the people addressed are not returned Exiles but natives of
Palestine who never went into Exile and who, for many years have been living
in Palestine. This is one of the most important arguments against a return from
*
the Exile and it will be dealt with in the next chapter when we consider the
question as to WHO built the temple.
(3) A third argument, based upon Zechariah, against a return from
Exile under Cyrus is this: The time in which the prophets live is considered
as a time of punishment. Therefore, the Exile cannot be over and there is then
no return before the time of Haggai and Zechariah. ("zech. 1:3-4.} "Thus saith
Jehovah of Hosts, Return unto me and I will return unto you. Be ye not as your
fathers, unto whom the former prophets cried saying, Thus sayeth Jehovah of
hosts, Return now from your evil ways and from your evil doings: but they did
not hear nor hearken unto me, saith Jehovah", Zech. 1:12 points in the same
See below tjd. 294ff

direction. Th<? anger of Jahve is not yet past, M Jahve of Hosts, how long wilt
thou not have mercy on Jerusalem and the cities of Judah, against which thou hast
had indignation these threescore and ten yeers". If the Exiles had returned
40,000 strong just a few years before could Zechariah speak in any such language
as that? So, also, in Zech. 2:16 (English 2:12) the word is, "Jahve shall in-
herit Judah as his portion in the holy land, and shall yet choose Jerusalem"*
This seems to be looking to the future as the time when the return of the Exiles
shall be accomplished. In Zechariah 7:7, the implication is that in the past,
Jerusalem was inhabited and prosperous and it is contrasted with his own age when
that is evidently not the case, "Shall ye not hear the words which Jahve cAted by
the former prophets when Jerusalem was inhabited, and in prosperity and the cities
thereof round about her and the south and the lowland were in-habited?" Would
Zechariah have been able to speak thus if a few years before^ 40,000 people with
5,000 temple vessels, and money from the royal treasury had returned to the land?
These passages all go to show that since the population was carried away bo
Babylonia in 586 that no change in conditions worthy of mention had taken place
and that the time of punishment still continued. Thus Zechariah seems to know
nothing of a return.
(4) A fourth argument based upon Zechariah is as follows: There are
passages in the book which look upon the return as future^ Zechariah 2:5ff
(Eng. 2:lff). "Ho, ho, flee from the land of the north, sayeth Jahve: for I have
spread you abroad as the four winds of the heavens, saith Jahve. Ho Zion,
escape thou that dwelleth with the daughter of Babylon". How can one possibly
understand these verses if he suppose that Cyrus has already let 40,000 "escape"
or "flee" from Babylon. Then, too, one does not need to "flee' from a land which
he can leave freely tvhenever he will. The Persians are still oppressing the
Jews and the return is in the future. There is another possible supposition
and that is that the edict of Cyrus is withdrawn but we know nothing of such
a withdrawal.
Zechariah 8:7-8 brings us to the same conclusion: "Behold I will
save my people from the east country and the west country and I will bring them
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to Jerusalem and they shall dwell in the midst of Jerusalem and they shall be my
people and I shall he their God in truth and in righteousness". That a large
part of them have already returned, the prophet does not indicate. In connection
with this it deserves consideration that Babylon is still considered as the ob-
ject of Jahve's anger. This is indicated by Zech. 6:1-18 especially vs. 8 and
by Zech 2:11 (Eng. 2:6) 5:11.
Only once is the Gola mentioned (Zech. 6:9-15). Here Jahve commands
Zechariah to accept some gifts from a few of the Gola for the Temple. Zech.
6:10 shows that they come from Babylon. But w ith this passage is connected vs. 15
in which Zechariah says, "People from a distant land shall come to build on the
temple of Jahve". How could he say that if at that time 40,000 Exiles were working
upon the Temple? Further, would his prophecy have had any point if right at that
time what he announced was for the most part fulfilled?
Wellhausen regards arguments 3 and 4 to be Roster's "trump card".
I
The place to deal with these arguments is at this point while their statement
is fresh in mind. Arguments one and two will be considered later. They come
primarily in connection with the discussion of the building of the temple, Kosters
has stated very clearly <-nd concisely the evidence in the case, a procedure which
is somewhat in contrast with the laborious rebuttal arguments produced by Sellin
and Van HoorvScer in reply. His argument has also the value of making us question
very seriously whether as many as forty thousand returned in the reign of Cyrus.
If we assume that 42^360 did actually return in the reign of Cyrus, then Kosters
has given us by the foregoing argument, a distinct shock. Most critics have not
been able to recover from the shock and still hold that 42,000 returned. Jampel,
Ni eel, Meyer^ and Van Hoon^Jker still hold to the 42,000 even after Kosters, but
most critics are very cautious in dealing with Ezra 2 since 1895, The above argu-
ments, therefore, are very strong against a belief that 40,000 people returned under
Cyrus but they do not have such weight against a less spectacular theory of a
return. Later*it will be shown that Ezra 2 cannot be used as a list of those
who came up under Cyrus. That takes some of the point off of the argument of
* See below pp. 229-42.
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Kosters before we go any further but we shall not stop with that. Kosters says
that there was no return. The foregoing passages in Zechariah do not prove such
a thesis
.
Kosters holds that the period of punishment is not past, hence the
Exiles hav^ not returned. Rut this is very precarious reasoning for even pfter
the return of Ezra's Gola (which Kosters admits takes place) the idea of punish-
ment is still present. This is an idea that is common with the prophets and is
never completely outgrown. Upon Kosters"* own reasoning, we could argue that Ezra* s
Gola never returned because the idea of punishment is still present in Jewish
theology after the time of Ezra. This persisted down until the time of Daniel and
in all post-exilic literature. This was true also in regard to a return from the
Exile. Kosters argues that there was no return known to Haggai and Zechariah
because they do not mention it and because thoy still think of a return as being in
the future, but here we need to remember that the Diaspora still continued to
exist and it was always the object of hope, as it is to this day in the Zionist
movement, that there would be a return of the scattered flock of Israel to the
Holy lend and the Holy 8ity. As Wellhausen has pointed out in his reply to
Kosters, "The return from Exile is always the object of hope. The Messianic age
was yet to dawn. Could we say that the return of a group of Babylonian Exiles,
their settlement under miserable conditions was a fulfillment of his prophecy"?
Furthermore we are to remember that Zechariah was trying to stir up interest in
the rebuilding of the temple. To do that he will not paint the present situation
in flowing terms. Jahve will return to his people and introduce the Messianic
age but there is a condition to be attached and that is»that the temple be rebuilt.
The punishment is not over until the houee of Jahve is ready for his occupancy,
the Messianic age with its return of the scattered nation will not came in its
fullness until the house of Jahve is complete. Of course the expectations of
the prophet ire not yet fulfilled either as to the favor of Jahve or the return
of the Exiles until the temple is rebuilt. Just build the temple end Jahve will
return and with him the di fine favor on which they at that time wait in vain.

There is a homiletic point to be considered in all of this preaching, the achieving
of a new temple, and the divine favor rests upon that.
Haggai is silent about °-ny return in the past, so also about any return in
the Gola
the future. If .~ has not returned already, he would probably predict it in the
future. What he does is simply to confine himself to the circumstances around him
and not to the past or future.
The lyric piece appended to the Third Vision of Zechariah may be an inter-
polation. It is the only portion of the prose visions of Zechariah that is poetic.
No less a scholar than G. A. Smith thinks that this passage "Flee, flee, etc.",
"is most probably an intrusion among the Visions and is not to be assigned to
Zechariah himself". (Book of the Twelve p. 211). Put even though these verses
did oome from Zechariah, they would not prove that there was no return, but only that
numbers of Jews still remained in Babylon.
But before we leave this matter we must take into consideration the interpre-
tation of Zechariah for which Van Hoon^cer was first responsible anu^&hich Sellin
has later argued with great force. Their position would completely invalidate the
argument of Kosters and has much to be said in its favor. Sellin in his "Studien,
etc." pp. 63ff, and Van Hoonajker in^ouvelles Etudes" pp. 72ff have argued for the
following theory: There are two parts of Zechariah: the Visions of the Night
(1:7-6:15) and an entirely different portion in 7:1-8:23. In the second portion
we stand on solid ground and turn first to it. In Zech. 7-8 we have a man who
knows no more a Judah that stands under the burden of divine anger but supposes
the time of salvation to have come. In his vision of the present and future he
uses no word concerning captives still in Babylon. Is it necessary to keep up the
fast celebrating the fall of Jerusalem and the destruction of the temples since
it is rebuilt (7: Iff)? After preliminary considerations Zechariah gives an answer
in 8:9-19. This passage does not indicate that the period of the. fast shall endure
forever, - it is already past. They are to change from a fast to a feast. The
building of the house of Jehovah brings to an end the era of calamities. How could
Zechariah say this if the nation were still in Exile?

It is in Zech. 1:7-6:15 that Kosters finds the strongest support for
his position. Sellin admits, "if one takes these visions of the ni<ght at their
face value as historical sources, then it is hard to pet away from Kosters
argument" (p. 71). But what we have in the visions of the night is the prophet
assuming a position in the past and projecting visions of the future from a period
of time in the past. "The relationships in the community as represented in the
visions of the night are not a mirror of the events and relationships of that time
but pictures of the future in perspective, which the prophet sketched NOT FROM THE
STANDPOINT OF THF YEAR OF PROMULGATION, BUT FROM ONE LYING FARTHER BACK."
Arguments in favor of the position that the standpoint of the prophet is
in the ppst are as follows: (a) The "temple-building is looked upon in places
as to occur in the future and "My house SHALL Be built in Jerusalem" Zech. 1:16;
also in 6:13,15, "Even he (Zerrubbabel) shall build the temple of Jehovah" "and
they shall come from far off and shall build, etc." Since these visions come from
February 519 when they w^re in the midst of the building of the temple, it is
evident that the point of time from which the prophet is speaking is BEFORE the
building of the Temple, (b) According to other passages, the authority of
Babylon still exists. Zech.
, ,2 ;11 5:11, 6:8 are passages in point. It
is not sufficient to say that Persia is to be identified with Babylon for the
Persians had neither scattered not plundered the Jews. The reference must be to
Babylon. This is explained by the fact that the prophet takes his stand before
the fell of Babylon, (c) According to 1:12 the anger of Jahve is still on
Jerusalem. This is used by Kosters as an argument against a return. But this
cannot be reconciled with Haggai 1:13 where the speech is thus, "I am with you".
(See also Hg. 2:4, 18f and Zech. 8:llf). There is expressly stated that from the
day of the laying of the cornerstone of the temple the anger of Jahve had dis-
appeared. This standpoint is thus before the events. (d) There is an
argument which Sellin sees but which Van Hoon&ker overlooks. According to
Hg. 1:4, 8 Jerusalem is colonized and has ceiled houses .according to Zech.
1:16b and 2:6 Jerusalem must be built up again and so the standpoint of the
prophet is before that year.
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This is a lengthy statement of a theory with which Kosters position
suddenly sinks, for, according to this theory, the passages 2:10,11 and 6:15
which represent the Jews as living in the Exile simply show that the prophet
is speaking from an earlier standpoint and so also with reference to the con-
tinuance of the wrath of Jahve upon Jerusalem find Judah . Thus the passages
mentioned by Kosters have no direct bearing upon whether the prople were still
in captivity in 519 or not. The fact is that there are two other passages
making for the conclusion that the prophet takes an earlier point than 519 B. C»
These two passages refer to Joshua as having returned ISut Zerubbabel fts not
yet in the land. Zech. 3 implies that Joshua was in Jerusalem first and that
Zerubbabel would come. In 6:9-15 the same idea is expressed. The land will
get a crowned head of the Davidic line and he will bring with him Exiles and
together they will rebuild the temple. The point from fchich the prophet speaks
is BEFORE 520, for Zerubbabel was there in 520. This is Sellin's conclusion:
"in Zech. 1-2 the standing place is Babylon just before the end of the Exile*
In Zech. 3, the prophet is in Jerusalem. Joshua is there but Zerubbabel is not.
He is expected. In Zech. 4:1-5, 10b-14, Joshua and Zerubbabel are both in the
land. In Zech. 5, the prophet is back in pre-exilic times. In 6:1-8 the point
of view is exilic aiid the theme is Jahve 1 s anger at Babylon. In 6:9-15 the
Gola is in Jerusalem" (pp. 87f )
.
With this interpretation of the Visions of the Night the theory
(Heb.)
of Kosters would receive its death-blow and Zech. 1:12, 2:10,11 6:15 would
become a witness FOR a return rather than against a return. It must be admitted
that there is very strong evidence for this interpretation of Zech. 1-8, certainly
as strong as for the theory of Kosters that these chapters disprove a return.
There are positive elements in the prophecies of Haggai and Zechariah
which point in the direction of a return from the Exile. Here we ought to
bes r in mind the ancient tradition to th^ effect that these prophets were
themselves returned Exiles. Dorotheus, Epiphanius, and others say that Haggai
was born in Babylonia and that he was still a young man when he came to
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Jerusalem. Augustine said that both Haggai and Zechariah had prophesied before
they came to Palestine while still in Babylonia. Hunter, Fwald and others hold that
Haggai was an old man who had seen the first temple (Hg. 2:3) but that Zechariah
was a young man coming from a priestLy family of Iddo (Neh. 12:4, 16). For Haggai
as a Son of the captivity we have only ancient tradition but for Zechariah we
have the testimony of Neh. 12 that hp was of a priestly family, returned from
the Exile. This need not be pushed too far but it does need to be mentioned.
In the prophecy of Haggai we have two indications that might well
point to a return. In Haggai 1:9b we have a verse which has caused some dis-
cussion in this connection. 7,rellhausen translates it, "While you hasten to
build your houses". Kosters, Sellin, and Van Hoonajker all suggest thatjthis
is more of a commentary than a translation and Kosters particularly objects
to such a translation. But the verse should be taken in its context and . so
considered, Yvellhausen is nearer its meaning than Kosters. Vss. 1:4,8 r'-fer
to the wasted house of Jahve over against their houses. This is just the sort
of thing that Haggai would be thinking. They are interested in building their
houses while Jahve 1 s house lies neglected. HA probably is referring to the
fact that since the return from the Exile, the people have been more concerned
wbout the rebuilding of their houses than they have about the rebuilding of the
house of Jahve. That which the prophet is trying to place in relief is the
abandonment of the temple as over against the ardent egoism of the people in
running to their own houses or as Van Hoomucer puts it, "The contrast is be-
tween the neglect of God's ruined house as against their eagerness for restoring
their own homes", (p. 89). Hg. 1:4 confirms this interpretation of Vs. 9b
in the question, "Should you inhabit your ceiled houses while my house lies in
ruins?" This helps us to determine the thought of the prophet. What troubles
him is the concern of the returned Exiles for their houses as over against the
wasted house of Jahve.
Another passage in Haggai which implies a return from the Exile is in
Hg, 2:6, "Once more a short time is it, and I will shake the nations". The one

that is to oome is placed in relation to the one that has preceded it. The one
that preceded it was the fal 1 of Babylon. It is so referred to in contemporaneous
literature (isa. 13:13f, 41:5, 51:9f, Jer. 50:46, 51:16f). The second shaking
is to be connected with the coming of the Mesda nic age and that presupposes that
the return has taken place
;
for the return was to precede the Messianic age.
Concerning the argument of Ko-ters to the effect that the people are
represented in Haggai as being already settled in the land and that therefore
the prophet refers to the natives and not to returned Exiles, it is perhaps
enough to say that from 537 to 520 ought to be long enough to establish a
residence. That is just what the prophet is complaining about. They have been
very much concerned about that very matter of getting settled and not enough con-
cerned about erecting a temple of. Jahve* Seventeen years is time for people to
have fields, vineyards
,
p nd houses. All that the passages quoted by Kosters
prove is that the colonists had settled and possessed fields and were complaining
of poor crops, (it only takes one season for a farmer to do that.^ "Long
settled" does not apply to the situation as we find it in the prophet.
Kosters 1 argument, as has been repeatedly pointed out, is one of the
most conspicuous examples of the argument from silence to be found in all of the
realm of biblical criticism and has against it just that thing. The dangers of
the argument from silence have been pointed out earlier in this dissertation* and
at th's point it is only necessary to call to mind the very great use that
Kosters makes of this method. We will have still more to say about the testimony
of Haggai and Zechariah when we come to the discussion of the building of the
temple. Thus far the argument from Haggai and Zechariah as produced by Kosters
has not been convincing and will become less so as we study the positive evidences
for the return from the Exile.
(5) The fifth argument against the return from the Exile produced by
Kosters is this: The list of those who returned from the Exile as we find that
list in Ezra 2 is not a list of those who came back in the time of Cyrus, but
it is a list of the Judean community in the time of Ezra after the return of Ezra's
* See above pp. 189f
•
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Gola from the Exile. Here is the place for us to consider the whole question of
the testimony of the list of names as an argument for a return from the Exile.
The detailed argument by which Kosters proceeds is as follows: The
table of names as we find it in Ezra 2 is taken over from Nehemiah into Ezra.
Its position in Ezra, therefore, teaches nothing as to those who returned from
the Exile in the time of Cyrus. It is now almost universally held that the
original position of the list is in Nehemiah and not Ezra. But many hold that
while the original place is in Nehemiah that still it is a table of those v.ho
returned under Cyrus and therefore NOT out of place in Ezra. Neh. 7:5 seems very
definitely to point in that direction: "I found the book of the genealogy of
those who had come up from the beginning and found therein written", and then
comes the list of iwties as we find it in Ezra. The .above is the meaning of the
passage but Kosters doubts if hhis is the original connection. What we read
here is confused and unlikely. Nehemiah wants to increase the population of
Jerusalem. If he had called together the present population in order to make a
list of them, that would be reasonable. "But what in heaven's n>-me means the
report that Nehemiah found a list of those who came up at the beginning? It is
related as if this find provided an unforseen way out. But in what way could this
table have been of use to him for the carrying out of his present purpose of
repopulating Jerusalem? Did he wish to learn the population outside of Jerusalem?
Then this would give him too little. Did he wish to investigate who of the
present population of Jerusalem belonged to the returned Exiles? This could
h nve been gained from the assembled population without the lists." (p. 31). The
conclusion is that the redactor is responsible for this l*st being inserted in
Nehemiah and thr. t it does not belong here at all. It is breaking the thread of
his narrative and serving no purpose. Nehemiah is too good a story-teller to do
that sort of thing.
There is also what Kosters calls an argument from content which makes
against it as a list of those who returned under Cyrus. The super-scription in
Neh. 7:6 reads as follows: "These are the children of the province who went up
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out of captivity of those who had b^en carried away and that returned unto
Jerusalem end Judah, each one to his own city". This superscription says nothing
about a return from Exile under Cyrus and does not say when they returned. It
is simply a table of the Gola settled in Palestine. It is written at a time when
the Exiles and non-exiles lived together in Judah. That he has the Gola in mind
is clear from Neh. 7:66 where he calls the list art "Assembly". Thus this list is a
list not of Exiles returned at a certain time, but of a "community settled in
Palestine", (p. 33)
Further arguments against the list as a list of those who returned
under Cyrus are as follows: (l) The total number of those who returned from Exile
is greater than the number who went into Exile. (2) The list refers to a time
after Cyrus , for the Temple is completed. Ezra 2:68f seems to contradict this con-
tention but that passage is not found in Nehemiah. The money referred to is given not
for the building of the temple but for the maintenance of the service fcf the temple.
This receives its most powerful support from the character of the gifts. Priest's
clothes w^re given and this would be best explained if the temple were already
running, for it is unlikely that a lot of money would be spent upon the priest's
clothes before there was a temple in which to worship. We think rather of the time
mentioned in Neh. 10:29-40 when the community bound itself to provide all kinds o"^
priestly service. At any rate any time before or at the beginning of the building
of the temple "ist bestimrct ausgeschlossen" . (3) The use of the title "Thirsatha"
as a title for the governor suggests a time relatively near to Nehemiah. Elsewhere
and earlier the governor is referred to as "Pechah"( Cf . Neh. 7:65, 70, Neh. 8:9,
10:2), (4) If it 3a a list of those who returned under Cyrus, then the governor
referred to must be either Sheshbazzar or Zerubbabel. It cannot be Zerubbabel for
he was not governor under Cyrus and it cannot be Sheshbarear for he was a Persian
and this is a list of the Jews returned under Cyrus. (5) The statement in Neh. 7:7,
if authentic, is a strong reason to believe that the list is later than the time
of Cyrus for among the twelve leaders mentioned, the names of Ezra and Nehemiah
are included. (6) But the mention of twelve leaders seems to imply representatives
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of the twelve tribes 4, nd locks very much like a fiction and with this fits the
mention of "Israel" rather than "Judah" in Neh. 7:7b. "This is the number of the
men of Israel". Haggai and Zech. do not refer to them as "Children cf Israel"
but after the arrival of Ezra's Gola that is the expression that is used (Ezra 8:2,
9:1, 10:1). Ezra sees in the Gola which arrives vri.th him, representatives of the
twelve tribes (Ez. 8:35). He offers 12 cattle, 72 lambs, 96 rams, 12 goats as a
sin offering. (7) Zerubhabel and Joshua are not returned Exiles, but natives
of Palestine, (a) Haggai and Zechariah do not refer to them as Exiles, (b) Zer-
ubhabel cannot be a descendant of the Davidic line, else would Zechariah have
laid greater stress upon it. (c) The; Persians would not have appointed a Davidic
as a Governor, that would have been too dangerous, (d) It is in line with the
tendency of the Chronicler for as the first David was the founder of the first
temple, so a descendant of his should be the founder of the second temple.
We can see th>;t according to the argument of Kosters, Ezra 2 loses
its value as a testimony to the return from the Exile during the reign of Cyrus.
This is the point where a discussion of this list of names fits in to best advantage
and hence it will be dealt with now.
There have been those in modern times who still defend this list as a
list of those who came from the Fxile in the time of Cyrus, but there has been an
increasing tendency since 1900 to regard the list, not as a list of those who
returned all at one time, bxit rather ss a list of those who returned over a long
period of years.
Smend, Rosenzweig, Hunter, Eduard Meyer, Van Hoomfker, Nikel, Sellin
and Jampel hold to the conservative position that Ezra 2 represents a list of
those who came from the Exile under Cyrus or et least before the completion of
the temple in 516. If their arguments are convincing, and they certainly must
be reckoned with in any discussion of the return, they would forever overthrow
the position of Kosters that there was no return from the Exile before the time
Of Ezrs
. Let us take up the positive arguments in favor of Ezra 2 (Neh. 7) as
a list of those returned at the first*
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(1) Th$ list was in existence at the time of Nehemiah and was inserted
by him in his text. It is unlikely that one of the keen insight of Nehemiah
would take a document like this as being authentic when it was in reality spurious.
(2) The document was of ancient date when found by Nehemiah. Driver
s*ys of it, "The list in Ezra 2 is taken from N and must have been a fairly early
document" . (P. 546). "Noch nicht viel Zeit nach der Rueckkehr verstrichen sein
konnte, als diesesDckumerit angefertigt wurde", (p. 17) is the testimony of Smend.
Meyer holds thr..t it was orepared, "Noch ehe die Karawane aufgeloest habe" . (p, 193),
Sellin holds to the idea that the list was composed soon after the return, but that
it is "Sehr stark ueber-arbeitet" • (Serubbabel, p 7),
(3) The fact that in the lists the laity stand before the clergy makes
against the authorship of the list by the Chronicler and testifies to an early
d&te for the list. In later lists, the clergy is placed before the laity. The
fact also that Zerubbabel the lay leader is mentioned before Joshua the priest,
probably
makes in the seme direction and reflects what was/the actual situation for
the first century after the Exile. Smend and Meyer both point out this argument.
(4) Another point to consider is that the temple singers and porters are
not yet designated Levites, but are differentiated from them. This would reflect &
usage earlier than the Chronicler and would testify to the list as early (Neh. 7:43ff,
73).
(5) The family of Hakkos, which in Ezra 2:6jff could not prove its geneal-
ogy and is therefore excluded from the priesthood, is later in the time of Ezra
recognized as a priestly family. These verses also show that the community was
in the process of forming when the list was made. Some were being excluded and
some were being included.
(6) Van Hoonajcer points out that the failure to mention certain promi-
nent men in Ezra's caravan such as David, Sechaniah, Joab, Selomith, makes against
the Kosters* position. If the list of names in Ezra 2 comes after the time of Ezra's
Gola, why would it not then include the most prominent men in Ezra's Gola? But
it does not (Ezra 8:3, 5,8,10). Here we have the argument from silence skillfully
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turned against Kosters. Then, too, the list of priests given in Neh. 10 as being
the signatories of the covenant to keep the law, does not agree with the list as
we find it in Ezra 2:36ff which is strange if the priests mentioned in Ezra 2 had
just returned with Ezra a short time before the signing of the covenant.
(7) Omitting the priests, Ezra led back some 1496 people (Ez. 8: Iff).
The lists give 42,360. Would these 1496 be able all of a sudden to supply the
moral influence that would absorb all the other elements in the nation and bring
the number up to 42,360? Could Ezra 1 s Gola change all of these who had never left
their native land into a group of which it could be said that they had returned
from Exile?
(8) The gifts mentioned in Ezra 2:68f are for the ESTABLISHMENT of the
of the worship at Jerusalem, "They offered willingly for the house of God to set
it up in its place, they gave after their ability into the treasury of the work
threescore and one thousand darics of gold, and five thousand pott\ds of silver,
and one hundred preists* garments". The gifts mentioned in Neh. 10:33-40 are for
the MAINTENANCE of the worship. The large sums mentioned would pertain to the early
time when the temple was being built rather than to a leter time when the temple
was supported by a temple tax.
(9) Nikel points out that the reference to slaves and camp-followers
in Neh. 7:67 would refer to a caravan rather than to a settled community. Sellin,
(Studien, p. 106) says that the silence concerning cattle and sheep in Neh. 7:68f,
whereas camels, horses, mules, and asses are mentioned, indicates a caravan rather
than a settled life. "This',' says he, "is positive and incontrovertible proof".
Wellhausen on the contrary does not think so. The failure to mention the cattle
and sheep shows rather, "That the list came from a later time when it was thought
that riding amimals alone should be mentioned for the journey".
(10) Neh. 7:65 which says, "The governor said unto them, that they should
not eat the most holy things, till there stood up a priest with Urim and Thummin"
seems to point to a time before 520 when there was no high priest. After 520 there
was a high priest.
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The above are the arguments that have been offered in favor of Ezra 2
as a list of those who returned from the ^xile at the beginning and they make for
the complete overthrow of the position of Kosters. But in spite of the learning ard
great skill with which the lists have been defended there has been an increasing
tendency during the last twenty years to accept neither the position of Kosters nor
that of Meyer £.nd Sraend in regard to the list, but to look upon the list as made
up partly of returned Exiles, returning over a period of years and not all at once,
and partly of those native elements of Palestine who were amalgamated into the
community. In other words, there was not a community made up exclusively of a pure
Gola, neither was the Jerusalem community composed purely of the native population
of the land, but there was an amalgamation of the two and in the Jerusalem community
were BOTH returned Exiles AND native Palestinian Jews. It is, therefore, not a
case of EITHER »..0R but rather of BOTH...AND. Let us list some of these opinions
and then give the reasons why it is difficult to regard the list in Ezra 2 as a
list of those who came up with Sheshbazzsr.
» N
Kuenen, in his Religion of Israel (p. 181), puts forth the following
suggestion in which he is followed by Ewald: "The original list of those who re-
turned was amplified after the lapse of some years. The Judeans who remained in
their own country, in so far as they joined the Exiles, were added to the list.
There was plenty of opportunity for this between 538 and 440 when Nehemiah found the
list. That the original inhabitants were included among those who came back,
rather than vice versa, lies in the nattire of the case. The leadership of the
Jewish state rested with the men who returned. They took the lead in every domain.
This explains why we hear nothing of the Jews who remained upon the spot; tney
became assimilated among the newcomers". Kuenen reaffirms this position later in
his Abhandlung (p. 217), "Without doubt in the course of the years, many of those
who remained behind in the land had joined themselves to the Exiles who had returned.
But the Exile formed the kernel of the community".
Wellhausen in his reply to Kosters (1895) holds to the same opinion,
^fosters' service is tiot to be contested nor belittled, IS the lists are not of
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returned Exiles und«r Cyrus, we mu:-t suppose that many of the Jews in the homeland
were amalgamated into the Babylonian Jewish community at Jerusalem. By this is
explained the strict watch that is kept of the community in the time of Ezra and the
differentiation between the heathen and half-heathen neighbors which -threatened to
bring danger to Judaism in the time of Ezra".
G, Bertholet in "Die Stellung, etc." (p. 128) comes to the same conclu-
sion and gives the influence of his very thorough-going study to this same position.
To quote, "The fact is that the number who returned in comparison with the later
Jewish population is surprisingly small. The nww colony was not only strengthened
by caravans from Babylonia, much more, it took up into itself a large part of the
Israelitic population which during the Exile had remained in the land."
Sell in says' that the numbers given in Ezra 2 are too great to have
returned all under Cyrus and finds in the list a series of returns which took
place before 520 B. C. Bertholet in his commentary on Ezra and Neh. (p. xvi)
says, "Permission to return was given in 538, but no great number availed them-
selves of the opportunity to return". J. C. Todd in "Politics and Religion of
Ancient Israel" (p. 284) says, "Nothing but the most positive evidence would
prove that when the chance was given to return, that no one availed themselves
of it for a hundred years. (Rosters' theory). The evidence is all the other
way. But probably only a few returned at first and others followed them". Thus
he sees a gradual movement rather than one big group that settled the land. In
a 1906 issue of the Expositor, G. A. Smith argues against the idea that 42,360
returned all at once in the reign of Cyrus, thus modifying somewhat the position
taken earlier in his "Book of the Twelve". Kennett, in Cambridge Biblical Essays'
(p. lllff), takes the position that there was a return from the Exile but that
the
there was not large number reported in Ezra 2. That comes from a later time in
the days of Ezra and Nehemiah. And so we might go on giving other authors and
their opinions but we will quote from Batten before we proceed with the reasons
for this position. "The list who returned is not to be regarded as those who
returned all in a body under Cyrus but perhaps those who returned in two centuries
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under various leaders" •
Arguments against 42,360 returning in the time of Cyrus and in favor
of Ezra 2 as being a record of a series of returns plus amalgamation with some
of the natives of Palestine are as follows:
(1) When we compare this return with other returns, especially those
under Ezra and Nehe.,iah, the numbers here given are suspiciously large,
(2) It is very difficult to explain why there was a seventeen-year
delay in the rebuilding of the Temple if so large a number as this, with plenty
of money and thousands of temple vessels returned in the time of Cyrus. It is
also hard to explain why this large group is not mentioned by Haggai and Zecha-
riah. The argument of Kosters based upon Haggai and Zechariah, it must be
admitted, has weight as against the idea that 42,360 returned under Cyrus.
(3) The term "Sons of the Province", Neh. 7:6 presupposes a time when
Syria was a regularly instituted satrapy of Persia.
(4) Ezra 2:68 is interpolated and shows that the original was probally
later than the building of the Temple. The phrase,, "offered willingly for the
house of God to set it up in its place" is not to be found in Neh. 7. This shows
an interpolation in Ezra 2 in the interest of making the passage refer to the
earlier time.
(5) The suspension of the priest from his office in Ezra 2:62 pre-
supposes the temple. It is probable that Ezra or Nehemiah ordered this suspension.
(6) If this is a list of those who returned under Cyrus, it would
necessitate an identification cf Sheshbazzar with Zerubbabel for Zerubbabel is
here referred to as the leader of the Exiles. But this identification cannot
be held as we shall see latqr.
(7) The term, "all the congregation" implies a settled community
rather than a caravan and suggests a census of the nation,
(8) Many of the arguments produced by Kosters and above mentioned, hold
weight as against 42,360 returning in 538 B. C, without disproving a smaller return.
* See below pp. 26lf . ** See above pp. 229-31
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(9) There are certain a priori reasons why such a large number would not
be likely to return from Exile.
(a) It was a long dangerous journey for them to undertake.
(b) "But many stayed in Babylon, not being willing to give up
their possessions". (Josephus) This opinion is undoubtedly true. Many had settled
in Babylon, had prospered there, and would hesitate to leave the fertile plains of
Babylon for the hills of Judah.
(c) The restoration was unnecessary in the minds of many for
they could still worship Jahve in Babylon and did not need to return to Palestine
for that purpose. Their religion had been maintained in Babylon and to a certain
extent purified. They did not need the Jewish state and the Jewish temple to
worship. They could not offer sacrifices in Babylon, but they could pray and
they could carry on, there in Exile, a religious mission to the Gentiles. Why
give up their prosperity, their homes, for this long dangerous journey to Palestine?
(d) Then, too, they may have looked with more or less contempt
upon the inhabitants back in Palestine and thought of the restoration of worship
there as being something for them to support as a charity rather than as a personal
responsibility thst demanded their presence,
(e) Many of those who were in Exile had been born there. It
had been sixty years since the first captivity and fifty since the second so that
most of those who were of the age able to go would have been those who were born
in Babylon and had never known Palestine first hand. Babylon was the land of their
adoption, where they had been born, and they had no desire to leove it when they
were prosperous.
(f ) Others might well have been skeptical of the expectations
held out by II Isaiah end would would wait to see how things turned out before they
returned. Perhaps some opposed the decree out of excessive religiosity. An edict
issued by a heathen king might seem profane to them. (Sellin suggests this upon
the basis of Isu. 45:1-13)
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(g) II Is^ah seems in places to chide the Exiles because of an
unwillingness to return (46:12, 48:4, 51:18, 50:2).
(h) Palestine in contrast to Babylonia would offer desolate ruins
and treacherous foes. Would there be enough of the heroic and self-sacrificing
element to total 42,360?
(i) Inscriptions show that there was a great colony of wealthy
and intelligent Jews in Babylon during the Persian period and even after the
Christian era. In Christian times Babylon was one of the three great centres of ths
Jews. So we must conclude that a very large and powerful number remained behind
in Babylon and that they were religious is shown by the fact that later there
came out of Babylonia Ezra and Nehemiah.
All of these facts would lead us to believe that the list as we have it
in Ezra 2 comes, not from the time of Cyrus reporting those who came up with Shesh-
bazzar and Zerubbabel but that it comes from a later time and includes perhaps a
number of returns and also some of those who were natives of Palestine, but who
joined the Jerusalem community. The list, then, may be taken as testifying to a
return but not to a return of 42,360 in the reign of Cyrus. There may well have
been an original list of those returning at the first but that list has been added
to by later returns and by the probable inclusion of native Palestinian Jews.
Before we leave this discussion of the list of names, it will be well for
us to consider the argument as to whether the number of those who went into Exile
can, by any possible means, be sufficient to provide for a return of 42,360. Is not
thpt number gr ester than the number who went into Exile? If we allov/ any as being
left in the Exile, how can we account for 42,360 returning from the Exile? Reuss
was the first to raise this point and upon the strength of it he questioned whether
Ezra 2 could really be a list of those who returned in the reign of Cyrus. Kosters,
Wellhausen, end others have carried the argument further and have said that this is
convincing against a return of that number in 538. Wellhausen puts the matter
succinctly when he says, "Forty-two-thousand, three hundred sixty could not have
returned from the Exile because only 14,000 were deported by the Chaldeans and a

gr^at crowd, perhaps the majority, stayed in Exile".
Various attempts to explain this h*»ve "been made.:
(l) That the members of the ten tribes came back with Zerubbabel
is excluded by Ez. 1:5 (Judah, Benjamin* , and Levi returned) and by Ez. 2:1 (Exiles
carried away by Nebuchadnezzar).
(2) That more Exiles were carried away at the fall of Jerusalem
than the figures of either Kings or Jeremiah would allow is a second attempt at
explanation,
(3) The Exiles increased in numbers in captivity is suggested
by s ome
.
(4) That some of the Jews went away into voluntary Exile in
Babylonia is very unlikely.
The testimony of II Kings and Jeremiah 52 is not unanimous on this
question of how many were deported at the time of the Exile. II Kings 24:10ff
says "He carried away all Jerusalem, all the princes, and all the mighty men of
valor, even 10,000 captives and all the craftsmen and smiths; none remained save
the poorest of the land.... amd all the men of might, even 7,000 and the craftsmen
and smiths, a thousand, all of them strong and apt for war". This probably does
not mean a total of 18,000, but rather of 10,000 of which 7,000 were soldiers,
1,000 craftsmen and smiths, and 2,000 referred to as the royal party, priests, etc»
This was the first deportation. After the capture of Jerusalem in 586, the
statement is, "And the residue of the people that were left in the city, and those
that fell away, that fell to the king of Babylon, and the residue of the multi-
tude, did Nebuzaradan, the captain of the guard, carry away captive. But the
captain of the guard left the poorest of the land to be vinedressers and husband-
men
1
^ II Kings 25:11-12. This testifies to a second captivity but gives no
•pecific numbers.
In Jeremiah 52:28-30 we read of three deportations and that the total to
be deported was only 4,600 persons. These were as follows:
(a) In 598 3,023
(b) In 587 832
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(c) In 582 745
Total 4,600
Whrt are we to do with these facts? Eduard Meyer deals with the
situation as follows: He feels that in 597 the nobility nnd the better part of
the population so far as possessing classes were concerned, were taken away - the
aristocrats and the educated. This deportation was not so large as that which
occurred in 586 when the whole nation was carried away. There were probably twice
as many in 586 as in 597. In the two deportations there were probably as many
ss 40,000 men. The number of women and children it is not at all possible to
estimate, but naturally far less. Jerusalem was at that time wasted and desolate
(Jer. 44:2). Sa far as Jer. 52 is concerned, we know of no deportations in the
years mentioned but tather in 597 and 586, But if the dates were altered it
would not help us the reference here is manifestly to the country population
outside of Jerusalem. Stade argues and Meyer with him, that the reference
concerning 3,023 is to the people outside of Jerusalem who ''ere taken by the
Babylonians before the city surrendered; the 832 fefers to those who deserted
during the siege before the fall of the city in 587, and the 745 refers to those
in retaliation for the murder of Gedeliah.
who were taken l^tcr/ The Jews increased during the Exile so that there is no
reason why 30,000 should not have returned from Exile under Cyrus and still leave
20,000 men in Exile. (Ent. pp. 108-114)
Ewald would emend Jer. 52:28 and read "Seventeenth" instead of "seventh".
Thus the Babylonians would take 3,023 from JUDAH in the seventeenth year of Nebuchad-
nezzar and 832 from Jerusalem at the fall of the city. The first deportation is
thus not referred to at all. Thus he saves II Kings 24:14 because it is not re-
ferred to in Jer. 52. Kuenen accepts the position of Ewald and both hold that a
much larger number went into Exile in 597.
Renan emends "eighteenth" to "twenty-second" in vs. 29, but we know of
no war in Jerusalem in the twenty-second year of Nebuchadnezzar and of no double
deportation ii^bhe twenty-second and twenty-third years of the king. Renan does
not relieve the difficulty at all. He has no real reason for the emendation of the
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text.
Stade's position is that II Kings 24:13-14 is not in its right position.
These verses refer to the Exile in 586 and not to the Exile in 597. The account
in Kings is exaggerated. Or course "all Jerusalem
11
was not taken into Exile. The numbers
too are exaggerated. Jer. 52:28ff is more nearly correct for what occurred in 586
than Kings.
Graetz 1 solution is simple. He says that the numbers in Jeremiah 52 refer
to Exiles taken fror the country and not to those taken from Jerusalem. It indicates
not the total number, therefore , but a number that should be added to the 10,000 in
Kings. This would make a total of 14,600 who went into Exile.
Van Hoonacker inclines to this position were his own position to fail
but he feels that there is no antithesis between Judeans and the inhabitants of
Jerusalem. He looks upon Jer. 52:28-30 as an interpolation and that it was not a part of
the primitive text, (a) It is not in the DOC. (b) It parallels nothing in Kings,
(c) Jer. 52: 27 connects with Jer. 52:31 if we omit the verses between. But even though
the passage is an interpolation, may it not have correct information? The figures are
given with precision and the total is jorrect. Van Hoonacker does not really answer
this question. He feels that the numbers in Jeremiah may refer to prisoners of war,
some special list as differentiated from the mass. Van Hoonacker closes his discussion
by suggesting the following ways by which the population in Exile would be large:
(a) There were ten thousand deported according to II Kings in 597. (b) Probably as
i&any or more were deported in 586 • Thus we would have twenty thousand, (c) This
number should be multiplied by four or five to .et the women and children and the old
nen of non-fighting age. Thus we have a hundred thousand, (d) Thoee deported by
Nebuchadnezzar found those deported by Sennacherib years before, that is, the descendants
3f the two hundred thousand of which Sennacherib speaks. The J ro" ible with Van Hoonacker'
s
v-pothesis at this point is the overlooking of the fact that the Assyrians probably
Jxagee ated the numbers of their prisoners, (e) Conditions were favorable in the
-xile and the Jews increased. Thus he _'inds no difficulty in thinking that
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not only 42,360 returned in 538, but that probably 150,200 returned because women
and children need he be figured in.
c
Van Hoona^ker is sharply attacked because of his theory of the mixing of
the ten tribes with th^ Judeans in the Exile. Nikel says oi' it, "it is proved
by nothing and is not likely" (p 2). He says that such a proceeding as that of
c
Van Hoonaker is unnecessary but that the deportations mentioned in Jer, 52 refer to
deportations not mentioned in Kings and. should be added to the numbers we find in
Kings. The first reference is to those outside of Jerusalem who were carried away
is
before the siege of the city. The second reference/to those who deserted to the
Chaldeans, ^-nd the third is unmentioned elsewhere and may refer to those in the
time of Gedaliah. The fact that so few are mentioned shows the depopulated con-
dition of the land. All of the emending of the text as suggested by Renan and
others is unwarranted and unnecessary. Nikel things that the 40,000 MEN mentioned
by Meyer is too high but that women and children ne?d to be added. So that the
number mentioned in Ezra 2 is not too high.
Our conclusion in this matter cannot in the nature of the case, be certain.
In all probability, however, there were enough descendants of the Exiles in Babylon
to furnish the number 42,360, although the reasoning of the men whose opinions
have been given is not entirely convincing. There is enough uncertainty about
this whole matter, however, as to throw at least some doubt upon the number
42,360 as being a possible number for those returning in 538.
When we add the individual items in Ezra, the total is not 42,360 but
29,818; when we add the individual items in Nehemiah 7 the total is 31,089; when
we add the items in Esdras the total is 30,143 but the total is everywhere stated
against
as 42,360. This might be pressed as an argument/the authenticity of the lists but
most scholars have not chosen to do so. Stade and Meyer say the difference is
due to the fact that the individual items include men whereas the total includes
women rnd children. Others have talked of scribal errors and it must be admitted
that this sort of list would furnish a good chance for that sort of thing.
Can Ezra 2, then, be held as a testimony for a return from the Exile?
mm
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Answer - yes, with reservations. The original list of those who returned from Exile
in the tirr.e of Cyrus has been augmented during the course of the years and the list
in its present form comes from a later date. It includes those who returned after
the time of Cyrus pnd very probably others of the native Palestinian Jews who joined
themselves with the Jerusalem community of Babylonian Jews. This is not suggested
with dogmatism but as a cautious judgment upon the basis of the evidence that has
been examined in pretty thorough detail during the p ges that have preceded.
(6) Kosters has another argument that needs to be considered as
against any return from the Exile before the time of Ezra. Nehemiah is silent
about any return of the Exiles and addresses those who are rebuilding the walls
as if they are natives of Palestine and not returned Exiles. Here again he calls
into use the argument from silence.
(a) Neh. l:2f does not presuppose the Gola. The language refers
to those left in the land from the captivity, those who escaped from the captivity
and thus never went into Exile. A.t any rate, those ere meant who remain in the
land
.
In rrply to this it is well to state th^t the expression used here does
not settle at all when those that are addressed came or whether or not they went
into captivity. He is referring to the Jerusalem community as differentiated from
the Diaspora, those in Jerusalem as over and against himself and others who were
outside of Jerusalem. It is the "remnant" or the "saved" whether left in Jerusalem
or returned from the captivity. Thi s is the position of Wellhausen who in this
has followed Bertheau. "The saved are the members of the restored community at
Jerusalem as over against the Jfnvs living in heathen lands" . (Bertheau quoted by
Wellhausen in his reoly to Kosters, 1895). It is not to be wondered at that the
later Jerusalem community should be thought of as Jews from the Exile. To quote
Wellhausen again, (Die Rueckkehr etc. 1895) "Es ist doch aber nicht zu verlangen,
dass die Palaestinischen Juden der nachexilischen Theokratie sich auch dann wenn kein
besonderer Grund vorlag immer noch als Verbannte oder Nachkorunen der Verbannten
bezeichen sollen: und nicht zu verwundern, dass sie durch diesen Namen gelegentlich
die unterschieden, die wirklich noch in der Diaspora lebten. Es ist auch nicht

zu verwundern, dass sie ihre Herktfhft von der Gola ir.ehr betonten, seit rie mehr
Gewicht auf die Genealogie, auf die Reinheit ihres Blut, auf die Abscheidung vom
Heidenthum seit Ezra legten". To understand this it is not necessary to say that
it was Ezra who first brought a colony to Jerusalem but rather to assume that the
process had been in operation for years and came rather to a climax in the time of
Ezra.
Sellin in Zerubbabel (p# 48) maintains the reverse of Kosters in the
interpretation of the "word used in Nehemiah. He maintains that the word "Hashevi"
or "Shevi" is simply a synonym for Gola. The word as used in Fzra and Nehemiah is
either "The condition of the Babylonian captivity" or "Those who are in it" and not
the carrying away into the same 150 years before (Neh, 7:6, 8:17, Ezra 3:8, 8:35, 9
also Psalm 68:19). Now it jast happens that all of these verses with the possible
exception of Ezra 9:7 are very likely from the hand of the Chronicler so not too
great a weight should b<° placed upon this argument of Sellin.
A better reply to Kosters would be that which was first given. Fe is
referrinr to the people of the community of Jerusalem without differentiating
among them upon the basis of the place from which they came. He is thinking
of them as distinguished perhaps from the Diaspora of which he was a pr.rt. There
is a possibility also from the linguistic side of it, that he is referring to
"Those that hove escaped out of the captivity* that is, those who have returned
from the Exile. The suggestion which really has most merit and is definitely
concrete is that the reference in Neh. l°?b is to the group of returned Exiles
mentioned in rzra 4 "Who had come up from the king and whose work had met with
the fate thz>t was now being reported to Nehemiah. This puts point and poignancy
into the vhole incident r nd accounts for Nehemiah 1' s distress of mind as related
in Nehemiah 1.
(b) Kosters r-lso argues that the prayer of Nehemiah in Neh. 1:5-11
is out of place if a restoration had taken place before the ti T!ie of Nehemiah. This
prayer, says Kosters, goes on the assumption throughout that the Jews are still in
Exile, How can one understand this prayer, especially vss. 8-9 if the Gola is
already in large p-art in Pal estine? How could he remind Jahve of his promise if it
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were already largely fulfilled?
No critic is entitled to build too heavily upon this passage as proving
anything for it is under serious question so far as its authenticity is concerned.
Batten, without hesitation, assigns it to an editor because it conforms too closely
to a style (Deuteronomic) to hp original with Nehemiah whose language is picturesque,
vigorous, and oricinal. (I. C. C. p, 15, pp. 185-189). There can be do doubt that
Nehemiah prayed often and that he prayed dtiring this period before he went to the
king but there is a question as to 7/hether the prayer as we have it is in the words
of Nehemiah. There are traces of many Deuteronomic words as well as a few from the
Chronicler. "The commandments, the statutes, and the ordinances which thou commandest
thy servant Moses" certainly has a familiar Deuteronomic ring to it (vs. 7). "Keep-
ing covenant and mercy" in verse 5, is a hackneyed Deuteronomic phrase. Practically
all of the verse 5 is found in Daniel 9:4 and in part in Deut. 7:9,12 and I Kings
8:23. "Let now thine ears be o^en and thine eyes attentive" are also the stock
phrases of prayer (II Chron. 6:40 Ps. 130:3 I Kings 8:29,52 and II Chron. 6:20,
7:15). In vss . 8-10 we have something which we might think would come from Moses
hut it is not found in the Pentateuch although there are many stock Dueteronomic
phrases in it. The passage in Deuteronomy from which this is mainly drawn is Dt. 30:
1-5 according to Batten (p. 186) but Deut. 29:20ff according to s iegfried. "if
you transgrees, I scatter you among the nations" is a frequent threat in
pre-exilic literature )Deut. 4:27, 28:64). "If ye return to me and keep my com-
mandments and do them" is clearly Deuteronomic (vs. 9). So, also, is the phrase
in vs. 9 "The place that I have chosen to cause my name to dwell".
It must be admitted that Bptten has made out a good case for this prayer
as being unauthentic and ir it he is joined by H. G. 1,'itchell who, in the Journal
of Biblical Literature, 1903, p. 87, comes to the same conclusion. The rrayer is
very similar to that of Ezra in Ezra 9:6ff and to that in Daniel 9:4ff. Of course
it is possible that Ezra borrows that of Nehemiah and that Daniel borrows from the
arlier prayers, but this certainly can be questioned. It may also be true that Neh©
-
niah would pray, using the phrases that were used in Dueteronomy, but 7>rhen we think

of his peculiar, succinct, and businesslike style, these phrases do not fit any
too well. It is true that all critics with the exception of Batten and Mitchell
accept this passage. Even Torrey says that it has simply been revised. But
it may be that they are wrong. In my discussion of K, I placed this prayer as
a genuine section because I wanted to be cautious and it was not perfectly clear
that it was unauthentic . But there is so much of a question here that Rosters
cannot be justified in trying to prove anything very definite by this prayer.
But apart from any discussion of authenticity there is still little or
no argument from this prayer against a return seventy or more years before. it
would not be surprising if Nehemiah did not mention a return that took place al-
most a century earlier. It is not surprising either that he should still have
in mind the thousands that are still outside of Jerusalem and Judea. Using
this method of Kosters we could complain that Ezra did not lead a liola to Jeru-
salem for he too mourns for those who are scattered abroad. We will see later*
when we cone to discuss Nehemiah that as a matter of fact there had been a re-
turn and an attempt to rebuild the walls, which had been unsuccessful, and this
was what threw him into despair and unhappiness when the news was brought.
(c) Kosters says that no mention is made of the Exiles in all of the
story of the work upon the walls. But why should Nehemiah distinguish between
the Exiles who returned seventy or eighty years before, most of whom would be
dead, and the natives of the land? By this time there would exist a genera-
tion born in Palestine and even a part of a second generation. There would
be no need to refer to those who came up in the time of Cyrus or Darius, Of
course, this vrould be different if Ezra had returned just a few years before.
But we hold with Kosters that Ezra did not come until after the time of Nehemiah.
V/e have come to the end of the discussion of Kosters 1 argument against a
return from the Exile. It will come up for consideration in other places be-
cause the ramifications of his theory project themselves into practically all
of Ezra-Nehemiah. To him we owe perhaps two things: (l) his challenge of
the great numbers that came from the Exile in the early years of the Persian
* r or details see below pp. 335-8, 348f, 359,362. J *
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period, and (2) his emphasis upon the native population of Jerusalem as a factor
in the reconstitution of Judaism after the Exile. The Chronicler's theory
that the Exiles were everything in the reconstruction of the Jewish church after
the Exile receives with Kosters a deadly blow. But we want to be careful lest
he take us too far. Are we to suppose that the native Pale stinian
s
were every-
thing in the early days of reconstruction and that the Exiles had nothing to do
with it? It would not help us to get off of one horn of the dilemma just to
be crucified on the other. Kosters admits that the Exiles played a part in
the reconstruction of Judaism beginning with the time of Ezra. In fact he has
to go back beyond Ezra, for Kehemiah was from the Exile and preceded Ezra ac-
cording to Kosters. Are we to suppose that they played no part in the recon-
struction of Judaism until that time? Are we to suppose that they waited a
century after Cyrus 1 decree before they went back and that they had no part in
the rebuilding of the Temple? It will be our part to show that there is evi-
dence for a return of the Jews and evidence for their participation in the af-
fairs of Palestine before the time of Ezra.
But before we turn to the POSITIVE ARGUMENTS in favor of a return from
the Exile before the time of Ezra, are there any more arguments against a re-
turn that others than Kosters have produced? Be it said for the genius and
ability of Kosters that he has left but little to be said upon the question,
for every argument that could by hook or crook be turned to prove his thesis
was so used by the Leiden scholar. Most men since his time have been quoting
Kosters not adding to his proofs. Still there are a few matters suggested by
others that need to be mentioned at this time.
R. H. Kennett, for example, in Cambridge Biblical Essays (p. 116f)
chalHeiges the statement of Ezra 1:7-8 in regard to the return of the temple
vessels. The statement there is that they were returned under Cyrus whereas
in I Esdras 4:43-44 DARIUS (not Cyrus) is begged by Zerubbabel HTo send away
all the vessels which Cyrus had set apart when he vowed to destroy Babylon".
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An* to make matters worse we read in II Kings 24:13 that Nebuchadnezzar "cut
in pieces" all the vessels of gold which Solomon, king of Israel, had made in
the Temple of Jahve. So also Haggai 2:3-8 makes it clear that there was no
profusion of gold and silver vessels in the temple when he prophesied.
It is evident that Esdras represents in this regard a divergent tradi-
tion from that of Ezra but that does not mean that there were no vessels and
that they were not taken back in the early days. So far as the reference in
Kings is concerned we must put along side of it the reference in II Kings 25:13ff
where the equipment of the temple is referred to in detail and that it was taken
away at the second capture of Jerusalem in 586, The passage in Haggai 2:3-8
ought not be pressed too far by Kennett. Silver and gold are mentioned in vs.
8; but the contrast all through the passage is between the former glory of the
house of Jahve and the present glory. The present glory is to be greater be-
cause Jahve will be there in a way in which he was not in times past. This
passage as a matter of fact proves but little in regard to the temple vessels
and it is hard to see how it could justly be used in any such discussion.
Everyone recognizes that Ezra 1 has been freely worked over by the Chronicler
and may well have been written by him in whole or in pert. That the number of
temple vessels was exaggerated in vs. 11 where 5,400 are mentioned is altogether
likely. This whole matter bears but slightly on the question of a return« On-
ly insofar as it has a tendency to discredit the reliability of the author who
is responsible for the story.
It has been urged by Torrey, Jahn, and others of the more radical critics
that the return is to be discredited because of the fact that the whole story of
the return from the Exile is the free composition of the Chronicler with a ten-
dency in mind. The Chronicler, therefore, is not an historian but an apologist
and a novelist. Jahn, for example, says, "Ezra 2 is a tendency writing. Here
we have twelve men representing the twelve tribes of Israel. Thus the Chroni-
cler tries to prove that the return was national rather than individual. To
arouse this belief was the purpose of the falsifier and he has attained his end
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not only with the ancient text but with Stade and others Second Isaiah
did not influence Cyrus to give an edict but the prophecy of II Isaiah led to
the belief that such an edict was granted. Ezra 3 is a fiction of the Chron-
icler. Ezra 4 has the tendency of later hostility between the Jews and the
Samaritans back of it and is written from that point of view - pushing this op-
position of a later date back into the time of the Temple building" (Buecher
Esra, Keh. etc. pp. vii f etc.). Such are typical statements from Jahn who if
anything is more radical than Torrey in dealing with the books of Ezra-Nehemiah.
So also Torrey looks upon the account in the early chapters of Ezra as a pious
forgery on the part of the Chronicler to make the Exiles responsible for every-
thing that took place in the restoration of Judaism. We have to admit that
the Chronicler is present in this part of the book of Ezra and that his tendency
is present but that he had some material with which to have a tendency must also
be borne in mind.
The chief argument of Torrey against a return, apart from the argument
from literary criticism by which he distrusts all the sources, is that the Pal-
estinian community was the agent of restoration. The Exiles were content in
Exile. WThey settled down promptly, permanently, and engaged in lucrative oc-
cupations adopting unreservedly for themselves and their posterity the country
to which they were transplanted. There they became merchants, financiers, and
toilers. They kept their God, he went with them into Exile. They found ritual
unessential - their disaster had come from the violation of the moral law. The
last thing to have interested them would have been the priestly law to be used
in Palestine. They had kept the ritual and it had not availed. Therefore,
the priestly law does not come from the Exile. It grew up as it was needed,
as the praxis demanded, and upon the soil of Palestine. It is the Chronicler's
idea that all genuine institutions and traditions of Israel, all the 'blue
blood' of the Hebrews comes from the Exile. It is his theory that Judaism v/as
restored COMPLETELY by the return of the Babylonian Jews and that they alone

constituted the true church. But so far as the Jews of the Babylonian deporta-
tion are concerned, it is not likely that they ever exercised any considerable
influence on the Jews in Judah. V/e have no evidence that any considerable
number of them ever returned from Babylon. Every part of our Old Testament was
written in Palestine. If the Jews from Babylon influenced it at any point, we
have no evidence of it. Isa. 40-66 is the work of an author who lived in Pal-
estine and Ezekiel is a pseudepigraphon of the Greek period". (Ezra Studies
pp. 285ff). Here the challenge is thrown down to every opinion, critical and
otherwise, of biblical scholarship in our modern times. The emphasis is laid
upon the Palestinian community in a far more thorough-going fashion than Kosters
had ever dreamed of doing. The Gola is to all intents and purposes non-exist-
ent so far as being a factor in the Jewish religion is concerned. "Jerusalem
soon revived after its downfall, the rock on the eastern hi] 1 was the rallying
point... The devoted adherents of the religion returned. At the time of Hag-
gai and Zechariah the cominunity was not made up chiefly or even largely of re-
cently returned Exiles. It was a time of quiet and expectancy, some material
prosperity but little religious prosperity. The great overshadowing evil was
the dispersion (not the Exile). They have been observing worship in a "house
of Jahve" which discredits them and Him" (Hg. 1:4, 1:2, Zech. 3:8, 7:2f). Re-
ferences in Torrey here quoted are from Ezra Studies pp. 295ff . From this we
see that he holds to the idea that the work of rebuilding the temple was exclu-
sively the work of the people of the land and that there may even have been some
sort of a temple before the time of Haggai and Zechariah. There is nothing
particularly new about this hypothesis that the natives of Palestine rebuilt the
temple. That is the Kosters 1 theory but it is the forceful and ungloved way in
which Torrey states it that makes it come at us as a new truth. This statement
of Torrey has led us up to the POSITIVE arguments to be considered in favor of a
return from the Exile. It is evident that both he and Kosters are putting a
great strain upon the Jerusalem community in the reconstitution of Judaism and
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the question arises as to whether that community can stand this strain.
(1) The first thing to be said in favor of a return from the Exile in a
positive v/ay is this: It is both the tradition of the Bible and of the later
Jewish period that there was a return from Exile and that the Gola had a share
in reconstituting Judaism - indeed according to the tradition the dominant share.
Nothing is of course to be believed simply because it is traditional but if all
of the tradition is a certain way, it is a fact that needs to be reckoned with
and not to be lightly set aside unless very strong evidence makes it absolutely
necessary. \
(2) The second positive argument is this: The policy of the Persians to-
wards the conquered peoples and their religion was favorable.
/
(a ) The character of Cyrus so far as we are able to get a picture
of it from anticuity was such that he would be favorable towards conquered
peoples and other religious than his own. Not only was he a great general,
but he was sagacious, tolerant, human, very wise in handling conquered peoples.
Herodotus speaks of him as "The father of his people". Grote in his "History
of Greece" (p. 142 Vol. 4) says, "Though in the midst of constant turmoil and
fighting, there seems in him very little cruelty". Plutarch says of him, "in
wisdom, virtue, and magnanimity he seems to have surpassed all kings". Xeno-
phon says, "He ruled many nations, differing profoundly from each other, more
easily than other kings ruled one. The populations of his empire, no matter
how remote, yielded an invariably loyal and cheerful obedience to his commands".
As against the cruel policy of deportations practiced by the Assyrians, Cyrus
seems very definitely to have established the policy of amnesty to all con-
quered peoples.
(b) The testimony of Jewish tradition is in the direction of Per-
sian favor to the Jews. This we find at its greatest in II Isaiah. Some of
the Jews may have dreaded the approach of Cyrus upon Babylon, but II Isaiah
looked upon him as the servant of Jahve, the great deliverer. He w*s not only
enthusiastic about Cyrus in his faith that he would succeed in conquering Baby-

Ion but he also believed that he would deliver the Jews in iki]e.
"i myself aroused him in righteousness, and all of his ways will
I direct; He shall build my city and all my captives shall he release; not for
hire and not for reward, sayeth Jahve of hosts" ,Isa. 45:13. "Who hath raised
up one from the east, whom he calleth in righteousness to his foot? He giveth
nations before him and maketh him rule over kings, he giveth them as dust to
his sword, as the driven stubble to his bow" (isa. 41:2. So also in Isa. 42:
25, 46:ll). In fact he even goes so far in some passages as to identify Cyrus
7.'ith the Ideal King for whom the Jews had been praying and looking. "That say-
eth of Cyrus, he is my shepherd and shall perform all my pleasure, even saying
of Jerusalem., 6 ie shall be built, and of the temple thy foundation shall be
laid" (isa. 44:28). "Thus sayeth Jahve to his anointed, to Cyrus, whose right
hand I have holden to subdue nations before him etc." (45 :l). That Cyrus would
be victorious and that Babylon would fall was so evident to the prophet that
he exhorted the people to be ready for a return from the Belle (isa. 46:1b,
47:lff, 48:20f, 52:11). There has been a tendency of course to place II Isaiah
at a later date but, with all due respect to i^ent and Torrey and their undoubted
scholarship, the verdict of criticism that the chapters belong to the days just
orior to the fall of Babylon must still be held. Without going into an elab-
orate defense of this proposition, it is perhaps enough to say that any trans-
fer of date to a later period takes from the prophecy the only good historical
background that was ever found for it. It fits into the situation. Cyrus
is in the text and by no amount of emendation is this word consistently dis-
placed from the text. It rives to the prophecy point and power, and it fits
into what we know of the history of prophecy that prophets arose when some great
event was imminent. We would expect a prophet to arise in that situation on a
priori grounds with Cyrus getting nearer and nearer to Jerusalem and we car-
still hold that one did arise and that he is to be found in II Isaiah* Bat-
ten's article "The Historical Movement Traceable in Isa. 40-66" published in
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the Andover Review of August 1888 shows that we can foiler/ the movements of
Cyrus by a study of the chapters of Isaiah. The fact that II Isaiah looks
upo . Cyrus as a great deliverer shows the favor with which he was regarded
by a contemporary prophet. In later Judaism there v;as the same idea. Hunter
in his book " After the Exile", vol.1 p. 117, tells of an old legend to the effect that
Cyrus was the only one who ever sat upon the throne of Solomon. Shishak of Egypt, when
he assayed to sit upon the throne, became lame; when Nebuchadnezzar tried to do so, one
of the ivory lions reached out his paw and struck his foot so that he became lame until
his death; but when Cyrus made the attempt, he was able to do so. In the later Jewish
literature there is this idea of favor. Nehemiah is cup bearer to the King, Ezra gets a
very inclusive royal firman, Esther is the favorite wife of a great Persian King. Cyrus
and Darius both show themselves favorable to the Jews. Now of course the explanation may
be that of Kosters and others that it is all a pious invention to make it appear as if
the prophecy of II Isaiah was fulfilled but it may also be due to the fact that the
Persians did show favor to the Jews. We KNCW that they did in the time of Nehemiah.
His Memoirs cannot be doubted. YJhy not believe the same for the time of Cyi-us and
the earlier kings of Persia?
(c) There would be very good reasons why Cyrus and his followers
would show favor to the Jews among the conquered peoples. There may have been a
religious reason. There is a long debate as to whether or not Cyrus was a Zoroastrian.
Darius and his successors have been proven by their inscriptions and by Greek
sources to be zealous followers of Zoroaster. That Cyrus wss, seems likely to some,
unlikely to others. Eduard Leyer writing in the Encylopaedia Britannica says that
Cyrus owed allegiance to this creed and that it cannot be doubted by any unprejuaiced
mind. Hunter in " After the Exile" (vol.1, p. 31) is not so sure. He feel s, in view of
the vi&y Cyrus writes inscriptions in the name of Marduk and in the name of other

gods. that he must have been a polytheist and that, "The hitherto accepted idea
that Cyrus was an Aryan monotheist and thus sympathetic with the Jewish reli-
gion because of its monotheism cannot be accepted in light of the inscriptions".
"Cyrus was probably not a monotheist by creed but a polytheist as were the El-
amites w . In this opinion J. H. Moulton agrees and says that Cyrus was not a
monotheist* Jastrow and Batten both argue that he was a Zoroastrian but that
he wrote his inscriptions in the names of the gods of the conquered peoples be-
cause of political reasons. It was the politic thing to do and was granted un-
der his religion by a broad spirit of tolerance. This argument need not be
pushed too far in view of the uncertainty of the matter in the case of Cyrus al-
though it may have considerable weight in connection with Darius and his suc-
cessors. But it is altogether likely that Cyrus would at least know what the
tenets of Zoroaster were and, if he became at all acquainted with the tenets of
the Jews, he would see their similarity to Zoroastrianism, and probably look
T/ith sympathy upon their religious views.
Then too, there is a political reason for his showing favor to the Jews.
There can be no doubt that he had in mind a conquest of Egypt and that it would
be distinctly to his advantage to have favorable peoples in his rear upon such
a campaign as that. This may be stressed as being perhaps more important than
the religious matter before mentioned. Some have argued that Cyrus showed fa-
vor to the religion of the Babylonians because they were a conquered people of
great importance, but that there would be no such necessity in case of the Jews.
This is not so sure when we consider the very great importance from a strategic
point of view of Palestine in any proposed Egyptian campaign. When we consider
that religious toleration and general amnesty to conquered peoples were a part
of his policy, we can easily see why the Jews would probably be included in the
general policy.
(d) But there are actual extra-biblical witnesses that can be
brought to bear upon this question. It is true that we do not have any in-
scription of Cyrus that speaks specifically of the Jews and which might form an
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absolute proof for the authenticity of a Cyrutfi Edict granting permission to the
Jews to return and build the temple. But we do have inscriptions of Cyrus that
show such favor to have been granted to others and that he was favorable to other
religions. The following are extracts from the Cyrus Cylinder which show what his
policy was in dealing with the religions of conquered peoples;
That he used the names of the deities of conquered peoples and talked in their
name is shown by the following: "To his city Babylon he (liarduk) caused him (Cyrus) to
go, he made him take the road to Babylon, going as a friend and companioi at his side."
(Line 15) "Without battle and conflict he permitted him to enter Babylon" (line 17)
Cyrus looks after the worshi p of Marduk, " Marduk, the great lord,moved the noble
heart of the people of Babylon to me /while I gave daily care to his worship". (line 25).
"Marduk, the great lord rejoiced in my pious deeds and graciously blessed me, Cyrus
the great king who worships him, and Cambyses,my own son, and all my troops, while we
before him, joyously praised his exalted godhead" (lines 26-28). *
That Cambyses and Darius took the same attitude towards the Egyptian and Greek religion
as Cyrus did towards the Babylonian has already been set forth at length in this
dissertation.
But the most important of these decrees is that one which reads:
* The cities across the Tigris whose sites had been established from former times,
the gods who live within them, I returned to their places and caused them to dwell
In perpetual habitation. All of their inhabitants I collected r nd restored to their
dwell inplaces, and the gods of Sumer and Akkad whom Nabonidus, to the anger of t e
lord of the gods, had brought to Babylon,at the coinr and of liarduk the great lord,
in peace in their own shrines, I made them dwell , in the habitation dear to their
heart. May all of the gods whom I brought into their own cities daily before Bel and
Nebo pray for a long life for me?(Cyrus Cylinder lines 51-35. Prince's translation in
Quotations from the Cyrus Cylinder as translated by Rogers, "Cuneiform Parallels
to the Old Testament", 381 ff.
** See above pp. 139ff

Mene Mene Tekel Upharsin, 1893).
This has been subjected to terrific criticism as furnishing any basis
for the supposition that permission was granted to the Jews to return. Jahn,
Kennett, and others say that the reference in the inscription is to the Baby-
lonians and that it can have no possible bearing upon the Jews and permission
to them to return. Were the Jews permitted to return others would be also and
since this is not mentioned upon the cylinder of Cyrus, it did not occur. But
is this not going too far? Can we not with reason deduce from this inscrip-
tion at least three points?
(i) Any foreign people deported to Babylon could easily have re-
ceived permission to returr to their native land. (ii) These people
could have received permission to rebuild their sanctuaries if they desired to
do so. (iii) The sacred vessels of whatsoever sort that they wished to take
back to their temples they could take if they wanted to do so.
It would be natural for the Persians to secure favor of the conquered
peoples by granting favor to them and by the reversal of the policy of the
Babylonians and Assyrians. If they wanted to show favor to the Jews, there
was no way in which they could do it better than by granting them religious
concessions and Cyrus may have been shrewd enough to know that such was the
case. But this is not all a matter of theory. The Elephantine papyri* now
come along and testify to the fact that when the Egyptians conquered Egypt
they showed more favor to the Jewish temple at Yeb than they did to the Egyptian
temples. They also show that Persian approval and aid was sought and perhaps
required for the rebuilding of their temple. By analogy we would suppose
that such was the case in the years of Cyrus. When we realize that in anti-
quity a temple had POLITICAL as well as religious significance we can see the
justice in the remark made by one scholar that the Jewish temple could not have
been put up without the specific approval of the Persian authorities. The
Elephantine papyri" also show that prayer was made for the Persian officials in
* For details concerning the Papyri see above pp. 144ff especially 145.

the ritual of the Temple.
We would expect therefore, even if we did not have it, some account of
the favor of the Persians to the Jews upon the accession of the Persians to
power. It is all but universally recognized that the account of Cyrus 1 favor
as we have it in Ezra 1 is idealized. For example, we do not feel that we
are upon solid historical ground when we read that it was as Cyrus read the
prophecy of II Isaiah that he granted this decree. Then too the language of
the decree betrays too close a similarity to that of the Chronicler for us to
believe that Cyrus ever used it. But that certainly does not prove that there
was no decree. We have a decree in Ezra 6:3ff which, as we have already
shown, has the earmarks of authenticity. Some have complained that this de-
cree simply gives authority to build but says nothing of a return. But with
the authority to build is implied the permission to return; for it would be
hollow mockery, as Mitchell suggests, to grant permission to build but deny
permission to return. When we add to this the fact that a few years later
the people are at work on the temple led by those who could only have come
from the Exile because they are prophets, priests, and of the house of David
(those who were carried away into Exile) it would indicate that they had been
given a chance to return. It is one thing to say that the Chronicler has
some facts back of his story even though he idealizes them; it is quite an-
other to say that he created the whole story and that his imagination does not
have even an occasional connection with the facts. That there are facts back
of his story of Persian favor, Persian permission to return, Persian permission
to rebuild the temple is the testimony not only of biblical tradition but is
becoming all the more firmly established as we come to know more about Cyrus
and the Persians. In these days of archaeological discovery it would not be
at all surprising if there should be brought to light an inscription which
specifically granted this right to the Jews. But fcven if it were never dis-
covered we could still believe that it would be consistent with the Persian po-
1
licy as we know it from other sources that such a permission was granted.
Therefore we may safely say that permission to return to their country, per-
mission to rebuild their temple, general favor to the Jews as welias to others
is consistent with what we know of the Persian policy and exactly what we would
expect. Thus the favor of the Persians becomes a very strong positive argument
for a return tf the Jews.
(3) There are very strong a priori reasons to believe that if once the
permission were given to the Jews to return, that they would avail themselves of
that permission. Torrey's picture of the Exiles as promptly settling down in
Exile and choosing Babylon as their permanent home does not do justice to the
facts. We cannot believe that the Jews of Babylon were so materially minded,
so bound by economic ties to the land of Babylon that they would have no desire
either through patriotic or religious reasons to go back to their native land
when once the chance was given for them to go. We think at once of Psalm 137
in this regard. It does not picture such smug complacency in the Exile. It
pictures rather what we would naturally expect in at least some of the commun-
ityr-home sickness for the vine clad hills of Judah.
"By the rivers of Babylon, there we sat down yea we wept when
we remembered Zion.
Upon the willows in the midst thereof we hanged up our harps.
How shall we sing the songs of Zion in the midst of a foreign land?
If I forget thee, Oh Jerusalem, let my right hand forget her skill.
Let my tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth if I remember thee not;
If I prefer not Jerusalem above my chief joy. (Vss. 1, 2, 4-6)
daughter of Babylon, thou that art to be destroyed,
Kappy shall he be that rewardeth thee as thou hast rewarded us.
Happy shall he be, that taketh one of thy little ones and dashes
him against a rock". (Vss. 8-9)
It is evident that the fierce and firey expressions of patriotism and

religious feeling that are to be found in this Psalm point in the direction of
a different feeling from the opinion expressed by Torrey. Materialism did not
reign supreme among the Babylonian Exiles. There would be those patriotic
enough to desire to restore the wasted city and those religious enough to want
to set up the deserted shrine. That the disciples of Ezekiel would have no de-
sire to carry out the legal principles of their chief in the holy land and that
men of the spirit of II Isaiah who so eqg- ;rly proclaimed release of the captives
did not avail themselves of it when it ct.me is incredible. All that would be
needed would be permission to return and there would be those who would be will
ing and eager to carry it out. Thus (a) religious motives would lead some to
return. This would include those of the type of II Isaiah and those who were
of kindred mind; those of priestly interest who had come under the influence of
Ezekiel; those who wanted through motives of sentiment, to restore the holy
city and the holy temple. This would correspond to our Zionist movement today.
There is no reason to believe that there would not be people of that sort in Ex-
ile who would be willing to forego the ease of their settled life for the pur-
pose of reestablishing their ancestral religion in its native home. We are
not to suppose that all idealism was dead in the Jews. (b) Political motives
would lead others to return. This would be true of those of the Zerubbabel
type in whose thought the political yearnings of the people tried to find ex-
pression. The old Messianic hope was in all probability connected with him.
(c) Patriotic motives would lead others. Suppose that Germany had defeated the
United States in the recent war and had deported by force a number of Americans
to Germany. Upon the banks of the Rhine where they were deported' they were
requested to sing the Star Spangled Banner. How would the Americans feel and
what would be their attitude towards returning to their native land if they were
given a chance? Some no doubt would stay in Germany if they were well fed and
we'l housed, but there would be some who would return, at least a few adventur-
ous spirits who would be willing to "risk the long and dangerous journey to re-
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turn and rebuild their homes and their altars upon their native shores. We
must remember in this connection that the Jews never entirely got over the
liberty-loving and independent attitude that they brought as nomads from the
desert. Even in the time of Jesus the political attitude as represented by
the Zealots was a factor to be reckoned with. Are we to believe that this
attitude that was present before the Exile and after the Exile in such charac-
ters as Kehemiah and others was dead during the Exile and among the Exiles?
Some say it was present but it was present in Palestine and not among the Exiles.
But the testimony of Ezekiel, II Isaiah, Psalm 137 and other passages is against
that as is also the testimony of II Kings where we are told that the religious
and political leaders were taken into Exile.
There were undoubtedly Jews in the Exile who would not remain there a
day longer than they need to do once the way was open to go. Furthermore,
these would be the most active, energetic, and devout of those among the Exiles.
This all leads Batten to say, "if there was no return of the Jews from Exile in
the time of Cyrus, that fact is the most stubbornly inexplicable of all the
facts of Hebrew history 11 . The Zionist of today and the Zealot of Jesus' day
vere^indoubtedly represented by the Zerubbabel of that day. Torrey's argument
does not hold and fails to recognize the genius of the Hebrew people. The
unique thing in their life had been, was, and is their religion and Jerusalem
had an important place in it. To say that no Jews returned would be to make
them devoid of patriotism and religions sentiment, materialists who had the
sense of God fattened out of them and this we cannot hold and at the same time
not
say they were Jews. Yfe are/saying that 42,360 Jews were idealists after this
fashion but we are saying that there were some - probably many.
(4) The fourth argument in favor of a return from the Exile is that Ba-
bylonian Jews were found at work upon the temple and taking the leadership in
the times of Eaggai and Zechariah.
Concerning Haggai and Zechariah we have already spoken giving the ancient

testimony to the effect that these prophets were from the Exile. Here it re-
mains for us to speak of Sheshbazzar, Zerubbabel, and Joshua. The point for
us to keep in mind in this connection is not only that of a testimony to a re-
turn from the Exile but also this, that THE LEADERSHIP in the restoration is
in the hands of the Exiles. That point is one of the dominant points of em-
phasis in this dissertation. THE LEADERSHIP Bi THE RESTORATION HAS PROVIDED BY
THE EXILE. We will see this in the case of Nehemiah and again in the case of
Ezra. We will see it here *n connection with the restoration of the community
and the temple in the early days of the Persian period. Influence cannot be
eKtimated entirely in terms of numbers. Thus Babylonian inflvience in the re-
storation of Judaism does not entirely depend upon whether 42,360 returned under
Cyrus. The influence might still be very strong even though a much smaller num-
ber returned provided that in the group there were leaders.
The relationship between Sheshbazzar and Zerubbabel has been made the ob-
ject of a great deal of discussion. In Ezra 1 it is Sheshbazzar who leads the
Exiles back (Ezra l:ll). But in the list of leaders given in Ezra 2, the name
of Sheshbazzar is not given, but rather that of Zerubbabel and Joshua (Ezra 2:
2). Sheshbazzar disappears completely after Ezra 1 so far as the Hebrew story
is concerned and it is Zerubbabel who leads the people in Ezra 3 and 4. In the
Aramaic document 5:14-16 it is Sheshbazzar who lays the foundation of the temple
whereas in Haggai and Zechariah and in parts of the Aramaic document (Ezra 5:2)
it is Zerubbabel who lays the foundation stone of the Temple. Some scholars
solved the difficulty by the identification of Sheshbazzar and Zerubbabel, Shesh-
bazzar being the court name and Zerubbabel the name he took after he came to Pal-
estine. Scholars identifying Sheshbazzar end Zerubbabel are Ewald, Hitzig, Hun-
ter, Van Hoona^er, Ryle, Wellhausen (cautiously, saying the relation is not clear),
Wade, and formerly Kuenen. The motive for this identification is of course
largely apologetic.
But increasingly scholars have seen in these two men different person-
* See above pp. 226f.
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alities and now v.'e can list Smend, Hoeldeke, Kuenen, Stade, Montefiore, Meyer,
Marquart
,
Batten, Sellin, Nikel, Imbert, Kenan, Kosters, Guthe, Siegfried,Cheyne,
Klosterman, and Torrey as regarcin; the men as separate. The names are both used in the
same chapter by the same author. This shows that in the opinion of the author at
least, they were distinct people. It is always difficult to identify two men with
different names under any circumstances and this is particularly true where their
nanes are preserved in the same tradition and the author knows of no such identity. The
history at best is frag* entary. We would like to know more about all of ti.ese char-
acters. But there is no hint of the death of any of these rulers nor even when their
rule closed. It may be regarded as accepted that these two names represent two
different men. Ou r main problem at this point is not so much the question of whether
the one is identical with the other so much as it is the question as to where
these men came from and who they were. Let us begin with Sheshbazzar.
Sheshbazzar is undoubtedly a Babylonian name . Eduard l!"eyer finds "Sin-bal-
usur" (Sin protect the son) as the most probable equivalent. This is a customary name
and has in it the name of the Babylonian deity Sin. Another suggested equivalent for
Sheshbazzar is "Shamash-bal-usur" (Shamash protect the son). But this too would be of
la ylonian origin. In fact all agree that the name is of Babylonian origin the real
question is as to whether he is to be identified with Zerubbabel and whether he is a
Jew. Upon the hypothesis that the two men Sheshbazzar and Zerubbabel are not identical,
which is Sheshbazzar, a Jew or a Persian?
Stade, Smend, Roszenweig, Kuenen, Torrey, Davies think that Sheshbazzar
is a Persian official. He goes out as a representative of Persia, protects the
colonists, stays for a time and then returns. That is why he is not mentioned in the
list found in Ezra 2. That was a list of the Jews who returned and Sheshbazzar was not
a Jew. The reference in Ezra 1:0 to "Sheshbazzar
,
prince of Judah" is from
the Chronicler who was far too distant from the events to be sure of matters of
race. (SO Kuenen). In "Ezra Studies" Torrey had rendered the translation "Prince of
Judah" but in the American Journal of Semitic languages (1921) he changes this
translation to "Governor of Judah" ,and along with this he holds that Shesh-
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bazzar was not a Jew but a Persian official. Kuenen holds that Sheshbazzar
never was governor but this "is to make history, not to construct it out of ex-
isting materials". Davies (Ezra, fteh. etc., p. 47) thinks that Sheshbazzar was
a Persian official, although a Babylonian by race. wHe v/as appointed to exe-
cute the King's decree, to hand over moneys and temple vessels, to divide the
territory, and to make the first preparations for the building of the temple.
Having done these things he probably returned to Babylon leaving the control of
things to Zerubbabel, who was a Jew, and in the direct line of descent from
David" (p. 47). If Sheshbazzar were a Persian official, this fact would have
but little bearing upon our problem except probably to show that there was a re-
turn from the Exile in which the Persians took enough interest to send a Persian
official.
There is very strong evidence however, that Sheshbazzar was a Jew. If a
Jew, he was undoubtedly born in the Exile for he has a Babylonian name. His
presence in Palestine would testify to a return from the Exile. What is the
evidence to show that he was a Jew? Imbert, Renan, Kosters, Meyer, Kikel, Bat-
ten, look upon him as a Jew. Peritz and Knudson are more cautious and say,
*He may be the same as Shenazzar". The reasons for thinking him to be a Jew are:
(a) There is good reason to identify Sheshbazzar with the Shenazzar
of I Chron. 3:18 a son of the captive king Jehoiachin. The names are very sim-
ilar. That would make Zerubbabel a nephew of Sheshbazzar for Shealtiel was a
brother of Shenazzar. It would also make Sheshbazzar a descendant of the
Davidic housed
(b) Babylonian names were often given to Jewish children in Baby-
lon. (Clay, Light from Babel, p. 403 and Daiches, Jews in Babylon). So also
in the Elephantine papyri we find combinations in the names of the Jews with the
god6 of Egypt and other places. Even Christians named their children Demetrius.
(c) It is unlikely that Cyrus would have sent a Persian in charge
of the sacred vessels. His object was to pacify rather than to irritate the Jews.
* This argument is put forth in a tentative way and is not heavily built upon
as showing Sheshbazzar to be a Jew.
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(d) The Persian policy, according to Herodotus, was to restore
peoples to their native lands and let them have their native rulers. In ac-
cordance with this policy we would then expect a descendant of the house of
David (So Meyer, p. 79).
(e) The Chronicler would not call a foreigner by the title "prince
of Judah" (Ezra l:ll). This was much too distinctive and significant a Hebrew
title for that (Batten, p. 70).
(f ) It is very difficult to see how a Persian would have a Baby-
lonian name. The Persians had just recently conquered Babylon. This would
seem to make Sheshbazzar a Babylonian if not a Jew. But can we believe that
Cyrus would be so short-sighted as to put a hated Babylonian in charge of the
expedition of the Jews. This would mean in the language of our former analogy
that the nation that conquered Germany and gave us permission to return to our
native land would send out a German as our first governor, the restorer of our
temple, andlescort upon the journey. This might happen but it would certainly
not be an evidence of good favor and of a conciliatory policy which we have been
led to believe was the policy of the Persians.
These arguments make it at least possible and some would go much farther
and say they make it almost certain that Sheshbazzar was a Babylonian Jew. If
so, his presence in Palestine testifies to a return.
With Zerubbabel the case is clearer still. Here we have a Jew and the
overwhelming evidence is that he is from the Exiles. This man working as THE
LEADER upon the Temple in 520 is a very strong testimony to the return from Ex-
ile and to the fact that the returned Exiles furnished the leadership for the
work. Kosters, it will be remembered, argued that neither Zerubbabel nor Joshua
were Babylonian Jews, but his argument is certainly inconclusive. Let us see
the reasons why Zerubbabel must be held to be a Babylonian Jew.
(a) First is the evidence from name. The second element of the
name is nBabel w ("Babylon"). The first element of the name may mean "seed" or

"Sprout". Thus the full name would be "seed of Babylon", "Sprout of Babylon".
The first element may be a verb meaning "crush". This would give to the word
the meaning, "Crush Babylon". In either case the name would testify to a Baby-
lonian origin. The preference is to be given however to the first meaning and
that would make it clear that Zerubbabel was a Babylonian Jew, "born in Babylon"
This is a common Babylonian name as the inscriptions shew.
(b) Argument from genealogy also shows him to be of Babylonian
origin. According to Ezra 3:2,8 5:2 and Haggai 1:1,12,14 2:2 Zerubbabel was
the son of Shealtiel. Shealtiel was in turn the son of Jehoiachin who lived in
the Exile and whom Merodach had elevated in 561 B. C. (II Kings 25:27ff). This
is about as clear a proof as we could possibly have that Zerubbabel was from the
Exile, that he was a Jew, and a member of the royal family.
The elevation of Jehoiachin by Evil-Lerodach probably had a very
profound influence upon the Jews, in Babylon and elsewhere. Eduard Meyer has
pointed out the possible significance of this elevation in a passage which is im
portant enough to quote: "The Jews were by this act in fact recognized as a na-
tion. They were the remnant of an independent people with an officially re-
cognized head, even though he may have had nothing to say in actual affairs.
Thus Jehoiachin and his family became the bearer of the Messianic hope and that
be
he would again be king was to, the first step in the realization of that Messian-
ic hope. The Book, of Kings thus closes, after all judgments and punishments,
with the first signs of hope; with a confidence in Jahve that he will care for
his people and that he has not entirely cast them off. That anyone outside of
the Javidic line could be the Messiah, the mass of people at no time thought.
II Isaiah can conceive it differently, he can transcend national limits and lift
up the idea that Cyrus is the Messiah.... But for the masses the David^ Messiah i
necessary. These hopes were buried so long as Jehoiachin was in chains but his
elevation revived those Messianic hopes. When Evil-L'eordach died, Jehoiachin
still kept his place for he 'kept it until his death'. This was passed on to
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his sons. At the death of the father, Sheshbazzar would be regarded as the
head of the Jewish people. So Sheshbazzar returned to Palestine with the Jews
when the Persians took control of Babylon. After his death he would be replaced
by Zerubbabel, his nephew
1
*. (Ent. pp. 78-79). While this may be overdrawn in
its estimate of the importance that was placed upon Jehoiachin in the Exile, it
undoubtedly analyses the Jewish psychology and points to hopes that would be
aroused both by the elevation of Jehoiachin and by the return of the Jews to their
native land.
(c) That there were Messianic hopes at this time is the testimony
of both Haggai and Zechariah. It is evident that only a Davidic could arouse
these hopes for only a Davidic could be the Messiah. But the royal family ac-
cording to II Kings 24-25 had been deported into Exile and were in Exile (II
c
Kings 25:27ff and II Kings 24:llf). Wellhausen, Meyer, Van Hoona^ker, Sellin,
and many others have called attention to this fact and it is of very great im-
portance in testifying to the presence of a Babylonian Jew of royal lineage in
the person of Zerubbabel. If Zerubbabel is not a Davidic and not a Babylonian
Jew how then does he come to the prominence to which he comes in the time and in
the thinking of Haggai and Zechariah? How does he come to be the representa-
tive of the Messianic hope and how does he get his holy legitimacy if he is not
a descendant of the royal family? Kosters forgets to answer these questions
saying that if Zerubbabel had returned from the Exile and if he were a Davidic,
the prophets would say more about him. But let us see how much they do say
about him. Zerubbabel is the anointed of Jahve (Hg. 2:23) and his servant
(Zech. 3:8). He is called to the throne (Zech. 6:13). He is to be the "signet"
of Jahve (symbol of royalty) and he is the "chosen" of Jahve (Hg. 2:23). He is
the germ of the glorious future (Zech. 3:8 6:12). Jahve will take him after
he has shaken the earth and overthrown the throne of the kingdoms and destroyed
the strength of the nation (Hg. 2:22f). This shaking of the heavens and earth
and this overthrowing of the nations was to precede the inauguration of the Mes-
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sianic age. In Hg. 2:4ff there is another Messianic reference when he exhorts
Zerubbabel and Joshua to be strong for "i will shake the heavens and the earth
and the sea and the dry land and I will shake all nations etc.". Zech. 6:13
speaks of Zerubbabel thus: "he shall build the temple of Jahve, and shall bear
the glory, and shall sit and rule his throne, and he shall be a priest upon his
throne". Jer. 23: 5,where the reference in "Zemach" ("branch") is to a Davidic
descendant tends to establish this view. The sane Hebrew word is used in Zech,
3:8 6:12. In the new age Jerusalem will be the mecca for the nations and
peoples of the world (Zech. 6:1 2:15 8:20-23). The land of Juda will have
miraculous fertility, well being, and great population (Hg. 2:9, Zech. 1:17 2:4
3:10 8:4f 8:1] f). These are typically Liessianic ideas and betoken the inau-
guration of the liessianic kingdom. All of this makes it very clear that Zerub-
babel was popularly connected with the Messianic hope and if so, he must have
been a Davidic, and if a Davidic, from the Exile. In the coming of this new
governor with the hopes that attached themselves to him you have a motive for the
building of the temple because the He s sianic age could not come until there was
a temple. The leadership is thus being furnished and the ILRiLSE is being given
by a returned Exile. It is not likely that he returned alone. Thus we have a
strong argument for a return from the Exile in the fact that Zerubbabel was in
Palestine.
The same is proven also by the presence of Joshua, the priest. Joshua
is mentioned in Ez. 2:2, 3:8, 4:3, 5:2, Neh. 12:1 and he is the first high priest
in the list of high priests given in lleh. 12:10ff, a list that goes down to the
tirr?e of Alexander the Great and which is regarded as being authentic. He is
mentioned as being prominent in the restoring of the temple not only in Ezra but
also in Haggai and Zechariah (Hg. 1:1, 1:12,14, 2:2,4, Zech 3:1,3,6,8,9). In
Zechariah he is referred to as the high priest and so also in Haggai. The fa-
ther of Joshua is Jehozadak who according to I Chronicles 5:41 (English 6:15)
r
"went into captivity when Jahve carried away Judah and Jerusalem by the hands of
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Nebuchadnezzar". Thus Joshua would be the son of a priest who went into Exile.
The fact that the Chronicler is the author of this passage may have a
tendency upon the port of some to discredit it. But when we remember that Joshua
is mentioned in Ezra 2:2 as coming up from the Exile along with Zerubbabel, and
when we realize that the leaders both religious and political were carried into
Exile, and when we understand the great importance and the legitimacy that he
had at the time of the temple building, the whole matter points in the direction
of a Babylonian Jew who had returned from the Exile to be present and to aid in
the restoration of the temple. I Chronicles also reports (I Chron. 5:40) that
he was the grandson of Seraiah to whom II Kings 25:18ff refers as having been
put to death at the time of the Babylonian Exile.
Kosters questions (pp. 41f) whether or not Joshua was the son of Seraiah
and therefore whether or not he was born in the Exile, saying that the office of
the high priest did not exist before the Exile and therefore we have no reason
to believe that he vias a descendant of Seraiah just because he was high priest
after the Exile, The Chronicler has the theory that there v/as an unbroken
string of High Priests from his time back to the Exodus. In reality there was
no such office until after the Exile. In reply to this there are a number of
considerations to be mentioned. (a) V/e know from both Haggai and Zechariah that
there was an office of High Priest after the Exile and that Joshua was that High
Priest. When Hg. and Zech. use it, it is not an unknown title; the people know
what is meant and how eminent the person is. Ytfhy was Joshua rather than some
other man the High Priest? May it not be because of the fact that his grand-
father had been Seraiah a very prominent priest, as we learn from II Kings 25:18
ff, in the days before the Exile? (b) While they had no High Priest in the
technical sense that it is used in the Eexateuch before the Exile yet such pas-
sages as II Kings 11:18 and II Kings 25:18 show that they had some one who was
the head over the other priests. The importance of Zodok in times of David and
Dt. 10:6
Solomon testifies to this. (c) Passages like I Sam. 14:3/show that this office
regularly descended to the son. The priesthood was probably hereditary before,
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during, and after the Exile, This gave to Joshua his legitimacy - the fact that
he was a grandson of Seraiah. (d) Since the high priesthood was but the exten-
sion of this hereditary office held by Seraiah before the time of the Exile, we
would expect that the children of Seraiah would be the nearest in line for the
office of the high priesthood. (e) Furthermore, when it comes to genealogies
in relation to the high priest we are in the realm of genealogies which would be
regarded as so important that records of it would certainly be kept at the temple.
The Chronicler might make mistakes in regard to genealogies of lesser importance
but when it came to matters in connection with the high priesthood there viould be
official records undoubtedly and there would be many to correct any mistake that
might be made. (f) The Elephantine papyri help us to establish the accuracy of
the list of high priests found in Keh. 12. This corroborates our judgment
that these records as they pertained to high priestly officials were correctly
kept. Neh. 12:23 refers to a source of records which may very well not only
have been in existence but accurately kept. So while we may not regard this
Babylonian origin of Joshua as absolutely proven, we are at least on fairly safe
ground when we say that it is very probable. Here then we have the two leaders
in the rebuilding of the Temple, Joshua and Zerubbabel, coming from the Babylon-
ian Exile. The presence of Zerubbabel and Joshua in 520 leading the work upon
the rebuilding of the Temple, coupled with the fact that they were in all proba-
bility originally in Babylon gives very strong evidence for a return from Exile
and that those who returned assumed positions of leadership. HTo say anything
else means the suppressing of documents and the supposition that at Jerusalem
illusion and dreams took the place of tradition and forgetfulness and fable re-
placed history". (Van Hoonaker "Nouvelles Etudes'*, p. 103).
(5) Another positive argument for a return from the Exile which can be
briefly treated is this: Haggai and Zechariah both use an exact system of dat-
ing and what is more to the point they use the BABYLONIAN system of dating. Ros-
ters agrees with the idea that they dated exactly but he ignores the fact that
they use the Babylonian system of dating. It is very convenient to ignore this

but why is it that these two prophets use the Babylonian system and not the
Syrian . system? Our answer cannot be final but the natural suggestion is this:
either they themselves had dwelt in Babylonia, or their readers had dwelt in Ba-
bylonia, or that both had dwelt there and it was the natural tiling for them to
do. In Babylonia they had accustomed themselves to noticeable exactness in the
designation of time "in the second year of Darius, in the sixth month, in the
the
first day of the month*, reads Hg. 1:1. "in the seventh month in/one and twen-
tieth day of the month", reads Hg, 2:1. It is the same with Zechariah (Zech.
1:1,7 7:1 )• Jeremiah dates his prophecy broadly in the "Thirteenth year of
his reign" (Jer. 1:2). Amos speaks of his prophecy as being "two years before
the earthquake". This is picturesque and to his readers probably significant,
but it lacks the exactness of Haggai and Zechariah. It is interesting that the
prophet Ezekiel, a prophet of the Exile, living in Babylonia has this same pre-
cision in dating, "Now it came to pass in the thirtieth year, in the fourth month
and in the fifth day of the month" (Eze. 1:1 Cf. 8:1 20:1 etc.). Ezekiel, a
prophet living in the Exile, dates exactly. Is it just a coincidence that Eag-
gai and Zechariah date exactly or did they, in this
;
show the influence of the Ex-
ile? It is interesting too that these prophets use the "spring'sera" in their
system of dating. This is the Babylonian practice. The practice in Syria is
to use the "Autumn's era". Here they are using the Babylonian practice rather
than the Syrian, just the tiling we would expect if they or their readers or both
were from the Exile and just what we would not expect if they were natives of
Syria and had not been in the Exile. Later the Jews turned back to the "Autumn 1
era" as practiced in Syria, thus gradually adjusting themselves to Syria but in
the earlier years, at least in the time of Haggai and Zechariah, they used the
Babylonian system. This is a matter which may mean a little or a lot. But
it looks very definitely in the direction of returned Jews from Babylonia. This
point may not have occurred to Kosters, if it did he maintained a judicious si-
a rather
lence. It is pe,rhaps/small point that indicates a very great deal*
* For Yfellhausen 8 emphasis ujon this point see above p. 77.
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(6) Before we pass on to the chapter dealing with the rebuilding of the
Temple there are a series of arguments that may be briefly mentioned but which
call for little discussion that point to a return from the Exile.
(a) wThe refounding of Jerusalem and the Temple cannot have started
fron the Jews that were left in the land. The remnant left in Palestine would
have restored the old cultus at the high places. Instead of that we find even
before Ezra the legitimate cultus and the hierarchy in Jerusalem. In the Temple
service proper Ezra finds nothing to reform. V/ithout the leaven of the Gola
the Judaism of Palestine is in its origin incomprehensible". (Wellhausen,
Geschichte, p. 155, 160). To this we might add the question: Yftiy was it that
in the second year of Darius the prophets were led to appeal to the people to re-
store the Temple? At this point it will be enough to say that there was un-
doubtedly a return from the Exile under new leadership or some events that secured
the purpose at that particular time. The temple had already been in ruins for
seventy years. Why was it that just at this time the work was begun? There
must have been some movement which at this time gave the impulse. Concerning
the nature of that impulse and the fact that it was probably connected with Baby-
lon Jews, we^hall speak more at length in the next chapter*
(b) Is it credible that the Jews who received or could have re-
ceived permission to return to Palestine to their native land would have waited
until the time of Ezra a hundred years later to do so? If there was a return
from the Exile in the time of Nehemiah and Ezra why not earlier in the days when
the memories of the old temple and the old city would be fresh in the minds of
many who were still living?
(c) Another point to which George Adam Smith calls attention in his
"Book of the Twelve", (p. 213) is this: Haggai and Zechariah have nothing to
say about idolatry. In addressing the returned Exiles this is explicable for
they were forever purged of idolatry in the Exile. But if they are speaking to
the people of the land, idolatry would probably be a factor to reckon with.
* For details concerning the impulses at work in 520 B.C. see pp. 2 flfi „„ below.
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(d) In Ezra 4:12 wo have an argument for a return from the Exile.
"Be it known to the king that the Jews who came up froir thee are coming to us at
Jerusalem; they are building the rebellious and bad city and have finished the
walls and repaired the foundations H . Kosters admits that if this passage can
be proven to be authentic, his position receives a very severe blow» In our
earlier study of the Aramaic passages we showed that the passage was genuine.*
It is a very difficult passage to place, but it does testify to a return from
the Exile.
(e) Ezra's disturbance over mixed marriages is explicable if the
Exiles had returned and with their strict views had yielded and intermarried
with foreigners but if it is the native population of Judah that has been doing
this, it is more to be expected and therefore his great disturbance over the
situation is more or less inexplicable. In Neh. 8:17, Ez. 9:4, 10:6 we have
evidences of the fact that it is the sin of the Gola that the author has in
mind for he uses the phrase "the trespass of those of the captivity M . It is
evident that Ezra's Gola, recently cone from Babylon, had not as yet had time to
intermarry with foreigners so there must have been a Gola before the time of
Ezra. It is unbelievable that the Chronicler would insert the word Gola here.
The Chronicler is naturally favorable to the Gola and would not willingly un-
load a guilt upon them that they did not deserve to bear. The feeling of Ezra
is hard to explain upon the hypothesis that the community before Ezra only con-
sisted of Jews remaining back in Palestine who had never been in Exile. Ezra
also assumes that there is a community already in existence (7:14 8:29,33 10:1).
Ezra did not create the community, he reformed it.
(f) So Nehemiah gives indirect testimony to a return from the Ex-
ile. He finds in existence a well organized community with a high priest, civil
administrators, and conditions unlikely unless there had been a return from Ex-
ile (Ken. 2:16 3:1,9,12,14,26,31 4:7,13 5:2,7,8,17 6:17 etc.). Some have
sought to solve this by postulating a return from Egypt or other lands or by a
For details see pp. 150ff. above.

return of the scattered elements of the native population. Thus they deny
the only historical and authentic return that we do have reported for one that
is merely supposed and for v/hich we have no record. This is a strange way of
dealing with history - to suppose something to happen in order to account for a
fact rather than accept something as an explanation which has support in actual
fact. Of course there may have been a return from other countries and more
than one expedition from Babylon but why deny a Babylonian return for which we
have a tradition in order to accept a return for which we have no evidence?
Sellir (Studien etc. p. 120) finds another indirect evidence from Nehemiah for
a return: The marriage with foreigners which Nehemiah found in existence,
finds its best explanation only in an overwhelming return of MEN in the past
which resulted in a numerical disproportion between the two sexes". This point
will not be pressed but the argument can be stated for what it is worth. It
cannot be proven or disproven - therefore no emphasis is placed upon it.
(g) In connection with Ezra, Nehemiah, and admitted returns from
the Exile at that time the question has been suggested by Batten and many
others: If there was a return from the Exile under Nehemiah and Ezra at the
time of the rebuilding of the walls, why not a return at an earlier date under
Sheshbazzar, Zerubbabel, Joshua at the rebuilding of the Temple? Such a re-
turn would be as likely then under Persian favor and the influence of II Isaiah
and Ezekiel as in later times and perhaps more so because of the fact that the
fa] 1 of Jerusalem would not be so far in the past and many might still be liv-
ing who had seen the first temple and the first holy city and who would desire
to restore them. In that case there would be a motive to return to the place
we
of their birth which/r/ould not have in the case of those born in Exile.
(h) One other point which has been hinted at before needs to be
definitely stated as a separate point before we leave the positive argument
for a return from the Exile. The literature of the Exile is abundant and in
it there is a strain that runs through it with great persistency, it is a lam-

entation over the necessity of living In a foreign land and a longing for a
return from captivity. We find this coning to utterance, especially the joy
over the prospect of return, in many passages of II Isaiah (isa. 46:lf 47:lff
48:20f 52:11 40:3ff). In Jeremiah 30-33 we have a section that probably
comes from the Exile in which the same idea is beautifully expressed. M I will
turn again the captivity of my people and I will cause them to return to the
land that I gave to their fathers to possess it, and they shall possess it"
(30:3). Every man is represented as being in travail with his hands upon his
loins like a woman in travail and with his face pale, "it is the time of Ja-
cob's trouble (Exile) but he shall be saved out of it. I will break his yoke
from off thy neck and will burst thy bonds and foreigners shall no longer make
him their bondman, but they shall serve Jehovah their God and David their king
whom I will raise up unto them Fear not I will save thee from afar and
thy seed from the land of their captivity and Jacob shall return and shall be
at ease, and none shall make him afraid" (30:6ff). Undoubtedly in many hearts
the one thing that made the Exile endurable was the thought of release from it,
"i will turn again the captivity of Jacob's tents, and will have compassion on
his dwelling places, and the city shall be builded upon the hill, and the palace
shall be inhabited after its own manner" (Vs. 30). Here comes to light the
political aspects of the Messianic hopes as they were formulated in Exile. This
comes to particularly strong expression in Jer. 32:36-44. In order that they
may not lose their way in their return to liheir native land we have waymarks and
guideposts set up marking with certainty the road to the promised land. "Set
thee up waymarks, make thee guide-posts, set thy heart towards the highway, even
the way by which thou wentest. Turn again, Oh virgin of Israel, turn to these
thy cities" (31:2l). Thus in Jer. 30-33, probably written in the Exile, we have
that longing coming to expression to bring the captivity to an end. Can we
imagine that those peoples in captivity who fed themselves upon this sort of
literature-tender, pleading, at times stirring - would none of them return when

the chance came to go back to Palestine?
But the same tiling comes to expression in Ezekiel. Ezekiel 40-48,
worked out by Ezekiel among the Babylonian Jews in the southern part of Baby-
lon, is simply a constitution for the revived community. This may have been
merely a dream but there was undoubtedly a following for Ezekial in the Exile,
perhaps even stronger than of II Isaiah. Among these there v/ould be those
who would seek to realize the purpose of Ezekiel in the restored community.
All of this points to the conclusion that the attitude of willingness
to return would be present among the Babylonian Jews. If none returned after
such an education, it becomes a fact that is stubbornly inexplicable. HThen
too the fact that II Isaiah's prophecies were preserved for future generations
shows that Cyrus did not disappoint the hopes of the Exiles" (Kuenen).
Other matters pointing in the direction of a return from the Exile will
be considered later, but the above arguments certainly indicate that the trad-
ition favoring a return from the Exile is credible.

CHAPTER II
THE REBUILDING OF THE TEMPLE
\)
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In dealing with the rebuilding of the temple there are a number of questions
which critics have raised in the past half century which should he stated before we
"begin the detailed discussion.
(1) When was work on the temple begun?
(2) If there was a return from the Exile during the reign of Cyrus, WHY
was there a delay of seventeen years until the reign of Darius?
(3) itfhat gave the impulse to build in the year 520?
(4) WHO built the Temple, returned Jews or Palestinian Jews?
(5) What was the Jewish attitude towards the Samaritans and mixed population
in the land?
The plan of this chapter will be to discuss these questions in the order in
which they are stated.
When was work on the temple begun? Upon this point there has been an enor-
mous amount of discussion ever since the time of Schrader and his article, "Die Dauer
des zweiten Tempelbaus" in 1867. It would be possible here for us to get into an
enormously long discussion if we canvassed the opinions of all the scholars who have
written upon this subject. I have, at my hanc , some two hundred pages of notes that
deal with this matter alone but it seems to me that in this por'rit we have had a very
great deal of discussion over a thing that is of very little importance and so it is
not going to be dealt with except in a summary fashion.
The traditional view is that in the second year of Cyrus the Jews laid the
corner-stone of the temple and started building. Hostility of the Samaritans stopped
the work for a time, but it was begun again in the second year of the reign of Darius
and finished in four years. The verses upon which this traditional view of the history
is based are Szra 3:8ff, 4:4, which are taken from the Chronicler's story of the re-
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•building of the temple, and Ezra 4:24, 5:16, and 6:14b in the Aramaic source. This
traditional theory has "been defended since Schrader by the following scholars: Roszen-
weig, Van Hoonaker, G. A. Smith (Book of the Twelve), Nikel, Baudissin, Sellin, Driver
(Cent. Com. on Ilinor Prophets, very cautiously and upon the "basis of the "Explicit"
character of 5:16), and Jampel. But in spite of the learned and able defense of the
c
traditional position especially "by Sellin, Nikel, Van Hoonaker, and Jampel, the position
of Schrader has increasingly gained ground. The arguments against the traditional point
of view are as follows:
(a) This reconstruction of the history is from the hands of the Chronicler
and we find him in disagreement with his own sources. In Ezra 5:2 we read "Then rose
up Zerubbabel and Joshua (in the second year of the reign of Darius) and BEGAN to build
the house of God,which is at Jerusalem, and with the prophets of God helping them". The
text does not say they began AGAIN to build.
(b) The testimony of Haggai and Zechariah also would lead us to believe that
the work on the Temple was begun in the second year of the reign of Darius. We know
from their prophecies that the second year of Darius was the time they began their
agitation for the rebuilding of the temple (Hg.l) 1:15, 2:10, Zech.lrl, 1:7). What
was the condition of the temple at that time? Here you have the witness of absolute
contemporaries and it is very important. Hg. 1:2 and 1:4 both imply that nothing has
teen done on the house. The people say the time has not yet come to build the house.
The idea suggested by the passage is not of a renewal of an attempt or of the completion
of something already started but rather of the beginning of the work. In Vs. 4 the
expression is both strong and "explicit", "While this house lieth waste". Such an
expression is certainly more easily understood if nothing up until that time has been
done upon the Temple. Also the expression in 1:8 "Go up to the mountain and bring wood
and build this house" would indicate a beginning upon the house. In vs. 14 "Thus they
came and worked upon the house of Jahve of hosts their God", does not speak of a re-
* For a detailed statement of Schrader's position see above, pp. 58-62.
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newal, or continuation, or completion of the work. In order that there may he no
uncertainty ahout this matter we have an actual statement with great definiteness
in Haggai 2:18, "Consider, I pray you from this day and "backward from the 24th day
of the ninth month WHEN THE FOUNDATION OF JAHVE'S HOUSE WAS LAID. Thus the day of
the foundation stone laying is the twenty-fourth day of the ninth month and in 2:19
the promise is that from that time onwards there will be a "blessing of Jahve upon their
crops. There is some question here ahout the month referred to as it does not seem to
agree with the sixth month referred to in Hg. 1:15. The ninth month would he one of
the most inclement months of the year for such a founding. Duhm and Rothstein "both
think the date is wrong. There is much to he said for Rothstein's transposition of
this passage from its present position and combining it with 1:15 making it a speech
at the time the foundations stone of the Temple was laid in the sixth month. But it
refers to the foundation stone "being laid in the time of HadB.i and that was in the
reign of Darius and not Cyrus. Also in 2:15 we have the word, "And consider from this
day and backward "before a stone was laid upon a stone in the temple."
The testimony of Zechariah is even more explicit than that of Haggai. In
Zech. 1:15 the expression is, "I am returned to Jerusalem with mercy, ray house shall
he "built therein and a line shall be stretched over Jerusalem". These words do not
presuppose twelve or thirteen years of "building which Ezra 5:318 implies. But Zech. 4:9
is perfectly clear upon this matter, "The hands of Zeruhhahel have laid the foundations
of this house and his hands shall complete it". The reference is not to Sheshha^zar
and a founding of the temple seventeen years hefore hut *hat Zeruhhahel has recently
done. Also in Zech. 8:9 we have what Schrader thinks is the most definite statement
of all: "Let your hands he strong, ye that hear in these days from the mouth of the
prophets who were in the days when the temple was founded, even the temple that it
might he "built". Some have tried to save this passage for the traditional point of
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view "by saying that it should read, "It might he completed". But why does not the
author say so? He uses "finished" /'completed" when he wants to (Zech.4:9).
Thus the old Aramaic section in Ezra 5 and the testimony of Haggai and
Zechariah point in the direction of the beginning of work upon the temple in 520
rather than 538. But what shall we do with the verses in A which refer to a
different tradition? Ezra 4:24 is recognized on all sides as being an interpolation
of the Chronicler to make the story which just preceded it fit into a temple narrative
instead of a narrative dealing with an attempted restoration of the walls. That it is
from the Chronicler and not in the original is shown by the simple fact that he mis-
understood its tenor and thought it dealt with the temple rather than the walls. Ezra
5:16 which Driver feels is so explicit that he must hold to a "Ceremonial laying of
the foundation stone" is also under great suspicion. It reads, "Then came Sheshbazzar
and laid the foundations of the house of God which is in Jerusalem and since that time
until this hath it been a building and yet is not completed". Driver makes the queer
statement that upon the basis of 5:16, the foundation-stone was laid and then the work
stopped. But the last part of the verse is just as "Explicit" as the first part, "Since
then until now it hath been building". This last part we simply cannot hold upon the
witness of Haggai and Zechariah and it throws into doubt the first part as well. This,
too, is very likely an interpolation of the Chronicler. Ezra 6:14b has been earlier
Bhown to be an interpolation in the text because of (1) the tell-tale expression of
the Chronicler, "King of Persia" and (11) by the bringing in of Artaxerxes into con-
nection with the temple building which is absolutely impossible.
(c) The tradition that the temple was begun in the reign of Cyrus, was
interrupted until the time of Larius, and tnen finished, could be accounted for upon
the following suppositions: (1) The Chronicler could not think that the Exiles would
have waited for eighteen years before they began to work upon the temple but that
something must have been done before the time of Larius. (2) The Samaritan opposition,
* See above p. 161.
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which probably "belongs to the time of Darius and not to that of Cyrus, was read
back into an earlier tine. (3) The supposition of Batten that Szra 3:8ff belongs
to the reign of Darius and not to that of Cyrus has something to be said in its
favor as we will later see. That the altar was restored immediately after the
return is now admitted on all sides except by men like Torrey who say the Gola
did not need to restore it because it was already restored by the people of the
land.
Scholars, especially Van Hoons&cer and Sellin, have exercised their
exegetical wits and have gone into long hair-splitting discussions of the use of
Hebrew words in order to show that Haggai and Zechariah really do not forbid us
to believe that there was a corner stone laying in the time of Sheshbazzar and
to show that the "Began to build" in Ezra 5:2 is really a "Wiederanfangen"
.
This seems to me to be "Much Ado about Nothing" and would not be thought of on
their part aside from the apologetic motive. There may have been a ceremonial
cornerstone laying" which was purely formal in character but the actual work done
before the time of Haggai and Zechariah was so slight that they could afford to
ignore it and refer to the temple as "lying waste" (Hg. 1:4). Driver, Ryle,Meyer,
c
Stade, Nikel have argued for this formal ceremony. Van Eoonaker thinks that there
was not only a foundation stone laid but that the building was worked upon off and
on during the eighteen years and that at the time of Hg. and Zech. the temple build-
ing was well on its way. All that was done in the reign of Darius was to finish it.
Sellin and Ley think that there were two cornerstone-laying occasions. Sellin quotes
in this connection the old Babylonian practice of the Babylonian king searching for
the original foundation-stone in order to record his own narr.e and insignia upon it
before he began his work. Nabunai". especially had made it his proud joy to search
* For details see pp. 319ff.
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out the old foundation stone and had thought that without doing such a thing his
new foundation stone would have "been religiously worthless for the restorer. This
Babylonian analogy may be rather far-fetched so Sellin adds an illustration taken
from Hebrew history. Joash restores the temple desecrated by Athaliah but he adda
his foundation stone to that of Solomon (II Chron. 24:27). "Thus Ezra 5:16 and
Eaggai 2:18 are not mutually exclusive. Sheshbazzar laid the foundation-stone but
the work stopped, 'when Zerubbabel takes up the work he, too, must lay a cornerstone.
It is the custom of the time" (Studien, p. 55) . Just how much has been gained by all
of this? After all, it is evident from all sources except that of the Chronicler
that little was done on the temple until the time of Haggai and Zechariah. The laying
of the corner-stone by Sheshbazzar, if he laid it, is of no practical importance. The
ACTUAL WORK of temple restoration came later. The earlier work, if any, was so insig-
nificant that a new beginning was made in the time of Zerubbabel. The theory that
it was formal and ceremonial is countered as Koenig (Einleitung, p. 282) has pointed
out by Ezra 3:10 which says, "The builders founded the temple". Ezra 3:11 is also
explicit, "And all the people shouted with a great shout when the foundation of the
house of Jahve was laid" (cf.3:12). It is evident that in the thinking of the writer
of Ezra 3:7-13 it was more than ceremonial, it was a real start upon the temple.
When did the work upon the temple begin? The REAL beginning upon the temple
was in the second year of the reign of DARIUS and not in the reign of Cyrus. The
altar was restored probably in the time of Sheshbazzar and something may have been
done upon the temple in the way of laying a foundation stone but apart from that
ntthing was done. This conclusion seems to destroy the value of Ezra 3 as a source
for the history of the restoration and such a conclusion has been held by many scholars
from the time of Schrader down through Meyer to the present day. A few voices have
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been raised to save Ezra 3 as a reliable historical source and with their conclusions
we will close this discussion of the first question. J. W. Rothstein in "Die Juden
tind Samaritaner" and Batten in his "Critical Commentary" have placed the Hebrew account
(Ezra 3) in the reign of DARIUS and not in the reign of Cyrus. They, thus, make it
an account of the rebuilding of the Temple taken from a Hebrew source that is parallel
to the Aramaic account. Batten gets his cue from Torrey's ""brilliant suggestion" that
in I Esdras 3-5:6 we have the original narrative of the Chronicler. "The story of
the Three Youths ends with 4:42. Vss. 4:43-47a and 4:57-61 are interpolations so
that the recovered narrative would be, 4:47b-56, 4:62-5:6. But Torrey transfers
the passage to Cyrus, whereas the passage itself connects with Darius" (Commentary
,
p. 103)
Batten holds that this is a genuine section of the Old Testament and forms a fitting
introduction to Ezra 3. Zerubbabel and Joshua thus returned later than Sheshbazzar
•
This was the second great return from the Exile, ^ere he follows the theory of Sellin
that there were a number of returns from the Exile. The first thing they did was to
erect the altar Ezra 3:l-6a, being aided in this by certain people of the land. Batten
by a number of changes emends the text of 3:3 and following the Codex Vaticanus reads,
"For there were gathered unto them some from other nations of the land that were well
disposed towards the altar and they aided them and they offered sacrifices at the proper
season and burnt offerings to Jahve morning and evening". This,he says, makes the people
friendly to the Jews and accounts for the fact that they later came forward and offered
their services in the building of the temple. Then comes the story of the work upon
the temple which is parallel to Haggai and the Aramaic sources (Ezra 3:8ff). In Ezra 4:1
we have the story of the rejection of the Samaritan offer. These verses have nothing to
do with verses 4:4-6 which is a fragment from the period of Xerxes. Vss. 4:1-3 are out
Of place, they should come after Ezra 3:9. Then we would have the order: (1) Laying of
the foundation stone, (2) The proposal of the Samaritans (4:1-3), (3) The statement that
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the "builders built the temple of Jahve (vs. 3:10), and (4) the explanation of the
final dedication exercises (3:10-13). This is the way that Josephus reconstructs
the history.
Batten rather proudly claims to have recovered eighteen verses for the Old
Testament (From I Esdras 4:47:53, 57-58, 61-63, 5:1-6) and to have recovered for
Ezra 3 historicity "by making the events occur in the reign of Darius instead of the
reign of Cyrus. He, too, thinks that nothing was done on the Temple until the time
of Darius hut he saves Ezra 3 "by making it record events in the reign of Darius. The
fact that Zerubbabel is mentioned in Ezra 3:2 instead of Sheshbazzar certainly points
in the direction of Darius rather than Cyrus because Sheshbazzar, according to Ezra 1:11,
was the one who led the return in the time of Cyrus. The fact that Josephus and l^Esdras
had some such theory of the events makes also in the direction of Batten's hypothesis.
Whether we hold to Batten* s point of view depends pretty largely upon how much credence
is to be placed in I Esdras. If we accept it as a genuine LXX and testifying to an
Old and independent document as its original, we might accept Batten's suggestion that
the events recorded in Ezra 3 really belong in the rei.;n of Darius. Here is where Batten
regards his most independent work to have been done and here is where he has been most
criticised. Fullerton in reviewing Batten's book, (Biblical .Yorld, Vol. 43, pp. 205-7)
,
objects to his position upon the following grounds: (1) Batten uses Esdras too extensively.
(2) He depends too much upon Josephus. (3) Esdras 5:7ff points against his position.
Julius Bewer has objected to his emendation of Ezra 3:3 saying that the Vaticanus text
Of Esdras cannot legitimately be translated as Batten translated it. But he is in favor
Of his conjectural restoration of Ezra 3:8 saying that "Esdras has it and Haggai and
Zechariah confirm it" (Am. Journal of Theology, Vol. 19, pp. 108, 116). Norman Baynes^
(Journal of Theological Studies, pp. 154-160, Vol. 25, 1924), is one of the most recent
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writers to deal with our period and it is interesting that he accepts Batten*
s
conclusion and places the events of Ezra 3 in the reign of Darius. Sheshbazzar led
back a party of Exiles and "brought with him the temple vessels hut there is no
record of what they did upon their arrival for Ezra 3 deals with the time of
Zerubbabel in the reign of Darius and not with the return of Sheshbazzar in the
time of Cyrus. Ke makes the interesting suggestion that Ezra 5:16 which was in-
tended to deceive Darius "did in fact deceive the Chronicler". Thus he would make
the verse a part of the original Aramaic document and not an interpolation of the
Chronicler. This has something in its favor, more than the idea that it represents
an actual picture of events.
J. W. Rothstein agrees with Batten in part and in part disagrees. Ezra 3:8-
4:6 he feels is a section of the Chronicler* s history which relates events that took
place in the reign of Darius. The word "Zerubbabel" in Ezra 3:2 he regards as an
interpolation because of the fact that there it appears AFTER the name of Joshua,
whereas, elsewhere it appears BEFORE his name. Thus Ezra 3:1-7 do not belong to
the time of ZerubbaDel and Darius but from 3:8 on through 4:6 the v rses do belong
to the time of Zerubbabel and Darius. Thus he unites 4:4-6 with 4:1-3 instead of
separating them as Batten does. He boldly changes "Xerxes" in vs. 6 to "Darius" and
reads, "In the days of Darius, in the beginning of his reign, wrote they an accusation
against the inhabitants of Jerusalem and Judah". Darius is mentioned in vs. 5b and
we would expect him to be mentioned in vs. 6. He also suggests one other important
emer.dation. In Szra 3:8 read "Sixth month" for "second month" and we have it in
perfect line with Haggai 1:15. This is a very plausible emendation and would involve
only the change of the third consonant from nun to shin. A scribal error could very
easily have crept in at that point.
So arranged, Rothstein gets a very close parallel between Haggai and Ezra
3:8-4:6, thus givtn^the confirmation of a contemporary witness to the story of the
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Chronicler. Ezra 3:12 parallels Hg. 2:3; Haggai 1:15 parallels Ezra 3:8 when
"second month" is emended to read "sixth month". Hg. 2:10-14 is a contemporary
testimony to the events of Ezra 4:1-3. This latter parallel is the one for which
Eothstein is most famous in his essay upon Haggai and v/here he is on almost certain
ground. The offer of assistance has "been made by the peoples of the land to help
upon the temple and Haggai 2:10-14 is Haggai' s answer to their offer. He recommends
that the offer he rejected. Ezra 4:1-3 shows that the offer was made and that it
was rejected. This will he discussed later* when v/e take up the question of the
attitude of the returned Jews towards the people they found at Jerusalem and round
about. The point here is to show that Rothstein by this discussion makes an hypothesis
which would save Ezra 3:8-4:6 as a possible historical source.
(2) Let us now pass to the second question dealing with the rebuilding
of the Temple. If there was a return from the Exile under Cyrus, why was there a
delay upon the rebuilding of the Temple until the time of Darius? Kosters uses this
as one of his chief arguments to show that there was no return of the Exiles under
Cyrus.
(a) Of course something may have been done; but if the reasoning of the
first part of this chapter be correct, there was not very much done. The conclusion
was that the REAL work did not start until the time of Darius. To that position we
were driven by the obvious testimony of Haggai, Zechariah and A. The altar of burnt
offering probably was restored for Haggai 2:14 implies that there was an altar in
existence
.
(b) It should be said in the second place that if 42,360 returned under
Sheshbazzar in the reign of Cyrus, the fact that they did nothing on the temple until
520 is surprising. Such ar argument, however, does not have so much weight against a
less spectacular theory of a return.
(c) But there are many reasons why these who returned under Cyrus would
* See below pp. 313-24,
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be delayed in their work upon the temple. The Exiles had returned to Judah with
the intention to rebuild the temple but they found reality in quite a strong contrast
with the glowing ideals that had been preached to them by II Isaiah. They needed to
rebuild their homes in and around Jerusalem and get themselves established so far as
providing for their economic wants was concerned before they could do much with the
rebuilding of the Temple. Then gradually in place of their zeal for national and
religious affairs they entered more and more into the care for their own well being.
Thr t is just what Haggai is complaining about. They are concerned for their own
houses while the house of Jahve lies waste (1:4,9). The altar was the most important
part of the temple anyway and many may have thought that the restoration of the altar
was all that was needed then. The building of the house of Jahve was less pressing.
Added to this there were bad harvests (Hg. 1:6, 9, 10, 11; 2:16; Zech 8:10). These
were looked upon as evidences of the anger of Jahve and hence the time was not yet
ripe to begin v/ork upon the house of Jahve. Haggai told them that the reason for
the bad harvests was their concern for themselves and their lack of concern for their
religion. If they would work upon the house of Jahve, they would again have good crops.
Isaiah had led them to expect too much. He had told them that Jahve would
prepare a way in the v/ilderness, make the crooked places straight, and the rough places
smooth, that he would do a more wonderful thing than he did in the miraculous days
of the Exodus. Then he had dried up the waters but here he would make a stream to
flow in the desert. There was to be a wonderful return and miraculous crops. The
returned Exiles were disillusioned and the high hopes had not been realized. They
had taken II Isaiah too literally. They may well have found Edomites, Samaritans,
Arabians who had pressed into the land and Palestinian Jews who were none too well
disposed towards them coming back with their airs of exclusiveness and their idea of
themselves as the "Holy seed".
Cyrus may in the meanwhile have forgotten the matter and busiBd himself
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with other concerns, or he may have turned the details over to others who were hut
slightly concerned. Cyrus was replaced hy Cambyses who was "busy with military affairs
particularly his Egyptian campaign. The very fact that there was an Egyptian campaign,
that the armies would have to pass through Palestine and the Jews furnish their con-
tingent of troops for it would have a tendency to hold hack the work upon the temple
because of the heavy financial obligations "both upon the Persians and upon the Jews.
Cambyses' attitude towards any rebellion was well known and with the Persian army
so near to Palestine, it would be most unlikely that they would try to rebuild their
defenceless walls. According to the Elephantine papyri his attitude, at least towards
the Jews of Egypt, was like that of Cyrus towards the Jews in Babylon - tolerant and
favorable, for he spared the temple of the Jews at Yeb in Egypt. This may have been
because they showed themselves favorable to his conquest. It may be that the Jews in
Egypt took this attitude because of the favor the Persians had shown the Jews in the
time of Cyrus.
Thus we may list as a summary the following reasons for a delay: (l)Dis-
illusionment
, (2) Hostility on the part of their neighbors, (3) The poor had returned
from 3abylon rather than the contented rich, (4) The need to rebuild their houses,
(5) Heavy taxes in support of Persian military campaigns, (6) The anger of Jahve and
the time had not yet come, (7) The altar was sufficient ; in Babylon they had gotten
on for fifty years without temple or altar, (8) Those who had come from Babylonia
were not numerous nor influential enough in the first return to go through with the
program, (9) Indifference of Persians to the affairs of the Jews, (10) Awaiting the
Messianic age (So Sellin ), (11) Bad crops and general hard times, (12) Those who
returned at first settled not only in Jerusalem but elsewhere. They were thus scatter-
ed. V/e find this to be true even in the time of Nehemiah when the city is only lightly
populated. The regions of Judah are not fertile and they would have to scatter.
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Sellin has a passage in "Serubbabel" which brilliantly states the reasons
for the delay, (p. 10] "They suffered disenchantment and disappointment. History and
nature went their same way, they were not miraculously fed, there was no transformation
of the land as Ezekiel 34 had predicted. Scarcely had they arrived until they had to
seize the plow, the spade, fell timber, and eat "bread in the sweat of their own "brow.
They had to pay tribute. Their freedom was only apparent. In the last analysis every-
thing "belonged to the great king. They had not one enemy but many powerful enemies -
Edomites, Arabians (around Jerusalem it was not entirely empty of men), partly the
crowd of Jews and partly the Samaritans who had crowded in. They were only in part
possessed by the spirit of II Isaiah. The campaigns of Cambyses through the land,
the raids of the Arabs, hitter necessity, hitter care, taxes, tribute, drought, and
"bad harvests, these all help to explain the delay. But the real reason why they waited
must be viewed Iro-m the Messianic point of view. The time predicted by Jeremiah 25:11
and 29:10 of 70 years was not yet up. That is the meaning of Haggai 2:2. They wanted
to wait until 516 B. C. seventy years after 586. But the prophets are not so bound
by figures, they see the signs of the times and argue for beginning at once". Here
as the last point we have the emphasis for which Sellin is noted in all of this dis-
cussion - the Messianic hope. This will be dealt with when we discuss the question
«f whatga.ve the impulse to the building of the temple.
Before we pass on there is one point mentioned above that needs to be
elaborated. It refers to the political situation in Persia during the years when
nothing was done on the temple. Its importance as helping explain why nothing was
done on the temple will be seen as the situation is stated. Cyrus,years before his
death, gave over the rule of Babylon to his son Cambyses. After the conquest of
Babylon, Cyrus was busy with northern wars and personally led his troops. Thus his
* For details see below, pp.288-94.
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relation to his conouered lands wa.s largely in terms of securing taxes for new
campaigns. From the second half of the first year after the conquest of Babylon,
Cambyses is designated "King of Babylon" while his father Cyrus was "King of the
Lands". Cambyses led one series of campaigns after another and Syria would he
hardesthit by his campaign against Egypt. Herodotus (II 1-7 and YII-89) tells us
that the inhabitants of Palestine had to furnish a contingent of troops for Cambyses.
Strabo (758) says that Palestine was the chief station during the campaign. During
these years it would not be expected that help would come from the Persian court,
much rather the money would be going the other way.
Thus we can see that there are many reasons that have weight in showing
have been
why there might well ya return of Exiles in 538 and still nothing done on the
temple until the time of Darius. Kosters sirrply pushes his premises too far when
he reasons that since no work was done on the temple until 520 that, therefore,
there was no return in 538.
(3) The third Question in regard to the building of the temple is:
What were the impulses that led to the work in 520? There are a number of factors
in the situation which led to the building of the temple in 520.
(a) The political situation in Persia may well have had something to do
with it. Affairs in Persia were in a turbulent condition. After the death of
Cambyses in 522 Pseudo-Smerdis ruled for seven months but was killed by Darius I who
ascended the throne. This was the signal for uprisings throughout the Persian Empire.
Darius enumerates nine pretenders and nineteen battles that he fought before he was
able to establish himself upon the Persian throne. His authority was not finally
established until 519. Cusiana rebelled first under Atrina, then Babylon under
Nadinta-belus , a man that , contract tablets show, ruled Babylon from Oct. 521 until
August 520. Then Persia, Susiana, Media, Assyria, Armenia, Parthia, Margiana, and
* For details of Kosters' position on this point see pp, 218f above.
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Babylon revolted. This confusion and shaking of the nations of the east looked as
if the disintegration of the Persian Empire might take place. Even though the Jews
might have "been favorable to the Persians rather than to the Babylonians when they
revelled against Persia, still it is easy to see that with one of their royal line
as -.overnor at Jerusalem, the thought would occur to them that they need have no
master at all but could be independent. This might be the beginning of the over-
throw of the heathen powers which earlier prophets had said would precede the opening
of the Messianic age. Therefore, Jahve T s temple must be restored and made ready
for the advent of the Messiah and the Messianic age. It is intersting and significant
in this connection that the movement among the Jews took place just when the latest
news from the east seemed to warrant them in expecting the speedy collapse of the
Persian Empire. This would fire the hopes of the prophets and provide a rallying
point for patriotic sentiment in the growing community. V/ellhausen objects to this
political element as a factor in the building of the Temple. "The occasion was the
building of the temple, not as with the old prophets an historical catastrophe. The
shattering of the Persian kingdom at the beginning of the rule of Darius was not in
their thoughts" (Kleine Propheten, Skizzen una Vorarbeiten, p. 170). Meyer agrees
with Stade as against Wellhausen and says, (p. 81) "Not as a result of the temple-
building do the prophets appear but because of something else they demand that it be
built." This something else is the stirring of the Messianic hope that took place
at this time.
(b) The stirrings of the Messianic hope as a factor in the impulse to build
is .therefore
,
important to consider. Meyer, Driver, Mitchei-, °tade, Marquart
,
Kennett,
and especially Sellin call attention to this factor. Judah had a new governor, Zerub-
babel, a descendant from the royal family, and this fired the prophets. Around him
they began to cluster their Messianic hopes or at least their hopes for political
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autonomy. The presence of a Davidic governor along with the shaking of the nations
in the east would furnish just the situation which would give rise to the Messianic
hope. At the time of great national crises the prophets had in the past appeared upon
the scene and now they appear again. It is not necessary at this point to give the
detailed Messianic discussion that appears in Haggai and Zechariah at this time. That
was discussed v/hen Zerubbabel*s claims to he a l>avidic were analyzed. The passages in
Haggai and Zechariah which point in the direction of the Messianic hope at this time
arid with Zerubbabel as the object of their hopes are: Hg. 1:2, 2:4ff, 2:£2f; Zech. 3:8,
6:13, 6:12, 6:1, 2:15, 8:20-23, 1:17, 2:4, 3:10, 8:4f, 8:llf. This is a sufficiently
large number of passages to show that the Messianic hopes were present in these prophets.
The expectation seemed to include these points. (1) Jahve will return when the temple
is completed. (2) He will assemble the nation of Israel. (3) He will shake the other
nations of the world, they will bring gifts to Zion, and there will be mighty movements
among them coupled with judgment upon the great heathen nations. Jerusalem will then
"be the Mecca for the nations and peoples of the world. (4) The land of Judah will have
miraculous fertility, well-being, and population. (5) There will be a Messiah. This
last is the climax of the whole matter. The prophets go pretty far in their praise
of Zerubbabel and practically acclaim him to be king (Hg. 2:23, Zech. 3:8, 6:12-13).
It is easy to see how these two factors, the Messianic hope and the political
situation without, would work together to stir the prophets. "These political events
in Persia were thought by the believing Jews to precede the dawn of the Messianic age.
Persian power was slipping and national hopes were everywhere rising. Israel, herself,
could not do the work. History and 'Jhe prophets both taught that it was to be the work
of Jahve. He had turned his heart again towards his people. The seventy years spoken
of by the prophets were almost fulfilled. They must prepare and sanctify themselves,
* For details see above pp.266-C7.

erect a temple for Jahve in which he could be enthroned. In the summer of 520 when
Darius was in Slam trying to put down a rebellion, with Babylon a second time in
revolt, and other nations rapidly revolting the time had come and Haggai called for
them to begin work on the temple" (Meyer, Snt. p. 84).
But if the Jev/s had these hopes, they were soon dashed to the ground for
Darius put down speedily the opposition to his power, ^yer thinks that the reason
for Haggai' s silence after his first few oracles is due to the fact that Darius had
triumphantly entered Babylon. Zechariah, however, still maintained his hope and
cheered the Exiles on with their v/ork even though the world situation seemed hopeless.
The Persian rule became firmer and the place of Zerubbabel was taken by a Persian
satrap. The only thing that the Messianic hope accomplished was the rebuilding of the
Temple. After Zerubbabel there was no Davidic who occupied the rule in Jerue alem.
The priest, in so far as he had local autonomy, was the ruler but Judea was made a
part of the satrapy of Syria.
This political and Messianic view of the matter makes it perfectly clear
why Tattenai came to investigate the work of temple building as soon as he heard
of it (Ezra 5-6) . The undertaking to him would seem suspicious in view of the turmoil
within the Empire at that time and behind this activity he probably sensed a deeper
meaning than merely the erection of a temple. The Jews claimed that they had the
right to build the temple because of the permission and decree of Cyrus. The matter
was reported to Darius, the decree of Cyrus was found, and the v/ork went on. \le have,
in fact, no reason to believe that the work ever stopped even pending the investigation
of the situation by the Persian officials. The political situation in Persia at that
time makes the investigation of Tattenai eminently probable and Darius* determination
to follow the policy of Cyrus
,
as shown by the Gadatas Inscription, would lead us to
believe that he authorized them to go on with the work. The probability is that they
* See above p. 140.
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could not have gone on with the work if he had not authorized it.
(c) A third factor may well he the return at that time of a fresh group of
Babylonian Jews from the Exile under the leadership of Zerubbabel. This leads to the
discussion of the question as to whether there was more than one return. Sellin has
long held that there were at least two returns from the Bxile - one under Sheshbazzar
and one under Zerubbabel. There may have been others as well. Batten, Barnes, Kennett,
Andre, Stanley Cook, De Saulcy, Kaulen, Holzhey, L. S. Browne argue for such a return
and have put forth some very strong reasons for such a view. One of the tendencies in
the more recent studies dealing with the return from the Exile is to emphasize the
idea that there v.ere a number of returns from the Sxile but in much smaller groups
than was formerly supposed, ./hat are the arguments for more -than one return?
(1) Esdras 3: Iff tells how Zerubbabel got permission to return and how that
he returned the first year of Darius. It was upon the strength of I Esdras that De
Saulcy and Kaulen earlier asserted t'.at there were two returns from the Exile. This
would explain why Sheshbazzar and he alone is mentioned in Ezra 1. It is strange that
Zerubbabel and Joshua are not mentioned in Ezra 1 if they were in the list of those
who came up with Sheshbazzar.
(I/) The material and social situation of the Jews in Babylon would work in
the direction of a belief in more than one return. Some were relatively free, others
were servants; some had fared veil in Babylonia and would not want to go at first until
they saw how things had come out for the others; others felt they could fare better
anywhere than they could in Babylon. He can feel sure that the mal-contents , the ones
who are always ready to change their location if it gives any prospect of betterment,
would go sooner than those who had property interests. Some were unsettled as to the
Bort of community they wanted to set up. Perhaps there were those who thought that
a Davie ic should be supreme, there were others, followers of Ezekiel, who would look to
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the temple rather than to the palace as the centre of the new community and would stand
for the rights and prerogatives of the priest. It would thus take quite a while for
some to get ready to go "both in mind and as to material preparations. Thus on a priori
gfcounds we could say that it would be very likely that not all who returned would return
at first. Some would make up their minds to go later after they had seen the outcome of
the first "body of Exiles. Or there might have been motives present in 520 with Babylon -
in turmoil that were not in operation in 538. Some might have been afraid that Babylon-
ian rule might return and would want to leave before that occurred. The Messianic hope
would probably be brighter then because of the turmoil and hence those who were patriotic-
ally inclined might go then.
(iii) Sellin argues that upon the basis of Zech. 3:8 and 6:12f he can distinguish
three different caravansi (x) Joshua and his companions (3:2,8a), (y) Holdai and his com-
panions (6:10), (z) Zerubbabel and his caravan, 3:8b, 6:12f,15 (Sellin, p. 95). Sellin
does not know how far apart they were in coming, it may be .r.onths or years. Joshua seems
completely settled when Heldai comes and to Joshua the coming of Zerubbabel is new and
unexpected. Sellin' s argument is not especially convincing.
(jv) The fact that the laying of the cornerstone awakened such high hopes in
520 is hard to explain if Zerubbabel had laid another cornerstone unsuccessfully in 538.
If Zerubbabel had been there all of this time and it had been a period of depression,
it is hard to see how all of a sudden he got into such an important position and was
so highly regarded but if he is fresh from Babylonia as a new governor who has not been
defeated in earlier attempts, the secret of his present success appears. It is evident
that something gave an impulse just at that time. V/hy would not the coming of a new
governor for the first time be one of the t^ngs that aroused their hopes? If a Davidic
prince did return about the year 520, it certainly does help to account for the sudden
movement towards the building of the temple.
(V) If Zerubbabel was not born until 540 then the chances that he would return
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as early as 538 are very dubious. The date of 520 for the arrival of Zerubbabel would
fit "better with 540 as the date of his "birth. The date of 540 as the time of Zerubbabel T s
birth cannot be proven. It is an argument based upon the fact that Jehoiachin was only
a young man when he went into Exile and it would take quite a number of years for him
to have a grandson as old as Zerubbabel must have been to lead the rebuilding of the
temple in 520.
(d) Another motive for the building of the temple must be the religious. It
was not all political and patriotic. There undoubtedly were those among the people who
were genuinely interested in it for the sake of their ancestral religion apart from any
thought of political autonomy. li/hat they wanted was the favor of Jahve and when they
heard that the favor of Jahve would return when once they had a temple, they worked
zealously for it.
(e) There may also have been an economic motive or impulse; Kaggai tells them
that the reason they are having bad crops is because they live in their own houses while
the house of Jahve lies waste. But if the house of Jahve is once restored then there
will come material prosperity and the fields will age- in bring forth with plenty.
Now it may well be that there was a mixed feeling upon the part of these people
and that in the mind of a given individual all of these motives were at work or at least
more than one. It was a combination of all of these that led the community to throw off
its indiffere?^ce and to work so hard that in a relatively short time the work was ac-
complished.
(4) Me have now come to an important question, Who did the work upon the Temple,
the returned Sxiles or the Palestinian Jews?
Rosters' position on this matter has already been stated in the past chapter.
He finds that the work was not that of the Sola but of the people of the land and in
* See above pp.219f.
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this he has "been followed conspicuously by Torrey. The reference of the prophet is to
the "people" or "this people" (Hg. 1:2, 12, 2:14) or to the "remnant of people" (Hg«, It
12, 14, 2:2) or to a "remnant of this people" (Zech. 8:6, 11,18). The last two desig-
nations are exactly those used by Jeremiah to refer to those who were left after the
Exile and were not carried away (Jer. 42:2, 15, 19; 43:5; 44:7, 12, 14). So also the
expression "the people of the land" (Hg. 2:4, Zech. 7:5) is used later in Ezra-Neh. to
refer to those upon whom the returning Exiles looked as unclean and from whom the true
Israel must separate itself. This would all lead us to believe that the prophets are
not addressing the returned Exiles but the people of the land and that they were the
ones who really put up the temple and not the Gola.
Added to this argument from language usage there is the other argument to
the effect that there were elements of great strength in the Palestinian community
after the Exiles had left. The numbers who went into Exile have been exaggerated;
there v;ere many elements of the population that were still left in the land; these
came back to Jerusalem after the Babylonian army had left and gradually got stronger
until they were able uy the time of Haggai and Zechariah to rebuild the temple. Haggai,
Zechariah, Joshua, and Zerubbabel were all from the land of Palestine. The reconstitut-
ing of Judaism is by the people of Palestine who never went into Exile at all.
Much can be said for the idea that the native population of Palestine has been
underestimated as to its number and importance. When we consider the evidence from
II Kings 24-25 and Jer. 52 we will come to the conclusion that probably a large number
remained in the land. The accourt in II Kings 25:12-13 is exaggerated. That which
Jer. 40-41 tells us about those left behind does not give the impression of a despicable
remnant. They increased by the addition of others to themselves. Eze. 33:23ff indicates
that Szekiel thought that the remnant left in Judah would restore Israel. This remnant
* For Torrey 's argument to this effect ,see above pp. 249-50.
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after 597 is referred to as the "poor of the land" and yet they are numerous enough
and powerful enough to successfully resist Bahylon for almost two years. This shows
that the writer of Kings must he followed with great reserve. The idea that the king
carried away "all Jerusalem. .. .etc ." and left none hut the poorest of the land" (II Kings
24:14) either means that he exaggerates or e ise that the "Poor of the land" had enormous
vitality in order eleven years later to successfully resist the Bahylonian army. So
also passages like Jer. 44:2 exaggerate the condition of affairs: "And "behold they are
this day a desolation, and no man dwelleth therein". Guthe (Geschichte, p. 236) figures
that ahout a fourth of the population of Jerusalem and Judah was taken into Exile. Ac-
cording to Lamentations 1:14 there v/ere still priests at Jerusalem, "The ways of Zion
do mourn "because none come to the solemn assembly; All her gates are desolate, her
priests do sigh". Jer. 41:5 indicates that there v/ere those v/ho came from Schechem to
sacrifice at Jerusalem, "There came men from Schechem and ' Shilohiand from Samaria,
haing their "beards shaven and their clothes rent, with meal-offerings and frankincense
in their hands to "bring them to the house of Jahve". According to Jer. 40:11-12 and
43:5 the people returned to Judah after the Bahylonian army had left from the places
whither they had fled during the siege of the city of Jerusalem, 'i'orrey even argues
that many of the "best remained (II Kings 25:4f ) . Some of the seed royal even survived
(Jer. 41:15). The reference here is to "Ishmael of the seed royal", tfhile Jeremiah
41:10, 43:6 refers to the daughters of Zedekiah as "being in Egypt. Thus we can see
that Palestine was prohahly not an entirely deserted place as Jer. 44:2 would make out
that it was. But this is all a far different proposition from laying that there was
the religious and patriotic leadership in Palestine among these natives sufficient to
restore the temple without any assistance, leadership, or impulse from the returning
Exiles. Let us look at the other side of the shield for a while and see the reasons
for "believing that the Exiles were present in Palestine and were assisting with the
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restoration of the temple.
(a) At this point it will he recalled that very powerful arguments were
given to show that Sheshbazzar, Joshua, and Zerubbabel were from Babylon and that
the leadership for the rebuilding of the temple was in the hands of these men. Argu-
ments were also given to show that Haggai and Zechariah also may well have -een from
the Exile. This is very important for without leadership nothing is accomplished.
**
(b) In regard to the argument from language it is well to say that the
expressions, "People" and "This people" apply as well to those left in Babylon as
to those in Palestine. In Keh. the same words are used in reference to a community
which Kosters would recognize as containing members of the Gola (Neh. 8:3, 5, 6, 7,
8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 16). There is no thought in those words of designating the place
of birth of his audience. The phrase "This people" is used quite often in Hebrew
literature to express impatience and disapproval as in Isa. 8:6. Such is the meaning
here.
The phrase "remnant of this people" is used not only as Kosters suggests to
refer to those of the land left after the Exile but also to refer to those who are in
Exile or who are scattered to the ends of the earth as well. Neh. 7:72 designates those
who constitute the Gola as "The remnant of this people". Ezra 9:13-15 uses it in the
same way. Jer. 23:3 uses the phrase as referring to those who are scattered to the
ends of the earth. In Jer. 31:7 those who are to be delivered from Exile are addressed
as a remnant (Cf. Isaiah 46:3, Kicah. 2:12, 4:7, Jer. 31:8, 8:3). V/hen Jer. 43:5 refers
to a remnant, it is those scattered outside of Palestine among their neighbors. The
word is used in Jer. 44:13 to refer to those who have fled to Egypt after the mucLer
of Geda"; iah. It is evident that Kosters is pushing this point too far when he rules
out any Exiles as being in the group. But how does Haggai 1:12 read? "Then Zerubabbel
and Joshua, the high priest with all of the remnant (rest) of the people obeyed the
voice of Jahve." It is very likely that both here and in Hg. 2:4 the writer has in
* See above pp. 2c 1-6
9
** See auo e pp. 219-20 , 295.
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mind the people as distinguished from the leaders. It is very doubtful if he is
thinking of them as a remnant. If he is, it is because they, the actual inhabitants
of the country, without reference to where they came from, are few in number compared
with the earlier population. "The prophets were concerned with arousing the people
to restore the temple not with the birthplace of their audience" (Batten, p. 33). He
is referring to everyone in the land,both Gola and those left behind, in an attempt
to arouse them to action and there is probably no thought in the mind of the prophet
as to the place where his audience was born, but rather a present fact, a concrete
situation and a definite audience made up of a mixture of both elements. Why should
he single out one element of the audience to the exclusion of the other?
The phrase "People of the land" is a phrase that is very widely used in the
Old Testament. Not too much can be built upon it. The "Peoples of the land" are in
Ez. 9:1 Canaanites, Ammonites, Koabites, and Egyptians. Are we to assume that people
of that sort rebuilt the temple and that Haggai and Zechariah are addressing them. In
Ez. 10:2, 10, 11 we find who the "people of the land" were to whom Ezra refers. They
were not JEY/S but foreigners. In the books of Kings "People of the land" is used to
from .
refer to the people of Judah in differentiation / the people of Jerusalem. If the
Exiles really first settled outside of Jerusalem rather than in the city, as we have
some reason from Nehemiah to believe, then we cleverly turn it into a reference to
the Exiles rather than as Kosters thinks to the native Palestinians. Another use is to
distinguish the common people from the princes, nobles, and priests. That looks very
much like the use in Hg. 2:4. The verse reads, "Be strong oh, Zerubbabel, saith Jahve;
be strong, oh Joshua, son of Jehozadak" (Prince and priest have been mentioned and then
comes the close) "Be strong, all ye people of the land" (the common people as over
against the leaders). This is the interpretation of H. G. Mitchell (I.CO. Hg.p.60)
and a very reasonable suggestion. Certainly it is not so far fetched as the opinion of
Kosters. Upon examination we find that this argument from language usage does not prove
so convincing as it seemed upon first statement and certainly is hot to hold in face
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of the strong positive evidences that we have for a return.
(cj «/e are placing too great a strain upon the Palestinian Jews when we
expect them to rebuild the Temple without any return from the Exile. While we ad-
mitted that certain representations of the deserted condition of the land were ex-
aggerated, still it must he said that the native community at Jerusalem and in Judah
was not in a condition to do what the Kosters - Torrey hypothesis demands of it. There
were many factors that had a tendency to weaken the Palestinian community. To begin with
there was conquest. There was a deportation in 597 and a scatterment of the Jews. There
was a rebellion in 586 and another -deportati on, this time after a long and disastrous
siege. Certain elements that were still scattered were gathered together under Ishmael
and slew Gedaliah. Then for fear of the Chaldeans they went to Egypt (II Kings 25:22ff).
The leaders had all been deported or had fled to Egypt after the assasination of Gedaliah.
_ _ n
Jeremiah, the kings daughters, and ma^- others were in Egypt. Those left in Palestine
were "as sheep without a shepherd". Part of them v/ere living the life of freebooters
(Jer. 40:7ff). Others busied themselves with agriculture (II Kings 25:12, Jer. 52:16).
They were largely a group of peasants. There may have been some prophets or priests
left at Jerusalem but they were without a temple and would, therefore, be largely without
leadership in religious matters. It would be easy for the people to go back to the high
places and bring their offerings there as in the old pre-Deuteronomic days and perhaps
even in the post-Deuteronomic days. Jer. 44:17-18 speaks of the idolatry among the Jews
in Egypt. Even the Jews in Babylon were rebuked by Ezekiel for idolatry (Eze. 20.:3Lf
Are we to suppose that the common folk, for the most part uneducated, who remained in
Palestine would be free from it? There was in all probability a religious decline among
these people after the conquest by Babylon. Then too the neighboring peoples seemed to
prey upon Judah and Jerusalem. This is what we would expect when they v/ere without lead-
ers and city walls. They suffered from the Ammonites and the Samaritans but most of all
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from the Edomites (Eze. 36:5, 25:12, 35:10,12, 35:5). The prophets are especially
desirous of the punish* lent of Edom (Eze. 25^35, Laffi. 4:21-22, Isa. 34-35, Jer. 49:7ff,
Obadiah 18f, Joel 4:19). Meyer has shown how the Calebites were pressed north "by the
Edomites at this time and that after the Exile they are considered as Judahites (Ent.
117-19). These Calehites and Jerachmeelites were, however, considered as friendly to
the Jews and were later included politically in the restored community.'
This was in accordance wi Lh the teaching of Ezekiel 47:21-23
and shows what an influence Ezekiel had in post-exilic Judaism.
The terrible condition of those left in the land is shown "by Lam. 5:8-10,
3:52f, 5:13. "Servants rule over us, there is none to deliver us out of their hands.
¥e get our "bread at the peril of our lives, because of the sword of the wilderness.
Our skin is black like an oven "because of the burning heat of famine." Women were
ravished, princes were hanged, the face of an elder was not honored, the young men
"bare the mill and the children stumbled under the wood (Lam. 5:8ff).
In addition to conquest there was also dispersion which had during the years
greatly weakened Palestine. It began probably in the later years of the kingdom. When
the Jews began to travel they saw that other lands were attractive, more fertile and
"better from the point of view of commerce. Palestine may have lost some of its original
fertility due to wearing out of the land, deforestation, and poor methods of farming.
They could take their religion with them. Other causes of this dispersion were the
frequent military expeditions to which their strategic position subjected them, the
colonizing movements of the Phoenicians of the eight century B. C, the opening of
Egypt to foreign immigrati on under Psametik I in 663-609 E. C
.
, the Scythian and
Assyrian invasions followed "by the invasion of the Babylonians. All of this would
make Palestine an undesirable place in which to dwell. We find that Jews were scattered
everywhere but they were especially in three centres: Egypt, Babylon, and Palestine.
Jer. 44:1 and 43:4-7 show that there were many Jews in Egypt. Joel (3:17) is pained
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to see Jerusalem deserted by the Jews and foreigners passing through her streets.
In the great day, "Jerusalem shall he holy and strangers shall pass through her
streets no more"
.
There were people left in Palestine and probably in rather larger numbers
than we have previously thought hut the leadership had been taken away to Babylon
and had fled to Egypt. Those that were left were largely the agricultural population.
We may look to these to help in the actual work upon the temple but we will never ex-
pect them to do it themselves without leadership. Guthe (Geschichte, p. 249) thus
summarizes the factors that were at v/ork in the erection of the temple: "The new temple
building, of whose walls certainly a part had remai ned , was in the last analysis due to
the command of Cyrus and the arrival in the homeland of a group of Exiles sent by Cyrus.
The execution was carried on by the powers and from the midst of the native Judeans".
Thus we find three factors in the work: Persian authority, Exilic leadership, and
Palestinian cooperation. All of these factors undoubtedly had a part save that the
returned Exiles no doubt worked upon the temple along with those in Palestine who felt
inclined to do so and whose offer was acceptable to the Exilic leaders. The intellect-
uals were undoubtedly very largely in Babylon and in Egypt in the years that followed
the fall of Jerusalem, the wealthier people too had been taken, the royalty had been
deported, the religious leaders both priests and prophets were also deported; Jeiemiah
had fled to Egypt and Ezekiel was in Exile. Jeremiah's famous comparison of the bad
figs and the good figs shows what a contemporary prophet thought of those left in the
land as compared with those who went into Exile. We ..ould expect that in the Exile
the fires of patriotism, religion, and literature would be kept going and that the Jews
from the Exile would make an impact upon the land of Palestine and restore it. V/e are
not going bgyond the limits of either tradition or good sense when we see the influence
of the Gola in Palestine at the time of the rebuilding of the Temple. We are placing
too great a strain upon the Palestinian community when we expect it to rebuild the Temple.
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While the Gola was the dominant factor in the situation at the time of
the rebuilding of the temple we ought not to minimize the fact that Persian per-
mission was necessary for it to he carried out succct sfully, and that many Jev/s
living in Palestine would join with the Gola in the rebuilding of the temple. They
had needed money and leadership and they were probably willing to volunteer their
services, at least those who were not lost in idolatry. But that the whole move-
ment was without connection with the Babylonian Jews is very unlikely. Wellhausen
in his reply to Kosters puts the matter very forcibly, "Is it thinkable that the
building of the temple should be done by those left in Palestine out of the captivity?
h
By sword, hunger, pestilence, by flight to the winds, the population of Juda was sunk
to a minimum. The elite were deported by the Chaldeans. Those left belonged to the
lower class, for the most part farmers. They were looked down upon by the prophets,
Jeremiah and Ezekiel, and by the writers of the Exile. That they would rebuild the
temple on their own initiative is unlikely. These would dwell in their own villages
and not in the wasted Jerusalem. They would go back to their old homes but not to
Jerusalem especially since it was defenseless. How can we explain the "gleichgiltigkeit"
Of the Babylonian Jews to the " . Auffo-c',erung" of II Isaiah as over against the supposed
eagerness of the Palestinian Jews to found the Hierarchy? How were they moved to give
up their old native altars and the old-half-heathen cultus to become Jerusalem legitimists
in the sense of Deuteronomy?" There is more of it but this is enough. The same questions
have occurred to many who have made a study of the conditions of both the Exiles and those
who did not go into Exile.
(5) Our final question is: Y/hat was the attitude of the Gola towards the
Samaritans and the mixed population of the land when they returned from the Exile?
The traditional point of view has been that there was trouble between the
Gola and the Samaritans . Many critics on the other hand have held that there was a
friendly relationship and that the Chronicler is responsible for any other view.
* Partially repeated on p. 78 above but here in greater detai] and for convenience.
jU
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Before we can discuss intelligently the answer to this question it will
be well for us to summarize the influence that the Exile had upon the Jewish people.
It was the kernel of the Jewish nation that went into Exile-priests, prophets,
royalty, soldiers, artisans, the possessing class, the intellectuals. This is the
testimony of hoth II Kings and the contemporary prophets, Ezekiel and Jeremiah.
Jeremiah compares the ones left in Palestine to had figs, "very had" and thosewho
went into Exile to good figs. Ezekiel (24:3-12) compares those in Jerusalem to the
rust on the caldron that must he burnt off. All the Jewish writers of this period
say that the best elements of the population were carried away. The Babylonians would
see to that
,
But the conditions under v/hich the Exiles lived were probably not so bad as
the conditions under which those lived who were back in Palestine. They apparently
lived in a territory east and south of Babylon which was crossed by canals and closely
connected with the city of Babylon by canals. This territory was very rich and fertile.
Some of them would engage in the occupation of farmers and market gardeners; others
probably worked upon the building projects for v/hich the Babylonians at that time were
famous. Still others engaged in trading. From the time of the Exile on, the Jews are
known as traders and it is likely that one of the influences of the Exile was to culti-
vate that instinct in them. That they were traders is now confirmed by contract in-
scriptions unearthed at Nippur dating from the Persian period and with the names of
Babylonian Jews. Some of the Jews probably got into official positions. The office of
Nehemiah woul indicate as much. They probably lived in a colony by themselves and
thus they could maintain their racial identity and the social and religious customs of
the past. They probably had a measure of local self government under their elders and
priests and were left unmolested so long as they paid their taxes and did not disturb
the peace. It is very likely that they kept in touch with those back in Palestine.
We know that Jeremiah communicated with them (29:lff). Ezekiel probably was in touch
with those in Jerusalem at least until the city fell in 586 B.C.
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But there were also elements of pain and danger in their situation in
Babylon. Favorable economic conditions are not everything. One source of pain would
"be their political impotence and the fact that they were living in what to them was an
unclean land. Another element in the situation would he the fact that after the des-
truction of the temple no sin offering could he offered for them upon the altar of
sacrifice. There was the pain of homesickness and also the idea that they were under
the sore displeasvire of Jahve. There was universal pain over the destruction of the
temple and a common hope for its restoration would he a bond that would bind them to-
gether. There were also very definite dangers to which they were exposed. Some lost
interest in the temple and in religion and turned to earthly interests. Others probably
took up the cult of the land in which they dwelt. This was particularly true of those
who may have taken non-Israeli tic wives. Others, no doubt, turned to old practices and
worshipped the idols of wood and stone brought into Exile with them (Eze .20: 31ff ] . There
was a danger that they would lose their identity. The northern deportation had lost
itself in Exile. Nothing had been heard of it since it went into Exile in 722 B. C.
The high v.all of separation as between Jews and foreigners had not yet been built.
When the Jews began to trade, their temptations were multiplied, for the Babylonian
priests were the scribes who wrote the contracts and they had to be attested before
a Babylonian deity. Those Jews who refused to acknowledge these deities suffered re-
strictions. It was difficult to be conscientious and engage successfully in business
at the same time. Their rich Babylonian neighbors had other gods and there would be a
temptation to worship them rather than the austere God of Palestine. The Babylonian
religion had many allurements. Its magnificence overshadowed anything the Jews had
ever known and the power of its gods had recently been manifest in the fact that they
had been able to conquer Jerusalem, tfhy not throw their religion as other nations did
to the moles and the bats and accept the sovereignty of a god whose power had recently
been attested by victory? There were many admirable ideas connected with the religion
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of Babylonia. The fact that the prophets of the Exile warn against idolatry and
the nothingness of the Babylonian gods probably testifies to the fact that there
were many Hebrews for whom the warning was needed. These are some of the dangers
to which the Jews were exposed and it is at this point that we see one of the most
distinctive elements of the Exile emerging* part icular ism as it is preached by the
prophets.
What were some of the results of the Exile? fe would expect that the
interest in Jahve worship would not die in the Exile provided they could adjust
themselves to a theological situation where there was neither native land nor temple
in which to worship. Fortunately in Jeremiah, Szekiel, and II Isaiah there were three
men who were sufficient unto the hour and they skillfully helped them to make the ad-
justment.
(1) The Exile confirmed them in monotheism. They could no longer worship in
Palestine but they could worship Jahve in Exile for he was the God of the universe and
they could take Him with them into Exile. This idea reached its highest expression in
II Isaiah.
(2) They had no temple and altar of sacrifice in the Exile but they learned
to worship without a temple and without altar. The synagogue, emphasis upon circum-
cision, sabbath observance, ceremonial purity, prayer, fasting, the study of the law
beo&me in the Exile dominant aspects in their religion. That fasting came into much
greater prominence as over against feasting is shown in many instances (Cf .Ezra 8:21,
Neh. 1:4, Joel 1:14, Zech. 7:3-5). The observance of the Sabbath and the solemn assembLy
was a means of binding the people together and it may be that the law was increasingly
read and studied during the Exile (Eze. 20:llf, 22
4
23 ). Szekiel has crowds of
people who come to his house (Eze. 8:1, 14:1, 20:1, 33:30). The stress upon circum-
cision is apparent from Eze. 28:10, 31:18, 32:19,21,24.
(3) The logic of events had vindicated the prophets. They had prophesied
doom and that was what had happened. Now they had a very great authority and they who
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had spoken otherwise were false prophets".
(4) There was a great deal of literary activity during the Exile. This is
the opinion of practically all scholars except Tprrey. They began to reflect upon
their history and to look upon it from the perspective of the Exile. The Deuteronomic
editing and revision of Judges, Joshua, Kings took place at this time. The Holiness
Code, Ezekiel, II Isaiah, anu some of the Psalms come from this period and of these
Ezekiel is perhaps the writing of greatest influence. wEzekiel presented the rough
draft,which, when later elaborated, became the program of later generations. Y/ith him
began the codification and gradual - possibly almost unconscious - process of the
expansion of the older ritualistic laws which culminates in the minute specifications
of the scribes. Most of the things they emphasized - the elevation of the priesthood,
the sanctity of the temple, the careful distinction between clean and unclean, the
atoning sacrifices - are all prominent in Ezekiel 's system 1*. ( Kent, "History of the
Jewish People", p. 56). The points of emphasis in Ezekiel are : sabbath, circumcision,
clean and unclean, individualism, the holiness of God, ethical character, the sovereign-
ty of God, fasting, prayer, the unfaithfulness of Israel from the beginning* hope for
future restoration, the temple at the centre of the restored comunity, ritual,
the setting of priests and Levites apart for their work. The very mention of these
things suggests to us Judaism as we later know it, so that to call Ezekial "the Father of
Judaism" seems a very accurate description of the fact.
(5) Idolatry was purged from the religion of the Hebrews by the Exile.
(6) Under the influence of Ezekiel and others who were in the line of his
tendency there was a strong feeing in the direction of making the restored community
a religious sect rather than a nation. The Exile had shown that they could maintain their
racial integrity and religion without political organization.
(7) Individualis1 and an ethical relationship to God were emphasized by the
Exile.
^8) There were tendencies in the Exile in the direction of particularism.
To begin with there was the necessity of warding ogf the dangers that were
listed above. If they wanted to keep their racial and religious identity, they
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needed to rigidly separate themselves from the peoples round ahout them. They could
"be very easily swallowed up Toy the peoples round ahout as the people of the northern
kingdom had "been after the fall of Samaria in 722 B . C. The environment would there-
fore make a movement in the direction of particularism very likely and very necessary.
To this was added the teaching of some of their great leaders notably Ezekiel
who saw the danger of any other course of action. Here is the cue to the importance
of circumcision, sahbath observance, and the keeping of the law. These were marks of
differertiation from the foreigners round ahout. Foreigners were feared as to their
possible influence; they were also looked down upon by the Jews. This was a mood which
grew out of the hook of Deuteronomy. We find it reflected in passages such as Eze. 5:15,
4:13f, 6:9. Then, too, foreigners had been the cause of their destruction of their temple
and they did not feel kindly to them for that reason. Added to all of this was the idea
that the foreigner was also the "heathen". Israel is even accused of being heathen by
Ezekiel. "Your origin and your birth is from the land of Canaan, your father was an
Am-jrite and your mother a Hittite" (Eze. 16:3,45). From a similar point of view he
calls Sodom Jerusalem's sister (16:46). This is, of course, not ethnological in its
reference but to show that Israel has mixed with others and has been made heathenish
by the process. »Vhoever keeps the law, the same is a part of the new community but
whoever is outside of this .s one separated not only on national and religious grounds.
He is a heathen, unclean and profane. "Clean" and "unclean", "Holy" and "profane" are
with Ezekiel exact opposites (Eze. 22:26, 44:23). "Uncircumcised in flesh" with him is
about the same as "uncircumcised in heart" (44:9). In the future there will be only
one holy and pure people, Israel, (Chapt. 37). The Ger may become a member of the
community by obeying the law and le shall share in the land.
Even in II Isaiah we find evidences of this particularism (Isa. 49:22-23, 45:14).
This chows how strongly this idea was being inculcated by the great teachers of the ixile
and how necessary they regarded it.
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(9) There also developed during the period of the Exile particularly in
the thinking of II Isaiah a spirit of universal ism. Living in a foreign land, coming
in contact with peoples there, had broadened as well as narrowed in its influence,
Jahve is God of all the world. Nature and history proclaim Him to be such, Even a
heathen, Cyrus, may be the servant of Jahve and bring his purposes to pass. Idols are
no gods at all( 41:2,25 ,44:28, 45:lff, 45:11, 48:4, 46:lf, 40:18f, 42:17, 49:9ff,
46:5ff). Universalis!: is clearly expressed in 45:22, 42:10, 45:23f, 49:7, 51:4f.
"Look unto me and be saved all ye ends of the earth, for I am Jahve and there is none
else". "Sing unto God a new song, and his praise from the end of the earth; ye that
go down to the sea, and all that is therein, the isles, and the inhabitants thereof".
"Unto me every knoe shall bow and every tongue shall swear" • "Kings shall see and arise,
princes and they shall worship". But he even goes still further and teaches that Israel shal
be a missionary to the other nations of the world ( 43:8-11, 42;19, 42:60). "i will
keep thee and give thee for a covenant of the people and for a light unto the Gentiles"
(42:6b). "Es giebt keinen Gott als Jahve , und Israel ist sein Prophet - so lautot
das triumphierende Credo Deuterojesaja' s", is Wellhausen's famous adaptation of the creed
of Islam, ((jjpted by Bertholet, p. 117, "Die Stellung der Israeliten und der Juden
fu den Fremden", ror. Wellhausen's Goschichte)
Here we have two distinct tendencies in the thinking of the Exiles; one
is in the direction of particularism and exclusiveness and the other is in the direction
of universalism, something which is latent in any system of monotheistic thought.
One attitude is that of hostility towards the foreigner, the other is that of the
missionary. Torrey does not think that the narrow attitude came until the Greek period
and that
f
the Persian period there was an attitude of liberality. But we have found
both of these attitudes among those of the Exile. In deed we can find both attitudes in
the days before the Exile.
Alfred Bertholet in "Die Stellung der Israeliten und der Juden zu den Fremden"*
(1896) has made the most thorough study of this matter that is to be found in modem
* For a brief reference to this book see above p. 88.
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times. He finds elements of particularism and universalism in the days prior to the
Exile, The very idea of Israel as a
w
chosen nation", a "holy seed" carries with it an
idea of particularism. It is hard for universalism to precede monotheism. So that
particularism is probably the most ancient and is rooted in such matters as tribal
and national solidarity. In the prophets there is a reaction against everything foreign.
e
Thii r idea is to consrve the wilderness tradition. This threatened to be lost in the
Dionysian culture of Canaan. By intercourse with these people there was a danger that
Jahve would simply become one of the local Baalim. We have a great many indications
that this was not an unfounded danger, existing simply in the minds of the prophets,
but a very real danger. Such seems to have been the main object of Elijah's work,
to inrist that Jahve was God. Elijah appeared when this danger approached its height
and when Jahve worship threatened to become extinct. No other cult could exist in the
land except the Jahve cult. If the Canaanites wanted to accept that, all well and
good,but it would not be satisfactory the other way arouv.d. Under Elisha Jehu became
the bloody defender of the Jahve cult. The Jahvist document reflects this reaction
against foreigners. Genesis 25:27 shows that he conceived the life of the tent to be dear.
It is the offering of Abel and not of Cain that is acceptable to Jahve. Opposition to
nixed marriages comes out in Gen. 24:3, 27. The servant is not to get a wife for Isaac
from the women of Canaan. The parents protest against Samson marrying the daughter of a
Philistine and would not attend the wedding(Judr,es 14:lff). Relations with the Moabite
women are condemned in Numbers 25:1-5. In the Elohist document we have manifestations of
particularism (Numbers 23:9 Josh. 11 :6 ,9) • A condemnation of the Canaanitic practice
of child sacrifice is found in Gen. 22. In Gen. 35:4 the foreign gods are to be buried.
In Amos there is little or no mention of matters that pertain to foreigners except a
series of judgments upon foreign nations. But in Hosoa we find the reaction against
foreigners coming out sha-ply( 9:10, 10:13, 5:13, 7:8,11, 8:9,10 , 12:2, 11:2, 9:1).
In Isaiah the struggle against foreign influence is less in the foreground perhaps be-
cause Samaria where Hosea prophesied was more exposed to foreign influence. But it is
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also found in Isaiah. He opposes all foreign alliances (30:lff, 31: Iff, 20:1-6, 2:11,17,
2:6). He denounces horses and chariots which stand for foreign influence and war (2:7,
30:16, 31:1). He opposes gold and silver in 2:7 and luxury in cities in 9:9. llicah
has a polemic against images in 1:7, against child sacrifice (6:6ff), and against horses
and chariots (1:13) hut little against foreigners. Zephaniah protests against foreign
clothes (1:8) and foreign religious practice (l:4ff,9). Jeremiah has "been accused of
being sympathetic with the foreigners because of the advice that he gave during the
siege of Babylon (21:9, 27:11, 38:2, 17, 37:13f, 39:9). But we know that it was really
the highest sort of patriotism and the only wise counsel. His anti-foreign sentiment
comes out in 2:36f, 10:25 and he opposes strongly the Jewish love for strange and foreign
elements in religion. The expression, "other gods" is found seventeen times in Jeremiah
almost as many times as in Deuteronomy. In 6:20 Jeremiah expresses lack of sympathy with
the merchants of other lands who come to Jerusalem with their wares. The strictest sect
in all Judah as against foreign influence and maintaining the old desert simplicity were
the Rechabites and Jeremiah shows great respect for them in Jer. 35.
But in Deuteronomy we have this particularism coming to still clearer express-
ion. Israel receives through Deuteronomy a constitution and this very fact differentiates
them from other peoples. The idea is expressed there that Israel is the chosen of Jahve
with the greatest law of any nation (4:7-8, 7:6, 14:2, 26:18f). "For thou art a holy
people unto Jahve thy God. Jt.hve- thy God hath chosen thee to be a people for his own
possession, above all peoples that are upon the face of the earth"(7:6). Here we have
particularism coming to direct and concise expression. God has chosen a place where he
may be worshipped. That localizes his presence. Of course the place was Jerusalem (12:5).
Israel is above all nations (26:19, 28:1). "Jahve thy God will set thee on high above
all the nations of the earth." They must separate from the heathen elements give up wor-
ship at the high places, star worship, child sacrifice, sorcery which foreign nations
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practice (22:11). The heathen must be gotten out of the land and they are to show no
mercy (18:12, 7rlff). Deuteronomy goes on to forbid marriage with foreigners (7:3f)
and by the illustration from Solomon's wives shows the danger from mixed marriages
(17:17). The attitude towards foreigners in matters of taking interest was to be
different from the attitude towards Jews (23:20). The general position of the book
is that the Hebrews are the nobility of humanity and are to have little to do with
foreigners
.
In the view of all of this which I have taken time to go into in great detail
how can we agree with Torrey that we must heeds wait until the time of the Greek period
to find particularism among the Jews? We can also see how deeply rooted the particular-
istic attitude is and how far back it goes in the history of the people.
But there are also some traces of universalism to be found before the time of
the Exile! In Elijah a widow of Sidon is helped by the prophet. Slisha helps Naaman
the Syrian captain. In Amos this universalism comes especially to expression. "Israel's
God" does not occur in the whole prophecy. Jahve will judge foreign nations. T:.ey are
under the sway of Jahve. Jahve is here represented as being greater than his people
and more than the God of Israel. ne is the God of the moral order. Israel smugly be-
lieves she is elect; but Amos thundersout the words: "You only have I known, therefore '
will I visit upon you all of your ini quities". ter Tag will not be a day of Israel*
s
victory over her enemies but the victory of justice. In 9:7 this comes to classic ex-
pression, "Are ye not as the children of the Ethiopians to me , oh children of Israel?
Have not I brought up Israel but of the land of Egypt and the Philistines from Caphtor
and the Syrians from Kir?" In the Elohist document the very name used for God simi-
his
fi eg/universality as over against the nawe Jahve (national deity). In Isaiah Jahve
becomes God of the world (30:15, 14:26f ) . Foreign nations are used by him as the objects
to carry out his purposes (10:5). Assyria will be judged (14:25). This universalizing
tendency is found reflected also in Deuteronomy in such passages as 16:10-11, 16:13-14,
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where no difference is made between the Ger and the Israelite. Other passages favorable
to the Ger are: 5:14, 14:2Gf, 24:19-21, 24:17, 24:14.
Thus we can see that both tendencies are present in the tradition and practice
of the Jews. The Exile probably had the influence of making the particularistic more
dominant than the universalizing tendency. Ezekiel was probably more influential with
the Exiles than was II Isaiah. .Vith Ezekiel there is one "holy land", one "holy city",
one "holy temple". The "foreigner uncircumcised in flesh and heart" is excluded from
the sanctuary (44:6-10). Priests shall marry from the "seed of Israel". Thus the
separating wall was erected in the teaching of Ezekiel. Henceforth, with those who
stand outside of their own religious organization they are to have nothing to do. This
is in its complete sense Particularism. He find it at its height in Ezra and Nehemiah.
Do we find it in the Exiles who returned at first under Zerubbabel and Joshua? -Vas this
attitude present at the building of the temple? After this long but necessary intro-
duction we are back to our question again.
Tho verses under discussion are as follows: Nov; when the adversaries of Judah
and Benjamin heard that the children of the captivity were building the temple unto
Jahve, the God of Israel, then they drew near to Zerubbabel and to the heads of the
father* s houses and said unto them, let us build with you, for we seek your God as ye
do; and we sacrifice unto him since the days of Esarhaddon, king of Assyria, who brought
us up hither. 3ut Zerubbabel, and Joshua and the rest of the father's houses of Israel
said: *Ye have nothing to do with us in building a house of our God; but we ourselves
together will build unto Jahve, the God of Israel, as Cyrus, King of Persia, hath
Commanded us . Then the people of the land weakened the hands of the people of Judah
and troubled them in building and hired counsellors against them, to frustrate their
purposes all the days of Cyrus, King of Persia, even until the reign of Darius, King
of Persia". (Ezra 4:1-5).
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The passage is from the Chronicler. That is perfectly clear from many
indications and admitted by all. It is also quite generally held that if there is
any basis of fact in the incident, at all that it is to be placed in the reign of
Darius and not in the reign of Cyrus. Increasingly scholars are placing the verses
in the reign of Darius rather than in the reign of Cyrus. Batten, Baynes, Hothstein
and others place it in the reign of Darius. Our main question is not one of chronology
but rather one of underlying tradition. Did particularism manifest itself at the time
of the rebuilding of the temple or not? Scholars are very widely divided upon this
point.
Meyer, Marquart , Alfred Bertholet, Montgomery, E. G. Mitchel all hold that
there is no authenticity to the report of Samaritan offer of aid and its rejection.
Rosenzweig, Hunter, G-uthe, Nikel , J. I. Rothstein, Barnes, Jampel, Davles, Sellin
c
(later book), Van Iloonaher, L. E. Browne, 3atten think that the offer was made and
rejected. Patten does not think that there was any actual trouble, betv/een the Jews
and Samaritans, but that actual opposition came from the Samaritans when they began
work upon the walls
.
To begin with we ought to call attention to the fact that the Gola would
probably a ssume a different relationship to different peoples in the land. In Palestine
we would probably find three groups. (1) The descendants of the Jews who had survived
the deportation in the old southern kingdom. The attitude of the Gola towards these
would undoubtedly be to include them In the community and theWrival of the
Exiles probably awakened in these a desire to be included in the community of those
who had returned. There was betv/een these a bond of nationality and a common remembrance
of the past. There are indications in Ezra and Nehemiah that these people were gradually
included in the community, for Ezra-Kehemiah never speak of them while they do attack
bitterly the hostile Samaritan and heathen elements. The process of melting went on
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quietly and easily. Many of them would probably belong to the same family. Many
of those who were left in Palestine must have been attracted to the work upon the
temple and by the hopes that were connected with it. Eduard Meyer, Kuenen, and many
others hold to this position. (2) A second element in the population would be the
descendants of the mixed peoples of the old northern kingdom who were still known as
worshippers of Jahve and who were commonly called the Samaritans . It is these that
we have mentioned in the passage with which we have to deal and the Jewish attitude
towards them is the main object for discussion. (3) A third group would be the heathen,
or half-heathen tribes such as the Philistines, Sdomites, Ammonites, and Moabites. With
these there would be little or no mingling and probably an attitude of hostility^for
they had pressed in after the capture o^ Jerusalem and were cordially hated both by the
Gola and the Jews left in the land. With them, however, the lax Jews intermarried. The
passage we have in Ezra 4: Iff refers to the Samaritans and the Jev/ish attitude towards
them is what we wish to discuss.
The arguments against this story of a Samaritan offer to help and subsequent
rejection of their offer are as follows.
(1) The story is from the Chronicler and represents a reading back into an
earlier age of something that did not happen until the time of Nehemiah. The Chronicler
thinks that the later attitude of hostility is something which goes back to the very
beginning and so he uses it as a convenient hypothesis to explain why nothing was done
on the temple until the time of Darius. "With Nehemiah 2:30 we have the origin of
trouble between the Samaritans and the Jews", says Marquart (p. 58, Fundamente). There
Nehemiah denies to them a share in Jerusalem and the temple which they had previously
had. In order to hinder the threatened exclusion, the Samaritans must stop the work
on the walls, '* ^hemiah is the originator of the hostility between the Jews and the
Samaritans" (Marquart
,
p. 52). The attempt to conclude a treaty with Nehemiah in
Keh. 6:2 was made in good faith by the Samaritans. The Chronicler takes the story of
Neh. 6:10-13 and makes it the basis of Ezra 4: Iff.
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In reply to this it is well to say that there may well have "been hostility
in the time of Nehemiah and in the time of Zerubbabel too. Perhaps the thing was not
of recent hut of long standing. We must always hear in mind, too, that the Chronicler
may have a real tradition. Just to say that something "belongs to him does not necessarily
discredit it.
(2) In the time of Ezra and Nehemiah we find that there are mixed marriages
"between the Samaritans and friendly relations "between the priests at Jerusalem and the
nobility of Samaria. That would argue that the early relations "between the two peoples
had "been friendly and that the trouble "between them really dates from the time of Ezra
and Nehemiah (Marquart
,
p. 57).
There is a possibility that there was a let down in strictness during the long
years that intervened between the time of Zerubbabel and the time of Nehemiah. The very
thing that the returning Exiles feared happened. Many of the people intermarried with
the peoples of the land. The distress of Ezra might indicate that he v/as particularly
moved by this intermarriage because some of the guilty ones were the children of the
captivity. Indeed he refers to it as the "trespass of the captivity". It is also well
to bear in mind that even after the marriage reforms of ^ehemiah the attempt at reform
had to be made again. It is not an easy thing to break up familes and this friendship
was connected wiih intermarriage.
(3) How can we account for the acceptance of the Jewish law by the Samaritans
if we assume that hostility existed in the time of the rebuilding of the temple? (Mar-
quart
,
p. 57). This question really turns on Marquart for we could better ask, "How
could you possibly believe that the Samaritans would accept the law after the drastic
reforms of Ezra and Nehemiah whom they had reason to so cordially hate? But they did.
Perhaps they did it became of the fact that they worshipped Jahve and wanted the law
and felt that the Jews had no more right to it than they. Perhaps they aaw the need
of it, the value of it, and did not set personal animosities in the way of it. He
might perhaps as well ask, why did the Christians accept the Jewish Old Testament in
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Tiew of the hostility "between Judaism and the Christians in the first century A. D.
Perhaps they thought they had as much right to it as the Jews. Anyway they did accept
it and at a time when there was hut little friendly feeling between the two.
(4) If the Jerusalem Jews excluded the Samaritans from the topple at
Jerusalem, why did the Samaritans wait so long to build their own temple? (Karquart ,
p. 57). Let us counter with another question. It was a longer time after Kehemiah
until the Samaritans built their temple the.n it was time between Zerubbabel and
Kehemiah. Question: ".Thy v/ait so long after Kehemiah when tney were completely ex-
cluded - as T-arquart - himself admits- to build their temple? The trouble is that
we know so little of this period either before the time of Nehemiah and after Zerub-
babel or ..i'ter the time of Kehemiah and Jzra that it is hard to say why they waited.
We might suggest, however, that in the period between Zerubbabel and ^ehemiah the
Samaritans may have intermarried v/ith some of the Jews and actually used the temple
at Jerusalem. They may have sought by this method to get control of the temple and
in tine of Jerusalem.
(5) Sduard Keyer (Ent. pp. 119-130) argues that 1he passage in Ezra 4:lff
is unauthentic on the ground that the Samaritans would never have made the offer.
He thinks that the Samaritans at this time were the more numerous and important party
and that the Jews would not refuse such a flattering offer. They v/ere satisfied v/ith
their own cult and Jerusalem had upon it a curse because of its capture and the Exile.
They worshipped Jahve according to the manner of their fathers on every mountain and
under every green tree and above all in the holy places of S hechem. They had many
ancient customs that they v/ould not give up. Their manner of worshipping deity was
the right one established by Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. Their shrines v/ere really
the older ones. Nothing but doom had followed Jerusalem. How could they decide to
give up their own national sanctuary to go over to the destroyed and God-cursed
Jerusalem^ Later when Judaism was in a measure successful, towards the end of the
Persian period, they imitated them and took over the Jewish lav/book.
TheTe are evidences, however, that point the other way from the conclusion
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that Keyer draws. The fact that later on the Samaritans are found intermarried
with the Jews and on friendly relations with them shows that they did not consider
themselves as much above the Jews. They, too, were Jahve worshippers; Josiah had
suppressed the high places of Samaria as well as Judah , (II Kings 23:15ff). It may
he gathered from II Chron. . :9 and Jer. 4i: 3ff that some of the Samaritans worshipped
at the Jerusalem temple. In matters of religion the Samaritans had come to regard the
Jews as leaders and later accepted the Pentateuch from them even after the hostility
was very great. Why would they probahly not come and offer to help huild the temple
so that they might have some share in it? It has also "been suggested that by so doing
they might hope to share in the Persian favor that was being shown to the Jews. 'He
have no reason to reject the fact that an offer was made and we have no reason to
reject the assumption that it was made in good faith.
(6) Others have argued that the universalizing tendency was great at this
time; that II Isaiah and not Ezekiel was dominant in the thinking of the Exiles -
that they would be glad to make proselytes. If the Jews saw in Cyrus the "anointed
one" surely they would not refuse the helping hand of the Samaritans. 3ertholet
mentions the universalizing tendencies of Haggai and Zechariah (Kg. 2:4, Zech. 2:15,
Eng. 11, 8:20-23). These passages in Zechariah refer however to what will happen when
the temple is built, they do not refer to any offer to help build the temple. Eaggai
2:4 is misunderstood, for there the reference is not to Samaritans but rather to the
Jewish population in the community. Over against this argument there needs to be
placed the very strong evidences for particularism that we find in Haggai and Zechariah
which in the case of Haggai are just about conclusive for the opposite position.
(7) It has also been argued that Haggai and Zechariah know of no opposition
while the walls are being built. But if this incident is placed in the reign of
Darius, where it very likely belongs, there is no reason to believe that there was
any opposition on the part of the Samaritans now. .That they did was to report the
matter to the Persian ruler and he did the investigation. So far as we can find out
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from the story in Ezra 5-6 there was no interruption in the work upon the temple
pending the investigation. The Samaritans would feel insulted by the attitude of
the Jews but so long as it was merely work upon the temple they would not be so
active in their opposition as they would he when it came to a matter of the walls.
Thus we find them much more energetic in their opposition in Ezra 4:7-23 and at the
time of Nehemiah. Later it was a political opposition something like the opposition
that existed "between the Northern and Southern kingdoms after the disruption. This
rebuff in 520, however, would feed the fires of later opposition. Feuds of this sort
are not usually due to one event but to a series of events which get cumulative in
their effect and over which people prood.
(0) Montgomery in his book "The Samaritans" argues that the offer could not
have been made for the simple reason that it v/ould have "been acce- ted if it had "been
made. Since it was not accepted, it was never made. Eis theory as stated (pp.58ff)
is that the restoration in 520 was political and Messianic rather than religious.
Therefore, the Jews would have "been glad to include all the elements possible. Zerub-
"babel would never have turned down the request of the Samaritans. He would have
welcomed it. The adversaries in so far as there were any were not Jews at all hut
the Persian officials of Abara Hahara (Ezra 5-6).
This argument is a priori and we cannot he so sure that the offer of the
Samaritans would have "been accepted. There are reasons, that will soon be given, why
they would not accept the offer that are much stronger than this reason. Furthermore,
we have seen that there were other elements in the restoration of the temple than the
Messianic
.
In favor of the essential authenticity of this passage in Ezra and in favor
of the Samaritan proffer and Jewish refusal are the following arguments.
(1) Uhen the Samaritans made their proffer to help "build the temple the
ideal and the real came into conflict. The glowing ideal of II Isaiah in regard to
the 'conversion of the heathen was very well and good so far as theory went hut should
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they act upon it in practice? It was easy for II Isaiah and his disciples to
contemplate in Babylonia a mission to the Gentiles and a close alliance with con-
Yerted heathen, but upon the soil of Palestine there were dangers involvec in
this mingling with the heathen. Before they had "been many years in Palestine it
became evident that universalism might prove the open door to religious laxity and
indifference. There was a danger in striving for this conversion of the heathen
and in living with them that they might he swallowed up by them. The ideal and the
real stood in contrast and the practical view v/on. The Samaritans would be regarded
by the returning Gola as heathen or half-heathen and separation was the thing that
would save them from heathenism. This would be particularly true if the number of
Exiles who retur?:ed was not very large. In order to preserve the goal for heathenism
itself, it was necessary for the nation to preserve its individuality. Complete unity
could only come through separation. Thus we have Exilic influence and the teaching
of Ezekiel at work. . It is hard to believe that with the teaching of H. and Ezekiel
in the minds of these people that they would do anything else than reject the offer
of the Samaritans
. to work on the Temple. They might take INDIVIDUAL heathen into the
community but they could not take in a group or an entire heathen neighborhood. If
the Samaritans helped to rebuild the temple, they would seek closer union and would
probably want to help direct the policy of the temple. They were in a sense more
dangerous than the heathen because they were a BOXED race - neither Jews nor Gentiles.
This argu tnsnt
(
in view of the long introductory sketch of the influence of the Exile
upon the Jews ^must be considered as a very important argument.
(2) The reference to the colonizing by Esarhaddon in 4:2 gives evidence
of an independent tradition. Ve are nowhere else told in the Old Testament that this
king populated Samaria with inhabitants from other parts of the empire. But inscript-
ions from Earhaddon tell us of just such a population. Here we have a case of the
Chronicler giving us a tradition that Kings does not give and which extra-biblical
testimony verifies. Schrader, who earlier had denied this colonization, changed his
mind as a result of the new testimony from Assyria arid admits that this is a correct
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reference
.
(3) It has been pointed out that the short discreet answer of Zerubbabel
gives evidence of authenticity.
(4) But the most important argument and the one that seems to me to he
just about conclusive in this matter is the testimony of Haggai and Zechariah, es-
pecially that of Haggai 2:10-14. Here, of course, would he the very best testimony
possible for it would he from a contemporary.
There are evidences of particularism in these two prophets. le find this
in the idea of the downfall of the great heathen nations as it is expressed in Haggai
2:22, Zech. 2:13, 2:1-4, 6:1-8. Even in the sketch of the Hessianic age it is Israel
that is to he the centre of things. "Yea many peoples and strong nations shall come
to seek Jahve of hosts in Jerusalem and to entreat the favor of Jahve . In those days,
it shall come to pass, that ten men shall take hold, out of all the languages of the
nations, they shall take hold of the skirt of him that is a JEW, saying we will go with
thee, for we have heard that God is with thee" (8:23f).
But the passage of greatest importance here is Hg. 2:10-14, a passage that
has been so ably and exhaustively dealt with by J. .;. Rothstein in his brilliant
monograph, "Juden und Samaritaner" (Leipzig, 1908). If Rothstein*s interpretation
Of these verses is correct, then Ezra 4: Iff gains from Haggai an attestation that
settles the whole argument. The passage in Haggai beginning v/ith 2:10 reads as follows:
"Thus saith Jahve of Hosts; Ask the priests concerning the law, saying, If one bear hold
flesh in the skirt of his garment, and with his skirt do touch bread, or pottage, or wine
or oil, or any food, shall it become holy? And the priests answered and said, Ho, Then
said Haggai, if one that is unclean by reason of a dead body touch any of these shall it
be unclean? And the priests answered and said, It shall be unclean. Then answered
Haggai and said, so is this people and so is this nation before me, saith Jahve and so
is every work of their hands; and that which they offer there is unc lean" (Haggai 2:11-14).
* For a brief reference to this monograph see pp. 114-15 above, also p. 208.
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Y/ho is "this people and this folk" all of whose actions are -unclean? The words
are so sharp and so closely is the natter of unclean hands emphasized that it is hard
for us to "believe that the reference is to those working upon the temple. Why should
the nation he called unclean at a time when they are working upon the temple? It is
surprising and to the mind of Rothstein inconceivable that a reference of this sort
should come while they are working upon the temple. The people referred to finds it-
I self in a condition which makes it absolutely impossible for it to enter into personal
relationship with Jahve. But in l:12ff we have read that the people have responded and
are at work upon the temple. In 2:2ff the indications are not only that the work has
advanced hut also that Jahve is pleased and is with them. "Work, for I am with you,
saith Jahve of hosts", (2:4). Hg. 2:5b says that the spirit of Jahve is in their midst.
This means that at that time they were not unclean, for the condition of having the
presence of Jahve in a community was for it to be clean. Zech. l:5f and 8:9-13 express
the idea that before they began the work upon the temple they were under the displeasure
of Jahve but that after it was begun they would be in his favor and he would be in the
midst of his people. 2<ech. l:lff seems to have in it a note of warning. They are not
to go back to the ways of their fathers. There is in the passage no reproof of the
present people but a warning. There is a DANG3R — Beware of something. Do not repeat
the experience of the fathers. Most commentaries interpret this as a falling away from
the work. But there is nothing in the book of Haggai to confirm this opinion and it is
very unlikely that such a thing would happen during the first three months of the work,
T. Andre in his book "Le Prophet Aggee" (Paris, 1895, pp.24ff) solves the difficulty
by saying that Haggai did not write the passage but that it belongs to an unknown prophet of
priestly lineage and places the date as 521 B. C. Andre's objection to the authenticity
of these verses has been over-ruled by both Marti and Rothstein and another explanation
of the passage needs to be sought.
The answer to the riddle of this passage is this: This people whose hands are
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unclean and who will contaminate whatever they touch whereas they will not be made
holy by contact with the thine that is holy, "these people" and "this nation" refer
to the Samaritans and their offer to help build upon the temple. At first the Samaritans
were not "Adversaries of Judah and Benjamin" they became such when they were refused in
their offer. The v/ord "adversaries" represents a later reading into the word of what
"was the result of their reuest. They made their request in good faith and were angered
and surpri sed when it was rejected. This means then that they probably had been upon
more or less friendly terms with the people who had been left in Jerusalem after the
capture of Jerusalem in 586. Thus those to whom the prophet has reference in Hg. 2:10-14
are the mixed population of the land. The Jews would not be able to communicate their
cleanness to them (vs 12); and they on their part would be able to communicate their
uncleanness to the Jews. Thus it would do no good to the Samaritans but might do a lot
of harm to the Jews. That is the teaching of this passage upon this interpretation of
Rothstein. This is a severe interpretation to put upon Haggai but it puts him in line
with Ezra 4:3 and probably makes him responsible for the answer that was then given.
That which the Samaritans offer is unclean because it is offered by unclean hands, and
this uncleanness will be communicated to the Jahve community. Vs. 12 means that if the
returning Exiles come in contact with the mixed population of the land they will not
make them clean by the contact. Vs. 13 means that if the people of the land come into
contact with the returned Exiles they will render them unclean. This makes Haggai respon-
sible for the answer that was made by Zerubbabel in Ezra 4:3. He tells the secular and
religious leaders that it is the will of Jahve that they separate from the heathen elements
in the population. This decision is announced to the people of the land, they are angry
and complain to the Persian officials and then the Persian officials come to investigate.
Rothstein looks upon Haggai 2:20-23 as words of encouragement addressed to Zerubbabel
at the time when he has some apprehension as to what will happen.
Sy this understanding of the course of events Haggai is then made to be a
contributory factor in the origin of what was distinctive in later Judaism in the way
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of particularism. Rothstein thinks that it is not too much to say that the trenty-
fourth day of the ninth month of the second year of Darius is the birthday of post-
exilic Judaism in the strict sense of the word, this work found its continuation in
that of Ezra and Nehemiah" (p. 45).
L.E. Browne has accepted this interpretation of Rothstoin ("Early Judaism",
pp. 70ff., 1921)*. He has found other evidences confirming Rothstein' s position in
Isaiah 63:7-64:12, which he holds to be a prophecy dating from thjs period and to be
the plaint of a Samaritan prophet who is keenly disappointed that the Jews have refused to
let them help in the rebuilding of the temple. In 63:16 especially, the reference seems
pathetically to refer to this rejection of the Samaritan offer. Cast out by Abraham and
by Israel's descendants, they appeal now to Jahve. In Isa. 66:1-4 Browne sees a protest
against the whole temple cultus. The prophet who writes this does not belong to the
group who rejected the Samaritan offer but rather he is sympathetic with them and is
writing a reply. Hitzig and others hold that Isaiah 65-66 were written to oppose the
building of a tenple in Babvlonia. Cheyne and Duhm say that it was written to oppose the
building of the temple at Mount Gerizim. V/ellhausen, Montgomery , and Browne say it was
written to oppose the temple cultus. Too much cannot be built upon such an uncertain
passage. Browne's suggestion that the civil authorities , the priests, and even the
prophets united in the rejection of the Samaritan offer would indicate that the mind of the
Gola was pretty well made up as to what they should do in relation to the Samaritans.
In this incident, which we are inclined to believe has a genuine historical
nucleus, we have the beginnings of an attitude that was to be pushed much farther in the
time of Ezra and Nehemiah. Already particularism was present in the Jewish community.
This came to very great importance later on but in he years between Zerubbabel and
Nehemiah it vas undermined by the intermarriage of Jews with the heathen elements ofthe
land.
* For a brief reference to the position of L.E. Browne see pp. 117ff above.

CHAPTER III
THE PERIOD BETWEEN ZERUBBABEL AND NEHEMIAH
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The years between 516 and 444 have often been referred to as the seventy
years of silence in which we have no report of what was happening at Jerusalem or in
Judah. It must be admitted that there is but little that can be said of this
period. Much is pure conjecture that cannot in the nature of the case be proven or
disproven because we do not have the sources with which to prove or disprove.
There is a little information for this period, however, that may be gleaned from
Ezra-Nehemiah and other sources. We shall confine ourselves largely to Ezra-Nehemiah
since deeper study of the period would involve the whole study of Isa. 56-66, Malachi,
and still othetowritings, a study that would be worthy of a dissertation or two on
its own account. References will be made, however, to Malachi and Isa. 56-66 as
these bear upon the question.
Sellin in Serubbabel (pp. 43-67) has thought that he has found traces of an
elevation and subsequent downfall of Zerubbabel after the temple was completed.
His argument is as follows: The national spirit was still alive in the nation and
after the rebuilding of the temple an attempt was made to make Zerubbabel king, work
was started upon the walls, there was a rebellion, the Persians came and put down
the rebellion and probably put Zerubbabel to death. The reason that nothing is pre-
served for the seventy years may well be due to the fact that something terrible
happened - something even worse that the deportation and Exile, the downfall of the
Messianic hope. About the year 515 (some think a little later) Darius started upon
a fantastic expedition against the Scythians and tarried for eighty days beyond the
Danube, finally escaping, after the loss of 80,000 men, from what seemed almost sure
destruction. From then on began a struggle with the Greeks which continued with
varying success for Darius until the end of his life. This would furnish a fine
time for revolt on the part of Zerubbabel. Then too the fact that Zerubbabel was
the last Jewish governor from the house of David would also make in the direction of
a belief that something happened which made a change in Persian policy. Jerusalem
had governors after this but they did not reside in Jerusalem (Mai. 1:8, Ez. 8:35,
Neh. 5:14f).
* For further reference to Sellin' s book s e pp. 91f above.
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Ewald had made the suggestion that the report in Ezra 4:7-23 of an attenpt
to rebuild the walls was in connection with the reign of Darius. Sellin accepts
this and says that it testifies to the rebellion of Zerubbabel and refers to an at-
tempt to fortify the city. Still further Sellin holds that Zerubbabel was the ser-
vant of the suffering servant passages of II Isaiah and that it is this elevation and
downfall of Zerubbabel that attests it. The fact that there is no expression of the
Messianic hope in Malachi and that the Priest's code does not have in it the ex-
pression of the Messianic hope indicates that it was discredited.
This hypothesis of Sellin has attracted considerable attention but will
not be examined in detail. It cannot in the nature of the case be proven or dis-
proven. There are a few remarks, however, that are appropriate in passing. (l)
Sellin in his later book wStudien H changed his opinion as to Ezra 4:7-23. There he
places the events in the reign of Cambyses. That will be discussed later when we
come to place the passage. (2) Sellin' s position has not been accepted by scholars,
largely because of the fact that it is built too much upon assumptions that cannot be
proven by actual documents. (3) There is another and very simple reason as to why
there are no more Davidic governors after the time of Zerubbabel and that is that the
Persian government changed to a system of Persian satrapies under Darius. Jerusalem
was placed in a territory with the rest of Syria, Phoenicia, and the island of Cyprus.
According to Herodotus this was the fifth Persian satrapy. The Satrap lived at Al-
eppo or Damascus and there may well have been an under official at Samaria who ruled
lot only over Samaria, but Judah and Jerusalem. (4) There may have been some such
attempt made by Zerubbabel to rebuild the walls, a city was no city unless it had
walls. This may have helped the Persians to make up their mind to change to a dif-
ferent system; but here we are in the realm of supposition and not of solid histori-
cal fact. Sellin' s tneory that the new temple was destroyed along with Zerubbabel
is extremely improbable. but we can be sure of this, that there was, during this
period, a kingless people. If anyone had had any hopes that there would be a i.:es-
sianic king, their hopes were dashed to the ground. (5) If Zerubbabel were killed
as a result of a rebellion against Persia, Isaiah 53:4,5,12 of the suffering servant
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passages are not explained for they affirm that salvation shall cone out of the suffer-
ing of the servant, whereas, under Sellin's theory, only misery came out of it. How
can one who through his rebellion brought an unfortunate catastrophe, a wasting of
the city, a destruction of the temple, a bloody and unfortunate struggle be designated
as "One who has borne our sickness".... and that "by his stripes are we healed".
Sellin's hypothesis must therefore be ranked as interesting but of little
or no historical value. The fact is, we do not know what did happen to Zerubbabel.
The documents are silent and when that is the case, it is perhaps best for us to be
silent also.
There are a number of evidences of a positive sort that there was during
this period of seventy years a decline in the morals of the community and a falling
away from the ideals of those who had founded the temple in 520. This is what we
would expect upon a priori grounds. The hopes of the people had not turned out as
well as expected. The prophets Haggai and Zecnariah as well as II isaiah had held
before the people impossible ideals. The kingdom of God was to come, Jahve was to
enter the temple in magnificence and glory, there was to be freedom from the heathen
yoke, the Llsssianic king was to appear, men were to come from all over the world to
Jerusalem to worship. As they came, they were going to bring gifts with them. There
were to be earthly blessings, good crops. None of these things occurred. We know
that Palestine never has been especially fertile and it was no different then. There
may have been drought and famine connected with heavy taxes to support the campaigns
of Darius in Greece. Things went on in pretty much the same way as they had before.
Instead of getting a king, they even lost their governor and had put over them a dis-
tant Persian official with perhaps an under-governor at Samaria. This latter fact
would not particularly please the Jews.
Some families perhaps got on well, they were the wealthier and aristocratic
group who probably began soon to intermarry with the other families of wealth round
about not always asking if the family were Jewish or not. Those who wanted to inter-
marry with foreigners would be able to quote Eze. 47:22f in which he prophesied that
Ephraim would be restored with Juda. Those with tendencies towards laxity could also

quote another great prophet II Isaiah (40:5, 42:10ff, 44:23, 4^:3, 51:4-5, 42:8,
4y:2b) and say that even the heathen were to be included in the cult and that the
house of Jahve should be for all nations. Even Haggai and Zechariah had seen the
nations of the world coming to Jerusalem (Zech. 8:10ff rig. 2:6ff). These men were
not so attested now that the Ilessianic hope had withered away but they would be con-
venient as giving sanction to alliances with the desirable inhabitants of the land who
had marriageable sons or daughters. Perhaps Zerubbabel and the leaders had made a
mistake when they excluded the Samaritans from working upon the temple. Perhaps it
never was a popular verdict with the rank and file of the returning Exiles. The in-
terest that these peoples showed in the temple was also a laudable thing. They too
worshipped Jahve the uod of their fathers, why not let them worship at Jerusalem*
Then the gifts that they could bring to the altar, these, too, would help support the
worship and make it less of a burden upon a few. Even Deuteronomy had had some favor-
able words to speak for the foreigner. Israel was to treat him well always bearing
in mind that they were one time sojourners in the land of Egypt. Ammonites and Lloab-
ites were excluded from the community, Edomites and Egyptians were received, why then
not the Samaritans who were more nearly related? Anyway, in the time of Nehemiah and
Ezra there haa been a very great deal of intermarrying and Ezra looks upon it as the
"Trespass of the children of the captivity". His Gola had not been there long enough
to contract these marriages and to have children. Thus a laxity in regard to parti-
cularism came into the Jerusalem community during the seventy years before Nehemiah.
Nehemiah . even finds children of these mixed marriages that cannot speak the language
of the Jews. This would indicate that for a long time these alliances had been formed.
Things seem to have gone pretty much to pieces religiously during those years. Through-
out the period, there were probably two forces at work; one the force in the direction
of including foreigners, marrying them, and general laxity in regard to matters of ritual
the other the force of particularism which had been there from the days or the return
from the Exile, but which had been largely discredited by the course events had taken
since the building of the temple. The first group was very largely in power in the
time prior to the coming of Nehemiah, but we are to believe that both forces were
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present ^expecially if we accept Malachi and Isaiah 5b-b6 as coming from this period.
In this division the priests were probably divided; some in favor of the strict
party, some in favor of the liberal party. Yfellhausen (Geschichte, seventh edition,
p. 158) suggests that the "priests were in general on the side of the zealots; but not
ail, especially the aristocrats".
Without going into the question of the time when the book of Malachi was
written, but assuming that it was written in this period between Zerubbabel and Nehemiah,
as practically all scholars hold, we find a confirmation of the points that have al-
ready been stated. Malachi testifies to the fact that the particularistic group is
represented in Jerusalem in this period although the other group seems to be more
numerous. The Jews in Palestine, surrounded by Gentiles, had determined to solve the
problem by mixing with them. Those in the £jcile were solving it by a policy of separa-
tion. Malachi sides with the Exilic, particularistic point of view and argues against
mixed marriages (2:llf). Divorce is opposed in 2:14. There was evident laxity in
the marriage relation both in regard to contracting marriage and the permanence of the
relation after made. Haggai argued that misfortunes were due to the fact that the
temple was in ruins. Malachi says it is due to the fact that the cultus is not sup-
ported by the tithe (3:3ff). But if they bring the tithes into the storehouse, they
will receive a blessing (3:4,12). There is the old prophetic appeal for justice in
Mai. 3: 5,but still the dominant tendency is towards ritual, sacrifice, tithes as com-
pared with the earlier prophets. Mai. 2:7 places very great emphasis upon the
priest, placing him as the messenger of Jahve» Malachi opposes the sorcery (3:5),
and the desecration of the sanctuary (2:ll). The true Israel in to be separated from
the false (3:17ff). This implies that in his thinking there are different forces at
work in Jerusalem and Judaism: "Those who fear my name" and "The wicked". The anti-
foreign sentiment comes out in his terrible expression of hate towards Edom (l:2ffj.
Over against this downfall of Edom is the glorification of Israel (1:5). He does pay
tribute to those Gentiles, however, who are bringing more acceptible gifts to Jahve
than the Hebrews (1:11,14). Malachi is also very critical of the priest, saying that
they offer polluted bread, blind, lame, and sick animals for sacrifice (l:7f). Again
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the priests are accused in 2: Iff and Malachi asserts that a curse rests upon them be-
cause of their conduct, they have caused many to "stumble in the law and have corrupted
the covenant of Levi" (2:8). VJe can see from these references that Malachi is a true
son of Ezekiel and yet his witness is to the effect that things were in a pretty sorry
state at Jerusalem when he was present. If this prophecy belongs in the period just
before the coming of weheraiah and Ezra, we can see that it confirms us in the opinion
that there was a decline of religion and that the priestly class especially was in a
bad way. But here we have a voice that is typical of that particularistic spirit that
was in the Holiness code and in Ezekiel. He may be outnumbered in Jerusalem and Judah,
but that spirit is present. The community seems weak, discouraged, hopeless, threatened
with absorption by the peoples round about. It was evident that some vigorous person-
alities needed to be injected into the situation. Ezra as a fabrication does not
furnish a cause, a force - personalities were needed. They came. That there was a
saving element in the community is the testimony of Malachi 3:16,18. How large it was,
we do not know. It is evident that many of the laymen were neglectful of their duties
as well as the priests (l:6ff, 3:7ff ). Thus it would appear that the saving element
was not large.
By many scholars III Isaiah is placed during this period and is used as a
witness for the events. The problem of the authorship of III Isaiah is too complicated
1'or us to enter here and we cannot use with certainty the material in Isa. 56-66. In
general, however, it confirms the testimony of Malachi and is in many places similar to
Malachi in point of view and interests. If it is authentic for this period, it hints
at the fact that there was some idolatry (56:9ff),Jewish apostasy, (66:24), carelessness
of priests (56:10ff), abuse of the Sabbath (56:1-8, 58:13ff), sorcery (57:3), mixed
marriage (57:3). In III Isaiah we have universalism, but as Bertholet says, "it is
always embedded in particularism" (p. 134). All tho world will see the glory of Jahve.
But how? In the glorification of Israel (59:19, 61:11, 62:2). He will establish
Jerusalem "as a praise in the earth" (62:7). Nations shall come to Jerusalem and kings
(60:3). But they come to increase the glory of the Jews for they will bring their
riches and their treasures (60:5ff,11,13, l6f, 62:6, 66:12). The Diaspora will return
and, arriving in Jerusalem,will work for Israel, build up the wails, and care for the
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farms as servants of the Jews in Palestine (60:4,9, b2:10, 6b:2C, 60:10, 61:5-6).
Jerusalem is the central point of the -world (60:15,16, 62:7), For him the foreign
nations have no independent existence, they exist for the sake of the Jews and to
minister to them. Thus we can see that III Isaiah is from a man who has much of
the spirit of particularism. If we admit that he too belongs to this period between
Zerubbabel and Nehemiah, we have another voice that testifies to the necessity for
the Jews to keep their identity. Both Malachi and III Isaiah were undoubtedly
called to speak because of the situation in which they lived. Then, as often, the
prophet is the one who is offering a protest to what he sees going on about him.
There is a section of the book of Ezra that is assigned quite commonly to
this period, Ezra 4:6-23. With a discussion of that passage we will close this
chapter.
In Ezra 4:6 we have a reference to the reign of Xerxes and a statement to
the erfect that in his reign the enemies of the Jews wrote accusations against them
to the king. This is the one verse of Ezra that is not to be found in I Esdras and
it is held by many that it is in Ezra only an interpolation placed there by the Chron-
icler to fill a gap. If the verse is genuine, it simply means that during the days
of Xerxes there were complaints made concerning the Jews by their enemies to the king.
Some have read "Cambyses" instead of "Xerxes", others have read "Darius", still
others have held that it really ought to read "Artaxerxes". The state of the verse
is so uncertain that it cannot be used for definite historical reconstruction.
Ezra 4:7-23 relates the story of two letters and their results. A letter
is written to a King Artaxerxes (probably the first) telling him that the Jews are
repairing the wails of the city and saying that if the walls are rebuilt that the
Jews will rebel. The king replies that a search has been made in the records and
that Jerusalem aoes have the reputation for being a rebellious city and that work
upon the walls must be stopped. wThen they went in haste to Jerusalem unto the Jews
and made them to cease from the work by force and by power- (4:23b). The authenticity
of this passage has been discussed and was held to be a genuine fragment for the his-
tory or the Jerusalem comminity. Our task here is to discuss where the passage be-
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longs, that is, fit it into its proper historical setting. There has been a very-
great deal oi speculation upon tnis point and it has been placed in the reign oi" every
king from Cyrus to Artaxerxes I.
The evidence for the various positions will be given largely without re-
buttal and then the evidence stated for the reign of Artaxerxes I just before the com-
ing oi' wehemiah.
Theis in his Breslau dissertation (pp. 3y-55) argues at length for the reign
of Cyrus as the period to which the pa&sage belongs. The reasons that he gives are
as follows: (l) Esdras 2 arranges these verses immediately alter the return from the
Exile. This woulu point in the direction of the reign of Cyrus. (2) In all of our
text tradition of Ezra-uehemiah this section is placed before Ezra 4:24-5:lff which
tells of the rebuilding of the temple. Perhaps it belongs there and the story is to
be placed in the reign oi' Cyrus. (3) Ezra 4:7-23 is closely connected with Ezra 4:24
and 5: Iff on inner organic grounds. (a) Both are not only written in Aramaic, but in
the same style. The story moves in the same circle of ideas. (b) Ezra 4:7-23 speaks
of the TEMPLE and not of the walls. here again we must follow Esdras. Vs. 12 has to
do with the laying of the i'oundation of the temple and not the walls, (4) Since it
refers to the temple and not to the walls and since the temple was completed in the
reign of Darius, then the reference to Artaxerxes must be wrong for that would be his-
torically impossible. (5) "The Jews that came up from thee" in vs. 12 testifies to
the return under Cyrus and argues for his reign, for we know of no return that took
place under Cambyses or Pseudo-Smerdis. (6) Ezra 4:4-5 implies that Cyrus was king:
"Thepeople of the land hindered all the days of Cyrus King of Persia". So that Ezra
4:4-5 is a pure and brief doublet for what is told at greater length in the Aramaic
section 4:7-23. Both relate the same thing save that in the longer passage we have
the original document. The Aramaic piece should be connected directly with verses
4:4-5. Vs. 6 and a part of 7 break the connection and are glosses especially vs. 6
which is not in Esdras. (7) But the question still remains as to how the word
Artaxerxes got into the text. The redactor is responsible for this. lie sees the
name of Artaxerxes in 6:14 and had to make his history fit that order. Ke believed
that the chronological order of the kings was Cyrus, Artaxerxes, Darius. Since the
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work was begun under Cyrus and finished under Darius, there must have been some work
under Artaxerxes and thus the name got into the text. It is easy to see how it
would get into the text for, according to Josephus (Ant. 11 c.6 Par. l)
;
Artaxerxes I
had the surname " Cyrus ".
There have been those as early as Josephus and as late as Hugo Winckler
and beilin, who have thought that the events related here belong to the reign of Cam-
byses. The argument of beilin (Studien, pp. 22ff ) will be given here as the strongest
In favor of such a theory. (l) The fact that Josephus places it in the reign of Cam-
byses is in favor of the fact that that is where it belongs and testifies to an early
tradition to that effect, perhaps a manuscript of Ezra that had HCambyses w in the text
of Ezra 4:7-23. (2) The testimony of I Esdras is also to the effect that the passage
belongs right after Ezra 1. (3) If we regard 4:7 as an introduction to the whole
Aramaic section 4:7-6:15, we can see how the word "Artaxerxes" got into the correspon-
dence in Ezra 4:8ff • The writer did not know the list of Kings well and so he sup-
posed that there was an Artaxerxes before Darius. We do not know for sure which one
of the Kings before Darius is meant, but probably Cambyses, for Darius had shown him-
self favorable to the Jews. But in any case it", was one of these kings and both pos-
sibilities must be held in mind. Sellin thus sees in Ezra 4:7-6:15 a petition to
Artaxerxos in the time of wehemiah in which the petitioner has as his theme the idea
that the temple is ail right, but the walls must not be built. The petition recounts
the past history of Jerusalem how that in times past Persian kings had opposed work
upon the walls (.Ezra 4:8-23) but they had favored work on the temple (Ezra 5-6). The
whole was directed tc Artaxerxes in the time of uehemiah and vs. 7 is its super-
scription. It is presented by the enemies of the Jews. The word "Artaxerxes" in
vs. 7 was later shoved into Ezra 4:8-23 and 6:14 by the Chronicler. The way the or-
iginal text read in 6:14 was, "The temple was finished according to the decree of
Cyrus and Darius". This interpretation explains the riddle of how the author had
access to Samaritan archives. lie was a Samaritan, an enemy of the Jews. This
makes of the whole document 4:7-6:15 a document coming from about 440 B. C. and from
one who is anti-Jewish, and a very valuable document from the historical point of view.
Tabeel (Ezra 4:7) is probably the author of the document, this being the Aramaic for
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Tobi.jah well-known in the time of Nehemiah as one of his chief enemies. The high
priest Eliashib is referred to as a relative of his, and he had access to the
temple(Neh. 13:4, 6:17f). This would give him access to the temple archives of
the Jew3 as well and thus he would be able to get the material for his accusation.
Neh.6:17ff also shows us that he was busy writing to his Jerusalem friends and to
Nehemiah, The Chronicler has rightly understood the letter throughout, only that
he puVArtaxerxes 1 ' in Ezra 4:8ff where "Cambyses" ought to be and has placed it
also in 6:14 where it does not belong.
(4) This gives a consistent order of events, says Sellin, and is to be
accepted as what really happened. The order of events then would be: the granting of
the Cyrus'decree , Sheshbazzar ' s commission to carry the vessels back to Jerusalem,
his execution of the commission and the laying of the foundation stone of the temple,
the building of their homes, the fortification of the city (4:12) in the reign
of Cambyses, the stopping of the work upon the walls (4:23) , under Darius the new
start upon the temple, the letter of the satrap to Darius, the finding of the
Cyrus' decree by Darius, permission to go on with the temple, the completion of
the temple in 516 B.C.
In favor of Ezra 4:7-23 being in the reign of Darius we have Ewald
and Sellin in his earlier book "Sembbabel". This is based upon the idea that there
was at the time of the completion of the temple an attempt to make Zerubbabel a
king or at least an attempt to fortify the walls which ended disastrously. This has
been discussed ft ength already in this chapter and needs no further comrent here.
Kent in "History of the Jevish People" (pp,158ff) places the
passage after Nehemiah 6. He thinks that by the time the king's letter got back
the work was done and so it had no effect. McFadyen in his arrangement of the
sources of Ezra-Nehemiah places Ezra 4:7-23 alter Neh.6. This of course does not
fit with Ezra 4:23b where it says that the work was stopped by power and by force.
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Nehomiah does not mention any such occurrence in his memoirs and the Persian
officials do not mention the name of Nehemiah in their complaint.
Of course there have been those, notably Marquart, Jahn, Torrey,
Kosters
, -who deny the authenticity of the whole incident and say that it
never happened at all but their point of view has been discussed above, *
There remains nor/ the discussion of the reign of Artaxerxcs I as the
period when this incident occurred. This is by long odds the popular period for
this incident to be located and that position is held by Schrader, Bertheau, Ryssel
Driver, Klosternan, Meyer, Davies, Van Hoonacker, Nikel, Batten, ?/ade, Bertholet,
Cornill ,stade, Wellhausen, Kennett, Peritz, L*E. Browne, Jampel, et al, et al.
Theis has some reason for his words when he says, HIs it true as Meyer and a thousand
others hold that it was Artaxerxes who hindered the work in Ezra 4:7-23?? (p. 39)
The reasons for holding to the earlier part of the ^eign of Artaxerxes
I (464-424 B.C.) are not numerous, but they are important.
(1) In the first place "ARTAXERXES " jLs in the text and that is always a very strong
reason for the word staying there if it is at all possible.
(2) Ihe reference is very clearly to the walls and not to the temple. Vs. 12 is
clear in that regard and there would not be the stopping by force of work upon the
temple in the early days. Vs. 4:23b indicates that the work was stopped by force.
The fact is that both Cyrus and Darius were favorable to the work upor the temple.
(Ezra 5-6) It is hard,upon the assumption of Theis, to think that Cyrus would give
a decree for the building of the Temple and then order the work to stop. The best
students of the text, as mentioned in the list above, are clear upon this point,
that the reference is to the walls and not to the temple.
(3) L.E.Browne has found in Isa. 60-62 a stir to rebuild the walls and the gates
of the city. He finds also in Heh. 1:3 the report of the attempt that was made
and the failure that accompanied it. He thus has two checks upon Ezra 4:7-23; one in
* For details see pp. 150ff above.
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the origin of the matter, Isa. 60-62; the other in the result, Ileh. 1:3. It must be
admitted that the latter passage is more convincing than the first, but both
deserve to be mentioned.
(4). The chief argument in favor of the event as being a short time before Nehemiah
is this: the book of Nehemiah in many ways presupposes just the thing that is
related in Ezra 4:7-23. This is the clinching and conclusive argument before
which all other arguments weaken. Van Hoonacker in "liouvelles Etudes" (pp. 151ff)
has given this the most brilliant and convincing statement. The following are the
points to be considered: (a) The reference in the verse in Neh .1:3, "The rails
are down and the gates are burned with fire" cannot be put back into 586 B.C.
The destruction of the walls in 586 could have been neither news nor a source of
surprise to Nehemiah. He acts surprised and grieved. A report of the situation in
586 would have been no news at all, it would have left him where it found him.
Van Hoonacker points out that the thing described is not the state of destruction
but the act of destruction, (b) Nehemiah is surprisod. This works in the direction jf
a belief that it wasa recent occurrence that was being reported. Nehemiah had
known of those who had recently gone up from the king and he was inquiring how
their expedition had terminated. He was surprised, astonished, and grieved at
the disastrous end of their mission, (c) Nehemiah waits from Chislev (Nov. -Dec.)
until Nisan (March- April) before he speaks to the King. (Neh. 2:l) . Y/hy wait
so long? Hay it not be because of the fact that the King had recently granted a
decree to stop the work upon the walls at Jerusalem and he wanted to be sure of
his ground before he broached the subject. Nehemiah must wait for just the right time
G eyne complains that Nehemiah does not tell the king of his former decree.
Nehemiah was too shrewd for that, why should he? ( d ) u©herdah wants letters to
the governors beyond the river (Neh. 2:7). This might indicate recent trouble
which Nehemiah hoped that he might avert, (e) Y/hen Nehemiah arrived in the c^ty
he moved secretly about, investigating first, seeing just what was the situation
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(Nehc 2:llff ). This is an indication that the situation was delicate and that he
wanted to be sure of everything before he made any start at all. (f) The
speed with which the opposition gathered shows that there was resistance to the
idea of rebuilding a wall. This would show that if any previous attempt had been
made, it had been opposed, (g) The work upon the walls is mentioned as
"rebellion"
,
just as it was in the communication, Ezra 4:7-23. (h) Rechum and
Shimshai are not mentioned because they were Persian officials and would be
bound by the second deoree of the King* But Tobiah is mentioned and he is also
mentioned in Ezra 4:7 under the name of Tabeel. (i) The account in Nehemiah says
that the work on the walls was accomplished in 52 days. This is plainly imposs-
ible unless something had been done before. It would be impossible in spite of tie
zeal of the workers to do the work in 52 days if they were in the condition in which
they were left by the Babylonians in 586. References in Nehemiah are primarily to
the repairing of the walls and the breaches. "The breaches were stopped", "the
wall;: repaired"(4j7 Eng.)
. In G:l it is said that the breaches were repaired,
but the gates not yet set up.
Thus we can see that as a whole and in detail Ezra 4:7-23 is authen-
ticated by a consideration of N©h. 1-6 and if we did not have Ezrs 4:7-23, we
would need to postulate it in order to have an explanation of the situation in the
time of Nehemiah. The Persians had been dealing with a rebellion in Egynt in
460 B.C. This would make them suspicious of any attempt upon the walls at Jerusalem
When the report used the words, "mighty kings", "wicked and rebellious city", this
was enough to make the king put a stop to the work. It may be , as Kennett suggests
that when Syria rebelled against the King, the Jews held aloof from rebellion
and that this was the real cause of his change of favor to the Jews in the time
of Nehemiah. However that may be, we have very strong support from Nehemiah that
Ezra 4:7-23 belongs to the reign of Artaxerxes I. Many hold that it was the
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Gola of Ezra that made the attempt upon the walls. This view is hard to hold
but will be discussed at length in a later part. * Van Hoonacker thinks that
Hanani himself may have been the leader of the group referred to in Ezra 4:1 2.
Thus we have gained at least two positive factsfor the period between
Zerubbabel and Nehemiah. (l) There was a mixing with the peoples of the land,
intermarrying, and a giving up of particularism on the part of many people.
Religious laxity had come in . The returned Exiles had found it more difficult
to mai rtain an aloofness in Palestine than they had in the Exile. The
foreign element,which they had admitted, now had become very powerful and the
community was threatened with complete paganism. But there was destined to be a reac-
tion; help came from without and from within, from the Exile and from Jerusalem.
Tfhen the danger was at its highest, two great personalities came into the midst
of it and threw the seales the other way with such force that they gave shape to
everts for centuries. These two persons were Nehemiah and Ezra. (2) The second
positive fact to be placed in this period is related for us in Ezra 4:7-23, it is
an attempt on the walls and undoubtedly stirred up very great opposition on the
part of the foreign elements who feared that a walled city would rule them out.
This attempt upon the walls had been stopped so that at the time of Nehemiah there was
need for vigorous action. There are two problems that face the Jerusalem
comr unity when Nehemiah appears on the scene, one is to restore the walls, the
other is to deal with the menace of paganism and religious laxity.
Nehemiah solved one of these problems and started to solve the other but it was
Ezra who firmly established particularism in the Jerusalem community.
* See below pp. 344, 348f.

C H A r i' E H IV
THE DAi'E Ui' E Z K A 1 o MISSION
r
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One of the most discussed of the critical pro ulems in connection with
Ezra-Nehemiah is the chronological problem. It relates to the date of Ezra and
the question as to which of these men has the chronological priority. The
traditional view has been that Ezra preceded Nehemiah, coming to Jerusalem in
458 B.C. about thirteen years before Nehemiah. This point of view is still main-
tained by quite a number of scholars, but since the works of Van Hoonacker in
the last decade of the ninet enth century, t ere has been an increasing tendency
to place the work of Ezra after that of Nehemiah.
The purpose of this chapter is to give the reasons which lead to the
conclusion that Ezra was AFTER Nehemiah and finally to appraise the various
attempts that have been made to find an exact date.
The view of R«. issler placing Nehemiah extremely early in the reign of
Cyrus v/ith its corollary of Ezra in the reign of Cambyses, is interesting, but
cannot be held. A similar conclusion holds for the theory of Marquart, Lagrange,
de Salucy, Havet, Imbert, Bellange, Torrey in their attempt to place Nehemiah
in the reign of Artaxerxes II or Artaxerxes III. Both of these extreme views
are definitely ruled out by the Elephantine papyri which enable us to date
Nehemiah in the reign of Artaxerxes I.
Arguments have been advanced in favor of 458 B.C. as the date of
Ezra's mission. Conspicuous among these are Kuenen, Montefiore, Meyer, Nikel,
Yv'ade, Montgomery, Jampel, Davies, Stade, Kerzfeld, Neteler, Bertheau, Rosenzweig,
and others. The following is a summary of the arguments in favor of Ezra as
coming before Nehemiah.
(l) The historical representation of the Chronicler puts it first.
The tradition is Ezra first, Nehemiah second; so we have the materials arranged
I
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in the canonical books. The Chronicler lived after the events but v/as in a po-
sition to know their order.
This argument is of questionable value but will be discussed later
when the position of the Chronicler in this matter is considered.
(2) Neherniah 1:1-4 speaks for the priority of Ezra as over against
Neheria-;. This is a very important argument and must be stated and criticised
in detail. Neh. 1:1-4 speaks of a recent destruction of the walls and Ezra 4:12
speaks of those Jews who have recently come up from the ^bcile to Jerusalem. We
know of no other return shortly before the time of Nehemiah than that of >;zra
as it is mentioned in Ezra 7:8. There it specifically says that in the
seventh year of Artaxe xes, Ezra came to Jerusalem. Meyer says that we have
two alternatives, either to say that the Jews referred to in Ezra 4:12 are those
back in the time of Cyrus or else they are the Jews under Ezra for we know of
no third migration. Ezra made an attempt to break up the mixed marriages
(Ezra 8-10). This stirred up hostility in powerful Samaritan quarters and so
he made an attempt to fortify the v/alls. For this he had no authority and played into
the hands of his enemies. His activity was reported to the King ant the work
was stopped in disgrace. This was the report that was brought to Nehemiah in A, eh.
1:1-4. When the walls were destroyed, Ezra was broken in authority and needed
Nehemiah to save the situation. In other words Ezra is the one who made the
attempt to restore the walls of which we read in Ezra 4j7-23 and since that comes be,-,
fore Nehemiah, Bzra comes before Nehemiah.
There are a number of points to be mentioned by way of criticism of
this argument, (a) It builds rather heavily upon the chronological reference
in Ezra 7:8 which is precarious as we will later see.* ^hj. If Ezra were a wall-
builder as well as a reformer of mixed carriages, it is very strange that he is
not later mentioned in connection with Nehemiah' s work. This silence of Nehemiah
* See below pp. 355-6.
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concerning Ezra is very significant on any account, but it is far more strange for hi
not to be mentioned if he had just recently made an attempt on the walls that had
brought them far to completion, (c) If Ezra and his Gola preceded the rebuilding
of the vralls by Nehemiah, it is strange that the members of the Gola are not more
numerously and conspicuously mentioned in connection v/ith the building of the walls
in the time of Nehemiah. (d) It is doubtful twith Ezra's unpopular marriage re-
forms just carried out, if he would be able to enlist popular support in a program
to rebuild the walls, especially since he had no authority from the King to
rebuild thenn. » (e) The fact that later (Neh. 8-10) Ezra docs not seem to
have lost any authority but rather to have even greater authority, does not agree
with the ir.ea that his authority was broken after an attempt on the walls, (f)
From what we know of Ezra it is hard for us to even imagine his working upon
the walls. Knowing him as we do, can we picture it ?
(o) Acting Ezra AFTER Nehemiah leaves completely unexplained the work
that the two men did together. Ezra is described and given an honorable place at
the dedication of the wall, an event which surely took place in the time of
Nehemiah. Nehemiah is reported as being present (Neh. 8:9) when the law is read.
This will be discussed later (*) and it will be shown that the word wEzra M in
Neh. 12:36 is probably an interpolation. Kuenen says that in the dedication of
the walls Ezra is given an honorable place. That is just the trouble, his place
is too honorable. Also in Neh. 8:9 the word ',Nehemiah ,, is probably an interpolation.
(4) Kuenen points out that certain men mentioned in Ezra 7-10 are
also mentioned in Nehemiah. For example Ezra 10:31 mentions Ualkia from the family
of Earim as being guilty of foreign marriage. Nehemiah 3:11 mentions him as working
on the wall. Upon his arrival at Jerusalem Ezra leaves his gifts in the hands of
* See below p .346.
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Meremoth ben Uriah (Ezra 8:33) but he too is found working on the walls(Neh.
3:4,21). This shows that Ezra comes before Nehemiah. But this is not so certain.
Both men might well have been permanent residents of Jerusalem whose residence
covered both the period of Ezra and Nehemiah. They might have worked upon the walls
first and then later, the one have married a foreign wife and the other become
a priest who could receive Ezra.
(5) Bsra had difficulty securing Levites for his expedition. This
e
would have been strange if Nhemiah s reforms in behalf of the Levites had preceded
Ezra. In reply, it is well to remember that in all accounts of returns froir. the Exile
there are very few Levites mentioned (cf. Ezra 2 and Ezra 8). The reason for
this is probably to be sought in the fact that few of them went into Exile since
they belonged to the non-possessing class and were not deported in large numbers.
(6) Nehemiah in rebuilding the walls has the support of those v/ho
came in Ezra's caravan. The Levite Haschaba, who came with Ezra, is designated as
a ruler of half the district of Keilah (Neh. 3:17) • But Kosters is probably
correct in seeing in this person one who is not a Levite. The status of the
Levites in the time of Nehemiah was too humble to be clothed with such an
honorable position. To this it is well to add that the Chronicler has had to do
with the third chapter of Nehemiah. Right at this point is where the tampering
of the Chronicler is evident.
In Neh. 3:10Hattusch is mentioned as working on the wall. He may
well identified with the Hattusch of the family of David(Ezra 8:2). The chances
are again that Kosters is correct when he replies that if a Davidic had been work-
ing upon the wall, Neh. 3 would have mentioned that fact. It v/as probably some one
other than the Davidic Hattusch of Ezra 8:2.
lleschullam (Ezra 8:16 cf. Neh. 3:4) is another case mentioned by
Nikel as illustrating the fact that Ezra's Gola must be first and the work on the
* For evidences of this see pp. 177ff above.
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wall second. But is it not possible that there may have been two of the same
name? "This can be due to an accident of course, but if ONE name be identical
as between Ezra's Gola and those working upon the wall, it would prove that
Ezra cones first ". (Nikel ,p.l55) • Others might reply, "No, it would only prove that
Meschullam was a common name". But the fact that only three or four names out of
all the proninent men who returned with Ezra can be mentioned as working upon the
wall is so strange that it cannot be accounted for upon the basis of Ezra's Gola
being present. The fact that they were not working upon the walls in large
numbers is one of the most important arguments in favor of placing Ezra after
Kehemiah. Y/© need also to bear in mind that there may well have been people in
Jerusalem before Ezra came from the Exile who had the same family names as those
who came with him. They may have returned by an earlier migration or may never
have gone into Exile in 586.
in addition to these positive arguments in favor of Ezra as before
Nehemiah,there has been a vigorous rebuttal directed against the arguments for
Ezra as after Nehemiah. Particularly has this been true of Van Hoonacker's hypothesis
that Ezra was present at Jerusalem as a young man reading the law in the time of
Kehemiah and then returned 47 years later to carry out the reform of mixed marriages
in 398 B.C. This hypothesis which scatters the work of Ezra over two periods
separated by more than forty years hos been justly attacked by many scholars.
Van Hoonacker's argument is strong in its general feature of placing Ezra after
Nehemiah; it is weak in assigning dates to the individual items of Ezra's work.
Now let us examine the arguments in favor of Ezra as being after
Nehemiah. An imposing list of scholars have argued for the position that Ezra
follows Nehemiah. A partial list of these men is as follows: Van Koonacker,
Bellange, Lagrange, Kosters, Karquart, Cheyne, Guthe, Kent, Bertholet, Mcfadyen,
* For Kuenen's attack see pp.68ff above.
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Knudson, Kennett, S.A.Cook, L.K. rowne, Batten, Peritz, Mercer, 7/.F.Albright,
Siegfried, and Franz Buhl, Prof, of Arabic of the University of Copenhagen.
Not all of these men agree upoi ;he date of Ezra's arrival, there being a wide
variance at this point. But they agree that Nehemiah was the first to come to
Jerusalem. The reasons for this position will now be stated.
(l) Ezra and his Gola are not found at work upon the walls. We would ex-
pect that these would be the most zealous supporters of Nehemiah particularly if
they had just recently been engaged in such an attempt. Ezra's caravan contained
important men - priests, heads of families, with even one Davidic in the group.
This silence in regard to their participation is very strange if they were present
in Jerusalem. They had come with expectations and with zeal to restore Jerusalem.
We certainly would expect to find them cooperating in the work.
(2) Ezra does not mention Nehemiah and Nehemiah does not mention Ezra.
This is probably more to be vjondered at in the case of Ezra than in the case of
Nehemiah. Wellhausen has pointed out and in this he is followed by Nikel that
Nehemiah is not the sort who would mention anyone other than himself. He speaks
only of himself and his deserts. Furthermore, he had no occasion to mention Ezra,
for his work was upon the walls and the work of Ezra was religious in character.
There IS a reference to Ezra at the dedication of the walls. So runs the rebuttal
argument. In reply to Wellhausen it is well to say that the silence is strange
nevertheless. Nehemiah mentions many of his contemporaries. Eliashib, Sanballat,
Tobiah, Geshem, Shemaieh, and others are mentioned when the occasion demanded. It
is a strange thing that Ezra is not mentioned if he were so prominent such a short
time before. Nehemiah' s silence does not fit well with the idea that Ezra had
recently been working upon the walls end that Ezra is interested in *nlxed marriages
just as Nehemiah is later reported to have been ( Neh.13 cf. Ezra 9-10).
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But what aboxit the definite mention of Neheniah in Neh.8:9 and the definite men-
tion of Ezra in Neh. 12:36 ? Surely that proves something. Yes, if authentic, it
would prove that they were in Jerusalem at the same time but it would not tell
which came first. But are these correct references? Let us deal first with Keh.8:9#
The story in Neh. 6 d als with the reading of the lav/ and Ezra is the chief char-
acter. After the law had been read (Neh. 8: 1-8) vs. 9 proceeds, "And neheniah, who
was governor, and Ezra the priest, the scribe, and the Levites that taught the
people, said unto the people, this day is holy unto your God etc". That "Nehemiah"
belongs to this passage has been contested by Hitzig, Marquart, Wellhausen, Meyer,
Batten, Davies, Torrey, Jahn, L.E.Browne, Van Hoonacker, et al. The reasons for this
are as follows: (a) The Chronicler has drawn "lleheniah"into the text to justify his
wrong chronology in placing Ezra and Neheniah as contenporaries(lieyer ,Ent. ,p.l94)
.
(b) The Esdras text does not mention Nehemiah but simply says, wThe governor said
to Ezra and the Levites" not mentioning the name of the governor, (c) The word
used is wTirshatha". Nehemiah is never so described in N but is designated by the
title "Pekhah"(Neh.5:14-18 end 12:26). (d) The word used in I Esdras is "ATTHarates"
which is very likely a proper name, as I Esdras 5:40 would indicate, (e) The wide
1
variation in the different texts shows that the text j 3 corrupt at this point.
Here the expression is "Nehemiah, who was governor"; Lsdras has, "The governor";
in the Syriac,it is "Neheniah the high priest";in the LXX it is "Nehemiah"; the
Lucian and the Vulgate agree with the Massoretic. (f ) The suddenness with which
Nehemiah appears upon the scene is artificial Qnd it looks as if he had been
dragged in on the Great Assembly, The priests, the Levites, and Ezra have alone
had part in the affair up until this time and after this they will again be the
sole actors (Neh.8:ll, 13, and 9:4ff). The Jiassoretic probably gives the original
text but the phrase "Neheniah,who was the governor" should be eliminated. A similar
verdict is true for Neh.l0:2 where the sane expression is used, "Neheniah the
Tirshatha". Here there is the same uncertainty of text which is the danger signal
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for an interpolation, at least an indication that the passage must be handled with
great discretion as: an historical source.
But what of the reference to Ezra in A*eh.l2:36 ? This seems to be an
extract from N and there could be no better testimony than N. Y/hen the proper
time comes for Nehemiah to mention Ezra, he is mentioned. But is it as clear as the
above statement would lead us to believe?
Hitzig, Batten, Davies, Kosters, Wellhausen, Marquart, Gheyne, Browne,
Torrey, Albright, and others have denied that wEzra M has a place in the text at this
point. The arguments are as follows: (a) The hand of the Chronicler is present
all through this story of the dedication of the walls(Meh.l2;27-43). A story like
this, largely ceremonial in character, would furnish a great temptation to the
Chronicler to embellish it with his favorite ideas. Thus we have priests, Levites,
music, sacrifices, blowing of trumpets. The fact that singers are considered as
Levites, that priests are equipped with trumpets (encountered first in the
Priests' Code, Numbers 10:1-10), the mention of musical instruments of David, the
man of God, all testify to the Chronicler. The simple straightforward account of
Nehemiah emerges in places (Neh. 12:31f ,38,40b) but for the most part this narrative
is buried under the interpolations of the Chronicler. There are few if any evidences
of Nehemiah the good story-teller, (b) Van Hoonackur has argued that Ezra was
given too inconspicuous a place here, therefore the name of Ezra is interpolated.
Kuenen replied that Ezra had an honorable place. The trouble is that Ezra's place
is TOO honorable. It is the insertion of a scribe who missed Ezra in the procession
and brought him in rather awkwardly. First he puts Ezra behind the princes (I2j3g)
and then he places him at the head of the whole procession (12:36). (c) The role
assigned to Ezra in Neh. 12:36 is filled by Hoshaiah in 12:32. (d) A late editor,
living in the time when Ezra was regarded as a sort of second Moses, wanted to make
Ezra present and prominent at the dedication of the walls and so inserted the name
in the text. It does not appear in a part of the story that can be assigned to N.
I
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Thus the evidence still remains strong that these men did not mention the one
the other and it thus remains an argument for the position that they were not at the
same time contemporaries at Jerusalem. This is not final because it is an argument
from silence, but it needs to be considered among the arguments and carries
•what force it is worth.
(3 J The way Nehemiah treats mixed marriages as compared with the way Ezra deal,
with them implies that Neheniah is before Ezra. Neh. 13:23-27 shows that Niabemiah.
did not dissolve mixed marriages but advocated that no more be contracted. Ezra
on the other hand goes at the matter systematically and with the policy of disso-
lution. The fact that Ezra was so horrified over the marriage situation and took such
thorough means to get rid of the evil is best explained by the fact that Nehemiah
had preceded him and that fact made present conditions appear worse.
(4) The re ation of the Jews to the heathen in the time of Neheniah is
such as to eliminate the possibility that Ezra's reforms had already been carried
out. In the time of Nehemiah the Jews and the foreigners v/ere living in intimate
ralations. What Nehemiah complains about in 6:17f is the good feeling the Jews
have for Tobiah. Evidently there had been no campaign against mixed marriages
for that would have engendered a hostility that we do not find at Jerusalem. If
we are to assume that Ezra put an end to the practice altogether, then the finding
of any mixed marriages at all would be suspicious. But no one, I believe, assumes tha-
Ezra's reforms were as successful as that.
(5) If Ezra precedes Nehemiah, then his reform of mixed marriages must be
rated largely as a failure for the indications of ^eh.lo all tend in the direction
of the belief that in the time of the second administration of Neheniah, the
situation was very bad. But there are np conclusive eviden es that the reforms
of Ezra were a failure.
* See pp. 401-3.
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(6) Ezra's Gola would be more likely to come to Jerusalem after Nehemiah had
made it safe by building the wall. The wall would make it physically possible
for the particularistic policy to succeed.
(7) Batten and Peritz have thought it extremely unlikely that Artaxerxes
would send two men to Judah at practically the same time clothed with similar
powers.
(8) A comparison of the Jerusalem of Nehemiah' s time with the Jerusalem
of Ezra's time makes in the direction of a belief that Nehemiah was first, Ezra
second. This is emphasized by almost every writer on the subject and is one of the
most convincing arguments that can be advanced.
Vie have reason to believe that before the time of ^ehemiah the city had
onlya small population* The returned Exiles had lived largely in communities
outside of Jerusalem (Neh. 4:6, 7:1-3, 7:4, 11:1). It is easy to see why this
would be the case. With the walls down there would be but little protection in the
city and but very little attraction. There are indications in the book of Nehemiah
that houses were rebuilt as well as walls. This does not mean that there were no
houses in the city, but it does probably mean that Jerusalem as a CITY had not been
reestablished. The implication of Ezra 4:13 and 16 is, "if this city be builded
and the walls finished, it will rebel". In Ezra 4:21 the decree is that "the city
be not builded". This would all indicate that the city was being builded as well as
the walls. Also in ^eh. 2:5 the statement is " The city, the place of my father's
sepulchres, lieth waste and the gates thereof are consumed with fire . He requests
permission to return to build the city, "That thou ivouldst send me unto Judah unto
the city of my father's sepulchres, that I may build it" (Neh. 2:5). The register
of returned Jews as given in the lists ( Ezra 2:24-35) mentions certain places outside
of Jerusalem where in all probability the Exiles had settled. Jerusalem is not
mentioned in the lists, but this does not mean that there were no inhabitants of
Jerusalem at all, but rather that it vras not a great and flourishing city.
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Neheniah 11:1-3 would indicate tha J hey had to place a premium upon getting people
to live in the city even after the walls were built. The volunteers were praised
but most of the new population had to be chosen by lot.
Kehemiah knows of no other authority in the city at the time of his
arrival than that of the high priest. This authority is not worthily carried and is
com.promised by too great an intimacy with the Samari-ans. The relations between
classes is disordered. The rich are exploiting the poor and ^ehemiah corrects that
situation. There was a mingling of the Jews with the peoples round about and no
sharp delimitation of territory. Keh.5:l7' indicates that even at the table of the
governorbe sides the 150 Jews and nobles there were "those that came to us from the
heathen round about". The vigilance upon the walls while they are at work
(Neh. 4:10-17) shows how near these people were. It was probably due to the fact that
Nehemiah's partisans were so intimate with these foreigners that he was able to
discover the plots that were being made against his life.
But when we turn to the book of Ezra we do not find such a situation.
Ezra 7-10presupposes a settled community, populated, v/ell ruled, and walled (Ezra
8:28, 9:4) . Nikel tries to reply to this argument by saying that Ezra was interested
in the inner life of the community and not in external conditions (p. 172). Of
course, this does not agree with what Nikel has said a few pages before that Ezra had
attempted to rebuild the walls, but it is too much to expect a man to be consistent
all of the time and Nikel is consistent most of the time. It is just because Ezra
does not talk about these things specifically but rather mentions them casually
and incidentally that the evidence is so conclusive. These chapters presuppose a
settled, o- red life with inhabitants enough that a crowd soon collects when
Ezra shov s lj stress over mixed marriages (Ezra 9:4 of. 10:l) • Ezra seems to move
in a settled community, such as Nehemiah had helped to form.
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The verse in Ezra 9:9 is one that is definite and explicit. It occurs in
Ezra's p&ayer. wGod hath not forsaken us in our bondage, but hath extended mercy
to us in the sight of the kings of Persia to give us a reviving, to set up the
house of our God, and to repair the ruins (or waste places) thereof, and to give
ua a wall in Jerusalem and Judah". This verse has of course been the object of
much debate. It seems on the surface to specify the restoration of the temple and
of the walls. The use of the phrase "Kings of Persia" would indicate that there
was a perspective of a period of years. This would make us think of the restoration
of the temple in the time of Zerubbabel and of the restoration of the walls in the
time of Nehemiah. Nikel admits that if this actually refers to the physical walls
of Jerusalem, it proves Neheraiah to be before Ezra but he holds that it does not
refer to the walls of Jerusalem but is used figuratively (p. 172). This is
proven, says he, by the inclusion of Judah along with Jerusalem. It is absurd for
Ezra to say that Judah has a wall around it. This is simply a figure which
expresses the divine protection - a reference to a "Gesicherte Wohnstatte " . "Ezra
simply thanks God that the Exiles :'ind themselves in undisturbed possession of
their native land" (p. 172). The Hebrew word used in this connection is "Gader".
It is used as a wall of a vineyard in Numbers 22:24, the wall of a court in
Eze. 42:10, of a ity in Micah 7:11, Isa.5:5, I Chron. 2:51 (Davies-L.itchell
Lexicon, p. 118b). It comes from the verb "Gadar" to "enclose", "wall up", "hen' in",
"hedge". We will have to admit the possibility with Meyer and Nikel that the use
is figurative but they will also have to admit the possibility that it is not. The
preceding statements are literal and the presupposition is that this statement is
literal also and refers to the walling of Jerusalem by Nehemiah (So Batten, Browne,
Kosters, Kent, KcFadyen, Van Hoonacker, Peritz, etc). We may also omit the words
"in Judah" and read "around Jerusalem" as fatten suggests (p. 334). If this were a
I enuine reference to the walls of Jerusalem, it would be positive proof that
Nehemiah preceded Ezra at Jerusalem.
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(9) The interesting suggestion has been put forth by Kent (History of the
Jewish People", pp. 195ff ) that Artaxerxes would be unlikely to grant privileges
to Ezra before the time of Nehemiah, but after Ilehemiah through his personal con-
tact with the King had interested him in the Jews, it would be easier for him to
get permission for the introduction of the lav/ at Jerusalem. Thus Nehemiah
prepared the way for Ezra, this time not at the city of Jerusalem but at the
Persian court. Ezra has Nehemiah to thank for securing the favor of the King.
(10) The order of Neh. 12:26 is that of Nehemiah first, Ezra second. The
verse reads: "These were in the days of Jehoiakim, the son of Jeshua, and in the
days of Nehemiah the governor and of Ezra the priest, the scribe". This argu-
ment is put forth by Batten and Van Hoonacker and proves their point only if
Nehemiah and Ezra are thought of here as belonging to successive periods. Other-
wise it would show simply that they were contemporaries. Van Hoonacker thinks
that the arrangement of the documents had not yet taken final form when Neh. 12
was written anc that therefore the reference is chronological. He adds Neh. 12:47
as corroborating testimony. The statement there is in the form of a temporal
sequence, "in the days of Zerubbabel and in the days of Nehemiah".
(ll) One of the most important arguments is that from the order of the
high priests. Ezra 10:6 is the key passage in this argument. In that passage we
are told that Ezra went to the chamber of Johanan, the son of Eliashib to spend
the night. The succession of high priests in Neh.l2:22 is Eliashib, Joiada,
Johanan, Jaddua. N eh.l2:ll shows that Johanan is identical with Jonathan, for they
both have the same father and grandfather,Eliashib. But Eliashib is a con-
temporary of Nehemiah (Neh. 3:1). According to the testimony of Ezra 10:6 and
Neh. 12:11,22 Ezra is a contemporary of a GRANDSON of Eliashib. Thus Ezra would
follow Nehemiah, perhaps in the reign of Artaxerxes II instead of Artaxerxes I.
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These considerations fix the date of eheniah in the reign of Artaxerxes I.
They tend to place Ezra in the reign of Artaxerxes II. Neheniah would come about
444 B.C and Ezra about 397 B.C. This involves no change of text in Ezra 7:8 but
makes the Artaxerxes referred to the second king of that name and not the first.
Nehemiah in his memoirs does not refer to the King as Artaxerxes II. He was
familiar with Persian history and would have known had another Artaxerxes preceded
his sovereign. He would have been likely to mention the fact that it was Artaxerxes
II were that actually the case.
This whole matter of the date of ^ehemiah in the reign of Artaxerxes I
has recently been confirmed by the Elephantine papyri. From Sachau I we know that
Johanan was high priest in Jerusalem in 407 B.C. when the papyrus is dated. "We
sent a letter to our lord Bagoas and unto' Johanan the great priest at Jerusalem
and his colleagues, priests that are at Jerusalem, but they sent no letter to us",
This tells us who was high priest in 407 B.C. He was the grandson of Eliashib
who would just about be the high priest in 407 if his grandfather were an old man
in 444 B.C. So also there is in the same letter a reference to nDeliah and
Shelemiah, sons of Sanballat, governor of Samaria". Thus Sanballat is r entioned
as governor but he evidently is an old man for his two sons really act for him.
This would fit perfectly with the date of 444 B.C. as the date for Nehemiah and
would place him in the reign of Artaxerxes I. Everybiblical writer, so far as I know,
since the publication of the Elephantine papyri by Sachau in 1911 has regarded
this evidence as fixing the date of Nehemiah with certainty in the reign of
Artaxerxes I (444 B.C.). Torrey who had earlier claimed Nehemiah for the reign of
Artaxerxes II (Comp.p. 65) later admitted the probability of Nehemiah's date as
being in the reign of Artaxerxes I, but he goes no further than to admit the
probability ("Ezra Studies", pp. 140,226, 335).
* For a further statement concerning this papyrus see pp. 145-r above.
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Not all will accept this evidence from the Elephantine papyri as proving
that Ezra comes after Nehemiah. They accept the date for Nehemiah but say that
Ezra comes first. They see in Ezra 10: a reference to a room that Johanan
occupied when he was younger. They think that in the time of ^ehemiah Eliashib
may have had a grandson who was living at the temple. Others think that it is a
designation that came to be applied to the room at a later date and that Johanan
was not high priest at that time. Some talk of the Chronicler as being respon-
sible for the reference. Kv.enen suggests that Jonathan is a comnon Old Testament
name and that Ezra may have been quartered in the room of some one else who had the
same name. This is possible but we have a check. The reference is rather
distinct, "johanan, son of ELIASHIB n . There may have been other Johanans in Jerusalem
but how many would there be who were sons of Eliashib and whose residence was in
the temple? It is evident that the author thought it was the son of Eliashib.
Perhaps this argument alone would not be powerful enough to convince us that
Ezra follows Nehemiah but when put along with the othersit becomes very important.
The question now arises as to why Ezra is placed before All ehemiah in the
tradition of the Jews if that were not his proper position. There are a number of
suggestions that are in order upon this point. (a) The redactor may have
disturbed the order purposely in order to glorify Ezra by putting his work before
that of Nehemiah. He may have wanted Ezra's Gola to be present in force at the
building of the walls. At a later date there was this tendency to glorify Ezra
and the redactor would have been glad to connect Ezra 7 with Ezra 6. "in later
Jewish tradition Ezra was considered as the chief of the Gola. was the
successor of the inheritance of the prophets. He is thought of as the chief of
the Great Synagogue. There was an oral tradition that Moses transmitted the Law
to Joshua, Joshua transmitted it to the ancients, the anciefifts transmitted it
to the prophets, and the prophets transmitted it to the members of the Great
Synagogue. Ezra as the head of the inheritance of the Law and the prophets
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would come first in the thinking of later generations rather than Nehemiah.
Nehemiah could never have presided as a layman over the transmission of the Law.
Ezra, the scribe, passed the Law on to the Pharisees. They saw in Ezra the
initiator of a new era following that of the prophets* It would not do to look
upon Ezra as a simple cooperator with ^ehemiah, as a follower, or as a mere
successor" (Van Hoonacker, "Nouvelles Etudes", p. 304). (b) The Chronicler may
have misunderstood his sources. He found a document in which it said that Ezra
went up to Jerusalem in the seventh year of Artaxerxes the King and another
document which spoke of "ehemiah as going up to Jerusalem in the twentieth year
of Artaxerxes the King. He took it for the same Artaxerxes in both cases and thus
placed Ezra before ^ehemiah by thirteen years. The Chronicler is not familiar with
the order of Persian kings anyway and it would not be surprising if he made an
error in connection with two kings of the same name, (c) Then too the Aramaic
language had beun used in Ezra 6 and there was an Aramaic firman in Ezra 7. This
may have helped him to connect Ezra 7 with Ezra 6. If the writers had been careful to
mention "Artaxerxes i" and "Artaxerxes II", it would have helped both the Chronicler
and us but they did not and that has caused the confusion.
That Nehemiah is before Ezra in his appearance at Jerusalem we hold
to be established, but when it comes to absolutely fixing the date, that is a
very different matter. One of the strange features of this discussion is the way
in which scholars who will have nothing to do with the Chronicler elsewhere wil
accept his date as given in Ezra 7:8 and argue vociferously for the seventh year
of some Artaxerxes, either Artaxerxes I or Artaxerxes II or will emend the' seven
to twentyseven* (Yfellhausen) . The first thing for us to say in trying to fix
the date of Ezra with definiteness is that we can never be sure we are right.
The Chronicler is the author of the passage and the Chronicler is never especially
accurate when it comes to matters of chronology, especially Persian c.ironology.
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The folding interpretations of Ezra 7:8 have been given: Ily own preference
is for the last although this is certainly no place for dogmatism.
(l) The reference is to the seventh year of Artaxerxes I. This v/ould piaoi
Ezra's mission as 458 B.C., thirteen years before "eheniah. This cannot be held.
(2) Some scholars would put the work of Ezra sometime between the two
governorships of Kehemiah while Nehemiah is absent in the east. Marquart places
Ezra here but he says that Neher.iah comes in the reij;n of Artaxerxes II, a
Position that cannot be held. Wellhausen says that it is possible that Ezra came
between the two administrations of Nehemiah, but he does not discuss it. He e-
ends Ezra 7:8 to road "twenty-seventh" and would make the date 437 B.C. He argues
that Nehemiah did not stay long but returned to Susa soon after he rebuilt the walls.
This seems to be in conflict with ^eh. 5:14, where the time reference would indicate
that Nehemiah was in Palestine for twelve years. If that is the ca; e, Y»ellhausen'
s
emendation would not help much for it would throw Ezra in Jerusalem right in the
midst of Nehemiah' s first administration.
Other scholars who feel that the numbers in Ezra 7:8 are not to be greatlv
considered, feel that Nehemiah and Ezra were not in Jerusalem at the same time
and they place the date as "somewhere between the two administrations of Nehemiah".
Cheyne, Guthe, Sellin, Bertholet, Kennett, Cornill seem to hold such a position.
They feel that Ezra's attempts were somewhat of a failure and that Ezra's failure
v.as the real cause of Nehemiah' s second visit to the city. At least such is the
position of Cheyne. These men differ as to exact date. Cornill says 433 B.C. ;
Cheyne accepts Wellhausen ' s emendation and places the date at 438 B.C.; Kennett
accepts the same date "approximately"; Neh. 5: 14, in the thinking of Kennett, is
an editoria . addition ano Nehemiah returned shortly after the completion of the
walls fCambriAfa Biblical Essays? po. 117ff.). Wellhausen thinks that Neh. 5:14
* For arguments to this effect see above pp. 343-54.
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as being a misunderstanding of the very unclear text of Ileh. 13:6.
The similarity of all of these views is that they place Ezra somewhere
between the two administrations of Nehemiah. They disagree as to definite date
but they agree as to the relation of personalities* Much can be said for the view
that Ezra belong? between the two administrations of Nehemiah. In so far as it
leans heavily upon the supposed failure of Ezra and his reforms, it is weak.
Furthermore, Uehemiah 13 would seem to come be fore the events that are described
**
in Ezra 7-10. So far as Wellhausen ' s emendation is concerned, we wonder if he
would ever have gotten it from the text apart from apologetic reasons. The time
reference in Neh.5;l4 is also definite. The reign of Artaxerxes closed in 424 B.C.
If the first administration of Nehemiah lasted until 432 B.C. and then he had
still another governorship after that, the time between the two administrations
would not be long and we wonder whether there would be space sufficient for Ezra's
reforms followed by such a serious situation in regard to mixed marriages as we
find in the second administration of ^ehemiah.
(3) Kosters argues that the expedition of Ezra took place in the
second administration of Nehemiah, but says that none of Ezra's work began until
the reforms of Nehemiah were carried out. This puts a very heavy strain upon the short
time that we can allow for the failure of Nehemiah' s reforr.s. It is very hard
for us to think that Nehemiah would have been silent while the v:ork of Ezra 9-10
was going on when we remember how he conducted himself in regard to mixed marriages
in N eh.l3:23ff. The silence of Ezra in regard to Nehemiah becomes very hard to
explain if Nehemiah were in Jerusalem and had just recently been engaged in a reform
of mixed marriages. The fact that when Ezra came to Jerusalem, there was no governor
makes in the same direction. There may have been one but he is not mentioned,
* For a complete discussion of the supposed failure of Ezra see below pp. 401ff.
** For arguments pointing in this direction see below pp. 380ff.
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(4) The simplest suggestion and one that has very much in its favor is
the suggestion that the reference in Ezra 7:8 is to Artaxerxes. CI. This would
place the mission of Ezra in 3^7 B.C. Kent, Batten, Peritz, Knudson, liercer,
and others hold to this date. This v/ould have the advantage of allowing time
enough to elapse between the time of "eheniah and Ezra for abuses to arise of
Keher.iah' s reforms. It would also have in its favor the reference to Johanan being
the high priest such as me have established by the Elephantine papyri in
combination v.'ith Ezra 10:6. This would be the simplest explanation of the
text and would assume its essential correctness. There is thtft much to be said
in favor of the seventh year of Artaxerxes II as being correct. The work of
Ezra comes after hehemiah, perhaps it was in the reign of the second King
Artaxerxes. The passage as it stands is from the Chronicler but he may have had a
genuine tradition from E underlying his statement.
Concerning the exact date of Ezra we canr.ot be sure. Our study has
gained for us the placing of Ezra's arrival after that of ^ehemiah but that the exact
date is 397 B.C. is ojily probable. In both men, however, we have the Gola taking
a prominent part in the restoration of the community. The movements with which they
were co nected will no1- be the object of our study.

[i H A r I IS K V
"the w o a k of mehemiah"
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According to the books of Ezra-Nehemiah, there were three outstanding events
that took place in the last half of the fifth century B.C. in the city of Jeru-
salem - the rebuilding of the city walls, the campaign against mixed marriages,
the formation of the Jewish community with the priestly law as its constitution.
Y/ith the first event is associated the name of ^ehemiah, with the last two events
is associated primarily the name of Ezra. The influences that brought about these
changes in the Palestinian community were exilic in their impulse, their leader-
ship, and their theory but it is also true that both Ezra and ^ehemiah found a pious
party at Jerusalem who cooperated with them in what they did. Both Nehemiah and
Ezra are connected with the particularistic tendency in the thinking of the Jews
and are in the spiritual succession of Ezekiel, III Isaiah, and Malachi. They
represent what we moderns would call an unlovely manifestation of the religious
spirit, but one that was probably necessary.
Nehemiah stands before us in the clearest perspective of any character
of the post-exilic days. This is due to his Ke oirs whose authenticity few have dare
to deny. Here we are on solid historical ground and g»t the impression of a vivid,
forceful, energetic, cautious, determined character. The situation needed a prac-
tical man with penetration, courage, decisiveness, confidence in himself and in the
people. Nehemiah embodied those characteristics which the situation at that time
demanded.
It is not the purpose of this dissertation to go into detail as to
what Nehe* iah did. Neh. 1:1-6:13 docs that perfectly well. We will mention what he
achieved and the forces that were at work in the achievement. His achievements are:
the building of the wall, certain economic and social rerorms, the dedicatioi of the
wall, the reforms of his second administration with their far-reaching efl'ects
upon the Samaritan community. We will deal with these achievements in order.
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(1) The walls Keh. 1:1-7:5
Word comes to Nehemiah at Susa of the recent breaching of the walls of Jeru-
salem together with the destruction of the gates. This stirs him to action and he
determines to take the matter before the King when the favorable opportunity ar-
rives. In about three months the time is opportune and the King is approached
end asked for permission to restore the city of his fathers. No mention is made of
the walls in the interview and Nehemiah.y>robably purposely omits any such reference
because of the recent destruction of the walls at the order of the King • With
power to restore the city Nehemiah comes to Jerusalem. He waits for a time, inspects
the walls, and then embarks upon their restoration. He meets v/ith opposition both
within and without the city but with characteristic speed and with insight into
the wiles of his opponents he brings the wall to completion in about fifty-two
days. Now in connection with this story there are a few questions that arise
which are relatively simple, but which are important as fitting the incident into
its real significance.
What was the real aim and purpose of Nehemiah in establishing a wall for
v
the city of Jerusalem ? There was of course the patriotic motive in the mind of
Nehe: iah. A city that has no walls is really no city; it is weak and helpless, at
the mercy of marauders and others who might enter it. But there was undoubtedly a
deeper motive, religious in character. The Exile had taught the deported Jews
that their only hope for safety was to build a wall of exclusiveness about them-
selves in order to keep from losing both their racial and their religious identity
and inheritance. Nehemiah hftd heard that there was a mixing of the Jews with
the heathen and half heathen elements In Palestine and Judah. The presence of a
walled city was a step in the physical preparation that should precede social and
religious separation. The purpose of the wall was thus to help the policy of
exclusion. " The purpose of the walls was without doubt to shut off the holy city
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from without and from unhindered communion with foreigners" (Y'ellhausen
,
nGeschichte M , seventh edition, p, 162). There was in the thinking of Nehemiah a
radical anti -foreign tendency, a tendency which had for its purpose exclusive
particularism. Thus Neheriah came into the struggle at Jerusalem. He sought to
establish the walls before he tried reform. He realized with the insight of a
practical man that the external power must be built up before he could hope
to carry out a reform from within.
The question now arises: what were the forces favorable to
Nehemiah and what were the forces of opposition to his plans? Nehemiah found a
group at Jerusalem who were sympathetic with what he was trying to do. He also
found a group both within and without Jerusalem who were bitterly opposed to what
he was trying to do. The pious party in the city, those who were of the spirit of
Malachi and his followers would be sympathetic. Others would be patriotic enough
to want to help. But there were numerous and powerfttl enemies as well. At the
head of his enemies without there were Sanballat (whose existence at that time is
assured not only by N but by the Elephantine papyri ) Tobiah, and Geshem (Neh.
4:1, 2:10, 6:6). These were quick to see the real purpose of Nehemiah and were
opposed to being excluded from Jerusalem. They had many connections with promi-
nent people in the city. This had a tendency to make those Jerusalem!tes opponents
of Nehemiah. Shemaiah, in the circle of the prophets, was sympathetic with the
Samaritans and an enemy of Nehemiah(6:10); "Noadiah,the prophetess , and the rest of the
prophets that would have put me in fear w (Neh. 6:14) is ominous in its significance.
So also in priestly circles there were friends of the Samaritans and enemies of
Nehemiah. Joiada, the son of the high priest, is a son-in-law of Sanballat (13: 28).
Eliashib,the high priest, is related to Tobiah(l3 :4) . Meshullam ben Berechia, who
* See above pp. 352ff.
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according to Neh.3:30 must be a priest or Levite, married his daughter to Jehonanan,
the son of Tobiah (6:18). Tobiah himself is married to the daughter of Sechaniah
(6:18). "Thus there were in Judah many that were sworn unto him... and they spake
his good deeds before me and reported my words to him"(6 :18f ). We read in heh.3:5 thff
"the Tekoaite princes nit not their necks to the work", which shows indifference
in the regions outside of Jerusalem. Neh.6:17 speaks of correspondence between the
nobles and Tobiah showing that some of the civil leaders were also in league with
the enemies of Nehemiah. These facts show a number of things. They show the
difficult task that Nehemiah had to carry out and the tremendous opposition that he
had. They show how far matters had gone in the way of mixed marriages and the
mingling of foreigners with the flews. They probably indicate that Samaritan
influence was really dominant in Jerusalem.
It is thus easy to see why there would be Samaritan opposition to the
building of the wall. Sanballat felt that from now on he would have no share and no
right in Jerusalem. Sanballat's hostility was largely political. Jerusalem had
probably been under his control. A walled city was different from a temple. They
might afford to ignore a temple from the political point of view, but a wall was a
different matter. Neh. 2:20 announces to the Samaritans that they "have no portion,
no right, nor memorial in Jerusalem". This was probably a declaration of independence
and an assertion of the fact that from that time on Neheniah was the governor of
Jerusalem. Later Sanballat accuses Neher.'.iah of ret® lling from the Persian King,
this too v;ould indicate the independence of Jerusalem from Samaria. L.E. Browne
thinks that the hostility was purely political. But it was more than that. It was
partly political, partly religious (they disliked the policy of exclusiveness that
was fostered by the Babylonian Jews), partly economic, partly social. Once before
the Babylonian Jews had responded to an offer of the Samaritans in what, to the
Samaritans, was an insulting manner. Now another representative of the Gola was
going even farther. Then, it was sir.ply the declining of an offer to help rebuild
1
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a temple , novr.it was a deliberate policy of separation and the erection of a city-
wall • The Samaritans first used sarcasm, then they made a show of force, then they
triedguile but all failed, Nehemiah was doing a great work and refused to come
down. This building of the walls secured for Judah a new position in the eyes of
the surrounding nations. From now on Samaria was to decline and Jerusalem
was to increase. Samaria probably realized that fact and opposed the movement.
It may be that they had certain trade rights in Jerusalem that were a distinct
economic asset. Add to this the social motive of proniinent,aristocratic, wealthy
families that had intermarried and we can see why it was that there was such
strong opposition to Nehemiah both within and without Jerusalem.
Nehemiah believed that intimate commerce with their neighbors would be
ruinous to the future unity and perpetuity of the nation. A strong reorganization of
the community on the basis of the exclusion of the heterogeneous elements was the
only means of salvation anf that policy must be carried out at all costs and in r,he
face of all opposition. There were enough at Jerusalem who were like minded to
enable Nehemiah to succeed.
The forces that helped to restore the walls were therefore as follows:
(1) The authority of the Persian government: it is doubtful if Nehemiah could ever
have carried out his work if he had not had the backing of the Persian authority;
(2) the strong personality of Nehemiah, some one else even with Persian permission
would probably have been blocked by such opposition as Nehemiah had; (3) probably
some Jews came back from the Exile with Nehemiah; (4) the pious party in Jerusalem,
the spiritual followers of Malachi,,who were willing that this thing should be done.
That this was not a rebuilding of the walls from the ground up but
*
a repairing of the walls and a rebuilding of the gates has already been shown.
* For details see p. 337 a. ove.
t
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(2) The economic reforms of Nehemiah—— Neh.5.
To complicate matters, while Nehe:
.
iah was working upon the walls, there was a
social problem that pressed for solution. Certain Jews were taking advantage of
their poorer neighbors and making them the victims of injustice (Neh.5). The
early Hebrew lav/ had provided for the selling of a Hebrew son or daughter into
slavery by a parent ( Ex. 21:2-6). Deuteronomy had reasserted this law, but had
extended more favorable terms to the slave (Deut. 15:12-18). The action of the Judear.
leaders was therefore legal. Nehemiah introduced a new idea: namely, that no
Hebrew shall be a bondservant. This became a law in the Priest's Code (Lev. 25:
39-41). In the matter of interest they seem to have been violating the law, for
Ex. 22:25 and Dt. 22:19ff had specified that no interest was to be charged an
Israelite. Nehemiah suggests that these practices are unjust and leads the way
in a reform measure himself. He carries with him the nobles, partly by the
nobility of his own unselfishness and partly by means of a great mass meeting.
This no doubt had much to do with the popularity of Neher.iah with the com: on people.
Thus a matter which threatened to wreck his whole enterprise, by skillful hand-
ling, turned out to be an aid to his work.
(3) The dedication of the walls Neh. 12:27-43
After the walls were up a guard was appointed (Keh. 7:1-5). This seems to
be a bit of reliable information from N. There may have been something done towards
the repopulation of the city if Neh. 11: If be a reliable fragment of N.
T e dedication of the walls probably occurred shortly after the time
that they were completed. Yfe ave reason to believe that there would be festivity of
some sort connected with this event. Bertholet, Siegfried, Ryle, Driver find a
genuine section of N in £ ese verses. Bertholet and Siegfried find the work Of
the Chronicler in 12:27-30, 33-36. Torrey sees the whole passage as the work of
the C ironicler. Batten thinks that in l2:31f , 38, 40b there are traces of K.
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He fee Is,however, that the whole passage is so buried under the hand of the
interpolator that it is impossible to get back any original text. There is
evidence to hold that there was a dedication of the walls and that in the original
N there stood an account of it, but the details are now greatly obscured by
the work of the redactor who saw in this solemn occasion a chance to introduce
priests, Levites, music, sacrifices.
All that we can be sure about in connection with this passage is that
the dedication took place. That there was in connection with this a dedicatory
service seems likely, but the details are obscured. Stade, BerthoTet, Davies, and
most critics hold that the dedication took place soon after the completion of the
walls, but Rawlinson and Klosterman think that the dedication occurred later in
the second administration of Nehemiah. Why there should be such a long delay, they
do not make clear.
The narrative as it stands leaves upon us the impression that the Levite
were brought in from the country where they lived to have a part in the dedication.
There were two leaders each with his own company. One company went eastward,
traversing the wall to the east - ate rgate and then halting in the te?aple area.
The other company went the opposite direction and after going along a portion of
the wall, they halted in the temple area. There then occurred sacrifices and
great rejoicing.
In 12: 44-47 we have a passage that may come from a nucleus pf sor.e-
thing that happened in the time of Kehemiah btit in its present form it is from the
Chronicler. It tells of the provision that was made for the collection of
priestl- revenues. The reason for oelieving that there is a genuine tradition
underlying this passage is that Neh. 13:10-13 seems to imply it.
During the first governorship of Bohemian the great accomplishment had
been the rebuilding of the wall. The other events were of only secondary con-
* For a discussion of the evidences for the hand of the Chronicler see p .346 above
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sideration. In after years the thing that was associated with ^ehemiah was not
his reforms of religion that took place in his second administration, but rather
the restoration of the walls that took place during his first administration.
The erection of these walls had far-reaching results. It became a symbol of
the wall of Judaism and it made possible the more drastic inner reforms that were
about to be carried out by Neheraiah and Ezra.
(4) The second governorship of Kehemiah and his religious
reforms (Neh. 13:4ff).
The duration of N ehemiah 1 s first governorship has been made the object
of considerable discussion. The prevailing view is that it lasted twelve years.
For this there is good evidence. Neh. 5:14 reads, lioreover,frorn. the time that
I was appointed to be their governor in the land of Judah from the twentieth year
even unto the two and thirtieth year of Artaxerxes, the King, that is, twelve
years, I and my brethren have not eaten the bread of the governor". Again in
Neh. 13:6 we read, M In the two and thirtieth year of Artaxerxes, King of Babylon,
I went to the King". This would seem to be direct and clear proof that the period
of his administration was twelve years in length and so it has been held to be
by most scholars. Vfellhausen and Cheyne have held that the administration
did not last but a few weeks. Neh. 5:14 is due to a misunderstanding of the unclear
text of Neh. 13:0. Kennett thinks that 5:14 is an editorial addition. Cheyne holds
that the biblical texts have undergone many changes in matters of chronology and
that we have a change here. It is best to hold to the text as we have it in N
•
The other suggestions are purely conjectural.
Another question is: how long was he in Susa before he returned again for
his second administration? It would seem that a fairly long period of time must
have elaps d, long enough for certain abuses to creep in. The only notice we hav-
in N upon this subject is in 13:6b where the text is in a bad state. "And after
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certain days asked I leave of the King and I came to Jerusalem". This refers to
a leave of absence but there is no statement as to hoi long he had been at Susa
since his first return from Jerusalem. Tobiah had been given a residence in one
of the temple cha- ibers(l3:4-9) , the Levites had been forced to give up their
residence at Jerusalem and their ministry at the sanctuary i n order to make a living
in the country (13:10-14), the Sabbath was being violated (13:15-22), mixed
marriages were a problem (13: 25-27) , one of the members of the family of Joiada had
married a daughter of Sanballat(l3: 28ff ) • These things had evidently not been going
on when he left Jerusalem or he would have corrected them then. It ould take seme
time for these conditions to arise, although we might well suppose that there were
those who were held in check so long as he was there but who broke out speedily
as soon as the restraint of his presence was removed. In favor of a more or less
long period between the governorships is the fact that he was a favorite of the
King. Thus it would be difficult to quickly secure another permission to return.
However, the last year of Artaxerxes I is 424 B.C. There is another governor of Judah
Bagohi, in the reign of Darius II in 407 B.C. This is proven by the Elephantine
papyri (Sachau 1 am 2). Nehemiah's period of authority was probably terminated
by the death of Artaxerxes I. There is not any reason to believe that the second
governorship of Nehemiah was of long duration and if it terminated in 424 B.C. with
the death of the King, there would be a period of a few years between 432-424 B.C.
when Nehemiah would be in Susa and a short time for him to be at Jerusalem. There
is much of conjecture in this but it is not improbable conjecture. There is this in
its favor, that it fits with the facts so far as we know them. Our conclusion is
that the first administration was for twelve years. The second was for a relatively
short time. The other years between 432-424 B.C. were spent at the court of the
King. This is all tentative but it is the best we can do with the evidence we have.
But was there a second administration of Nehemiah at all ? Torrey
says that there was not. toeh.13 belongs to the Chronicler and the vrork of Nehemiah
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begins and ends with the building of the wall. "The Kehemiah of 12;27-13:31
is simply Ezra (i.e. the Chronicler) under another name. Subject matter, manner, lanr
guage, style, all bear the same witness in every paragraph. Here, as in Ezra, it is
precisely the I-Passages that are most characteristically the work of the
Chronicler. The current analysis which pronounces every verse which happens to
contain an "i" or "me 1* to bo from Nehemiah and pronounces all other verses as 'edited'
is a curious speci en of literary criticism. In chapter 13 the main features of
those orthodox institutions, in which the writer of Chron.-Ezra-Wehemiah is
interested, are brought forth for the last time. Ezra has recently gi" en them his
powerful support and now Nehemiah is made to do the same— in a remarkably sir.ilar
form of words and adopting, in fact, the peculiar language of the Chronicler { Ezra
Studies", pp. 248-9). Here again Torrey gets rid of personality in connection with
history. Ezra did not exist and therefore no ma riage reforms were carried out by
him, now Nehemiah has nothing to do with marriage reforms. We wonder qui e
naturally then,who did? Who is responsible for the rigid Jerusalem community as
we find it a few years later? Torrey is getting certai results - a particularistic
Judaism without specifying anyone who promoted it and insisted upon it. He is
getting results v.'ithout personal causes, the only thing that gets results in religion
or for that matter anywhere else. The passage has been edited and sonewhat worked
over by the Chronicler because it deals with the things that he is interested
in. That explains why there is more evidence of the Chronicler here than in the
story of the rebuilding of the walls. Here, the subject is in the line of the
Chronicler's tendency and interests but we need always to remenber that history is new
running parallel with the interests of the Chronicler and any record of the facts
will deal with institutions , facts, and attitudes that were a part of the system in
which the Chronicler lived. Furthermore, the basis of the objection to the marriages
in Ezra 9-10 is different from what we find here* so different that the sane person
did not write both passages. Still further, the methods by which tohe reforms are
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carried owt are absolutely characteristic of foehemiah, whereas the methods by
which Ezra proceeds are different and characteristic of Ezra. As Batten has
pointed out: n Ezra does indeed, pluck out hair, but from his own head (Ezra 9:3)
Nehemiah plucks it out of the heads of his opponents (13:25). It is impossible
to think of Ezra telling the traders, 'if you do it again, I will lay hands on
you'(l3:2l). If the Chronicler wrote this passage with Ezra in mind, I should say
that he made Ezra throughout act in a manner perfectly characteristic of
Neheniah"( p.46). The use of the first persoj.must also be reckoned v/ith. If
the Chronicler is writing all of the section 12:27-13:31
,
why does he shift
so abruptly to the first person in 13:6 ? Why does he not write in the first
person in the story of the dedication of the walls ? There he would have had a
real chance to tie Nehemiah to a very great ceremonial occasion. Thus he could have
made the critics assert the authenticity of ^eh. 12:27ff instead of denying it#
Then too, if he is inventing a story of the second administration, why not go on
to its completion rather than give to the story such an abrupt end? As a matter
of fact the style <°nd the picture of wehemiah as we find it in ^eh.13 is quite
characteristic even to the naive prayer, "Remember me, oh God , for this also M (l3: 22b)
Scholars have not seen fit to follow Torrey in his critical conclusions in regard
to Neh.13. The feeling is that if we have no/ basis for history in chapters of the
Bible like this, there is not much hope for history anywhere.
Something has probably dropped out of our text here in Nehemiah. What
was the occasion that brought Nehemiah to Jerusalem? It is clear that it was a
report of conditions at Jerusalem. The earlier report in Neh.l had dealt wit; the
condition of the walls; here the report dealt with the assault that was being made
upon the pvrity of Jewish stock. This was a serious matter to one who saw clearly
* For a brief discussion of the authenticity of Neh.13 See p. 182 above.
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the necessity of maintaining at all costs the Jewish racial and religious
inheritance. Nehemiah may have been broad enough to see that "an Exclusive
policy was better at this stage of the development of Judaism in order that at a
later day more catholic princioles might be possible* (Cheyne), but it may be that
he did not reason that far. He saw the immediate situation with its threat of
danger to the nation and he acted at once with vigor.
Assuming then that there was a second administration of Neheniah,v;hat
were the reforms that were carried out by Nehemiah at that time?
(1) The first thing that he did was to eject the belongings of Tobiah fror. the
temple(lsleh. 13:6-9). In this there was not merely patriotic and religious fervor, but
sonething of personal animus because Tobiah had been one of Nehemiah 's enemies
in the work on the walls. There is no mention of Tobiah and probably the ejection
of his belongings occurred during his absence. It is likely that Tobiah left as
soon as he heard that Nehemiah was in Jerusalem. The matter was all the worse in the
eyes of Nehemiah because the room occupied by Tobiah was one that was formerly used
to store the offerings and the sacred vessels. The word used in connection with
this act is the Hiphil of w shalak w , this is very strong. "Threw out" is^ione too
strong an expression as describing the act. This is an evidence of the authenticity
of the section for the action is quite characteristic of Nehemiah. In this whole
matter Nehemiah saw the old danger coming back, the danger of foreign menace to
the Jerusalem community. Vs. 9 would indicate that Nehlniah was interested in ritual
matters , "Then I commanded and they cleaned the chambers: and thither brought I
again the vessels of God, with meal offerings and frankincense".
(2) Neh. 13:10-14 tells how the Levites had been victimized by the non-support of the
cultus and the failure to pay the tithes. This had gone so far that the Levites had
given up the service of the temple to make a living in the country. I.ehemiah
corrects this by ordering that the tithes be brought to Jerusalem and by appointing
officers to supervise the distribution of the offerings.
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The response to the command of Nehemiah was quick and complete. He
probably would not tolerate anything else and they knew it. This shows another
emphasis that was characteristic of later Judaism, the emphasis upon the proper
support of the cultus and the emphasis upon the tithe.
(3) Neh. 13:15-22 tells of the action taken by Nehemiah in enforcing the Sabbath.
The offence seems to have been that the people were v/orking in the fields and
trading with Phoenician merchants on the Sabbath day. Nehemiah' s action shows
the importance of thw walls in carrying out any program of reform. He comranded
that the doors and gates of the city be shut at dark on the beginning of the
Sabbath(-s.l9) The merchants and sellers lodged outside of Jerusalem once or
tv."ice. "Then testified I against them, and said unto them, Why lodge ye about the
wall? if ye do so again, I will lay hands on you. From that time forth ca: e they
no more on the Sabbath". (vs.2l) . Could anything be more characteristic of
Nehemiah than the way he handles this situation? Is not this characteristic of the
vivid picturesque style in which he writes ? The Chronicler does not write inci-
dents that way. Here again we have an emphasis upon the importance of the Sabbath
that was characteristic of later Judaism. Nehemiah is thus fitting into the
tendencies for which later Judaism was noted.
(4) IN Neh. 13:23-31 Nehemiah deals with mi ed marriages. The incident of the
expulsion of the priest from Jerusalem comes as a climax of this reform and it had
far-reaching consequences. Nehemiah found that the Jews had married Philistine women
and that the children of these mixed marriages were unable to speak the language
of the Jews. That showed not only laxity but that the foreign element was domi-
nating the situation. This aroused Nehemiah more than any other thing he found
at Jerusalem and he "cursed certain of them, and smote them, and plucked off their
hair and made them swear by God saying,ye shall not give your daughters to their
sons nor take their daughters for your sons or for yourself
"( -3. 25) . The text
of verse 23 as it stands includes laoab and Ami ion in the list of the peoples that
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were intermarrying with the Jews. But in verse 24 the reference is to Ashdod.
Batten thinks that this implies that the reference to Amnion and M ab in vs. 23
is thus a later addition to the text. Otherwise those of Ifoab and Ammo would be
mentioned. This is possible but that there was intermarriage with tfte Am1 onites and
Moabites as well as with those of other nations is very likely.
As a climax to the dealing with mixed marriages there is the story of
the ejection of a grandson of Eliashib the high priest from the temple and Jerusa-
lem because he was a son-in-law of Sanballat. ilehemiah deals more drastically with
the priest than he had dealt with the colt on people. This man he banishes f ror.
Jerusalem, the common people are simply forbidden to contract future marriages
with foreigners. Then too there nay have been something of the personal animus
in the dealing with the priest because of his connection with Sanballat.
There is an interesting contrast between the way that Ezra goes about
a reform and the way that Neheniah goes at a reform. This may have some bearing
upon the statement of Torrey that the Nehemiah of Neh. 13 is "simply Ezra under
another name w . Ezra weeps, fasts, supplicates, lies silent all day prone upon the
earth, gets others to do the work, heheir-iah curses, storms, uses force, drives
out offenders, goes at the matter personally and with immediate and rigorous
action. This does not seem "'ike Ezra under another name.
^any have tri< d to show that Ezra was a failure while Nehemiah was
a success. "Not Ezra but Nehemiah was the saviour of the community" , says Bertholet
(p. 140). Cheyne, Meyer, and Kennett seer, to ue of the same opinion. But it is very
doubtful if the exercise of force as we have described in Nehemiah would put a stop
to such a deepseated and deeprootec matter. This looks more like the ouburst of a zeal
ot than the establishment of a policy that would lead to purity of Jewish stock.
It is not systematic enough, it stirs up resent- ent as force always does. Tihen
heheriah is away, then they will throw off restraint and be back at it again. Ezra's
attempt follows that of Kehemiah. It is more systematic , it is more drastic, it is
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more thorough-going. It too may have been a fa' lure. For a real solution of the
problem the comr unity must be organized and only '-.hose belong whose ancestry was
clear. People then could exconr vunicate themselves by marrying foreign wives, but
it was then their action and not that of their leaders. Thus many of them would hes-
itate before they contracted a marriage that would rule them out of fellowship
with the Jewish church. This was a more effective way of dealing with the matter
of mixed marriages than either the method of Ezra or "eheniah. The tendency is to
use less drastic methods at first and then as the problem gets more stubborn, to
use more drastic methods. That is one good reason for holding that the reforms
of Ezra com-; after those of ^ehemiah.
Iiehev :iah , however, saw the great danger from mixed marriages and introduced
the idea then prevailing in Babylon of separation from the heathenism that was
pressing in from all sides. Racial purity and the common tie of religion must be
preserved. There was nothing so disposed to weaken these ties of race than inter-
marriage with foreigners and the experience of Solomon with his many wives showed
how it could affect religion. The Jews in Palestine probably did not realize so
much as did their Babylonian brothers the danger in this regard. They had built a
high wall of separation about themselves, which may have been unattractive, but
which was undoubtedly effective. They in turn saved their brothers in Judah and
Jerusalem. Thus was formed the sh«$ll which later saved the Jewish religion in the
Greek period from possible disintegration and death.
There is one other matter that needs to be discussed before we leave
this chapter and that is the bearing of ^ehemiah ' s action upon the Samaritan schism.
Among the forces that helped to shape Judaism, Samaritan opposition was a factor.
On the other hand there can be but little doubt that the course of action pursued
by i<ehemiah helped to form the Samaritan community with its separate temple.
* As to whether Ezra's marriage reforms were a failure see below pp. 401ff
•
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Eliminated, from worship at Jerusalem, but desiring to worship Jahve, there was
only one thing to do and that was to found a schismatic teir.pl e. To this course
of action they probably felt themselves driven by the course of events.
The date of the founding of the Samaritan temple has been widely
discussed. It is with the incident in Neh.l3:28f that, Josephus attaches the
building of the temple at Mt. Gerizim, but he places it in the time of Alexander
the Great, 330 B.C. Some, following the chronology of Josephus, have placed the
date of the Mt.Gerizim temple in 330 B.C. Others complain that Josephus is cor-
rect as to his facts but wrong as usual in his chronology. Scholars who connect
the Samaritan schism with the time of Kehemiah and the incident referred to in
Keh.l3:28f are: Hunter, Stade, Kuenen, L'ontefiore, Kent, Duhm, tVellhausen, Kontgome
Kennett, Knudson, Albright, Sayce , etc. The reasons for this view are as follows:
(1) In the time of Alexander the Great there is no longer any contest
over mix d marriages in Jerusalem and the Samaritan community is well established.
(2) Neh#13 furnishes a concrete incident in the expulsion of a priest
related by marriage to Sanballat. Josephus names tuis person as lianasses. He
thus gives all of the facts of the Hehemiah incident but gives a later chronology.
(3) Josephus in placing the incident in the time of Alexander the Great
is biased by Samaritan legendary material which sought to connect the origin of the
temple at Mt. Gerizim with the powerful name of Alexander the Great just as later
Jewish legend states that Alexander the Great visited Jerusalem, worshipped Jahve
/
and relinquished the right to tax them on every seventh year.
(4) It is unlikely that there were two Sanballats; that two sons of
high priests were expelled for marrying the daughter of a Sanballat of Samaria.
It is evident that Josephus has in mind the Keh. 13:2"8f incide t.
(5) The Elephantine papyri testify to the fact that at the time of
* See Sachau 1 and ?,pp. 145f above for translation.
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tlehemiah there was a Sanballat who had recently been governor of Samaria . They
also testify to the fact that when the Jews at Yeb asked aid fror. Jerusalem to
help them in the rebuilding of their temple
,
they did not get it. The evidence
seems to show two things, (a) The Jerusalem Jews were tot favorable to schismatic
temples, there was one alredy at Samaria and they did not v.ant to encourage an-
other in Egypt, (b) It world show that the Samaritans were friendly to the temple
at Yeb and wanted to encourage another rival to the Jerusalem community.
Those who favor a later date for the founding of the temple at Mt.
Gerizim and the Samaritan schism also put forth strong arguments. Hoelscher,
Steuernagel, Bertholet, Jahnj Torrey, Browne, J. M. P. Smith, Sprengling are
among those who fave the later date. Their reasons are as follows:
(l) Hoelscher holds that Neh.l3:28f cannot be used as a source for
determining the date of the Samaritan schism because that schism took place in the
middle of the fourth century B.C. He follows Duhm ,Cheyne
,
Marti, Meyer, Gress-
mann, Littmann in the conclusion that in III Isaiah there is a polemic against
the proposed Samaritan temple. Such references he finds in Isa. 57:7, 65:3,
66:17, 57:6, 65:4, 66:3, 17, 67:9, 65:11 etc. He feels that the best reference is
be found in63:18. The time of III Isaiah is a time of unfortunate war when the
walls and the temple have been injured. The attitude is favorable to the prosel-
yte in contrast with Ezra and Nehemiah (56;3ff). Isa. 65:10 sets a boundary for
the Jewish province in the east which only the destruction of Jericho by Ochus in
352 B.C. will permit. Thus the date of III Isaiah is around 352 B.C. Cheyne
dates it at about the same time on the basis of Isa. 63:18. 64:10.
(2) Jahn holds that Neh.l3:28f is a later addition to the t«.xt because
Josephus does not know about it. These verses txould not have stood in the edition
that Josephi s used for they contradict his own report.
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(3) Jahn also argues that the schism could not have occurred in the time of
Nehemiah because the Pentateuch was not yet completed and it would not have been
accepted by the Samaritans after the Schism. Since they do have all of the
argues
Pentateuch, the schism had not yet taken place. Torrey Tor the same point in
"Ezra Studies",pp.328f . The Samaritan Pentateuch is practically the same as
that of the Jerusalem Jews, therefore it was finished before the time of the
schism. No alteration or addition made at Jerusalem would have been acceptable
to the Samaritans after the schism had taken place.
(4) Tori?ey is hard put by the evidence from the Elephantine papyri which
mentions Sanballat, but he argues that the Sanballat of the schism was Sanballat
II, a grandson of Sanballat I and ?ays that Semitic nomenclature designates the
as
eldest grandson by the name of the granc father. So far/Neh.13 : 28f is concerned, that
comes from the Chronicler who wishes to show that Nehemiah dealt with a similar
case as that of Kanasses ("Ezia Studies", pp.328f). Torrey also puts forth the
rather flimsy argument that the reason the Jerusalem church did not help the
temple at Yeb was because they were short of money at that time. There was no
real hostility on the part of the Jerusalem authorities. This is matched by the
assertion of J.M.P.Smith that the mail service was poor and the letter went
astray. Of course this may be true, but Sachau papyri numbers 1,2, and 3 did
not go astray. This is just pure dodging of the issue.
(5) L.E.Browne ("Early Judaism", pp. 167ff) believes that what the Jews at
Yeb wanted was neither noney nor political authority to rebuild the temple but
rather authority to the effect that they were practicing the authorized Jewish cult.
The fact that the governors of Judah and Samaria sent a joint reply testifies to
the fact that no schism had yet taken place. It is difficult, however, to see
how these two governors could speak for the RELIGIOUS authorities of Samaria
and Judah. Their reply could hardly be said to reveal the religious sentiments
of either community as they were reflected by the priestly authorities.
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(6) It is also argued that Alexander the Great would be lenient and that Samar-
itans would easily get permission from him to^ebuild the temple. This is very
likely, but it is also likely that Darius II favored the Samaritans and that
they could havesecured permission from him as easily in the last quarter of the
fifth century B.C.
(7) J.M.P. Smith argues that the Jews at Yeb knew of no cleavage between
the Jerusalem community and the Samaritan community, otherwise they would not
have told the Samaritans that they had first applied at Jerusalem.
If this dissertation were an investigation of the origin of the Samaritan
community, it would need to go into all of these arguments in great detail, but
since it is not, it remains for us to say that the evidence is quite divided but
that it inclines to a date for the schism in the time of ^ehemiah or soon after.
But if the schism did not occur at this time, it is quite sure that the ejection of a
priest from the temple by Nehemiah would contribute to that schism. This is especial-
ly true when we realize that the offender was a son-in-law of the Samaritan
governor. Practically all scholars who place the date of the schism in the time of
Alexander the Great have as their chief argument the idea that the Pentateuch
was not available at the time of Nehemiah and could not have been accepted by
the °amaritans after the schism. This can be callenged on two grounids. First,
it is by no means certain that the Pentateuch was not available in the time
of Nehemiah; second, even if it were not finished in its entirety, it may have
been accepted later by the Samaritans, (l) Even after the schism there may have
been connections for a time between the Jewish priests at Jerusalem and the
Jewish priests at Samaria. A branch of the Jewish highpriesthood closely related
to the Jerusalem high priest was in charge of things at Samaria. Probably the
two priests were cousins. The high priests at Jerusalem were worldly minded
and probably liberal in their views. They are represented later by the Sadducees
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who accepted only the Pentateuch. In this they were similar to the Samaritans.
There was also the spiritually minded broad church that might still remain
friendly to the Samaritan community. That there was such a group is shown by
the books of Jonah and Ruth. Even after the complete break between the tsro com-
munities, there suemed to have been an infiltration of Jewish rabbinism into
Samaria. The real break and the final one came after the promulgation pf the
second canon of the prophets about 250-200 B.C. The northern community could not
accept this second canon with its pronounced proclivities for Jerusalem and Judah.
(2) Kanasses had accepted the Pentateuch before he was expelled and took it with him.
This can only be listed as a possibility and would presuppose the Pentateuch at
the time of IJehemiah. (3) The provision for priests in the Priest's Code is
liberal and so there would be a tendency for the Samaritan, priests to accept it
even from Jerusalem. (4) The Samaritans may have felt that they had as much
right to this book as the Jews at Jerusalem. They did not propose that they
should be regarded as the heretical sect. They may even have thought that they
v/ere the legitimate community rather than Jerusalem. Did they not have Pethel,
Shechem, and other places made sacred by ancient tradition? (cf. Gen.l2:6f,
Josh. 24:1, 25f,32, Dt. 27:1-8 Josh.8:30ff )
.
The causes of the break between Samaria and Jerusalem were (l)Political
(2) xteligious, (3) Personal, (4) Geographical. The political aspect needs but
little discussion. It is easy to see that the rebuilding of the walls by Nehemiah
would be looked upon by Sanballat with opposition. lie saw in Nehemiah a political
rival. There had been an antipathy between Ephraim and Judah for centuries; there
was this same antipathy during the period of the divided kingdom. The feeling was
not improved by the rejection of the Samaritan offer to help rebuild the temple
and now it had come to a climax in the rebuilding of the walls and the ejection
of Sanballat 1 s son-in-law from his priesthood at Jerusalem. Geography had
something to do with the matter. Palestine is split geographically into small
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units and it was only by the strong personalities of David and Solomon that it
was held together as long as it was in one united community* There was also a
personal element in the situation as between Nehemiah and Sanballat. The animus
wtith which Nehemiah acted towards Sanballat encouraged Sanballat to do a little
acting of his own and the result was the establishment of his own sanctu ary.
The policy of exclusive particularism v/hich was fostered by the Jerusalem Jews
forced the Samaritans to the action they took. Nehemiah had unwittingly helped
schism by furnishing them a priest in the form of a grandson of the high priest.
Many disaffected ones joined the conrunity at Mt. Gerizim. The new community had
the political backing of those who wanted to see the power of Jerusalem weakened.
These leaders also saw the political value of ha ing a religious centre in the
ncrth, just as Jeroboam I had recognized it by the erection of the golden calves
at Dan and Bethel (I Kings 12:29).
As a result of Nehemiah' s anti-Samaritan policy we have either the
cause of the Samaritan^ or a powerful incentive to it when it did occur. The
results of this schism were not wholly bad. It heightened the feud between Jeru-
salem and Samaria but it also helped to clear the air. Those who did not want to
fall in line with the Jerusalem policy of strict particularism could go to
Samaria. The break probably proved a stimulus to the reform cause. "Nehemiah 1 s
quarrel with the Samaritans produced a ghetto-like isolation in which the shell
of Judaismhardened enough to ererge unscathed from the dangers of Hellenism. Had
Alexander landed a hundred years earlier, Heheir.iah's work might have been in vain.
The Jewish church was shut up for a century under the lav/ and developed a sense of
its own uniqueness that enabled it to survive the disintegratory influence to
which it was exposed" ( 'Cambridge Biblical Essays', p. 135, Kennett).
Thus the policy of Nehemiah,the Babylonian Jew, had a very great in-
fluence in shaping the Judaism of later days. So also the Samaritan schism
had much to do with the moulding and shaping of Jewish particularism.

CHAPTER VI
HE ORDER OF THE DOCUMENTS IN EZRA CHAPTER 7 TO
NEHEMIAH 13.
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The materials of Ezra-Nehemiah are regarded on all hands to be
disarranged. As to what is the actual chronological arrangement of the materials is
a subject upon which there is unversal disagreement. No one has yet put forth a
solution of the problem that has throughout comnanded the assent of scholars.
There is a welter of opinions upon this subject and to list all of them would
take a very long discussion and would be worth but little. The purpose of
this chapter will be to list some of the most outstanding of these arrangements,
and then discuss a few of them.
Kosters' arrangement of the materials of these chapters is as follows:
Neh.l:l-7:5, the rebuilding of the walls; Neh. 12: 27-47 , the dedication of the walls.
Then comes the absence at Susa. In the second administration the order is: Neh.
11:3-36 expanded by 12:1-26, ll:lf, 13:4-31, Ezra 7-10, Neh. 9-10 and last of all
Neh.7:6-8:18 - the list of the community and the reading of the law. This
arrangement of materials has been the object of much discussion.
Batten(p.5) gives one of the most intricate rearrangements of the
materials to be found in any writer: Neh. 1,2, 3:33-4:17, 6:1-7:5, 11, 12:27-43,
3:1-32, 5, 13, 10, 12:44-47, Ezra 7-10, Neh. 8:1-12, Ezra 6:19-22, Neh. 8:13-18,
Neh. 9, 12:l-26 t 7:6-72 and perhaps 11: 3-35. If this is the chronological order,
we certainly would agree with the judgment that "the material has come down
to us in an order that is often very puzzling" ( p. 4) .
Marquart (Fundamente,p.30) rearranges the chapters thus:
Ezra 7-10, Neh. 7 :72-8: 12. He does this upon the basis of I Esdras which connects
Neh. 7:72 with Ezra 10:44. IJarquart believes that the rest of the Esdras fragment
is probably contained in Neh. 9-10.
Torrey's arrangement of mater is 1 $ is Ezra 7-8 followed by
Beh. 7:70-8:18, Ezra 9-10, Neh. 9-10, Neh. 1:1-7:69, Neh. 11:1-13:31. This has been
accepted by L.E. Browne, George Foote Moore, Kent, Albright as the most probable
arrangement of the materials, except that Browne places Ez. 4:7-23 just before Neh.l.
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Van Hoonacker's hypothesis arranges the materials as follows:
Neh.1-13 followed by Ezra's reform of mixed marriages Ezra 7-10.
Davies places the order as follows: Ezra 7-10, then Neh.8-10
following Ezra . For this he has the support of Esdras , Josephus, and many
scholars. (Cent. Bible, p. 132f).
This resume' of some of the important positions that have been taken
by scholars, has been given partly for the information and partly to show what a
wide variance of opinion there is in regard to this matter. No man is entitled to
speak with dogmatism upon this question of the arrangement of the naterials .
Fortunately the value of the tradition does not depend upon the
order of the documents and the rearrangement of these documents is not the primary
purpose ol this dissertation. There are, however, three problems of inter-relation-
ship that call for discussion.
(1) Does Ezra 9-10 come before or after Neh.8-10 ? This m ans, do the marriage
reforms come before or after the reading of the law?
(2) Does h eh.l3 precede or follow the events of Neh.8-10 ? In other words does
Nehemiah's refom precede or follow the formation of the community and the reading of
the law?
(3) Does ttehfa 8 precede or follow ft eh. 10? In other words does the reading of the
lav/ precede or follow the formation of the community? These are the most important
and most discussed questions and have some bearing upon the order in which 7/e
should take up the work of Ezra.
(l) Do the marriage reforms come before or after the reading of the law?
Which is first , Ezra 9-10 or w eh. 8? Van Hoonacker was one of the first to argue
that Keh. 8-10 preceded Ezra 7-10. Kis position is that Ezra was present and read
the law as a young man in the time of Nehemiah but that he returned to Jerusalem
to carry out his marriage reforms in 397 B.C. This theory has been vigorously
contested by Kosters and Kuenen and cannot be held., *
* See above pp.68ff, 343.
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Torrey has rearranged the passages by placing Neh. 1:70-8:18 between Ezra
8 and 9, This obviates some of the arguments that have been lodged against
Van Hoonacker's hypothesis and becomes a lively candidate for the right order.
In this arrangement of materials Torrey has been followed by a number of scholars,
notably Kent, Browne, Foote Moore, Albright, Stanley Cooke. This is , in fact ,
the chief portion of Torrey' s work to be followed by men who differ widely from him in
other matters. It will be noticed that all of these scholars are English speaking
scholars. The tendency on the Continent has been to place Neh.8 after Ezra 10.
Batten and Davies in their commentaries do not agree with this rearrangement of
material
.
Torrey seeks to establish his argument by the following points: (a) Ezra
goes to Jerusalem to administer the law and yet he waits thirteen years to do it.
This is unlikely. Therefore Neh.8 follows Ezra 8. (b) The connection between Neh.8
and 9 is not clear. Why the sackcloth in Neh.9:l ? There is nothing in Neh. 8 that
would necessitate it. But if Ezra 9-10 comes in between, that would exnlain it.
(c) In Ezra 9, the people are rebuked for a sin against the law, but as yet they
had not heard of the law unless ^eh. 8 precedes Ezra 9. Thus Ezra 9 mustjhftve
been preceded by an account of the reading of the lav/ and u eh. 9 by an account
of the separation of the Jews from their foreign wives, (d) Such an arrangement
makes a consistent story, the only one that ever has been consistent. It gives
the proper order of dates in so far as the dates are reliable, (e) We know
from I Esdras and Josephus that a transposition has taken place, for in them Ezra 7-10
is followed by Neh.8. This is an impossible order but proves that a transposition
has taken place and if one, perhaps another. Place li eh. 8 between Ezra 8 and 9 and
the problem is solved. This has the advantage of being simple and it can be
easily explained v/hy the disarrangement took place. The key to the matter is
to be found in N eh. 7:70-73. Originally theSi verses formed a connection with
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Ezra 8 and naturally followed Ezra 8. But a later writer saw their similarity to
Ezra 2:68-70, thought they belonged to the list of names in Neh.7 and thus trans-
ferred the passage to Neheniah. This was done in the third century B.C. Some one
tried to correct this by chopping out Neh.7 : 73-10:40 from Nehemiah and attajhing
it to Ezra 10 and the result 7/as our Esdras text, but that did not solve the
problem. (
MEzra Studies", pp. 253ff ). 'This makes a logical story; it fits the
chronology which before was a hopeless muddle; it makes a consistent story; it
makes the dates intelligible", (p. 260, Torrey 1 s E.S.).
If one sits down and reads Ezra 8 followed by Neh. 7:70-8:18, Ezra
9-10, Neh. 9-10, it must be admitted that Torrey is exactly right as to the con-
sistency of the story. It may well be that Torrey has here restored the original
or^r of the text, and that "the chief value of Ezra Studies is the conjectural restor-
ation of the Ezra story in its original sequence". There are,however, objections to
this conjectural restoration that need to be stated before we pass on to the next
question.
(a) If the Chronicler has written Neh. 9-10 as a part of his Ezra
Story with Ezra as his hero, as Torrey holds Ezra to be, it is strange that in all
of Neh. 9-10 Ezra is not mentioned, (b) The references to the dates are too
indefinite to enable us to make a chronology that is convincing. The references
are to month and to days but not to years and that makes it difficult to determine
a date. Ezra 9:1 has an indefinite time reference. "Nov; when these things were
finished", (c) A study of ^ehemiah 7:70-73 shows that it was written for the
passage that precedes it( the lis of names) rather than as a sequel to Ezra 8:36.
After all, the real argument hinges right at this point. Torrey makes it the key
to the matter and it is. Yfas Neh. 7;70-73 written originally ar a sequel to "eh.
7:69 or to Ezra 8:36 ? That these verses have reference to the list that
precedes them is the opinion of Schrader, Smend, Ryssel, Kuenen, Stade, Cornill, Ryle
Baudissin, Bertholet, Bavies, Koenig, Kosters, Siegfried.
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(d) The testimony of Esdras and Josephus is to a different connection. Tbev
testify to a connection of Neh. 7:73a-8:lff directlv to Ezra 10. Thus they
would place the reading of the law right after the marriage reforms, (e)
Neh. 7:73a makes a good connection with Neh. 11:1, better in fact than the
connection with Neh. 7 :73b-8: Iff which Torrey's theory presupDoses. It
would thus connect a list of those who returned from Exile with the repopula-
tion of the oity. Neh. 7:4-5 before the list and 11: If after the list, pre-
supposes such a connection. (f) Batten suggests that Neh. 9:1 is a poor se-
quel for Ezra 10:44. After the compliance with Ezra's plea and the putting
away of foreign wives in accordance with the law, it would be more natural to
expects, period of rejoicing such as we have in Neh. 8:9-12, than a scene of
humiliation such as we have in Nehemiah 9. (g) Torrey speaks as if the law were
mentioned in Ezra 9, but it is not mentioned, there being only a general refer-
ence to the commandments. (h) There is also the a priori argument that before
he could promulgate the law, he must prepare the people for it. They must be
purified and prepared for the law on the subject before they knew it was wrong.
It had been for years a matter of common knowledge that Deuteronomy forbade
marriage with certain foreigners andAt had been even in the early prophetic
writings related that Isaac could not marry the daughters of the Canaanites.
Samson's marriage with a Philistine was opposed both by word and action and his
parents refused to attend the wedding. "What is the most likely thing that
Ezra would have done when he got to Jerusalem? Torrey says that Ezra would read
and explain the law. It seems to me much more probable that on discovering how
his fellowcountrymen had intermarried with heathen that he would seek at once
to remove the evil, for it ate at the very root of Judaism as then conceived.
What is the use of Jewish law unless you have a pure Jewish people? In addi-
tion to the force of this a priori reasoning we have the testimony of I Esdras
and Josephus as to what actually occurred". (Davies, Century Bible, po. 133f).

The evidence is not as yet conclusive enough to warrant us to
stray away from the testimony of I Esdras in this/regard and so perhaps it is best
to stay by the Order Ezra 7-10, Neh. 8-10, admitting the possibility that Torrey
may in this matter be correct.
(2) Does Neh. 13 precede or follow the events of Neh. 8-10!
Do Nehemiah' s reforms precede the reading of the law and the formation of the
community?
The position taken is that Nehemiah 13 does precede the events
s
that are recorded in Neh. 8-10. The reasons for that view, are so strong that
there seems no other alternative.
All of the arguments that were used to show that Ezra precedes
Nehemiah have weight here as placing these chapters after Nehemiah 13.* But
there are other important arguments drawn from a comparison of Neh. 10 with
Neb. 13 that make it very likely that Nehemiah 13 precedes rather than follows
Nehemiah 10. Nehemiah 9-10 deals with a very important situation. There is
an assembly which binds itself by a solemn oath to do certain things. Tjpon ex-
amination we find that the things that they bind themselves to do are just the
things that Nehemiah found as an abuse when he returned upon his second adminis-
tration.
(a) In TJeh . 13 : lOff we find that the Levites are not receiving
their portions. It does not mean that the people had not brought a tenth but
that the Levites were not given their share. Had the people not brought their
tenth the priests would have complained. To correct this Neh. 10:38 (Eng. 37)
provides that the Levites shall be cared for and the community binds itself to
look after both the priests and Levites.
(b) Nehemiah had found Sabbath breaking going on (Neh. 13:15-22).
Fsh. 10:32 is directed to the correction of that abuse. They bind themselves
not to buy on the Sabbath. Nehemiah in his Sabbath reforms does not appeal to
* See above pp. 343-54.

the oaths that the people had taken in Neh. 10 as already in existence.
He
knows nothing of any such assembly or oath. V/e cannot imagine him, in the
midst of such a situation, as not appealing to the fact that they had broken
their pledge. He does not speak of their violation of an oath but of the sins
of their fathers.
(c) So also in regard to the wood offering mentioned in Neh. 13:
31. Neh. 13:31 becomes the prerequisite of Neh. 10:35.
(d) So also in regard to mixed marriages we find strong opposi-
tion on the part of Nehemiah (I3:23ff). If the people had entered into an
agreement as reflected in N eh. 10:31 before the time of Nehemiah 13:23, then
Nehemiah would have expressed himself quite differently when he addressed the
people. He questions them concerning their memory of Solomon, but he says
nothing about their recent oath to abstain from mixed marriages. The history
is much more conceivable if we believe that there was an abuse and that the
abuse was corrected.
Nehemiah 13:4-31 gives us the impression as a whole that in the
circle in which Nehemiah arose, no separation from foreigners had vet taken
place. A great number of the Jews are bound by marriage with foreigners, trade
with them on the Sabbath, a non-Israelite has a room in the temole. ^here is
not a word in Neh. 13 that would lead us to believe that the abuses there out-
lined were in violation of an oath in addition to being the sin of the Sabbath
breaking as well. There is no play upon such a matter at all.
The impression that we pet from Neh. 10:32-40 is that the commun-
ity has the temple service in its hands and undertakes to provide for both the
temple service and the servants of the temple. It is hard to see how, under
this arrangement, the things could have pone on reported in Neh. 13. After the
oath of Neh. 10, can we supoose that the community would tolerate the presence
of Tobiah in the temple courts in a roomintended as a storehouse for sacred
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vessels? Kosters has suggested (pp. 72-73) that there was a conflict between
Nehemiah and the high priest and that Eliashib had to go. Nehemiah purifies
the priesthood, throws the belongings of Tobiah into the street, and drives
out the grandson of Eliashib from the precincts of the temple. Nehemiah ap-
pointed priests and Levites spiritually related to himself. The details are
unknown but the result was a thoroughgoing reform of the priesthood.
The reply to this has been of course that the people entered
into an agreement, took an oath, but later fell away from it. That of course
is a possible interpretation but the silence of Nehemiah concerning this oath
they v ad taken becomes very serious. Vfhat we have in later times is a commun-
ity that did observe the Sabbath, that did tithe of mint, anise, and cummin;
that was pure blooded; that did support the cultus. If the events of Neh. 13
occurred after the oath of Neh. 10, then we have to depend upon the acts of
Nehemiah in Neh. 13 to get the results that we find in later Judaism. Is not
that putting a great strain upon the effectiveness of Nehemiah's reforms? Are
reforms carried out by force and impetuosity likely to be so permanent as reforms
carried out by a community which binds itself into an agreement that no one shall
belong to it unless they do observe the Sabbath, tithe, supnort the cultus, and
keep pure blood? The logic of the situation is to have the formation of the
community last and the agitation such as we find in Neh. 13 first. In other
words the formation of the Jewish church of which we have a report in Neh. 10 is
the climax of the whole movement and the thing which made Judaism effective.
Kosters has been pretty hard hit in many of his positions but how far is he from
the truth when he says, "Nehemiah, after his return from Susa began a reform
against mixed marriages, but of breaking those in existence he did not think.
He was content simply with forbidding future ones. Ezra came and did his work.
It somehow failed. These marriages cannot be broken up, but the offenders can
be excluded from the community. So the community formed itself. Those who

would not separate themselves from their wives excluded themselves from
the
community." (p. 110). There mav be some question as to whether Ezra's marriage
reforms were a failure,* but we will all have to admit that the process of dis-
solution as a method of controlling this matter was not so effective as the
formation of the Jewish church whose constitution was the law and a binding oath
to do certain things. But this is trespassing upon the next chapter.
(3) The final question in reg ird to the arrangement of material
is: Does Nehemiah 8 precede or follow Nehemiah 10? In other words does the
reading of the law precede or follow the formation of the community?
Kosters has been the onlv scholar to my knowledge who bis placed
the reading of the law after the formation of the community. His reasons for
doing so are as follows: (pp. 73-87)
(a) Ezra's lawbook was a new one and to the people unknown.
With most moderns he holds it to be P. If it preceded the formation of the
community, then we would expect that the provisions of the covenant in Neh. 10
would be in accordance with the new lawbook, but they are not. The oaths
that were taken were based not upon P but upon D and older legislation.
(b) So also in the prayer in Neh. 9 the influence found there is
not that of P but of D. The entire conception of the history of the nation is
Deuteronomic from "anfang bis Z tm Ende"
.
(c) The word "Israel" in reference to the community is never
used until after the formation of the community and since the word is used in
Neh. 7:6-8:18 that means that these chapters come after Neh. 10. Kosters thus
makes the list in Neh. 7, the list of the members of the new community made up
not only of those who came up from Babylon, but of all others who joined the com-
munity at Jerusalem. KoS ~,ers also lays great emphasis upon the use of the word
"Kahal" as a designation for a community ot assembly and because it is used in
7:66 he argues that the list of names given there refers not to Exiles who came
* See below pp. 401ff.
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back with Zerubbabel, but rather to the new Jerusalem community.
There are serious objections to this re -arrangement of documents,
(a) These chapters stand in a firm time series. On the first day of the seventh
month the assembly was opened and the law promulgated (8:2). On the second
there began preparations for the feast of the tabernacles (8:13). Then the
feast was celebrated for eight days, from the fifteenth to the twenty-second of
the month (8:18). On the twenty-fourth came the final act (9:1). (b) The
connection of events is also good. First there is the reading of the law, then
rejoicing over the law celebrated by a festival, then cones a confession of sin,
and finally the solemn covenant to keep the law from that time on. (c) Well-
hausen has pointed out that the use of the word "Kahal" is to be found in P and
probably that was the reason it was used here showing the influence of P upon
the community. Kosters has spoken about the influence of Deuteronomy and it
will have to be admitted that it is present both in the oaths that were taken
and in the Levitical prayer but this does not preclude the existence of P as
well and "Kahal" testifies to the fact that P was known. There is no reason
why Deuteronomy should not be used, it had been known for years and had had a
profound influence upon the people. (d) It is incorrect for Kosters to say that
the word "Israel" was not used until the time of Ezra and the formation of the
community according to Kosters own theory of events. V'ellhausen does not think
it worth while to reply to an argu-nent which splits hairs over a usage of that
sort. Ezra's Gola would have little or less claim to be representative of
Israel than the larger numbers that had returned before. (e) It is by no means
sure that P was the lawbook that was proclaimed in the assembly described in
Neh. 8. In Keh. 8 the narrator sets forth the preseriptions of the law as
touching the celebration of the feast of the tabernacles. Proposals are made
and the people put them into practice. This passage finds itself in relation
to Le. 23:39ff. If we compare this passage with Leviticus, we find that we
•
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have not an absolute reproduction of the law but an adaptation to actual
circumstances. Neither for the number or names of the trees do the two
passages correspond. Is it likely that F would be thus modified at the
time that it was first being promulgated?
The work of Ezra will thus be discussed with the following order
of chapters as a basis: Ne6 . 13:4-51, Ezra 7-10, Neh. 8-10. This is a simple
arrangement of the material; it places Ezra after Nehemiah; it follows in a
general way I Esdras; it seems the best arrangement as convincing reasons for
another arrangement have not been produced. This arrangement is made with a
feeling that it might be wrong or right in view of the strong conflicting evi-
dence for differing views, but it does furnish a working basis for an approach
to the study of Ezra and his work.

CHAPTER VII
THE WORK OF EZRA AND HIS SIGNIFICANCE.
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First of all did Ezra ever exist? Torrey has answered, "llo , he is
the literary creation of the Chronicler". H.P.Smith refers to him as "the
personification of the scribal movement". Torrey feels that by the elimination
of E as a genuine Memoir he has carried a further point, namely that Ezra
never existed. This is pushing his premises too far, for by proving that a man
never wrote anything we do not prove that he never existed. There are many people
who have existed who never wrote memcirs. So that many scholars have agreed with
Torrey' s literary criticism but have been unable to follow him in his historical
criticism. But the questions raised by the literary aspects of the question hav
already been discussed in Part II. We will assume here the results that were
achieved there.
Some have questioned the work and existence of Ezra upon the ground
that he is a colorless, insipid individual who lacks force and therefore life.
Neheraiah we know; he lives, but who is this Ezra ? Then too the reforms he
carried out, are they not most unlikely ? Do we think for a moment that the Jewish
community would consent to give up their wives as easily as the book of Ezra would
assume? Would Ezra ask such a thing? Weeping,fasting, doing penance, sitting all
day in the rain; would th-, se get the results of breaking up the family relations'*
"Such a delicate matter as the alteration of marriage customs cannot have been brought
about in such a rough and ready way and so quickly. That the sight of Ezra
sitting with disheveled hair in a stupor, and the hearing of a solemn liturgical
prayer, should have unnerved the people who had married non-Jewish wives, so that
straightway they volunteered to turn away their wives and their children, that three
days later a lar
;
er assembly should have gathered in cold rainy weather out doors
and sanctioned a commission to compel offenders to carry out this resolution, is
incredible? (Ch yne, "Jewish Religious Life Since the Exile", p. 58)
* Quoted in part above pp. 89f but repeated here for convenience.
** See above 191 ff.
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Nikel has an interesting reply to this passage in Cheyne, "Cheyne judges from a
modern standpoint and from the standpoint of a bold Englishman. The population
of Judah was impressed by Ezra's arrival with a decree from the great king and by
the magnificence of the gifts that he brought. The small mirority involved gave
way to the large majority without much opposition" (pp.l77ff). Cheyne, Jahn,
H.P.Smith, and Halevy have been the chief critics of the Ezra s ory. Cheyne
admits, however, that Ezra existed, "it is quite certairithat a considerable party
of Babylonian Jews arrived in Jerusalem under ^zra. Indeed the activity of Ezra, like
that of hehemiah, is absolutely necessary to explain the course of events in later
Jewish history. But what he actually did cannot always be ascertained (" Jewish Re-
ligious Life After the exile", p. 56).
T/hat shall we say about this assault upon the historicity of Ezra
and his work?
(l) Vie must admit that Ezra is not drawn for us in as clear lines
as is hehemiah. E furnishes far more of a temptation to the redactor than does N
and thus the picture of Ezra's life is more obscured. But that such a character is
necessary to explain the course of events is almost as certain as the personality
of Neher.iiah is necessary to explain the walls. Hehemiah is responsible for the
wall around Jerusalem. Ezra is responsible for the wall around Judaism. The
primary work of Kehemiah was the former, that of Ezra was the latter. The wall
around the city was a prerequisite of the wall around Judaism, but we have the fact
of both walls. Son^bne needed to bring the Babylonian idea, mediate it, and i ake
it forceful and operative in Palestine. Ezra was the one who did it. The situation
and results demand an Ezra as well as a Nehemiah. The wall around Jucaism
can partly be explained by the work and spirit of Neheuiah, but Kehemiah needs
to be supplemented by Ezra to explain Judaism.
!
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(2) Ezra is real in his own way but not in the way of Nehemiah. The
trouble with Jahn who thinks that Ezra is without flesh and blood is that he has
been reading about Nehemiah with his tremendous activity and he half expects that
Ezra will be like Nehemiah. But Ezra is the formalist, the priest; he v ill
pray and fast like a priest. We have no right to expect a priest to act like a
governor or a soldier. Yet even Ezra can move rapidly when the times comes.
Fasting and praying 4/iewhat we would expect of a priest coming from Babylon.
Ezra was probabl y not as genial and electric as Nehemiah; he did not have troops
and civil power, he acted like a priest, but that is what we would expect and if
he had acted like agovernor, Jahn would be the first to deny his historicity.
*
(3) T e authenticity of S ,which has earlier been established, is to be
mentioned as a proof for the existence of Ezra. All of those who hold to the
authenticity of E are of course believers in the existence of Ezra.
(4) The situation at the time that Ezra arrived demands a personality
and it also demands that the solution of the problem come from without. There
would be many who would be sympathetic to the rebuilding of the walls. It would
mi ister to their pride and civic self-respect and appeal to their patriotism
but the matter of a religious reform -as different. In order for the religious
reform to be successful, it would be necessary for a sufficient number of
Babylonian Jews to return to give weight to the undertaking. Ezra could not hope to
succeed single handed in any kind of a reform which involved the breaking up of mixed
marriages unless he had very strong support. This he had from three sources;
the Persians, the Exiles who returned with him, and the pious party in Jerusalem
whose representatives re orted the situation to him as soon as he arrived in the city.
This testifies to the fact that an impact came from without. Y/ho headed this
impact? iradition says Ezra. Is it wrong? If not Ezra, then who? Furthermore
the ideas that- were put into operation were ideas prevailing among the Exiles.
* For details see above Fart II, Chapter III entire.
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This testifies to the Exilic origin of the movement. If Lalachi can be taken as a
witness for the days preceding Ezra and Nehemiah, it is extremely unlikely that
*
the seeds of restoration and reform would come from Jerusalem. Thus on a priori
grounds we feel that the movement for reform must have come from without and fro.
some strong personality. Tradition bears this out and makes a very strong combinatior
of testimony favoring the return of Ezra and the Gola to Jerusalem. The work
was not all accomplished in a day, we need the work of Nehemiah as well Ezra.
e
But then we must remember that Iihemiah too came from the Exile and was a pers< nal
factor in the situation.
(5) Some have criticised the whole program of Ezra and its historicity
upon the ground that it was too cruel and drastic. But we need only a slight
historical retrospect to realize that religion can be very cruel. This is
especially true when it feels that its life is at stake. Roger Williams, Salem
witchcraft, the Spanish Inquisition, the death of Latimer, Ridley, Huss, Savonarola,
all testify to the cruelty of
f
religion and orthodoxy which insist upon their
perpetuation. Jesus himself vras the victim of a religious orthodoxy. Orthodoxy
may be used in our enlightened age as a club to browbeat the intellectually
honest or as a stiletto to pierce the heart of piety. Our sympathy may be
with Jonah and Ruth rather than with the attitude of Ezra-Nehemiah and Esther
but there was an element in Judaism which the mood of Ezra-Nehemiah expresses
and strong personalities were back of that spirit as its agents and parents. In
Ezra-Nehemiah we have a record of the exclusive policy. This is not the creation
of a novelist of later times who read his spirit back into an earlier a^e, it is
the early age itself which in turn created the men of the later age. Y/hen we
remember that in the Christian era, children were compelled to light the fires
* For the study of Malachi's bearing upon this point see pp. 329-30 above.
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that burned their parents because they possessed a copy of the English Bible, let
us not complain that in the age of 450 B.C. orthodoxy made compulsory' he separation
of husbands from wives.
In a sense they could justify what they were doing. The feeling of
the leaders was* We have a tradition that must be preserved, we have a mission to
the world, but if we are not exclusive we will lose both our religious and our
racial inheritance. What we see in Ezra-IIehemiah was not a lovely flowering of the
religious spirit, but one that was probably necessary. As a permanent religious
are
attitude legalism and exclus^veness / inadequate, but for the earlier stages of
its development fKe^may well be necessary.
(6) Y/e ne ,d to bear in mind the standards of that day rather than
ours in record to this whole transaction • Nikel's reply to Cheyne was right
when he said that Cheyne introduced our modem psychology into an ancient situation.
Divorce in those days was easy. It was a simple process, a bill of divorcement was
all that was necessary. The offenders were chiefly men. The possible hardships to
the women were not to be greatly considered especially since they were foreign
viomen. There were undoubtedly those who would not submit to the matter and pre-
ferred to remain outside of the Jewish community, choosing family rather than
religion. The numbers reported as divorcing their wives are not large, one hundred
three. We are also to remember that blood in ancient times had very great significance
and this appeal to solidarity would have more weight then than now. We may regard
the action as hard-hearted and cruel. They may have looked upon it differently,
although Ruth, if from this period, testifies to the fact that some did look upon it
as wrong and so express d themselves.
We come from this discussion with the conclusion that Ezra
is flesh and blood and while admitting that the narrative has been touched by later
hands, we can connect with him tv/o events,- the reform of mixed marriages and
the giving of the law. Another thing happened, the formation of the community or
* For further arguments concerning the or istence of Ezra see pp, 185-91 above.
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Jewish church. Some associate the name of Ezra with this event; oti.ers, the
name of h ehemiah; still others do not know who is responsible for it. We will
discuss the event inconnection with ^zra while admitting that Ezra's name is not
mentioned in Neh. 10 and that neither he nor Nehemiah may be connected with it.
The use of the first person plural in this chapter has led Batten to think that
it is a first hand report of a layman and that Ezra had nothing to do with it.
So v.'ithout claiming that Ezra formed the community or that Nehemiah did, we will
discuss the fact and try to get at its significance. But that Ezra was definitely
connected with the reform of mixed marriages and with the reading of the law we
hold to be the case and shall mention him prominently in connection with both.
That he was also present at the formation of the community is also likely
^
likely
enough that we choose to discuss the event here rather than in connection
with Neher-iah or by itself as being anonymous.
After a short ii troduction to the Ezra story by the Chronicler (Ezra
7:l-ll), there appears the letter from the King authorizing his mission (Ezra
7:12-26). This decree or firman is written in the Aramaic language and its authen-
**
ticity has already been discussed. After giving a list of those who returned with
Ezra(8:l-14), the narrative tells of the assembly at the river Ahava. Here Ezra
collects his company and finds that there are no Levitos in the group. He sends
messengers to secure some Levites and temple servants from CAsiphia.. After their
return, the company fasts and prays for a successful journey. Ezra feels somewhat
nervous about the journey because he has not asked for a military escort. (8:15-30).
The company finally arrives at Jerusalem and upon thi.ir arrival the money
and the vessel are deposited in the temple, sacrifices are offered, and the royal
edict delivered to the Syrian officials(8:31-36)
. The officers report to Ezra
* See below pp. 413-14.
** See above pp. 169-76.
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that the Jews have been marrying the women of alien races ( 9:1-5); Thereupon
Ezra manifests the most violent grief, rends his clothes , fall s upon his knees, prays
ahve. The prayer\seens quite as much addressed to the audience as to deity. (9:6-15)
Ezra's loud praying and weeping gathers a large crowd together. Shech-
aniah speaks for the group and confesses the trespass of the people in this matter
and proposes that the offenders be put under oath to cast out their foreign wives
and the children that have been born to them. Ezra accepts the plan and calls an
assembly which is convene within three days under the threat of confis-cation
of property if they d© not obey. To this was also added excommunication from the
"assembly of the captivity M ( 10:1-8).
Ezra desires to proceed at once in regard to the matter in spite
of the storm that is raging and the short time that is given to think it over. But
the people ask for officers to be appointed to have charge of the matter and this is
done. This plan is accepted by Ezra and the business is completed by "the first day
of the first month tt (l0:8-17). Ezra 10:18-43 gives a list of those that divorced
their wives and the narrative closes with vs. 44, a verse i>: which the text is so
corrupt as to almost defy r eaning.
Such is the tradition as it is related for us in Ezra 7-10. The
story is in part from E and in part from other sources, an analysis of which has
already been given. Here we shall deal with certain points and questions that
relate to the underlying history' and the significance of the events rather than
with the problems of literary criticism. The description of the events is all too
meagerly given and the details have undoubtedly been influenced by the redactor
but that there was an Ezra and that he made a determined effort against mixud
marriages is the clear indication of the passage. That here was a return from
* See above pp. 194-6.
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the Exile at this time and that there was Persian support is the clear implication
of the passage. That there were those in Jerusalem who were quite willing to
proceed in the matter of mixed marriages is indicative of Jerusalem cooperation in
the matter. A number of questions have arisen in connection with this story.
L.E. Browne has raised the question if there might not be the suggestion
in Ezra 8:17 of a temple in ^abylon corresponding to the temple at Yeb in Egypt
(Journal of Theological Studies, Vol .17 ,pp.400ff ). The founding of the temple at
Yeb led naturally to the question if there might not have been other temples in the
Diaspora. The words"at the place Casiphia" in Ezra 8:17 where there could be had
a supply of Levites and temple servants, suggests that there may have been a temple th
He lays stress upon the word "imkomVnd thinks it may have the meaning "sanctuary".
Then by translating "harosh" as "chief priest"^ in II Chron. 24:6) we would
have Iddo as the chief priest. Vfhy did not Iddo himself go? Perhaps it was because 1
still presided at the sanctuary in Babylon. Browne translates the verse as follows:
"And I sent to Iddo the high prist in the sanctuary at Casiphia to bring unto us
servants for the house of our God".
This is a very interesting suggestion but it has the fo] lowing points
against it that ought to be considered: (a) Browne is placing too much reliance
upon the words "makom" and "harosh" to establish his theory. There is some
question whether "makom" should be in the text at all. It makes better sense to
omit the word. The word usually means "place" and "sanctuary" would be a very
unusual meaning for it. For "chief priest", "kohen harosh" is the usual form and the
use of "harosh" would be very unusual, (b) There are no evidences elsewhere of any
such temple in Babylonia. The teaching in Babylon as reflected in Ezra-Nehemiah
shows too great an influence of Deuteronomy for it to be likely that such a temple
would be in existence. They learned there to get along with a templeless worship.
1
Another question that arises is this: YJhat was the aim of Ezra in carrying
Ul
ot the program reported in Ezra 9-10? Wellhausen feels that the real aim of Ezra
was not the lav/ but the putting to an end or the ranger from heathen neighbors,
l^'eyer and Stade have seen chiefly a political significance in the work of Ezra.
It v/as the desire of the Persians to show favor to the Jews and to bind them
to Persia by that method. But the real aim of Ezra seems rather to have been re-
ligious. Yfith Uehemiah we can associate a political motive but with Ezra it is
red ced to the vanishing point. He vanted to introduce the lav/ as the constitution
for the Jerusalem cUltus but he t. anted also to purify them from their alien alliar.ces
and carry out the idea of holiness in the sense of a "holy people on holy ground
worshipping in a holy temple under a holy law In Ezra we have particularism
incarnate. The Exile had had a pedagogical effect. Ezra had seen with pain the growir
I
looseness in Palestine in regard to purity of stock and he felt as if the situation mu^
be cfoaiged. His purpose seems to have been in this direction and to do his work
so thoroughly that it Y/ould be permanent. The key to an understanding of Ezra is
to read Ezekiel, study the psychology of the Exiled, and observe the growing laxness
in Palestine. He comes out to reform the situation and to nould the Palestinian
community according to the theology of the Gola.
Another critical problem with which we nan quickly deal is the
question raised by Kosters as to whether there are any of the Gola in Jerusalem
when Ezra arrives. He holds to the theory that none of the Gola had returned to
Jerusalem prior to Ezra. This has already been dealt with in the attempt to prove a
return before the time of Ezra in Part III Chapter I. The sin is described as
"the trespass of them of the captivity "(9:4) and since Ezra's Gola had just
arrived they would not have had time to intermrrry with the "people of the land".
Furthermore, the report speaks of the "holy seed" having mixed with the "peoples of
the land"(9:2). This phrase "holy seed" is applied to the Gola(cf. 10:7,8).
* For positive arguments favoring a return before Ezra see above pp. 251ff,
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Furthermore Ezra's grief is all the more poignant if the offenders are those who
came back from the Exile. Clearly we cannot argue on the basis of Ezra 9-10 that there
was no return of the Exiles before the time of Ezra.
,
The forces that were in operation in this situation were parti1- favor-
able to Ezra and partly opposed. Among the favorable forcer, were: (l) the Persian
power. That Ezra received such extensive powers as Ezra 7:12-26 would make out , is
very unlikely , but that he received Persian permission and authority to reform the
cultus at Jerusalem is altogether likely else there would have been an appeal to
the Persian power to stop him. (2) There was the group of Exiles,with a zeal for
the lav/, who returned with him. He was able to do with their help what he might not
hav-^ been able to do single handed . (3) There was the party at Jerusalem hostile to
foreigners, representing the party of reaction. They were the spiritual followers
of Lalachi, III Isaiah, and their great forebear Ezekiel. It is from that party
that "certain nobles" came upon Ezra's arrival to report what the situation was.
All of these factors were working with Ezra to bring about a change in the situation.
But there was also a party within who would be opposed to Ezra although
they do not come to the surface as they did in the time of
A
'ehemiah. This party
would be friendly to foreigners, liberal, perhaps tolerant of popular elements in relig-
ion. There would be those who would oppose Ezra on principle. His method was so
drastic and severe that it would stir opposition. Then the going against marriage
customs, the breaking of families, would all come in for criticism. The reforms
probabV placed increased burdens upon the community in the way of temple taxes.
Some may even have thought that the reducing of the will of God to law would stifle
the voice of prophecy. Then too, this was not a proper attitude to take towards
heathenism. Was there not in the ancestry of David a lloabitess woman and did she
not give a conspicuous example of devotion to Jahve. Then there was the experience of
See above pp. 169ff.
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Jonah. Did his experience not teaoh that Jahve was interested in the heathen?
Not all of the opposition to Ezra stood upon this high plane , but Eone of u
mav have stood on some such hi6h basis. We do not read of opposition to Bm enywhere
in the narrative unless it he in Ezra 10 = 15. The African Revised Version ,eads
this verse:" And onl
. Jonathan the son of Asahel and Jahzeiah the son of Ukvah stood
up against this matter; and Ueshullar, and Shabethai the Levite helped them.
"
This translation would give us a hint of opposition on the part of certain rubers
of the canity. But the text is very uncertain at this point. Another
translation of the text would be Vere appointed over the natter". This would make
vs. 16 refer to the appoint ent of a commission which had oversight of the matter,
(so Authorized Version. Esdras. Michaelis, fi^nen and the older interpreters). This in.
terpretation has to be given up for the following reasons: "(a) V..16 connects with
vs
.
14. (b) The appointment of the emission is described in verse 16 and not in
verse 16. ( c) . ak . has „ restrictiTe ^ nQt R continuativc (d) ^
cumstantial clause shows that this verse cannot describe the execution of a plan
previously proposed but must be an attendant circumstance" (Batten,p.646). These argu-
ments are convincing against a reading which makes these four men helpers. "Amadh" when
used with the preposition M" mean. to»stand against". Such is the usage here(cf;
L~.X9.16. I Chron. 21:1, „ chron . 20i25
.
Daniel 8:25). This is the meaning which is
used in the Revised Version and the A merican Revised Verslon
. oonmentators who
follow this meaning are Davies. Kyle, Lightfoot, Siegfried, Bertheau^ssel
, lertholet.
Batten comes out v ith the rather bold suggestion that .he verse should be translated-
Only Jonathan and Jehaziah wer
, with me in the matter and Uoshullas, end shabbath.i
aided W(p.346). he sees in it a scrap from E that has escaped the pen of the
Chronicler testifying to the fact that at some stage of the program Ezra cries out
'
1
that onlj, four men are with him. This would make it a record of almost total failure I
or at least of wholesale opposition. In either of these loot two interpretations wo I
do find evidence of opposition and the ounces are that there was mo :-e than I
appears on the surface of the record. This of course leads to the ou stion which is |
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the most important of all from the standpoint of criticism: Y/as the reform of
Ezra a success or a failure ?
That Ezra's reform was not a success is the opinion of many men. Kuenen
(Abhandlungen,pp.245ff ) argues as follows : Ezra is the redactor's hero. Why-
does he break off so suddenly at Ezra 10:44 ? May it not be because Ezra's work was a
failure and he did not want to record it? No mention is made of actual separations,
only of investigations. Why is there no triumphant conclusion to the Chronicler's
story? May it not be that he had E before him and in it there was a reccrd of
failure rather than of success ? Ezra's attempt was much like our modem revival,
the same excess, the :ane impetuosity of execution, the same appeal not to spiritual
forces but to the crowd, and the sane temporary results that follow excitement.
That there was a reaction is certain. One party held with Ezra and began to rebuild
the walls , the other held against Ezra and had work on the walls stopped. This
completely broke the power of Ezra and it was due only to the coning of Nehemiah that
//
the situation was saved. This is the reasoning of Kuenen and in it he has been
followed by Cheyne, Bertholet ( 'Die Stellung etc",pp.l37ff ), and others.
The Chronicler is blamed for the smooth and easy way in which the story
progresses with all opposition reduced to a minimum or wiped out. Bertholet (p. 138)
finds certain evidences of failure cropping out even in the narrative of the
Chronicler. n It was four months after Ezra's lamentations and prayer before the asse-
bly was called and then only under heavy penalty in order to get the people to
attend. Even then Ezra did not arrive at his goal, "for the people are many, and it
is a time of much rain and we are not able to stand without, neither is this a work
of one day or two , for we have transgressed greatly "(10:13)
.
It is further argued that even though we admit that the list given
in Ezra 10:18ff is authentic that 113 would not be a large nunber to put away if the
evil were as bad as it is represented as being. It is not even sure that these put
Kway their wives. But even if they did, the number would not be large enough to
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consider as such a sweeping success. Vellhausen feels that there is a very serious
possibility that the reforms of Ezra wwre a failure, "Vielleicht war das Ende ein
1- ehlschag"(Geschichte ,p,160).
In connection with this whole discussion the problem is complicated
by the difficulty in the text of Ezra 10:44. The American Revised Version reads as
follov/s: All these had taken foreign wives, and some of them had wives by whom they
had children". This would tell us nothing about the actual divorcing of the wives.
This is the last sentence in the chapter and closes the incident. This has led some
to say that the only result Ezra got was the promise of 10:3 and there is no record
that it was ever carried out. But that the above is the meaning of the original is not
likely. The text implicit in I Esdras 9:36 is far nearer the original: "And they
put then away with their children". Bertheau's emendation renders the passage thus:
" While the most let only their wives go, others in a burst of zeal\broke off every
connection with foreigners, and went so far as to separate at once from wives and
children". This is carrying it too far and in addition there is not enough Hebrew
in the passage to get such a meaning out of it except by the addition of many words.
Torrey, Batten, Davies, and others say that I Esdras has here the original. "There
can be no doubt whatever hat the original intent of this verse is expressed in I Es-
dras 9:36. The plan proposed in Ezra 10:3,5 was to put away wives and children. A
complete census town by town was to be taken; every Israelite who failed to appear
before the authorities was to be expelled from the congregation(vs.9) . The people
agreed (vs. 12) and acted according to the agreement(vs. 16 ) . By the first day of
the month all of those who had married fo reign women appeared before the judges
(vs. 17 ) • The members of the leading priestly hovise are first mentioned and it is
said of them thrt they agreed to put away their wives(vs,19). Then follows
without any other introductionthe remainder of the list. At its close must
therefore have stood in some form the statement that these all put away their
wives (presumably the children would also be mentioned); no other continuation is
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possible. And yet our commentators and historians all wonder if Ezra's reform was pic-
tured as successful^" ("Ezra Studies", Torrey ,pp. 278f f )
.
TheNtrouble with the arguments that represent Ezra's reforms as a failur
is just this: They do not pay enough attention to textual criticism. Were it not
for the theory of history that some of them have, they would not picture these
reforms as a failure. Their theory is that Ezra faife d and then that Nehemiah came
tc save the situation. The assumption that Ezra's work was a failure cannot be
proven by the text and represents arbitrary dealing with the text. The Massoretic
text gives no sense but I E sdras does and fits with the story that has been told.
The change should be made in the translations. "All of these had foreign wives
and they put them away with their children" , makes a reading that fits what has gone
before and it stands in Esdras. Since I Esdras is in all probability the original
LXX,this helps to make a clear case for the theory that in the story as we have it in
Ezra 10 the reform is not mentioned as a failure.
Van Hoonacker has written a spirited defence of the position that
Ezra's reforms were not a failure and cannot be so inte rpreted by any fair reading
of the text of Ezra 9-10. He holds that these chapters attest, "de la facon la plus
claire le plein succes de 1 'entreprise" (p. 277). He then gives the chain of
events as related in the Ezra story which is very convincing for his position.
The text does not lead us to pronounce Ezra's marriage refor s a
failure. But if they were so pronounced, the final success in the matter would not be
due to Hehemiah so much as to the formation of the community, eligibility in which was
limited to those who were of pure blood and others who were willing to place
membership in the community above family relationships. Many would hesitate to contract
an alien marria,;e if they knew that by so doing the:: would eliminate themselves from
the Jewish church. This is a more effective method than either that of Ezra or
Nehemiah. But there is evidence to the effect that before the community was formed
an attempt was made to solve the problem by the breaking up of mixed marriages.

4C4
Nehemiah 5-10 is commonly connected with Ezra rather than with
Kehemiah and the order of events is as follows: The reading of the Law by
Ezra
and its explanation by the Levites, Neh. 8:1-12; the celebration of the
feast
of the Tabernacles, as prescribed in the newly found law, Neh. 8:13-15;
a day
of public confession, Neh. 9:1-5; the Levitical confession and
prayer for the
people, Neh. 9:6-37; the formation of the community and the liet of those who
covenanted to keep the law, Neh. 10. Here we have the story of the formal in-
auguration of the post-exilic community in its distinctive aspects. There are
two events of importance, (1) The reading of the Law, (2) the formation of the
community upon the basis of the Law and the oath to keep the Law. Ezra is
prominently connected with these wvents in the narrative and it may well be
that under the narrative there is an Ezra Memoir which has been worked over by
later writers.
In connection with the reading of the law there are two questions
that have some bearing upon the purposes of this dissertation. (l) What was
the lawbook that Ezra introduced? (2) What was the significance of Ezra's em-
phasis upon the law for later Judaism?
What was the lawbook that Ezra introduced? Here is the subject
for a dissertation in and of itself. Fortunately for us, it does not make any
great amount of difference which portion of the law it was. What we are primar-
ily interested in is the fact that the LAW was emphasized in the formation of
post-exilic Judaism and that Ezra, a Babylonian Jew, was associated with its in-
troduction. The book that Ezra had in his hands cannot be determined with cer-
tainty and opinions upon that question are widely different. For purposes of
our discussion it makes but little difference because all authorities recognize
that there was an emphasis upon the law and that is our chief concern. But
what are the prevailing opinions upon this subject?
"/ellhausen, Kennett, Hunter, and Wade all hold that the book was
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"substantially our Pentateuch in its present form". The reforms carried out
in Nehemiah 10 are based not merely upon the Priests' Code but also on the Code
of the Covenant and Deuteronomy. Thus it would appear that the lawbook must
oontain all three of these codes and be the entire Pentateuoh. Then too, we
ought to remember that Ezra does not write or create the law, he is a scribe of
an existing law. "He reproduces without inventing, formulates without coloring,
and codifies without interpolating. He re-establishes the law". (Hunter,
"After the Exile", p. 228). If the Samaritan schism took place at this time
or soon after, the book must have been the Pentateuch as they would not have
accepted a Pentateuch after the schism. (So Kennett, Cambridge Biblical Essays,
p. 126).
By far the prevailing opinion among mcri ems is that the lawbook
was the Priests' Code. Stade, Kuenen (in his later writings ), Reuss, Wilde-
boer, Meyer, Bertholet, Xaters, Kent, Knudson, Peritz, et al. hold to this opin-
ion. This opinion is usually expressed with some degree of qualification as
the following quotations will show. "The Lawbook was not Deuteronomy but
either the priestly law or the whole Pentateuch" (Batten, p. 373). Van Hoona-
cker says, "it was ^euteronomy and perhaps the Priests' Code (Schweich Lectures,
p. 17). "With most moderns we hold Ezra's lawbook to be the Priests' Code"
(Kosters, p. 75). "Ezra o^oVMy had before him on his pulpit only the priest-
lv elements of the Pentateuch. This is the jtxdgement of both Reuss and Kuenen.
The work of combining it with the prophetic elements and Deuteronomy took place
later. Moreover the priestly element was not so extensive then as now" (Y.'ilde-
boer, Origin of the Canon of the Old Testament, p. 108). "Ezra's lawbook was
not the complete Pentateuch but the Priests' Codex. In the background are Deu-
teronomy and the Code of the Covenant but these are expanded and sunnlemented by
the Priests' Code" (Meyer, Ent. 216). "The law introduced was the Priests'
Code, but whether that code only and under whnt circumstances is not easy to de-
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cide" (Pertholet, p. 152). "The book contained the Holiness Code and the raw
materials of the Priests' Code. The broadening: of this book and its union with
the older portions of the Pentateuch soon followed" (Guthe, "Geschichte" , p. 260).
Nikel holds that the lawbook was not all our Pentateuch but a lepal codex of
some sort. Even if Ezra had all of the Pentateuch, he did not read it all but
that which he chose to read - what he held to be most important. J. M. P.
Smith (Journal of Religion, Vol. 1, p. 324) says, "Ezra's reforms are based upon
some earlier version of the Priests' Code than we now have".
A number of scholars have recently challenged the idea that the
lawbook of Ezra was the Friests' Code. Says Torrey ("Ezra Studies", p. 262
footnote), "The laws quoted and accepted in the story do not as a rule belong
to the oriestly legislation". Jahn and L. E. Browne see a connection primar-
ily with Deuteronomy rather than with the priestly legislation. Kosters feels
the same way and for that reason thinks that the law was read AFTER the forma-
tion of the community.
What shall be our conclusion as to the lawbook that was read?
No certain answer to that question can be given. There are good arguments for
each of the three general positions stated above. As a matter of fact there is
probably a closer connection between the obligations that the people take on
themselves (
T
"eh. 10:30ff) and Deuteronomy than there is with any other code.
But there are also evidences of the ^riestly Code, the Code of the Covenant,
and no code at all. A fair statement of the evidence in the case is this: (1)
In regard to the oath to refrain from mixed marriages (Neh. 10:30) there is no
reference in P but we find a reference in Deut. 7:3 and Exodus 34:16 (j). (2)
The oath to observe the Sabbath (Neh. 10:31) is backed by all the codes. ^he
explicit command not to buy or sell on the Sabbath is in neither Deut. nor P;
it is rather a statement concerning the casuistry of the Sabbath - an interpre-
tation given by the community itself Drobably of Ixodus 31:13-17. (3) The
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foregoing of the seventh year (Neh. 10:31) is paralleled by Ex. 23:11, Dt. 15:
1-11, Lev. 25:1-7. This may also proceed from the social needs of the time and
represent a lightening of the older legislation for the poorer classes. (4)
The obligation to pay one third of a shekel as a temple tax is not to be found
in the Pentateuch. The P document orders one half shekel (Exodus 30:13, 38, 36).
These passages in Exodus have been held by some to be late P. Others hold the
passage to be older than Ezra and that Ezra modified P from one half to a third.
(5) The shewbread (TIeh. 10:33) is mentioned only in P (Exodus 25:23-30 Lev. 24:
5-9). (6) The wood -offering (Neh. 10:34) is not specified in the Pentateuch as
we have it but may be in an earlier edition. ( 7 ) the oath to offer the first
born of sons, cattle, herds, flocks, srround, and trees has back of it Ex. 23:
19, Dt. 26:2, 10, 12:6, Exodus 22:29f, 13:2. Here we have both P and Deut.
(8) The ©ath to bring in the tithes agrees with P in Numbers 15:21, 24ff.
In all of this discussion it is well to bear in mind the fact
that many laws were in existence as unwritten laws before they were put in
any code. We must also remember that the community would have Deuteronomy as
well as P if it had P. Deuteronomy and the Code of the Covenant were rela-
tively old codes and there is nothing surprising if these codes were both used.
If we find any eMdence of Deuteronomy and the Code of the Covenant there is
nothing to be wondered at for upon all hypotheses thev were in existence. But
if we find any traces at all of P it would give evidence of the existence of P
at this time. These oaths may well have grown out of concrete needs and may
not all have had a written law back of them. In so far as there are laws in the
background, they seem to be partly based upon all of the codes, CC, Detrt., and
P. The main thing to remember is that these oaths grew out of the concrete
needs of the community and sometimes they both modified and expanded parts of
existent laws. At times they may even have made oaths for which there wes no
written law. But while it is difficult to certainly determine what Ezra's law-
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took was, we do have evidence from both Neh. 8 and Neh . 10 that the law
was
emphasized and had a powerful influence in the formal inauguration of the post-
exilic community.
Of much greater importance than the question of the identity of
Ezra's lawbook is this: What is the philosophy back of the emphasis upon the
law and what were the results of the adoption of the law upon later Judaism?
The philosophy back of the promulgation of the law is briefly this: The will
of God must be applied and made plain in the law. The high ideals and princi-
ples of the prophets are not easily grasped by the common people. They want
rules and regulations. They want principles translated into a series of "do's"
and"do nots". For this reason R. T. Herford (Pharisiasm, p. 12) says, "The pro-
mulgation of the Torah was the central point in Ezra's reformation whether we
regard it as the Priests' Code or the whole Pentateuch". What shall men do?
What concretely is the will of God applied to daily conduct both in ethical
and ceremonial matters? The answer is: "You will find it in the Law". Ezra
thus set up a written authority as the guide of personal conduct for each indi-
vidual Jew. This does not mean that the Jews had not had any laws or codes be-
fore the time of Ezra. They were familiar both with written and unwritten law.
Deuteronomy, the Code of the Covenant, and/che priestly law, unwritten before
the time of P, and written in F were familiar to them. They were prepared for
a system of life under the law. The work of Ezra represents the formal inau-
guration of life under the law, an embarking upon an emnhasis from which they
did not depart up to the time of Christ, but rather increasingly emphasized.
The people may have halted upon occasion in the path they entered the day Ezra
read the law, but they did not permanently diverge from it. They never trans-
ferred to any other authority the allegiance they had pledged to the law.
Hunter sees in this, the beginning of the synagogue in Palestine. "The pulpit
displaced the altar; the scribe, not the high priest, makes the confession of
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sin in the name of the people. Prayer largely takes the place of sacrifice,
although the holocaust is still continued at the temple" ("After the Exile", p.
220). This tendency to embody Jahve's revelation of his will in a system of
precepts and thus make religion a law was well developed before the Exile, but
it was after the Exile that it became the working basis and philosophy of reli-
gion. The religious leaders felt that if the religion of the Jews was to be
delivered from the temptation of heathen cults it should be made objective. This
was more necessary for those left in Judah than for those in Exile. Deuteronomy
and the older codes had prepared the way for this; Ezekiel had stimulated it
anew; and now the faithful priests and scribes fonaulated the law and gave it to
the people.
The factors that led to the acceptance of the law by the Jeru-
salem community were : the smallness of the Jerusalem community, the personal-
ities of Nehemiah and Ezra, the liberal policy of the Persian government, the
opposition of Samaritan neighbors, a willingness in the popular mind to accept
the law - Ezra was in line with the spirit of the age. ^he sympathy and help
of Jews outside of the Jerusalam community, especially those in Bab/- Ion, was
also a prominent factor in the acceptance of the law by the community* Those
who would not swear allegiance to the Jerusalem community and its newly adopted
law could draw off to the dissenting Samaritan community. Later on, persecu-
tion intensified Jewish devotion to the law. Then too, it was in line with
Deuteronomy which was an old code and very greatly reverenced. The overthrow
of the state made it necessary to have some sort of external form to their re-
ligious life since they had no political organization upon which to depend.
When we add to all of this the powerful influence of Ezekiel in his emphasis
upon both the ethical and ceremonial aspects of religion, we can see that the
acceptance of the Law would be not only possible, but relatively easy. The idea
of divine holiness was at that time prevalent among the Jews and they probably
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felt that a rigid legal system was necessarv in order to ruard arainst the
profanation of it. The oral T rah was failing, the voice of prophec was
silent, there was need for a written law and it was adopted.
Thus we see that the tendency towards legalism began as far
back as Deuteronomy, was carried on by Ezekiel, and reached its climax in P.
Ezra's relation to legalism then does not represent its beginnings but rather
its climax. From then on, the Priests' Code becomes the foundation of later
Judaism. With Ezra religion is definitely organized on the basis of a legal
rather than a prophetic approach to religion. This does not mean that there
ceased at this time the deeper prophetic and pietist ic element in the Jewish
religion; it means that the legal aspect won as the central aspect of organized
religion. Torrey complains that sufficient recognition is not given in criti-
cal and traditional studies of post-exilic days to this universalizing, oietis-
tic, prophetic, element. &e claims that the pietistic was the dominant ele-
ment and that legalism developed at a much later date. Any careful student of
the Old Testament will at once recognize that there was in Judaism a deeper
element. "The depth of feeling in many of the Psalms, admittedly from this
age, serves to correct the superficial expression produced by the priestly
legislation that the post-exilic period was altogether formal and .joyless"
( ,ade - Old Testament History, p. 496). V/e find this depth of fueling and pro-
test in books like Jonah and Ruth as well as in the Psalms. No one can possi-
bly deny that such an element was present. The fact is that both tendencies
were present, it may be in different people or it may be in the same people.
Ezekiel had found it possible, for example, to hold that there was a place for
a ritual and ethical element in religion at one and the same time. No doubt
others had felt then, as they do now, that there could be both elements.
There can well be an "etiquette of worship", which is another name for ritual.
Ritual is necessary in order to make religion real andjb bjective to the common
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man. There may well have been a pietistic urge back of much of that which
seems formal to us. All that we are interested in maintaining at this point is :
That there was this legal, ritualistic, particularistic, emphasis in religion
in the time of Ezra, that he was connected with it in a conspicuous way, that
it had a profound influence upon later Judaism, and that, even in the time of
Ezra, it probably was dominant over the other emphasis. That it needed to be
dominant in order to save the Jewish religion in that period and later in the
Greek period seems to be the consensus of opinion among scholars.
This legal religion emphasized the cultus, the law, circumci-
sion, ceremonial cleanness, the Sabbath, the priests and Levites, purity of
racial stock, the tithe, a holy people on holy ground, worshipping at a holy
tempi* under a holy law. The elaborate cultus needed a special class to look
after it, hence the priests andthe Levites. It was necessarv to have teachers
of the law, hence scribes. These grew in importance until they came in time to
be very serious rivals of the priests as leaders of the religion of the people.
hile legalism had its elements of strength, it also had its
elements of weakness. It had a tendency towards the idea that Jahve was the
God of Israel. It emphasized the holiness of God and thus made him distant and
inaccessible. It failed to realize that where anything living is put into a
castiron frame, circulation is stopped and death is likely to come. It had a
tendency to place a barrier of partition between men and God. The deciding
authority for piety was placed outside of man, not within, as in the prophetic
religion. There was also a tendency to set equal value upon the ceremonial
law as well as the e/tfaical. Thus it might become as important to watch the
length of a Sabbath
.journey as it was to be truthful. God has a tendency to
become a judge in this system of legalism and man a criminal. Jesus emphasized
the relationship as that of father and child. Coupled with this there are cer-
tain inconsistencies which have been well pointed out by Charles Foster Kent,
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"History of the Jewish people", p. 266: "They conceived of Jahve as a universal
God and yet they acted as if he were a tribal deity, .jealously guarding their
race and hostile to the rest of men. He was Huler of the Universe and its
• Creator andyet only to be worshipped in Jerusalem. They sang, 'He has no
pleasure in burnt offerings' and yet offered continual burnt offerings. They
taught that Jahve was concerned chiefly with morals and yet concerned themselves
chiefly with details of ceremonialism". Yet with all of its weakness legalism
had a function to perform and^hose who are connected with it, Ezekiel, Ezra, and
others rendered a service which was quite necessary in the development of the
Jewish faith. Ezra was able to organize and make effective the tendencies of
long standing in the direction of a written law. He senses the spirit of the
age and the need for something objective in religion to make it practical.
The result was the promulgation and acceptance of the law by the Jerusalem
community. That Ezra was connected with this is the verdict of all tradition
and what we would on a priori grounds expect. It is his connection with the
law that later tradition called his greatest achievement. "Ezra is the founder
of Judaism. With him we stand on the threshold of rabbinical Judaism. It
calls him not without reason, the Second Moses. Samuel's clear insight and
Elijah's uncompr^sing zeal are found in him anew and are united" (Roszenweig,
p. 68). "Ezra provided the Jews with an enclosure, marked off from the Gentile
world, within which to live their religious life. He gave them the Torah, as
being the full revelation which God made to I'oses, for their guide in life. No
one could entr r into that enclosure or live within it unless he really and ser-
iously meant to live on the lines of the Torah. The Jews virtually declared
that they would stand or fall by the law" (Herford, "^arisaism, p. 70). The
above are but two quotations taken from a large number that might be given as
showing the prominent connection of Ezra with the constitution of Judaism. The
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situation demands a personality. Ezra-Nehemiah pcives us that personality in
the form of Ezra. If his life and work were not described for us, we would
have to assume just such a person to explain the course of events in the latter
part of the Persian period on dow- to the time of Christ.
Closely connected with the reading of the law the story is
told of the formation of a community at Jerusalem. A list of names is given of
those who formed the community and who bound themselves by oath to observe the
law and to maintain the cultus. This is related in Neh. 10. There have been
those who have said that both Nehemiah and Ezra were connected with this event;
others have said that onlv Nehemiah is to be connected with it since he alone
is mentioned as signing the covenant; still others thing that Ezra is connected
with it although his name is nowhere mentioned; and still others say that
neither Ezra nor Nehemiah were connected with it but that the report is from
some lavmen who had a part in it and reported it using the first person plural
pronoun. Batten holds to this latter opinion, "Neh. 10 is neither from E, nor
N, nor the Chronicler, but from a layman. *We brought the best of our coe^se
meal — to the priest — and the tithe of our land to the Levite ' • It is thus
from a man who was a zealous supporter of the temple. The fact that it is
written in the first person excludes the Chronicler. The style is not that of
N. It cannot be from E because it is written by a layman, Ezra is nowhere in
the whole account mentioned" (I. C. C. Ezra Neh., 373). In the meanwhile,
Ewald, Wellhausen, Schrader, Klostermann, Baudissin, Budde, Ryssel, Davies, and
others connect it with Ezra and see in it a story which is one with the reading
of the law which preceded the formation of the community. Kosters connects
the passage with Ezra but holds that the formation of the community preceded
the reading of the law. Bertholet makes Neh. 10 a part of the Nehenaiah Memoirs,
but his reasons are quite inadequate especially when we realize that the mention
of "Nehemiah" in Neh. 10; 1 is probably a late insertion in the text. The
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choice really lies between Patten's position and that of the majority of
scholars connecting the event with Ezra. There is much to be said for
connecting the event with Ezra even though Ezra's name is not mentioned.
It fits consistently with the events of Neh. 8-9 and represents a natural
outcome of events there recorded. Ezra really is mentioned among the signa-
tories of the covenant, for the covenant is signed by families and Ezra would
be included under the name "Seraiah". A personality and leader is needed in
connection with the formation of the community, someone who will takethe lead.
Ezra is naturally the one who would be the leader of such a move. Then too,
the things that they bound themselves to do were such things as Ezra would be
interested in. We cannot be dogmatic about this andmust recognize the possi-
bility of Batten's position as being correct. Nothing is lost by the accep-
tance of Batten's position. He gives as testimony to the event a first hand
witness who writes in the first person relating the circumstance presumably
soon after it happened.
According to Neh. 10, the community at that time bound itself
under a curse to certain things: (1) not to intermarry with foreigners, (2)
not to purchase from those who sold on the Sabbath day, (3) to keep the seventh
year, (4) to impose a cash tax upon themselves for the support of the temple,
(5) to provide wood for the burnt offering, (6) to offer the first fruits of
the ground, of the herds, flocks, trees, etc. to the cultus, (7) to pay tithes.
This looks like a list of measures taken to perpetuate the reforms of Nehnmiah's
second administration. The primary obligations were to refrain from intermarry-
ing with foreigners, to observe the law, and to maintain the worship at the
temple. Ir-espective of the man who carried this thing through to completion,
whether Ezra or some one else, thiols an event of great significance and^t re-
mains for us to state what that significance was.
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Practically all scholars see in this event the "formal beginning
of the reign of legalism". The movement begun many years ago in connection with
Deuteronomy now reached its height. henceforth Israel is no longer a nation
but a religious community ruled by the priest according to the ritual law and/m-
der solemn obligation to financially support that religion. The community was
made up of those who "Had separated themselves from the peoples of the land unto
the law of God"; those who "entered into a curse and an oath to walk in God's law";
those who "would not give our daughters unto the people of the land, nor take
their daughters for our sons"; those who were willing to support the temple and
its worship. In this group Kosters sees two chief elements: (l) the returned
Exiles, (2) the native Judeans who were willing to separate themselves from
the people of the land. To be members of the community then, one must be able
to show pure blood, be a supporter of the law and the temnle, and refrain from
intermarriage with heathen elements. Anyone who did not want to fit into this
scheme was not excluded from the community by the community but exlcuded himself
from the community. He might even go to the Samaritan community if he saw fit.
Thus the line was sharply drawn, the religious enclosure of Judaism now comes
just as Nehemiah had enclosed the city with walls. Here was an effective way
to deal with mixed marriages, far more effective than that of either Nehemiah
or Ezra. Only those were eligible for the community of religious men and women
who were willing to refrain from mixed marriages. Men wouldhesitate for some
time before they would contract a marriage which would automatically exclude
them from participation in the forms and ceremonies of religion. This would
be especially true of a people whose genius and chief interest had been and was
hour
largely religious. Here we have the birth/of Judaism, it is in the formation
of this community of holy people living under the law and bound by racial and
religious ties to support the temple and the cultus. Particularism had triumphed.
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Here was the feeble beginning of the great Jewish church. From now on there
was DEFINITE SUPPORT for organized religion at the temple and the true Israel
could now definitely be differentiated from the heathen - the true Israel ob-
served the law. The returned Exiles in all probability made the attempt to
draw over the religious minded of Judah and Jerusalem. This succeeded and
soon the community was strongly committed to the system of Judaism which had
been brought from the Exile. By this action the Jews of Palestine and the Jews
of the Dispersion could be united. Loyalty to one system of laws was the require-
ment. At the same time the real centre of the Jewish religion was shifted to
Jerusalem and henceforth .Trrusalem rather than the Babylonian Diaspora was the
chief influence that moulded Judaism. At last there was a real restoration.
There was a real ecclesiastical system now which coirld maintain and safeguard
the religious and racial individuality of the Jews. The Persian period had
seen the formation of that Scclesiastical system with its rigid adherance to
the law. The Greek period would see its test, a test which it successfully
weathered.
In Nebemiah 8-10 then we have a report of the OFFICIAL INSTITUTION
of Judaism. This assembly is of very great importance for then, "^he true seed
of Israel separated themselves from foreigners and formed an exclusively reli-
gious body or congregation. Israel became a church" (Stanley Cooke, En. Brit.
Vol. 15, p. 388 Eleventh edition). The leaders of Jewish thought had followed
Ezekiel rather than II Isaiah. This does not mean that II Isaiah had no fol-
lowers, there were those who were broadminded and broad guaged enough to write
books like Jonah and Ruth. There were those who could write devotional p lalRM .
There were those who could wrestle with orthodc <y and give the book of Job.
There were others who' could write in the vein of Koheleth and^alk of the endless
cycle of events andV e futility of all that man does under the sun. There were
the V.'ise Men with their gentle satire upon the foibles and weaknesses of men and
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and their shrewd practical ir.sieht into the heart of man. There mav well have
br en much of penuire piety not onlv in the life of the common peoole, but also
in the souls of the particularists themselves. Those elements in the Jewish
religion which many of the leaders of Judaism rejected were made the foundation
stone of Christianity. The stones of religious idealism which the builders of
Judaism rejected, the sane became the foundation of the corner.

CONCLUSION
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As a result of wide reading; upon this subject and a modest
amount of independent investigation certain conclusions both for literary and
historical criticism have emerged. The attempt has been to be fair to all
the evidence and only to go so far as the evidence leads. No claim is made
that the vexed problems of this post-exilic period have been solved; dogma-
tism in the midst of a welter of conflicting points of view has been avoided.
The conclusions from the standpoint of literary eritioism are as follows:
(1) The Aramaic souroe in Ezra does have historical value, but
it is not all of equal value. For the story concerning the rebuilding of the
temple, for the story of the frustrated attempt to rebuild the walls it has
greater value than it has in the matter of the Ezra firman. But it can be
used as a source for historical reconstruction.
(2) The Nehemiah source is held to be one of the most reliable
sources in the Old Testament although its limits have been pared down.
(3) The Ezra Memoirs are not the creation of the Chronicler.
The have been worked over in part by the Chronicler but we can depend upon
them in part as reliable sources for the reconstruction of the history.
(4) While the limitations of the Chronicler are recognized,
we may still hold that at times he has reliable sources of which he makes use.
Conspicuous among these we may make mention of the Lists of names that he found
to hand at Jerusalem and used upon occasion.
a.
(5) I Esdras has been found to be/very valuable old text and
probably the original LXX.
These conclusions have been stated in detail andthe reasons for
them given in the dissertation proper. They represent a moderately conserva-
tive position in direct conflict with the position of Torrey in America and
Kosters in Holland.
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From the standpoint of historical criticism the following con-
clusions have been reached:
(1) Tv,ere was a return from the Exile under Gyrus but the num-
ber of those returning is far less than that given in the lists fround in Ezra
2 (Weh. 7).
(2) Little or no work was done on the temple during the reign
of Cyrus. Actual work was begun during the reign of Darius and was finished
during his reign.
(3) The impulse to do the work came from the Fxile and was
partly religious, partly political, partly economic, and partly Messianic.
(4) The work on thetemple was done under the leader shin of the
returned Exiles, but was not done by them alone. It was the JOINT work of the
returned Exiles and the native Judeans.
(5) Samaritan opposition was begotten at this time by the Jews
declining their offer to work upon the temple.
(6) The incident of the frustrated attempt upon the walls, re-
lated in Ezra 4:7-23, belongs to the period shortly before the time of Neheniah.
(7) Ezra comes after Nehemiah probably in the reign of the II
Artaxerxes. In any case he comes after Nehemiah andnot before.
(8). Nehemiah had the support of (i) the Persian government,
(ii) a party favorable to his work in Jerusalem, (iii) it may be, some returned
Exiles. His work was in the nature of repairing the walls rather than building
them from the ground up. He had much to do with the Samaritan hostilitv and
may have precipitated the Samaritan schism.
(9) Ezra is connected with three great events: (i) the marriage
reforms, (ii) the reading of the law, (iii) the formation of the comriunity. Ezra
is a real person and not the "personification of the scribal movement."
(10) Exilic factors were a very great force in the restoration of
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Judaism both in furnishing the ideas and in furnishing the leadership. The
actual number who returned from Exile is hard to determine but it probably was
considerable and scattered over a more or less long period of time.
(11) The Persian Government was friendly to the restoration
of Judaism and of much actual assistance.
(12) The native Judeans, who never went into captivity, had
a far greater part in the reconstitution of Judaism than the older view permitted
them to have.
(13) There were two elements in post-exilic Jewish religion:
particularistic and universalizing, legal and prophetic. Thev existed side by
side and at times probably in the same person. But the particularistic tendency
in the time of Ezra and Nehemiah got the upper hand and had much to do with the
shaping of the thinking of later Judaism. This was not altogether a calamity
for it helped to save Judaism from disintegration during the Greek period.
(14) The official natal day of Judaism was in the great assem-
bly where the people convenanted to separate from the foreigners, to live under
the law and to support the cultus. But this birth was the result of a long
period of incubation and had its conception far back in the days before the Exile.
The real problems of this dissertation have been two: (1) To
evaluate Ezra and Nehemiah as sources for the story of the reconstitution of
Judaism - this from the literary point of view. They were found to have value,
far more value than many critics would allow. (2) From the historical point of
view, the problem was to find the FORCES that were at work in the reconstitution
of the Jewish religion after the Exile. These forces were found to be: partly
Persian, partlv Fxilic, partly Palestinian. The Persians furnished the author-
ity and friendly permission, the returned Exiles furnished the leadership, the
native Palestinians furnished, at least in part, much of the actual work of re-
construction. This is seen at the time the temple was rebuilt, at the time tti e
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walls were repaired, and at the time the conmunitv was formed. Each of these
factors is necessary and no one of them can be omitted without doing injustice
to the post-exilic period.
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